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Abstract

The  collection,  mixing  or  structural  reorganization  of  cultural  impulses  derived  from 
far-away countries, or from different periods in history, comes naturally to a creative artist 
socialized in the age of the Internet. While artists’ styles are often unwittingly influenced by  
the  multicultural  nature  of  the  surrounding  environment,  in  many  cases  composers 
intentionally choose to combine easily recognizable preexistent genre elements; this helps in the 
calling up of  stereotypical  associations and thereby the communication of  distinct  cultural 
meanings. 

This  dissertation  examines  composers'  awareness  of  and  communication  strategies 
behind genre mixing, while analyzing the traces of these concepts in the music itself. After the  
identification of different motivational types that influence the creation of crossover pieces, a 
model is constructed to help the systematization of these works. Music-theoretical analysis is  
supplemented  by  an  exploration  of  the  composers'  intentions  (through  letters,  notes  and 
interviews) and of the critical reception of their pieces. 

In the historical-descriptive part examples of musical exchange between western art 
music and various forms of popular music are analyzed with regard to intra- and extra-musical  
aspects. The examination of different crossover fields within popular music focuses on jazz 
fusion, progressive rock, “classical crossover”, and on the latest tendencies in internet-based 
composing. 

Detailed analyses of chosen works from U.K. band Gentle Giant, U.S. “super-group” 
Liquid Tension Experiment, Israeli multimedia artist Kutiman, and of internationally successful 
crossover adaptations of Vivaldi´s “Four Seasons” help illuminate aspects and characteristics of 
different sub-categories of “crossing over”. Qualitative interviews with current international 
genre-mixing composers expand the scope of the study. 

The exploration and systematization of a wide range of crossover phenomena reveals 
that  different  types  of  background  motivations,  such  as  marketing  concerns  of  record 
companies or the experimenting attitudes of musicians, can result in highly dissimilar pieces 
being labelled generally as Crossover.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

1.1. Starting point
As Kirby Ferguson's popular documentary video states:  Everything is a remix1.  Digital 

technologies  have  enabled  masses  of  amateur  creators  to  collect  and  remix  audio-visual 
content found on the internet. Ever more people can have a personal experience of creating 
new things using old. And with remixing becoming a folk-art an increasing number of people 
recognize that the basic process of creation is the same that it used to be hundreds of years ago. 
Many researchers call our attention to the remix-like nature of the whole of human culture.

“remix culture can be defined as the global activity [...] supported by the practice of  
cut/copy and paste.” -  RemixTheory.net (Navas, 2012)

"Creators [...] are always [...] building upon the creativity that went before and that 
surrounds them now" - (Lessig, 2004 p. 29)

Ferguson also  states  that  the  basic  elements  of  all  creativity  are  copy,  transform  and 
combine. Therefore creation requires influence. Previous influences are mixed together in all 
creative processes. Composing music is no exception. The means of expression are chosen by 
the musician/composer partly  intuitively and partly  consciously.2 Intuitive incorporation of 
elements  can  be  compared  to  dreaming:  the  composer  non-consciously  recalls  previous 
impulses obtained through cultural socialization. Intuitively incorporated influences are used 
as means of a musical mother-tongue. These are acquired in different phases of one's ontogeny, 
where  the  repetition  of  cultural  impulses  according  to  the  taste  of  surrounding  social 
institutions  shapes  automatisms  in  the  latter  processes  of  artistic  creation.  (Choices  made 
during  the  compositional  process  are  often  unconsciously  influenced  by  earlier  musical 
experiences.)  However,  composing  is  also  a  craft.  Some  means  of  expression  are  very 
consciously chosen from a tool kit  of  learned elements in order to realize concepts and to 
achieve explicit communication goals. This can involve referencing to cultural influences that 
the  composer  and  the  audience  both  share,  therefore  the  composer  can  use  them  to 
communicate  specific  meanings.  Both  ways  of  incorporating  influences  (intuitive  and 
conscious) can result in the creation of multi-genre music. To narrow down the field to be 
studied  here,  this  writing  focuses  on  works  of  artists  that  combine  elements  of  different 
traditions according to a conscious design. 

1 (Ferguson, 2012)
2 See (Lapidaki, 2007)
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1. Introduction

In the age of the internet composers can collect cultural impulses in the form of digital  
media  content  from  a  global  palette,  in  larger  numbers,  faster  and more easily  than ever 
before. An infinite variety of musical building blocks is at hand. When the building blocks are 
recognizable elements of musical styles, genres or traditions, a discourse between an arsenal of  
social meanings associated with these traditions can come into play. To what extent composers 
are aware of this might shape their strategies and techniques regarding why and how they  
copy, transform and combine these elements. 

Why and How? - Strategies and techniques

A central motivation for this research was to examine style-blending concepts of selected 
artists along with the study of their respective compositional solutions.

Why (with what concepts) do composers mix dissimilar musical elements? 

L'art  pour  l'art  experimentation,  broadening  borders,  expanding  the  limits  of  an  old 
genre,  mingling  traditions  just  for  fun?  Or  addressing  specific  audiences  by  evoking 
associations  with  referencing  to  familiar  genres,  making  music  more  accessible  to  larger 
audiences in order to gain profit?  A discussion about such motivations raises questions and 
topics  related to the tension between High-Culture/Low-Culture or Creative/Commercial.  A 
study on crossover  therefore  has  to observe  current arguments  concerning these issues  of 
cultural-sociology.

How are different styles, genres and traditions mixed in a crossover project?

Are there recognizably differing style elements incorporated in the musical texture itself, 
or  does  the  crossing  over  occur  between  different  traditions  of  instrumentation?  Is  the 
unconventional  performing  style  or  pop-inspired  visual  image  enough  to  market  classical 

2
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1. Introduction

music as crossover? There are many ways and techniques of combining different musical (and 
extra-musical) elements. 

As Aliese Millington states, crossover can occur

"in  combinations  of  styles,  in  instrumentation,  in  music  with  other  art  forms,  in 
music with non-art forms, in musicians, music and marketing, in music and unusual  
venues and in many other fusions and exchanges" - (Millington, 2007 p. 3)

For the examination of some of the variants above secondary and primary artists have 
been selected in this writing.  Excerpts of works and general  compositional  concepts of  the 
secondary group are briefly described in Chapter 4, while a detailed study of chosen works by 
the primary artists is presented in Chapter 5.  The primary artists are U.S. “super-group” Liquid 
Tension Experiment, Israeli  multimedia artist Kutiman, as well  as classical crossover artists 
such  as  French  pianist  Richard  Clayderman,  U.K.  violinist  Nigel  Kennedy,  U.K.  violinist 
Vanessa-Mae, and U.K./Australian group Bond. 

3



1. Introduction

1.2. Term definitions and key aspects 

1.2.1. Classical, popular and crossing over 
It is hard to find a musical category or term that would describe style-blending works in  

general.  The  word  crossover  is  used  in  many  different  meanings  in  contemporary  music 
literature, and in this broad field we can find strikingly differing compositions all labelled as 
crossover.3 Since most frequently the concept behind the term is combining classical music 
with  forms of  popular music,  first  we try  to define  what  we call  classical  or  popular.  The  
definitions here make no attempt to give a comprehensive explanation of the two: instead, they 
focus on characteristics and associated meanings that are common in discussions about their 
fusions.

In this work the term Classical music will refer generally to Western art music or serious 
music,  as  a  broad  term  which  encapsulates  European  traditions  of  advanced  training, 
compositional work achieved by a single individual creator, performance practices featuring 
formal  concert  venues  (that  create  ideal  conditions  for  concentrated  listening  to  purely 
musical events), broad use of acoustic orchestral instruments, and emphasis on the faithful 
interpretation of written scores. For more precise observation of style characteristics widely 
spread in a specific historical  period we will  differentiate between subcategories  like Early 
Music (Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque), Viennese Classic, Romantic, Modern and Post-modern 
Contemporary Classical, etc. However, also considering key aspects like the traditional forms of 
reception (concert venue, dance hall...) or definite functionality of the music (church music, 
ceremonial music, opera and other forms of stage music and applied music) we have to classify 
and differentiate works along a different axis, even if they were written within the same one of 
the  above  mentioned  historical  periods.  We  can  find  many  major  structural  and  stylistic 
differences between compositions, even within a single composer's oeuvre, according to the 
intended consumption of the pieces. In other words the composers' communication strategies 
corresponding the proposed functionality of a composition change musical parameters, on the 
basis  of  which  we  often  classify  works  as  art  music/classical  music  or  entertainment 
music/popular music.  

Embracing the fact that many works labelled classical music today were in fact the popular 
music of their time, it is agreed that the meaning of the term Popular music has always shifted 

3 On one of the largest music databases on the internet, AllMusic.com the following artists are all listed under 
the category of classical crossover: André Rieu, Leonard Bernstein, Yo-Yo Ma, John Williams, Nigel Kennedy,  
André Previn (AllMusic.com, 2015)
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1. Introduction

historically,  and  is  in  constant  flux.  This  writing's  approach  to  defining  the  term  links 
popularity  primarily  to  the  scale  of  activity  in  terms  of  consumption.  The  proposed  mass 
distribution  of  sheet  music,  recordings  or  live  performances  is  a  key  aspect  often  already 
considered by the artists when creating popular music, a term applied here to a wide variety of 
genres,  the  traditions  of  which  involve  mainly  informal  venues  like  dance  halls,  clubs, 
stadiums,  collaborative  composition  techniques,  performance  practices  featuring 
improvisation  or  playing  by  heart,  broad  use  of  electronic  instruments  and/or  electronic 
amplification, emphasis on artist-audience interaction.4

The “classical vs. popular” dichotomy's musicological and sociological grounds have long 
been questioned by scholars5, and most of them agree on the pointlessness of using the terms 
classical and popular as the opposites of each other, or even as two poles of a scale, because no  
such  scale  can  be  precisely  defined.  The  characteristics  of  the  two  are  spread  across  a 
multidimensional  space,  and while many of  the characteristics  are shared in both,  some of  
them cannot be compared, as they are rooted and defined in different dimensions.6 

However, participants in the music industry have conserved this contrasted duality, on 
which they rely heavily in the course of marketing crossover products. 

“[...] the traditionally claimed distinction between 'high culture' and 'low culture' has 
been blurred. High art has become increasingly commodified and commercialized, as 
with classical music's star system of conductors and soloists,  while some forms of 
popular culture have become more 'respectable', receiving State funding and broader 
critical acceptance. Yet clear distinctions and cultural hierarchies remain widely held, 
not least within particular cultural forms, by those involved in their production and 
consumption.” (Shuker, 2001, pp. 4–5)

Crossover 

A key problem with trying to systematize the diverse variants of crossover is that, to date, 
no  consensus  exists  in  the  available  literature  as  to  the  term  crossover  itself. The  many 
different definitions are based on different aspects such as artistic concepts, sound attributes,  
commercial success, etc.

“CROSSOVER: A song or a record intended for one market that sells more widely, 

4 These definitions describe characteristics only generally typical to the core/mainstream of classical or popular  
fields.  While  acknowledging  the  existence  of  many  exceptions  where  these  definitions  prove  to  be 
inappropriate, we highlight these central characteristics, because it  is the opposition or synthesis of these  
features that is most substantial in musical crossover practices.

5 See among others (Walser, 2003), (Grimpe, Kuhnke, Lück, Miller, & Schulze, 1974)
6 See (Walser, 2003), (Gebesmair, 2008)
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1. Introduction

crossing over to another. As with COVERS, the most dramatic crossovers occurred in 
the 50s when pop music was in flux, e.g. R&B hits by Fats DOMINO, LITTLE RICHARD, 
Chuck BERRY, many others crossed over to pop chart;” - The Penguin Encyclopedia of 
Popular Music, (Clarke, 1998)

"Crossover is a term applied to musical works or performers appearing on two or 
more  of  the  record  charts  which  track  differing  musical  tastes,  or  genres."  - 
(Crossover (music) - Wikipedia, 2011)

In  the  above  definitions  the  essential  role  is  played  by  the  work's  reception  and  its 
commercial  success  in  the  music  industry,  although  this  crossover  success  can  occur 
independently from the artist's original intentions.

"Crossover as  a  mix of  genres -  Besides  describing music of  a  distinct  genre that 
becomes broadly popular, the term "crossover" has sometimes been used to describe 
music that deliberately mixes genres, whether or not this music proves to be popular 
with a mass  audience.  "Fusion" is  a  more common term for this  phenomenon."  - 
(Crossover (music) - Wikipedia, 2011)

 This second definition focuses on the concept of the artist, and suggests the expression 
"Fusion".  However,  the  term  Fusion  cannot  be  applied  generally  to  style-blending 
compositions,  as  it  is  almost  exclusively  used  in  music  literature  for  describing  a  definite 
sub-genre of Jazz.7 Therefore it would be unthinkable to use the word Fusion, e.g., in the case of 
Debussy or Bartók.  

One of the largest musical databases on the internet, Allmusic.com describes crossover 
music as a broad category of style-blending pieces that can appeal to both pop and classical  
audiences:

“[...] Crossover can also be applied to the work of artists, vocal or instrumental, who 
attempt to create a synthesis between a classical and a popular style, such as jazz 
interpretations of traditional classical pieces, or contemporary classical works that 
are  heavily  influenced  by  rock.  Music  that  doesn't  fall  comfortably  into  either 
category, but that might appeal to both pop and classical fans, such as world music  
and non-Western folk traditions, is sometimes also classified as crossover.” 8

This definition is deemed the most applicable to the broad field examined in this study 
because of its implications with regard both to the creation and the reception of music.

7 Fusion:  “...a  mixture of  jazz improvisation with the power and rhythms of rock” -  Yanow, Scott,  1992,  in 
(Kerschner, 2000 p. 12)

8 Description of Classical crossover on the website Allmusic.com (AllMusic.com, 2015)
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1. Introduction

Crossover success, crossover phenomenon

Success  stories  like György Ligeti's  music  becoming widely  known after  being used in 
Stanley Kubrick's films, or Puccini's aria “Nessun dorma” holding a number two position in the 
pop single charts for several weeks after being included in BBC's title sequence for coverage of 
the  1990 FIFA World Cup9, show that compositions originally belonging to less popular genre 
categories  like  avant-garde,  jazz  or  opera  can  achieve  success  among  mainstream  (mass) 
audiences when used in film soundtracks or performed at widely broadcast large-scale sporting 
events or talent contests. The key to their crossover success is to be found in their applicability  
within already established popular forms (and not in their compositional design). Some of their 
musical  features  make  them  appropriate  for  particular  purposes.  The  generally  perceived 
“strangeness”  or  “disquieting”  moods  of  avant-garde  music  make  it  a  common  choice  of 
directors for the depiction of approaching danger; similarly, it's the victorious emotionality of 
Nessun dorma that makes it appropriate for a football world cup. When such applications of  
works result in their introduction to, and consequent commercial success among audiences 
that would otherwise not likely encounter them, we speak of crossover success. In this work,  
the term crossover phenomenon will refer to either such cases of crossover success or other 
shapes of cultural fusion created without consideration of their reception.  

In  2000,  The  “Bach  Archiv”  organized  a  10-day  event in  Leipzig  to  mark  the  250th 

anniversary of Bach's death10. In the grand finale, an open-air concert called "Swinging Bach," 
the finest jazzmen and classical musicians from around the world performed original pieces  
and jazz adaptations from Bach in front of a large audience filling Leipzig's old market place. In  
this  concert  Bobby  McFerrin,  after  performing  some  improvisational  numbers,  invited  the 
audience  to  sing  the  melody  line  of  Gounod 's  Ave Maria,  which he  then accompanied  by  
singing the arpeggiated chord-sequence from Bach's prelude  under the “choir”. Even if  the 
piece belongs to the classical repertoire, many elements of this performance can be seen as 
borrowed from the traditions of popular music or jazz concerts (e.g. relying on the audience's 
familiarity  with  the  melody),  and,  like  the  whole  Swinging  Bach  concert  itself,  McFerrin's 
interactive performance can be referred to as a crossover phenomenon.      

Crossing over 

This study's initial title “crossover” has been changed to “crossing over” partly because of 
the realization that many people associate crossover with a particular type of music, namely 
“classical-crossover”,  which  is  only  one  segment  of  the  field  being  studied  here,  and  also 
because  “crossing  over”  indicates  better  that  the  work's  focus  is  laid  on  the  aspects  of 
9 Robin Young, in (Branstetter, 2009, p. 50)
10  See (“Global Bach Community: Bach’s 250th Anniversary in Leipzig,” 2000)
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1. Introduction

composing as an act.11 Thus, crossing over in this writing refers to the act of creating music 
by intentionally mixing elements of significantly different styles, genres and traditions, 
with or without aiming for mass appeal.

1.2.2. The socio-psychology of Crossing over
The decisions of the creative artist are shaped by many internal and external factors. The 

social environment in which the artist is raised and educated, and which constitutes his or her 
primary audience,  always works  as  a  reference point influencing the decision making.12 As 
members of smaller professional circles as well as of broader cultural communities, artists are 
surrounded by the given environment's habits and expectations. Both conforming to or turning 
against these expectations can motivate musicians' choices. Nigel Kennedy's punk-style image 
or his use of guitar distortion effects on the violin counted as rebellious acts within the circles  
of  traditional classical music fans, but this audience could be made more accepting and open to 
Kennedy's odd genre-elements after he had proven his “high-art” skills in performing pieces 
from the classical repertoire. The incorporation of recognizable genre-elements is often the 
result  of  conscious  decisions  that  aim  to  have  a  desired  impact  on  a  specific  cultural 
community.  In  this  work  the  field  of  socio-psychology  is  concerned  with  studying  how 
cultural-environmental factors affect the thinking and decision-making of music makers, and 
how consciously composers refer to traditions and styles in their musical communication.

11 A more detailed exploration of different layers in which crossing over can occur is provided in Chapter 3.
12 See intrinsic and extrinsic motivation theories by Amabile & Pillemer, (2012)
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1.2.3. Crossing over as a musical communication tool 
Practising film and media composers, including those interviewed in this study, usually 

think of music as a communication form in which certain elements can be used to increase the 
efficiency of communicating particular meanings to a specific audience. 

The  preferences  regarding  the  importance  of  such  a  composer-to-audience 
communication aspect vary and are interrelated with the composer's personality and artistic  
intentions. Concerning this aspect we can see major differences between the attitude of many 
autonomous contemporary art music composers and film and media composers. They can, to 
different extent afford artistic autonomy and afford to ignore the sentiments of the recipients. 
Decision makers in the film industry, obliged to be profit oriented due to high production costs, 
attach  great  importance  to  efficient  communication  with  the  audience.13 It  has  become 
common in film music practices to use popular songs or to quote elements of popular genres 
besides orchestral scores. In some cases a melody supposedly born from free inspiration under 
little conscious control is later intentionally arranged and produced in a style conforming to 
clichés of a definite popular genre,  in order to address the audience with a highly familiar 
language. Genre quotation is a fast and direct way to evoke specific associations because many 
popular  genres  are very strongly  connected  with a  defined functionality  (typical  purposes, 
places  or  occasions  of  consuming a  particular  type of  music).14 The aim of  this  process  of 
pairing intuitive creation with such conscious solutions is to achieve a direct and unambiguous  
communication with the listener. The same process also results in style blending phenomena in 
fields other than film music. It can be observed in the case of a classical opera as well, where an  
oriental location is musically presented with the use of exotic instrumentation or scales that 
symbolize  The East  to the given listeners15. We find such examples of referencing or quoting, 
and thereby adding conscious-intentional elements to intuitive (inspirational) composing not 
only  in applied  music,  but also in  classical  and contemporary concert  music,  as  well  as  in 
popular genres. 

The recognizability of  genre-influences is  not  always essential  to  the composer and in 
13 It is important to mention that measuring the efficiency of communicating a message through music seems 

hard (when not impossible) in most musical genres, assuming that the the task is considered effective if a 
desired meaning is transmitted to a recipient. In most cases, especially in art music, such specific meaning is not 
definable even on the composer's side, and is not at all intended to be involved in the musical communication. 
However, in the case of  main stream (especially Hollywood) film music the task of the composers is often to 
evoke well defined explicit emotional states or moods, with signals that mean the same to the highest possible  
number of recipients. Collecting feedback after test screenings of movies in pre-release state serves the task of  
measuring the efficiency of communicating the intended message.

14 Certain genres have been attached traditionally to many types of movie situations. To name a few examples:  
erotic scene: smooth jazz with saxophone or 70's rock ballade / Breaking free from boundaries,  rebellion:  
rock / Having a party, feeling good: disco, dance music / Being cool, showing off: hip hop

15 E.g. Mozart's Die Entführung aus dem Serail
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many cases not even the composer can knowingly identify his influences. However, when we 
examine  examples  of  “conceptual  blending”,  we  speak  of  communicating  by  means  of 
genre-mixing, and so the highest possible level of identifiability of genres is desired. So, what 
elements of a genre make it most recognizable? What elements should be used for referencing  
to them in the most efficient ways?  This topic will be addressed in later chapters. Here, only a 
brief introduction to the background and role of genre clichés is provided.

Successful products of the mainstream pop cultural industry are to an increasing extent 
manufactured and designed with a well  recognizable homogeneous image,  and similarly  to 
general brand marketing strategies (using logos, fixed colour codes, etc.), different songs of a 
certain pop band or singer have strictly standardized sound, tempo zone, lyrics content.  Just 
like specialized cable television channels dedicated to one topic, albums or songs of an artist  
tend to be of only one kind. This enables the consumer to quickly identify the given brand (an 
artist) in the whirl of cultural mass production. The standardized image requires the consistent  
use  of  certain  musical  clichés,  like  typical  chord progressions,  rhythm patterns,  structural 
schemes, performing style elements, sound effects, etc. “Sameness” and “standardization” have 
always been central topics in critical writings about popular music by authors from Adorno to  
Frith, but recent studies show a tendency of some patterns becoming even more homogeneous 
(see Serrà, Corral, Boguñá, Haro, & Arcos, 2012)16. Russell Hemati also describes this tendency in 
his blog, proposing that causes are to be found in the listeners' changing consumption habits: 

“Popular music  really  is  becoming more boring,  more uniform,  more fatiguing to 
hear. But why? I suspect that most of the trends are mere accommodations to the 
target audience. Without flat, loud dynamics the listener would have to constantly 
adjust the volume on his digital player. Music, now being used for mood (advertising,  
last five minutes of dramatic TV programs, background sounds for walking – usually  
with only one earphone) shouldn’t call too much attention to itself. Since it is unlikely 
that a listener will sit down a listen to an album, letting the artist set a standard for 
uniformity across the work, the uniformity has to come from the collective music 
production establishment instead. Monotone choruses [...] make it easier for drunk 
people to sing along. Many praise choruses seem to me to be written for people not 
good at remembering which song they’re singing.“ - (Hemati, 2012)

Certain genres becoming more standardized, however, makes it easier to reference to 
them by quoting their most known genre-clichés. 

16 “There are fewer combinations of melodies and chords. Composers, arrangers and producers are becoming less  
and less adventurous in their chord choices. There is a more limited variety of sounds. At a time when, through 
computerization, the choice of timbres should be endless, musicians are becoming less and less interested in 
exploring those options, choosing instead sounds that keep them solidly rooted in the mainstream.” - Serr à et. 
al. in: (Ewer, 2012)
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Simple, unambiguous stereotypical communication tools have always been common also 
in the language of world-wide marketed commercial movies, where the previously mentioned 
profit  orientation  resulted  in  an  ever-growing  tendency  of  applying  well-proved  solutions 
rather then opening space for risky experiments. This has lead to the escalation of numerous 
clichés in applied music17. Characteristic sounds, rhythms, textures of particular genres call up 
stereotypical associations in a recipient socialized on products of the western pop culture.18   

If  music  genres  have  associative  connections  to  typical  groups  of  meanings  then  the 
possibility  occurs  to  analyze  crossover  pieces  regarding  their  aims  of  combining  such 
associative  meanings.  This  intention  of  simultaneously evoking  differing  associations  by 
means of mixing styles seems to be a typical attribute in the design and marketing of crossover  
products. Symphonic hip-hop tracks19 can mediate monumentality and a cool urban bohemian 
style at the same time. Richard Clayderman's Ballade pour Adeline, as arranged for piano and 
orchestra  “is  a  combination of  something not complicated,  but sophisticated...”20 Similarly, 
collaborations between rock/metal  groups and symphony orchestras aim to simultaneously 
express rebellious power and sophistication. To what degree a real musical synthesis of genres  
is achieved in such mixtures, and which musical elements are most commonly used to evoke 
specific associations, will be examined in later chapters. It is only to be mentioned here, that 
often  times  the  symphonic  sound  itself  seems to  be  efficient  at  calling  up  associations  of  
“sophistication” and “artistic value” of classical music, even in cases where only short audio 
segments of orchestral recordings are sampled and looped (e.g. in symphonic hip-hop beats).  

17 See among others (Eisler & Adorno, 1947), (Keller, 2000) and (Schneider, 1997)
18 See “codal system of music” in (Tagg, 1982)
19 E.g. Sackcloth Fashion – Under Man, Kae Wun - I m Hot, Nas & NSO – One Love, Kanye West - Runaway
20 Olivier Toussaint, composer, producer of Richard Clayderman, in BBC documentary Joy of Easy Listening on 

Youtube. (The Joy of Easy Listening, 2011) 
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In contrast, creative collaborations of musicians coming from different music fields can 
result in a higher degree of synthesis. In the soundtrack of the movies “Matrix Reloaded” and  
“The Matrix Revolutions” the fusion of Don Davis's avant-garde influenced orchestral style and 
Juno  Reactor's  futuristic  techno  conveys  a  unique  new  blend  of  epic  drama  and  edgy 
psychedelia, and the connotations of “classical” or “popular” culture are less relevant than the 
expressive strength of the new mixture.

The next example,  too,  relies  less  on contrasting associated meanings of  “classical” or 
“popular”,  and more on combining radically  different  moods by mixing together  tracks  of 
familiar  songs  from  extremely  remote  sub-cultures  of  pop.  The  mashup21 of  the  tracks  of 
“Smack  My  Bitch  Up”  by  The  Prodigy  and  “Orinoco  Flow” by  Enya  was  featured  on  MTV 
Europe's 2004 remix show called MTV Mash, and thanks to its surprisingly well functioning 
radical concept, it has stayed one of the most popular mashups ever since.    

“I  had  never  thought  before  that  mixing  Enya  and  Prodigy  would  work  but  it 
obviously did. “22

“its cool its like the dirt and grit of smack my bitch up and the euphoric sound of sail 
away and it works together so well madness”23 

“Enya is so kitsch, and prodigy are so hard hitting. These totally different songs work 
together so well.” 24

Some fans  not  only  claim that  the  two  songs  work  well  together,  but  also  find  their 
combination better then the originals.

“i  listened to these two songs  separately and didn't  like em,  but together i  think 
they're wonderful (sic)”25

“the only mash up (that i know of) thats actually better than both originals (sic).”26 

It might not be exaggerating to say that in some combinations that create a synthesis of  
differing  elements  while  successfully  preserving  their  essential  strengths,  a  new  aesthetic 
quality can evolve. This quality will be referred to as the Both Factor.

21 There are numerous variants of the mashup's title on the web, such as “Smack my Orinoco Flow”, or  “Prodigy 
Vs Enya - Smack My Bitch Up” and the maker of the mashup is unknown.

22 Comment by the Youtube user PasserMontanus  under the video (MTV Mash - Prodigy Vs Enya - Smack My Bitch  
Up clip, 2004)

23 Comment by user Space Is A Lie under the video “MTV Mash - Prodigy Vs Enya - Smack My Bitch Up clip”  
24 Comment by user silversandsx under the video “MTV Mash - Prodigy Vs Enya - Smack My Bitch Up clip”  
25 Comment by user Ninjuri under the video “MTV Mash - Prodigy Vs Enya - Smack My Bitch Up clip”  
26 Comment by user Rudi Wals  under the video “MTV Mash - Prodigy Vs Enya - Smack My Bitch Up clip”  
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1.2.4. The “Both” Factor 
In the mashup introduced above, which combines the smooth and relaxing sound of the 

Enya track with the hard, industrial drumbeats of The Prodigy song, a new aesthetic quality is 
achieved  by  the  simultaneous  presence  of  recognizably  different  elements  (in  this  case: 
pre-existent  audio  tracks).  The  enjoyment  of  this  music  is  largely  based  on  the  listener's 
familiarity  with  the  original  songs,  which  are  very  different  in  mood  and  character.  A 
death-metal  band  playing  a  cover  of  a  nursery  rhyme  uses  the  same  basic  concept.  With 
audio-sampling  it  is  the  sound  that  is  quoted,  whereas  in  more  traditional 
composition-practices styles, melodies, rhythms are referred to during reinterpretation. In all  
these examples we can see a type of a musical communication which relies on references to 
common cultural codes; references to either particular pieces or general types of music that are 
well-known to the audience. Being able to quickly recognize the ingredients in such mixes, we 
can observe the very co-existence of the contrasting elements, and we can value the achieved 
level of synthesis.  

The concept of the Both Factor may be useful when comparing different works regarding 
their success in creating real synthesis. Possible applications of the concept will also be tested 
in analyzing which layers of a musical act contain contrasting style-elements.  
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1.2.5. Observed crossover fields
In this thesis a wider-meaning alternative of the term crossover will be used - as a main  

category - for the observation of works of those composers in general that combine genres  
conceptually. In the case of such works, the term conceptual blending will refer to compositional 
practices examined within the following briefly introduced fields, treated here as subcategories 
of crossover: 

– Jazz and Classical music

– Crossover and Rock/Pop

– Fusion

– Progressive rock

– Classical-Crossover

– World music

– Mashup

Jazz and Classical music (from around 1900)

In  the  first  decades  of  the  20th  century  musicians  of  the  American  jazz  scene  and 
European art music composers turned to each other's musical cultures with an ever growing 
interest. Artists on both sides enjoyed experimenting with fresh musical impulses, which led to  
the birth of pieces combining elements of improvisational jazz with complex written forms,  
exotic rhythms, scales and harmonies with classical traditions. This fruitful encounter between 
the different traditions and ways of creating and organizing musical textures has continued to 
inspire interesting co-operations, projects and pieces, relevant to this research.

Crossover and Rock/Pop (from 1950)
Rock & Roll, as one of the most influential factors in the development of western popular 

music,  had  originated  already  from  a  crossover  between  Rhythm  &  Blues  and  Country  & 
Western. Through different phases of popular music history, phenomena of cross-fertilization 
between sub-genres of pop/rock have always been present.  Some of these incorporate only 
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slightly contrasting elements.27 Some, on the other hand, have more recognizably contrasting 
features, like in the case of the Metal-Hiphop or Nu-Metal crossover. In the 1990s the term 
crossover was most commonly used to describe this mixture of rapping, electronic beats and 
heavy metal riffs.

Fusion
From  around  the  late  1960s  mainstream  jazz  musicians'  excursions  to  the  powerful, 

electric  sounding,  structurally  simplified  world  of  jazz-rock  has  often  led  to  the  birth  of 
musical  projects  that  became  commercially  successful  among  non-jazz  oriented  audiences, 
gaining fans from the popular music market.  In its  most common form the genre features 
modern jazz improvisation with accompaniment that has rhythmical, pattern-structural, and 
instrumentation  influences  from  rock.  In  a  wider  meaning  fusion  does  not  only  refer  to 
jazz-rock fusion, but also to jazz that incorporates elements of other popular music genres, like 
hip-hop.  

Progressive rock

Highly trained British pop/rock musicians with a classical background in the mid 1960s 
started forming bands that expanded their musical language rooted from Blues, Pop and Rock 
& Roll by integrating composition techniques, harmonic structures, instrumentation ideas and 
themes  borrowed  from  classical  (and  contemporary)  art  music.  Influences  from  Jazz  and 
non-Western cultures  also helped bring new dimensions  into  prog rock.  Progressive bands 
were frequent guests at large open air festivals of the Hippie era, and the new musical direction 
quickly gathered a huge fan base also in the United States. Abstract and complicated lyrics,  
ambitious concepts, complex musical structures, odd rhythms, long instrumental solo passages, 
and psychedelic elements were typical features of the genre which invited listeners to explore  
unknown territories.      

    

Classical-Crossover 
Today,  the  most  widespread  meaning  of  crossover  refers  to  this  sub-category.  In  the 

heyday of Disco Music many projects focusing on mixing the most popular classical/symphonic 
themes onto a continuous beat gained huge commercial success. Sub-genres that mix electronic 
dance grooves  with classical  music  traditions (melodies,  instrumentation,  etc.)  still  enjoy a 

27 In many cases the musical characteristics of the sub-genres mixed have rather insignificant differences, and 
labelling an artist's style with a new crossover name is part of a marketing strategy aiming to sell the artists by  
presenting them as the innovative creators of a new genre 
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rising popularity in today's musical scene. Three-minute aria excerpts from classical operas 
have become an extremely popular part of talent shows, pop songs are commonly converted 
into  “classical  pieces”  with  symphonic  instrumentation,  operatic  vocals,  and  Italianized 
versions of the original English lyrics. Classical-crossover projects (especially popera28) get the 
most attention in media because, due to their proven potential in commercial return, major 
labels can afford to provide them with big marketing investments. Often in their promotion the 
simpler term crossover is  used instead of  classical-crossover.  Much criticism from classical 
music  purists  against  crossover  is  actually  aimed  against  classical-crossover.  Clearing  this 
misunderstanding is also among the principal goals of this dissertation.       

World music

World  music  is  maybe one of  the  most  nebulous  and hard-to-define  categories  in  the 
crossover family. The term became known in the late 1980's after record labels from the UK 
and France, specialized in traditional and modernized non-Western folk music, joined together 
to organize a campaign aimed at introducing this extremely versatile catalogue of artists to the  
public under one generic genre name. The title World Music therefore bears an often criticized 
West-centric  perspective  and  generalizing  mentality  which  results  in  labelling  music  from 
different regions always relative to the globally dominant Western centres of music industry.  
In  this  work  the  term  will  refer  mainly  to  music  in  which  non-Western  folk  music's 
instruments,  style  idioms,  singing  traditions,  etc.,  are  blended  with  elements  of  modern 
Western popular music.  It is increasingly difficult in a globalized environment to distinguish 
traditional folk music from World Music, and, of course, the evolution of every folk music was 
also constantly influenced by “outside” impulses. However, a differentiating point can be if the 
composition  /  production  of  a  piece  is  knowingly  defined  by  an  articulated  concept  of 
appealing to wide international audiences.               

Mashup

The term is mainly applied to works created by the recombination of existing material. 
Although mashup technique is used in many art forms including photography and video, this 
study focuses primarily on musical mashups. Unlike in the case of re-arranging earlier written 
compositions, where normally written notes or musical ideas are reorganized in a traditional  
compositional phase followed by new interpretations and new recordings, the materials used in 
music  mashups  are  mostly  pre-recorded  sounds,  like  single  tracks  of  a  studio  recording, 

28 Popera stands for popularized opera performances or operatic pop songs. This sub-genre is described in more  
detail in Chapter 4.2.3
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separated from the final mix. The most common way of creating mashups is to mix one song's 
solo lead vocal track onto the instrumental accompaniment tracks of another song. In many 
cases both original  songs the tracks of  which are mixed together are highly popular,  well-
known hits. This enables the listener to quickly recognize the source materials and to be able to  
focus specifically on the way of their co-existence. This technique of composing/producing new 
music is increasingly popular in the digital world. The technology needed for collecting and 
reusing existing media content is widely available and easy to use. Artists coming from the 
fields of classical music also often compose remix-wise and work with web-found multimedia 
material in order to address a bigger audience through the internet29 

Polystylism

Many descriptions about the polystylistic composition method quote Alfred Schnittke's 
1971 writing “Polystylistic tendencies in modern music”30.  Schnittke sees the origins of the 
technique in the development of a tendency to “widen musical space” in postmodern European 
contemporary music by mixing elements of two or more different musical styles of the past and 
present. (Schnittke, 1971) For explaining the tendencies Schnittke gives examples of pieces by 
contemporary  composers  such  as  Shostakovich,  Berg,  Penderecki,  Stockhausen,  Pärt, 
Stravinsky.31 Since Schnittke's writing it has become a tradition to use the term polystylism, 
mainly referring to works by academically educated composers of the contemporary classical 
music elite. It is not commonly applied to style-blending compositions arising from the jazz or 
pop/rock scene,  although even in these fields  the motivation for crossing over to classical  
music  or  incorporating  musical  elements  from  other  cultures  is  the  same:  enriching  the 
vocabularies and widening musical space. Therefore it could be adequate to apply the term to 
works of such artists as Frank Zappa, the band Queen or even The Beatles, although the concept 
of juxtaposing radically differing genres in close proximity within one single piece should not 
be confused with an artist's openly experimenting attitude resulting in a stylistically versatile 
oeuvre that includes homogeneous pieces of diverse kinds.  So, most of Frank Zappa's work can 
be  called  polystylistic,  whereas  in  the  case  of  Queen  only  a  few  pieces  (like  Bohemian 
Rhapsody) carry the traits of real polystylism. 

29 In his  Virtual  Choir  Project  Eric  Whitacre produced new recordings  of  his  pieces  by mixing together the  
individually  sung  webcam-recorded single  voices  uploaded  to  Youtube  by  hundreds  of  singers.  See  (“Eric 
Whitacre’s Virtual Choir,” 2009)

30 Published in “Muzyka v SSSR”, 1971 
31 Many consider Schnittke himself as the inventor of the method, dating the origin of it to the 1968 performance  

of his Second Violin Sonata. 
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1.3. Problems

1.3.1. Confusion in the definitions
A central problem is that while the term crossover was first used by the music industry for  

a musical product's success among two or more distinct audience groups, it has since been 
adapted  by the public, audiences and music-makers, and has become used in many alternative 
ways,  e.g.  to  refer  to  certain  musical  styles:  ones  that  are,  however,  rarely  defined  and 
categorized on musicological grounds. While some applications of the term lay more emphasis 
on  inner-musical  aspects,  others  focus  on  extra-musical  features,  and  this  raises  further 
difficulties in comparing and categorizing crossover works.

1.3.2. Academic rejection, little scholarly literature
There is a large academic rejection towards crossover phenomena. In the debate about 

“classical-crossover”  music's  role  in  modern  culture  academic  scholars  tend  to  share  the 
opinion of classical music purists, who believe that crossover artists contribute to the death of 
classical  music by presenting overly  simplified cover versions  of  complex works.  The huge 
overnight success of some poorly educated classical-crossover artists understandably upsets 
highly talented, still less successful classical musicians with decades of training behind them.  
Rejecting the whole problem, rather then attempting to understand it in its complexity, is a 
more  typical  attitude,  and  due  to  the  very  pejorative  connotations  attached  to  the  word 
“crossover” within academia only few music scholars dare to approach the topic. Consequently,  
there is very little scientific literature on the subject, and writings that do exist emerge mainly 
from non-musical fields of cultural studies and concentrates predominantly on extra-musical  
aspects, like marketing strategies etc. They hardly observe the music itself. Millington, in her 
thesis  focusing  on  crossover's  marketing  practices,  also  asks  for  “a  detailed  musicological 
analysis of common musical characteristics of crossovers” (Millington, 2007, p. 185). Common 
characteristics  as  well  as  differences  between  sub-categories  of  crossing  over  need  to  be 
analyzed through multidisciplinary scholarly studies. It seems clear that a wider perspective of 
the researcher and an openness to many genres is key to the success of such studies, and that a  
certain emotional distance should be kept from the topic. Furthermore, true understanding of  
essential aesthetic principals of both art music and popular styles is hardly imaginable without 
sufficient practical experiences in both fields. Few academic researchers are actively involved 
in  composing,  performing  or  promoting  classical  and popular  genres, which  would  ensure 
adequate insight and approach embracing also extra-musical aspects of popular music studies. 
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1.3.3. Missing taxonomy of crossover types
To date there is  no comprehensive scholarly taxonomy, no systematic  classification of 

different types and sub-categories of crossover music. One reason for this may be the term 
definition dilemma introduced above, and also the lack of adequate methods. Some problems of 
the classification methods will be presented in an example from a recent scholar work by K. E. 
Garvin, who attempts to classify sub-categories in the following way: she names a few crossover 
types, some created by herself,  then, using some artist examples she defines the categories 
from different perspectives. (See Illustration 1.3)
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Category name Description Artist examples

Easy-Listening 
Crossover

- Artists are considered non-threatening personalities and 
   safe for people with conservative tastes 
- Main target audience: middle class, middle-aged women
- Artists collaborate often with each other

Sarah Brightman 
Andrea Bocelli 
Charlotte Church 
Josh Groban

Popera - new renditions of popular arias from Puccini, Bizet
- arias sung by pop musicians
- arias made popular by highly publicized events

Il Divo
Three Tenors

Contestant 
crossover

- non-professionals sing arias in television talent contests Paul Potts 
Susan Doyle

Classical-
crossover remix

- DJs, hip-hop and electronic music producers remix   
   classical works    -  mainly for the dance floor 
- aimed at younger audiences

Mustard Pimp (Rossini 
remix)
Ludacris (Mozart 
remix)
Hayley Westenra

Classical-
crossover cover

- solo artists perform classical-style remakes of pop songs 2Cellos
Eastman School's 
Bassoon Quartet 

Collaborative 
crossover 

- symphony orchestras tour with “pops” programmes,    
  collaborating with pop/rock bands

Metallica & San 
Francisco Symphony,
Frank Zappa & London 
Symphony

Classical 
incorporation

- popular music artists use classical instruments in 
  developed stages of their careers

Beatles:  “Yesterday” 
(string quartet),
Guns'n'Roses: 
“November Rain” (Full 
Orchestra),
Lady Gaga & Beyonce: 
“Telephone” (harp)

Progressive Rock -  rock bands use classical  instruments from early on in 
their careers       (usually large orchestral sound)

Jethro  Tull,  Moody 
Blues, King Crimson

Progressive Rock: 
“The Next Wave”

- indie rock bands use classical instruments from early on 
in their careers     (usually small chamber ensembles)

Arcade  Fire,  Eels,  Ra 
RaRiot, Sufjan Stewens

Illustration 1.3: Garvin's classification of musical crossover types
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Evidently, there is plenty of overlap between Garvin's types, but the main problem with 
the sub-categories' definitions is the inconsistency in criteria used to describe them. Some are 
marketing-related, some are production- or performer-related features, and there is very little 
detailed description of musical characteristics. Simply stating that a Puccini aria is performed 
by amateur singers in a talent show does not provide relevant information on the music itself,  
and  even  if  it  can  be  called  a  crossover  phenomenon,  the  music  itself  does  not  become 
crossover music. The introduction of a separate “contestant crossover” category therefore is  
not  practical,  when  the  same  music  performed  by  Pavarotti  is  included  in  the  “Popera” 
category. In such cases, it is the delivery (context) of a non-crossover piece (text), that carries 
crossover traits. 

A further inaccuracy in Garvin's system is that classical music influence on progressive 
rock  bands  is  recognizable  not  only  in  their  orchestrated  pieces  but  also  in  music  for 
“traditional”  rock  instruments:  classical  influences  are  much more  evident  in  the  ways  in 
which musical  ideas  are  organized,  how phrases  and themes  are  elaborated.  When Garvin 
describes “classical incorporation”, the only feature considered as classical influence on pop 
music is the use of classical instruments' sound. Structural, formal features are not considered 
at all. Even when discussing arrangement techniques, Garvin skips the issue of style in terms of 
melodic,  harmonic  and  rhythmic  textures,  and  she  only  considers  arrangement  from  its  
instrumental/timbral aspect. 

Thus, the question remains open: when a rock song's keyboard track consisting of long 
chords is played by a string quartet instead of synths, does it count as incorporating classical 
music  into  rock?  Or,  when  a  contemporary  art  music  composer  adds  electronic  beat-box 
samples to an orchestral work but without organizing them into a continuous groove, does it 
count  as  incorporating  hip-hop  into  classical  music?  These  problems  raise  basic  questions 
regarding the “essence” of a genre. Is it the sound? Is it the patterns and textures? Do general  
listeners identify genres the same way as musicologists do? Different classification systems can 
be appropriate for different uses. In the example above, criteria used to define sub-types may 
be familiar to a more general audience, to which the context of a piece (how, where, and by 
whom it was performed) is more relevant, than a musicological description of the text itself.  
For  librarians  and  music  store  organizers  the  above  example  may  be  useful,  because,  for 
instance it keeps all works of an artist in one place, within one category that consumers can 
easily identify e.g. through the instruments involved. That approach might be based more on 
the common genre-concepts of the general public. For musicological explorations, however,  
many  further  features  of  music  have  to  be  considered  besides  sound  and  timbre.  A 
comprehensive,  musicologically  grounded  classification  must  also  point  out  major  textual 
differences between Frank Zappa's orchestral works and Metallica's symphonic orchestrations. 
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So, to sum up, there is a need for an extensive systematization, which 

– differentiates crossover sub-categories based on a consistent system with regard 
to  both  extra-  and  intra-musical  factors  (including  sound  characteristics  AND 
organization of material),

– identifies “crossover in text”  (music + music) and “crossover in context”  (music + 
other)

– recognizes  that  crossover  activities  include  both  popularizing  and 
artistic/experimental endeavours, and displays musical differences between the 
two. 

The proposed model may also clearly show that classical-crossover is only one of many 
crossover fields, like symphonic jazz, progressive rock, world music, fusion electro, and so on. 
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1.4. Goals and strategy
Attempting to address the above outlined issues, the author of this dissertation proposed 

the following goals:

 Observe  20th and  21st century  Western  composers'  conscious  strategies  in 
communicating with audiences through genre-mixing 

 Provide an historical overview

 Highlight the problems of the classical vs popular dichotomy – avoiding aesthetization 
and promoting contextualization 

 Suggest methods for analyzing crossover projects

 Systematically  describe  different  types  of  crossover  –  compare  strategies  and  their 
respective solutions within sub-categories

 Build a new model that helps orientation in exploring and classifying various crossover 
fields 

 Popularize modern multidisciplinary music-analytical methods, promote the study of 
mechanisms within different genres 

 Widen the perspective of academic music scholars, inspire future studies by introducing 
less-known, musically innovative and demanding crossover projects 

 Highlight possible benefits of crossover studies in music education 

1.4.1. Research questions and Hypothesis
To guide the research on the path of achieving the above defined goals,  the following 

research question has been formulated:

• How do artistic or commercial concepts and communication strategies 

affect composers' techniques of mixing genres? 

Two additional research questions were formed to further specify the study's approach.

• How do composers and music producers employ recognizable genre elements in 
order to evoke associations in the listener?

• What compositional practices are involved in blending diverse musical styles and 
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traditions?  In  what  musical  and  extra-musical  domains  can  "crossing  over"  be 
found? 

The study's hypothesis inspired by previous experiences and observations is as follows:

If an examination of the composition techniques of crossover artists is extended to include 
consideration of their communication strategies, then a consistent classification model can be 
constructed  to  organize  a  wide  variety  of  genre-mixing  works  into  valid  sub-categories, 
because  such  a  model  represents  how  musical  characteristics  differ  between  works  with 
different rhetorical purposes and socio-cultural contexts.

1.4.2. Purpose of the study defined
The purpose of this descriptive study is to examine “crossing over” as the act of 

creating music by intentionally mixing elements of significantly different styles, genres 
and traditions with or without aiming for mass appeal,  and to analyze compositional 
strategies and techniques of selected genre-mixing Western composers in works created 
between 1970 and 2015.

1.4.3. Limitations 
The  author  of  the  present  study  has  been  primarily  educated  in  music  theory  and 

composition  (however,  in  both  classical  and  jazz  institutes).  Through  additional  academic 
courses he has acquired a basic knowledge in music sociology and music psychology, though 
gathering  relatively  few  research  experiences  in  these  two  later  fields.  The  nature  of  the 
dissertation topic required an at least peripheral engrossment into essential socio-psychology 
literature and methodology; still, the major emphasis remains on musicological observation. It 
was  not  intended  to  provide  a  thorough,  culture-sociologically  grounded  investigation  of 
creating and consuming music, but to point out possibly enlightening additional aspects by  
supplementing musical observation with information on selected composers' attitude towards 
social contexts of their music. 

Given that the broader use of the term crossover, as proposed in the introduction, would 
necessitate  the  inclusion  of  many  musical  activities  into  the  studied  fields,  examples  of 
Western influences on non-Western cultures should also be represented in this study. However, 
due  to  time  limitations  and  to  considerations  on  narrowing  the  examined  field,  and  also 
because of the author's more valid knowledge of Western traditions, it had to be decided to 
focus on Western cultures only.

The attempt  to  create  a  classification model  to  help  orientation in  the  broad field  of  
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crossover  music  inherently  carries  some  simplifying  intentions.  A  certain  reduction  and 
neglect  of  some  details  is  needed  to  provide  transparency  and  usability,  and  allow  the 
description of particular general trends. As Walser puts it: 

“Analysis is inevitably reductive, which is precisely why it's useful.  Analysis maps, 
and like any map, it reduces and abstracts in order to show particular relationships 
more clearly. Two-dimensional maps cannot accurately represent three-dimensional 
surfaces; so too with prose mappings of music. Still,  maps are useful because they 
conceal certain relationships in order to reveal others. All maps are drawn to serve  
specific purposes, to show relationships at a particular scale.” (Walser, 2003, p. 25)   

1.4.4. Research plan and layout of the dissertation 
This section provides a description of the research phases and how the chapters of the 

dissertation are organized.

After  the  thorough  study  and  review  of  existent  theories  related  to  the  topic,  the 
theoretical framework of the dissertation is defined in Chapter 2.

Chapter  3 presents applicable existent methods as well as suggested new approaches to 
analyzing the chosen works. Benefits of each analytical method are examined through short 
musical examples.

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the historical development of conceptual genre-mixing 
in Western culture between 1900 and 2015. The examination of historical cases covers selected 
examples: excerpts of compositions, and also of composers' utterances about their work, in 
order to investigate correspondences between creative motivations and musical techniques. 
This overview also has a special focus on recent internet phenomena.

In  Chapter  5 an  in-depth  analysis  of  complete  selected  works  is  provided.  Besides 
musicological observations the socio-cultural context of the pieces is also examined through 
press interviews and other artist statements.

The results of qualitative interviews conducted by the author of the study are presented in 
Chapter 6. Some participants are also the composers of pieces that are analyzed in Chapter 5, 
but  comments  on  extra  pieces  mentioned  in  the  interviews  are  also  provided  in  the  case 
studies.  

Lastly, conclusions drawn from the results of previous chapters' analyses are summarized 
in Chapter 7. A new classification model built on the results is outlined, and further directions 
for future research are suggested.
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2. Theory fields

2.1. Relevant research fields 
This chapter investigates possible applications of existent theories relevant to the study of 

crossover works discussed in this thesis.  First, a brief summary of research fields studied by 
influential authors is presented, followed by a more detailed description of some of the related 
fields and themes. Then, a review of current academic writings (university theses, papers) is  
provided, and lastly the theoretical framework of this study is defined. 

Due to the difficulties of accommodating the vernacular repertoire of pop with academia's 
disciplined ways to approach it, and also due to the relative immaturity of the field of popular 
music studies, there has been an ongoing debate among scholars about whether or not every 
analysis of popular music must also involve sociological studies. While authors like Middleton,  
Walser,  Björnberg  and  Tagg  claim  that  the  language  of  pop  and  rock  music  substantially  
communicates with socially determined meanings, and therefore their significance can only be 
explained with the consideration of discursive, social and institutional frameworks (Middleton, 
2000), Walter T. Everett reasons that a popular song in the form of a digital recording, as a “sort  
of musical text, common to most popular-music compositions of the past fifty years, can be 
studied as an independent unit much more easily than could a Mozart sonata, which exists only 
in a general notational roadmap suggestive of  many possible valid and interesting tangible 
interpretations” (W. T. Everett, 2001) Everett questions the necessity of such interdisciplinary 
analyses proposed by Middleton, claiming that it should not be expected from any scholar to be  
an  expert  in  so  many  different  fields,  and  he  reminds  us  that  academic  scholarship  “has 
traditionally been a domain that values highly developed expertise in a fairly circumscribed 
area of  specialization.” It  is  believed that  the usefulness of  the different approaches varies 
depending  on  the  type  of  the  given  composition;  the  results,  too,  can  be  more  or  less 
interesting to different groups of  researchers.  The stylized appropriation or quotation of  a  
popular  dance  form  in  a  classical  concert  piece  may  be  analyzed  only  considering  its 
intra-musical aspects (structural, harmonic, etc.), but an additional examination of the cultural 
contexts might lead to a better understanding of such pieces, in terms of why and how their 
composers rely on recognizable patterns or codes. Since pop-classical crossover phenomena 
very  often  communicate  with  intra-  and  extra-musical  references  to  social-cultural  codes 
borrowed from “external” traditions32, an interdisciplinary research seems adequate for a more 

32 e.g. codes that are considered odd or unconventional, relative to the expectations of an initial tradition. (A 
symphony orchestra's unified performance with a heavy metal group)  
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complete study of the strategies and techniques of crossing over. 

Accordingly, some specialized areas of the following research fields are relevant to this 
study: 

– musicology, analysis of music

– music sociology, ethnomusicology

– jazz-research, popular-music research

– socio-psychology of creativity

In the following sub-chapters brief introductions of influential literature on key topics and 
areas  are  provided.  One  key  topic  concerns  recent  tendencies  of  the  globalized  cultural 
community's ways of consuming and creating media content. 

2.1.1. Remix Culture, global media and referential creation 
From the early 1990s onwards, with the increasing number of internet users uploading 

and sharing multimedia content, the ways of culture consumption have undergone significant 
changes. The users – including artists – have simple and fast access to an almost unlimited 
number of cultural products, even of distant countries. The development of a remarkable new 
compositional trend taking advantage of these changes on the video sharing portal Youtube 
can be well observed for instance in the projects of Israel-based multimedia artist Kutiman. 
(Detailed  analysis  of  one  of  Kutiman's  video projects  is  provided  in  Chapter  5.4.)  Kutiman 
collects  different  video  clips  of  musicians  on  Youtube,  mainly  solo  performances,  like 
instrumental tutorials, and layers them on top of each other. Just as other projects created with 
this  technique,  Kutiman  quickly  became  very  popular  within  and  outside  of  the  Youtube 
community. 

“all the music in the world, made by people alone in their rooms, put out there like 
messages in bottles. Kutiman makes more than a mix, it's like the world singing, room 
by room, together.” - (YouTube commenter, 2011)

Such sampling-based compositional techniques have become more and more common in 
popular  music  since  the  sound-technological  development  of  the  1980s,  and  of  course 
contemporary  art  music  composers  also  tend  to  incorporate  these  tools  in  their  work.33 
However, when observed from a bit larger distance the phenomenon appears to be far from 
33 Pierre Schaeffer and other small circles of pioneers already experimented with sampling technologies as early  

as the 1940s. However, decades later the development and ever growing accessibility of digital synthesizers and 
sampler hardware enabled a significantly larger number of music producers to further explore possibilities of 
the technique.  
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newfangled. Authors like Lawrence Lessig, Kirby Ferguson and Eduardo Navas remind us that 
surveying  the  all-time  process  of  creating  art  we  must  realize  that  playing  with  the 
juxtaposition  of  already  existent  material  has  played  a  basic  role  in  composing  during  all  
previous eras of history.34 The main differences are in the size, complexity and (re-)production 
methods of the building units. Mozart incorporates borrowed chords, melody segments into his 
music, while a modern DJ uses audio excerpts up to 2-3 minutes long to turn them into voices 
of  a  new composition.  Similar  to  a  little  child  who plays  with  building  blocks  found lying 
around  him  on  the  carpet,  a  creative  artist  tinkering  in  internet  surroundings  can  pick 
everything available in the world and use them as building blocks to set up new works, be these 
blocks  noise  effects,  musical  fragments,  or  even  a  whole  symphony  speeded  up  to  last  2 
seconds. It is impossible to define the shortness and simplicity of the smallest building unit that 
could be said original or individually unique.35 Composers of any historical period have always 
gathered available impulses from the surrounding cultural life and built these into their work 
intuitively  or  conceptually.  While  Lessig  examines  such  processes  and  their  historical 
development concerning copyright issues, Navas concentrates of their aesthetic and political 
economy aspects. Building on theories by Walter Benjamin36 and Guy Debord37, Navas defines 
music remix as reinterpretation of a pre-existing song with preserving the dominance of its  
“sonic essence”, or its “spectacular aura”. Navas emphasizes the importance of recognizability 
of  the  original  source,  which  Craig  Owen  calls  “allegory”  in  relation  with  postmodern 
aesthetics.38 

“The remix is  in the end a re-mix—that is  a  rearrangement of  something already 
recognizable; it functions on a meta-level. […] The remix when extended as a cultural 
practice, as a form of discourse, is a second mix of  something pre-existent.”  (Navas, 
2012, p. 67)

Owens argues that in postmodernism the history and politics behind an object of art are 
always  transparently  present.  Navas  adds  that  both  the  creation  and  perception  of  art  is  
defined by the constant revision of previous ideologies and histories and the discourse between 
them. Discourse comes into play when elements working as symbols of contrasting ideologies 
cause a well perceivable dual tension.  

Navas defines three basic forms of music remixes (extended, selective and reflexive) and 
observes how their underlying principles make them extend as a fourth form in new media art  

34 cf. Lawrence Lessig: Free Culture (Lessig, 2004)
35 All  interview subjects introduced in Case Studies chapter agreed upon the view that uniqueness is  always  

looked for and found in the ways of combining already existent elements. 
36 “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (W. Benjamin, 2010)
37 “Society of the Spectacle' (Debord, 2000)
38 Craig  Owens,  “The  Allegorical  Impulse:  Towards  a  Theory  of  Postmodernism,” in  “Beyond  recognition: 

Representation, Power, and Culture”  (Owens & Bryson, 1994)
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projects  (regenerative  remix).  He  views  remix  principles  as  conceptual  strategies  that  are 
extensively applied within a broader field of arts, even outside music. By studying parallels 
between various creative activities that are based on mechanical reproduction (sampling), he 
validates the use of the  term “Remix culture” that involves many appropriating art forms, not 
strictly called remixes, like Photo collages, Video Mashups, or Text Mashups (e.g. in blogging).  
With this broad definition of remixing, Navas's theories are relevant to the present crossover 
research,  as  one of  the focal  points  of  this  dissertation is  a  broadly  applied  compositional 
concept  in  which  the  essential  emphasis  lies  on matching  seemingly  foreign and differing 
elements. Whether these elements be smaller or larger, digitally copy/pasted or “traditionally 
composed”,  it  is  the tension caused by their  co-existence within one piece that  makes  the 
chosen musical works worthy of analysis.

The possibility of effortless access to a global media library is an invaluable development 
in the artist's tool kit. When using the internet, as an endless source of inspiration, where, in 
theory,  one  can  encounter  all  existent  cultures,  artists  are  given  the  possibility  to  create 
unprecedented combinations from elements of lesser known traditions. However, also in the 
digital world, cultures are unevenly represented and promoted; thus, in practice it seems more 
and more common that, when a new media project (re-)mixes traditions “A” and “B”, then at 
least  one  of  these  sources  is  rooted  in  modern  western  culture.  As  a  result  of  western 
industries' expansion to peripheral countries, global products and brands like “Star Wars” have 
gained bigger cultural value in numerous (non-western) communities than in local traditions. 
Referencing to well-established western “brands” has better potential for raising attention and 
consequently generating profit for upcoming artists, than exploring less known or less popular 
territories. But the powers needed to make a cultural phenomenon known and popular are 
accumulated  in  economically  stronger  western  countries  or  westernized  international 
corporations. Many theoreticians consider such negative effects of cultural globalization.

“The global community is, in fact, a rigid three-part stratum constituted by dominant, 
semi-peripheral  and peripheral  countries  whose  relationships  are  dictated  by  the 
market rules. In such a pragmatic system, cultural  integration and integrity seem to 
have little importance if compared with efficiency and profit.” (Lunsqui, 2012)

In the Journal of Critical Globalization Studies Daniele Conversi also argues that trends in 
cultural globalization are often unidirectional and driven by corporate populism. 

“For instance, ‘world music’ appeared  to  some  as  a  genuine  form  of  fusion  and 
encounter,  yet  it  has  remained confined to a small cosmopolitan clientele, which 
often ‘consumed’ the music in a de-contextualized environment, far away from the 
cultural setting in which it was originally conceived.” (Conversi, 2012, p. 46)
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Conversi points out that even though cultural fusions and cross-fertilizations have always 
occurred in many historical periods, the beginnings of real cultural globalization processes are 
characterized by a radical shift in the scope, intensity, and reach after the First World War. He 
claims that globalization does not lead to true inter-cultural dialogues, because globalization's 
dominant  form  is  centred  on  a  hegemonic,  unidirectional  expansion  project,  namely 
Americanization. 

“A widely  used  alternative  [to  the  term Americanization]  is  to  refer  to  a  specific 
brand, rather than to an entire country  or  a  continent.   Thus,  the  successful 
Weberian  concept  of  bureaucratic 'McDonaldization' (Alfino et al, 1998; Hayes and 
Wynyard, 2002; Ritzer, 1996; 2006; Smart, 1999) faces competitors like 'Disneyfication'  
or 'Disneyization', with a stress on extreme predictability and the infantilization of 
leisure (Bryman, 2004; Schweizer, 1998), 'Walmarting' as the streamlining of the retail  
sector through supply-chaining (Ehrenreich, 2001; Fishman, 2006), or earlier Cold War 
terms like 'Coca-Colonization ’ (Wagnleitner, 1994). The term Hollywoodization has 
encountered more resonance in the media world, although it is less systematically 
used in globalisation studies (Knight, 2003). All these equally refer to socio-economic 
trends  originated  in  the  US  and  following  US  patterns,  hence  as  forms  of 
Americanisation.” (Conversi, 2012, p. 44)

Manfred  Steger  differentiates  between  five  main  layers  of  globalization:  economic, 
political, cultural, and ecological, and a fifth being present in all four layers: ideological.  Steger 
suggests not to approach globalization as a “disconnected phenomenon floating above the local 
and national” (Steger, 2013), as “glocal” processes also contribute to hybridization (mixing of 
cultures and styles) even if not inspired by globalization's ideologies, but rather stimulated by  
them as counter reactions. In the globalized cultural environment there is a strong increase in 
numbers of cultural projects that remix or reference to well established western products while 
adding a dominant local flavour. Such indigenous practices (like local folk arrangements of Star 
Wars  themes,  the  Nokia  tune  performed  on  an  erhu for  Chinese  audiences,  etc.)  that 
vernacularize and domesticate global products seem increasingly to challenge Americanization 
(Appadurai, 1996, p. 81) However, as stated earlier, the aim of choosing a global theme for a 
local re-arrangement is mostly to get better chances to survive in the market. (Conversi, 2012, 
p. 44) The unconventional genre-blending in these cover versions serves as a unique selling 
point. As a result, artists creating folk or jazz covers, or classical versions based on global pop  
hits  voluntarily contribute to glocalisation processes.39 Referencing to well-known patterns, 
and themes, whose popularity potential has been proven by the global culture industry is more  
and more common amongst composers of any genre. The relatively few studies observing this 

39 See cover projects by “Dirty Loops”, “PianoGuys”, “2Cellos”, “The Netherlands Radio Choir”
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trend include Christian Utz's work “Komponieren im Kontext der Globalisierung” or Gordon 
Mathews'  “Global  Culture  /  Individual  identity  –  Searching  for  home  in  the  cultural 
supermarket”. Art music's tendencies concerning referential composing practices, as well as  
popular  music's  remix  practices  are observed by numerous authors  in  Frédéric  Döhl's  and 
Renate Wöhrer's essay compilation “Zitieren, Appropiieren, Sampeln”.40 In this volume Daniel 
Martin Feige summarizes the fundamentals of Nelson Goodman's 1968 symbol-system theory in 
which he introduced the opposed pairs of notions such as Representation - Resemblance and 
Denotation – Exemplification to help describe variants of referencing in arts.41 Feige attempts 
to unify the strengths of Goodman's concepts with those of Arthur C. Danto, who approaches  
the definition of artworks using three essential criteria: meaning, embodiment and the viewer's 
interpretation.42 Danto claims that an artwork is not only always about something (or referring 
to something), but it also expresses an attitude with which it refers to its object.  As Danto 
applies  his  arguments  on  various  genres  from  various  historical  periods,  he  examines 
interrelatedness and universality of aesthetic meanings, an approach that is also useful for the 
observation of cross-genre mechanisms.

2.1.2. Analyzing popular music genres with social contexts
Through  the  development  of  the  theories  for  analyzing  popular  music it  has  become 

commonplace  that  the  purely  traditional  musicological  methods  observing  only  the  sheet  
music  transcriptions  of  pieces  will  lead  to  unsatisfying  and  false  results  on  the  path  of  
understanding this rather complex phenomenon. However, new multidisciplinary propositions 
from theoreticians on how to really observe it are innumerable. 

Andreas  Gebesmair in  his  book  about  the  structures  of  the  globalized  music  industry 
describes dimensions of popular music, which should be considered when discussing pop music 
phenomena. In the Analysis of chosen works section this study also observes pieces according 
to  these  dimensions,  that  help  demonstrate  systematically  the  essential  characteristics  of 
traditions and genres.

1) production (pre-industrial/industrial),

2) function (functional/autonomous),

3) reception (folk/elite), 

4) aesthetics (simple/complex), 

5) institutions,   etc. (Gebesmair, 2008, pp. 44–56)

40 See (Döhl & Wöhrer, 2014)
41 See (Goodman, 1968)
42 See (Danto, 2014)
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Through  these  dimensions  he  examines  characteristics  and  reveals  fundamental 
differences between three main areas of music: folk music, art music and popular music.

Peter Wicke also explains that popular music relies on historically established forms in 
two ways: “as  popularization of art music, and as  professionalization of folk music” (Wicke, 
1997). These two processes, in both the past and present of music history, have led to the birth  
of  numerous  crossover  phenomena.  As  examples  for  popularization  of  art  music  we  can 
mention not only works from the Classical Crossover genre (Vanessa Mae, Andre Rieu, Il Divo,  
The Three Tenors, Andrea Bocelli, Sarah Brightman ...) but also the opera paraphrases by Liszt, 
or  the  operettas  etc.  Similarly,  world  music's  remixed  folk  tunes,  just  as  the  fusion  of  
country-western with rhythm & blues (from which rock & roll was born), are also partly the 
results  of  the  professionalization  of  folk  music.  These  processes  and  transitions  are  to  be 
observed from a wider perspective, from where particular sorts of music can be studied along 
with  lifestyles,  performing  and  listening  habits  and  associated  meanings  that  have  been 
connected with them throughout their developments.  

Harald  Huber's “Stilfeldertheorie”  describes  the  Austrian  music  scene  as  a 
multi-dimensional space divided into overlapping fields that contain genres, sub-genres, styles, 
with  all  the  activities  of  communities  relating  to  these  genres.  Fields  are  defined  through 
practices of communities like composers, performers, producers, critics, audiences, institutes, 
etc.  and  are  graphically  presented  as  poles  placed  on  a  virtual  globe,  called  the 
“Stilfelder-Kugel”. (Huber & Leitich, 2012) See Illustration 2.1. This approach is relevant to the 
present study as it considers Style Fields as traditions of practices (e.g. performance-rituals),  
with  regard  to  extra-musical  connotations  attached  to  each  style.  These  connotations  are 
important factors in referencing to stereotypical situations, life-styles related to music genres. 
His  approach  also  contributes  to  the  efforts  aiming  to  dissolve  problems  of  the  outworn 
“Classical  vs.  Popular”  dichotomy  by  offering  a  more  realistic  framework  for  studying 
interactions and crossovers between Style Fields.
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Styles and genres do not only influence each other organically through the activities of 
creative musicians: they are also shaped by the strategies of large corporations, such as major  
labels, distributors and media institutions. Keith Negus in his book Music Genres and Corporate 
Cultures  observes  how  major  labels  try  to  avoid  uncertainties  in  consumer  behaviour  by 
applying specific monitoring and promotion practices in discrete genre divisions within their 
portfolios.   

“Music industry is  not  simply a site  of  production.  It  is  a  corporate space within 
which various people attempt to manage the often fragmentary social relationships 
through which music is produced, consumed and given meaning.” (Negus, 1999, p. 47)

Negus's  insights  are  particularly  relevant  when  observing  major  labels'  strategies 
concerning their classical music projects. As an attempt to counteract the decline in classical 
music consumption, many large corporations initiated more easily “accessible” classical music 
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projects (with less serious and more light elements) or collaborations between classical stars and 
pop artists, to address larger audiences. Notions like “easy-listening classical”, “new classical”, 
“classical-crossover”  and  “popera”  have  been  introduced  as  part  of  these  processes,  also 
observed by  (Pryer, 2004) and  (Carboni, 2011). Around the 1990s major companies' classical 
music divisions, which had previously been allowed to run at a loss (compensated with income 
from the pop/rock divisions), were turned into separate “profit units”, and became forced to 
use managing and promotional practices of pop divisions.  (Negus, 1999, p. 50) This has led to 
significant changes in classical music's media representation, and the process still active today 
(often presenting as classical music simple songs with pop/rock patterns played on classical  
acoustic instruments) gradually changes what audiences know as “classical music”.  This,  of 
course, raises questions of determining a genre's essential characteristics: whether they are to 
be found in the structural domain, or rather in sound features. 

Robert  Walser's  non-formalist  approaches  to  popular  music  analysis  help  avoiding 
sometimes unnecessarily deep investigations in form, and suggest placing more emphasis on 
sound and timbre. An approach that warns examiners that sometimes the popular concept of a  
genre  is  based  on different  characteristics  than those  found  at  the  centre  of  an academic 
analysis.  Stating  that  musical  judgements  should  neither  be  dismissed  as  subjective  nor 
celebrated as objective, Walser suggests that learning many different new perspectives is more 
illuminating than sticking to established aestheticizing models in popular music analysis. He 
proposes historicizing all music genres and examining them in their social context, instead of 
bringing the rather unstable notion of “value” into music analysis. 

“'Popular music' and 'classical music' cannot be compared in terms of value because these 
categories are interdependent and actively reproduced” (Walser, 2003, p. 25)

Drawing on the works of  Levine, (1997), Tomlinson, (1991), and  Gabbard, (1995) Walser 
claims that “cultural hierarchy cannot be explained in terms of the internal features of texts or  
practices;  [...]  but  by  social  processes  of  prescription  and  negotiation  in  the  service  of 
competing interests. Such findings have been confirmed by numerous studies focusing on how 
particular  texts  or  practices  (jazz,  opera,  film,  the  novel)  move up  or  down the  ladder  of  
cultural prestige.” (Walser, 2003, p. 26) 

Instead of  the hierarchical  approach, many authors in popular music research suggest 
differentiation between different functions a certain music genre plays, and the application of 
analytical  approaches  according  to  these  functional  differences.  Allan F.  Moore  claims,  for 
example, that rock music's harmonic traditions need to be examined with specialized methods 
that  consider  rocks  music's  major  differences  from,  e.g.,  Baroque's  harmonic  progression 
concepts.   
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“[...] we need to note that rock (and a great deal of post-war popular music) conceives  
harmonies  as  a  priori vertical  slicings  rather  than  as  the  result  of  horizontal 
movements.  This  is  one  of  the  reasons  why  I  am  sceptical  of  the  thoroughgoing 
employment of Schenkerian analytic techniques for this repertoire.” (Moore, 1998, p. 
6)

Moore proposes that it is useful to analyze popular music styles through their established 
sets  of  tendencies  by  measuring  the  degree  of  variance  from  these  series  of  norms  in  a 
particular song. According to Moore, rock music and often other popular genres as well, tend to 
utilize four functions commonly performed by (groups of) instruments.  

– Articulating a decisive beat-pattern, or a groove

Moore describes a standard 4-beat pattern or standard groove, in which “normatively the 
emphasis will tend to be on the ‘back-beat’, usually the second and fourth beats of a four-beat 
bar.”  As  an  example  of  important  domains  characterizing  particular  styles  he  suggests 
examining how the standard pattern is altered to create individuality.

– Making explicit a series of harmonies

An  established  norm  in  rock  music  is  that  the  root  notes  of  harmonies  tend  to  be 
emphasized, usually played by the bass guitar. As Moore also adds, occasionally we can find 
inverted harmony. This, along with more mobile melodic tasks performed by the bass might be 
the result of classical music influences.

– Making explicit a series of melody lines

Moore mentions primary and secondary lines, usually performed by one or more voices or 
different instruments. The listeners tend to focus on this layer in recognizing songs. 

– Harmonically filling 'space' between the root (bass) and melody (treble) lines

“It  is  arguably  the  constitution  of  this  layer  which  has  the  greatest  impact  on  the 
attribution of a particular style by any naive listener.”   

Besides  these  four  functions,  Moore  also  emphasizes  the  consideration  of  production 
techniques that greatly determine timbral qualities of a song. Rock textures might, therefore, 
also be considered in the sense of 'virtual textural space' or 'sound-box' as Moore calls it, a 
sense that also influences the overall subjective feel of a song. Ways of mixing recorded tracks  
have also  distilled  into  traditions  or  production styles,  the  recognition of  which helps  the 
listener in identifying different genres. 

Lucy Green, as also cited by Moore, attempts to define the concepts of musical styles along 
with their social contexts.  
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 “Style is the medium by virtue of which we experience music, and without which we 
could have no music at all. No piece of music is ever stylistically autonomous. [...] we  
must have some knowledge of the style of a piece of music in order to experience 
inherent meanings as  distinct  from non-musically meaningful  sound,  at all.   Such 
knowledge  is  by  no  means  acquired  only  through  study,  but  is  learnt  through 
repeated experience of music, an experience granted more readily than ever before 
by the media and the music industry, and is gained,  to varying degrees,  by every 
normal member of society” (L. Green, 1990, p. 34)

Following tendencies or breaking rules of the above described functions and musical styles 
have communicative aspects, and so they become important contributors to composers' artistic 
behaviour within their communities.  

2.1.3. Socio-psychological aspects of creating music 
Art-related  socio-psychology  literature  focuses  usually  on  creativity  in  general,  with 

emphasis on personality traits, or practical links between ideal moods, emotional states and 
creative problem solving (Guilford, 1950,  Wallach & Kogan, 1965,  Weisberg, 2006, Amabile & 
Pillemer  2012).  Some  studies  observe  creative  thinking  in  the  activity  of  performing  or 
composing music (Hickey & Webster, 2001,  Deliege, & Wiggins, 2006, (Odena, 2013), however 
without  social-communicational  contexts.  Thus,  explicitly  the  ways  in  which  socio-cultural 
circumstances  determine  composers'  strategies  regarding  their  composer-to-audience 
communication  has  very  rarely  been  studied  by  scholars  (among  the  few  exceptions  are 
Burckhardt  Qureshi  et  al.,  1989,  Sloboda,  2005,  North  and  Hargreaves,  2008,  and Stedman,  
2012), and they hardly consider the roles of genres. Therefore a collection of enlightening view 
points  and  dimensions  emerging  from  existent  literature  with  various  subjects  had  to  be 
compiled to help shape an individual socio-psychological approach in the current writing. Such 
relevant dimensions include:

– musical rhetoric

– music perception determined by socio-cultural clichés 

– interrelations of musical meaning and musical function

– instinctive and constructive moods of composing

– listeners' ability to perceive surface and deep structures

– listeners' preferences for familiarity (e.g. known genre prototypes)

– genres' role in playing with expectations of the listener
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As music analysts have distanced themselves from earlier methods of examining “only” 
the music itself as a fixity independently from the socio-cultural environment of musicians and 
listeners,  advanced  musicology  has  developed  into  a  field  that  relies  on  inter-disciplinary 
cooperation between musicologists, ethno-musicologists, sociologists or even neuroscientists 
in  order  to  better  understand  inter-relations  between  music,  musicians  and  audiences. 
Similarly, the relatively small field that aims to understand musical rhetoric practices, in other 
words, how composers communicate with audiences, has adopted methods from linguistics, 
social  sciences,  psychology and other cognitive sciences.  This  multidisciplinary approach is  
validated by the analogous nature of spoken language and music.  As a good rhetor who uses all 
available tools of speech (tone, rhythm, volume, etc.) and body language to effectively persuade 
audiences, composers willing to control interpretation of their piece choose musical tools that  
help them better execute a certain strategy. 

A broader sense of musical rhetoric 

Music, as a language in its own right, that, with its associative powers, can move listeners 
to  definite  states,  has  been  viewed  with  rhetoric-focused  theorizing  by  scholars  for  many 
centuries. As summarized in Kyle D. Stedman's work “Musical Rhetoric and Sonic Composing 
Processes”, writers such as (Jensen, 1976), (Bonds, 1991), (Wilson, Blake, George J. Buelow, and 
Peter A. Hoyt, n.d.) inform us that European educated classes learned classical rhetoric from 
teachings of Cicero and Quintilian throughout the 15th 16th and 17th centuries, thus artists of the 
period also adopted the rhetoric perspective and the goal to maximize control over the feelings 
of  their  audiences.  Baroque  music's  formal  and  stylistic  principles  being  tied  strongly  to 
rhetoric  concepts  are  discussed  in  a  rich  literature.  But  the  gradual  transformation  from 
audience-orientation into the individualistic focus on authorship, and internal emotions in the 
Romantic era seemed to have pulled rhetoric-based analysis out of practice. This is because art 
music and its composition processes evolving through the Romantic era and leading into early  
20th century  atonalism  are  viewed  as  less-and-less  rhetoric  minded  (that  is,  less 
audience-oriented).  However, even music that is written with little concern about its possible 
listeners is inevitably perceived with the emerging of uncontrolled associations, and imagined 
messages  get  “understood”  in  unpredictable  ways;  put  in  other  words:  an  a-rhetorically 
composed piece can also be interpreted rhetorically. 

“music  can be read as less rhetorical when it is composed more as an expression of  
the internal, emotional state of an Author—audience be damned—than as a message 
designed to move an audience in some way (even when the details of that effect are 
unpredictable). That’s not to say that this a-rhetorical music doesn’t have rhetorical 
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effects;  like our encounters with any object or event,  there is  a  material  sense in 
which rhetorical purpose seems to reside in anything at all. But from the composer’s 
perspective, the question of how much control the composer has over the meaning 
made from the music shifts dramatically as attitudes about what music (and art in 
general) are designed to do. Indeed, the rhetorical focus on audience in the arts would 
perhaps not be so striking if our concept of the composer (in any medium) had not 
changed so dramatically in the Romantic era, from a person wielding a craft situated 
among a community of other  craftspeople to an individual channeling unique genius.” 
(Stedman, 2012, p. 62) 

Stedman therefore  proposes  to  discuss  music  rhetoric  aspects  in  composers'  concepts 
separately  from  the  listener's  understandings  of  this  rhetoric.  Aiming  to  break  down  the 
dialectic between controlling the listener's response and ignoring it, Stedman provides a model  
of three overlapping circles representing composers' diverse goals for how their listeners will  
respond to their  sonic  messages.  He differentiates  between 1)  Controlled Interpretation,  2) 
Variable Interpretation and 3) Experiential Interpretation. See Illustration 2.2.

The  circles  represent  “the  extent  to  which  composers  try  to  control  their  music’s 
meanings, whether by hoping to completely control the audience’s understanding of the music 
(left circle), guide them to a place of understanding that is both directed and uncertain (middle 
circle), or ignore the audience altogether, putting the onus of interpretation on them, instead 
of on the composer himself (right circle).” (Stedman, 2012, p. 92)

Stedman  also  discusses  Dmitri  Tymoczko's  distinction  between  “near”  and  “far” 
audiences. Near audiences are the specialists of a field,  that have prestigious positions and 
decide prizes. Far audiences are the idealized people that can exist far away in space and time,  
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appreciating music without the ability or the will to deeply analyze it. Tymoczko reminds us 
about the danger of confusing the two types, because he sees it as impossible to please both.

Observing  musical  rhetoric,  as  a  strategical  mixing  of  genre-elements  with  explicit  
communication  goals,  is  enlightening  when  studying  both  creative  and  commercial 
compositional processes. In an article observing contemporary Canadian art music composers'  
attitudes towards audiences Burckhardt Qureshi et al. report that many composers have a hard 
time accepting the fact that the audience cannot perceive music qua music, as something free 
from contextual constraints.

“Western  art  music  is  normally  analysed  in  terms  of  its  sound  structure  and  its  
meaning identified in terms of its own stylistic and aesthetic parameters. […] This, in 
turn,  has resulted in a neglect  of  the social  contextual  dimension as a  significant 
factor  in the analysis  of  Western art  music,  which,  I  believe,  leaves  a  gap in our 
understanding of the role this music plays in contemporary Canadian society and of  
the  kinds  of  social  change  it  might  be  subject  to.”  (Burckhardt  Qureshi,  Lessem, 
Beckwith, Fisher, & Truax, 1989, p. 117) 

As  also  described  in  the  Burckhardt  et  al.  article  “From  composer  to  audience”, 
a-rhetorically  written  serious  music  often  gets  understood  in  unwanted  ways,  because  of 
listeners' interpretation being pre-determined by popular socio-cultural clichés. Discussions on 
musical communication and rhetoric, therefore, need to include an attempt to define musical 
meaning itself, with regard to its social contexts.

Musical meaning – musical function

Even if definite meaning in music is hard to determine, some musical patterns have the  
ability  to  evoke  significantly  homogeneous  associations  and  emotions  within  a  particular 
socio-cultural environment. Thus, a specific group of listeners will react more or less the same 
way to some musical events and understand them as unambiguous messages, partly because 
“time  and  time  again  the  average  listener/viewer  has  heard  a  particular  sort  of  music  in 
conjunction with a particular sort of visual message” (Tagg, 1982 cited in (Machin, 2010, p. 99). 
The  creative  behaviour  of  a  composer  is  influenced  by  his  relationship  with  surrounding 
communities: his real and desired status within these communities, as well as the willingness  
or the neglect to communicate with their members. The community, to which the composer 
also belongs,  has a knowledge of  its  culture through a complex of  conventions,  habits  and 
traditions,  within  which  its  members  orientate on  the  basis  of  stereotypes  and 
association-fields. The sound of twelve-tone music has been embedded so strongly into popular 
consciousness through its repeated use in other media (mostly films) as the indicator of  fear, 
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chaos or approaching evil, that no rationally thinking modern composer can expect the average 
audience to listen to a twelve-tone-sounding piece freely from pre-determined meanings and 
to discover its purely intra-musical relations. This forces art music composers to consider the 
proven tendency of listeners using music primarily for mood-serving, that is using music for 
their  own  agendas.  (Regarding  this  issue,  the  current  study  draws  on  works  from  music 
sociology, including Helmut Rösing's writings about listeners' daily music consumption habits, 
that  help better understand the roles  music plays in people's  everyday lives,  and how the 
meaning  of  music  is  shaped according to  how it  is  used  in  different  life  situations  by  the 
listener.) 

Literature that influenced this dissertation's approach to musical meaning includes works 
considering aspects of semiotics  (Machin, 2010), (Cooke, 1989), (Tagg, 1982) as well as cognitive 
and  music-psychological  aspects  (North  &  Hargreaves,  2008),  (Huron,  2006);  furthermore, 
highly  influential  were  the  concepts  of  John  Sloboda,  who  discusses,  among  others,  the 
usefulness  of  a  psychologist-composer  dialogue in  his  book  “Exploring  the  musical  mind”. 
First,  Sloboda  describes  two  oppositional  concepts  concerning  composer-to-audience 
communication: 

1. The work's ultimate value is simply its value to the composer himself, (composing as 
an activity has the primary purpose of providing satisfaction to the composer)

2. The work's value lies in its capacity to maximize a desired effect on its audiences

Then, after pointing out the flaws of both approaches, Sloboda suggests a third model as a  
common ground for composers and psychologists, and that is 

3. treating music as architecture or artefact. 

Just as architects can build structures that then can be used for more purposes, providing the 
users a degree of freedom, music also can leave room for more than one way of interpretation.  
Sloboda calls this provided freedom affordances.

“Much sterile  debate  about  'the'  meaning  of  a  piece  of  music  can be  avoided  by 
looking at the music as an artefact which can be used in different ways. Each listener  
chooses what use to make of it in accordance with the perceived affordance and his or 
her own agendas. A composer may well take satisfaction in designing music which 
can be used in many ways, including unplanned-for ways, but this does not negate the 
requirement to design the music with some uses in mind.” (Sloboda, 2005, p. 195)

In this  crossover thesis,  musical  meaning generated by quoting specific genres,  is  also 
treated not as a well  definable message, but as a reference to a broader set of associations 
linked  to  human  traits  such  as  “humorous,  noble,  rebellious”  or  notions  of  status  like 
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“prestige.” Promotion and marketing campaigns of classical-crossover artists like Vanessa Mae  
or Bond often include practices that aim to “evoke associations of prestige” (Millington, 2007, p. 
17) and to suggest a sense of “higher artistic value” by incorporating elements of Western art 
music traditions. Recently a growing tendency can be observed of many non-crossover pop 
artists touring with a symphonic programme (pop songs re-arranged for large orchestras). The 
marketing rhetoric  here aims to persuade potential  fans  that  the product represents  more 
sophisticated qualities, (it is “classier”) than others on the market. This rhetoric, as a result of  
decisions made by major labels' marketing teams, could be viewed as independent from the 
musical  material  and  therefore  irrelevant  for  musicological  observations.  However,  in 
commercial crossover projects music is part of a carefully manufactured package, and, as such, 
it  also  often  gets  influenced  by  the  main  strategic  concepts.  These  concepts  are  given  as 
guidelines  to  the  numerous  hired  “ghost  writers”  and  music  producers  before  they  start 
working on an album for e.g. Bond. This is also why the music itself  carries traits of some 
communication  strategies,  which  are  the  targets  of  musical  rhetoric  studies.  It  is  useful 
discovering how these conceptual traits are built into a piece, and observing which phases of  
the creative process are effected. Such processes are observed, for example, in Adrian North 
and David Hargreaves's book “The Social and Applied Psychology of Music” in which creativity 
in general is described as follows:

“It is generally agreed that creativity is the ability to produce work that is both novel 
(i.e.  original,  unexpected)  and  appropriate  (i.e.  useful,  adaptive  concerning  task 
constraints)” (Sternberg and Lubart, 1999, p.3) cited in (North & Hargreaves, 2008, p. 
14)

Also here we can see, just as in Sloboda's 'music-as-architecture' model, that the work's 
applicability or usefulness is given much importance besides novelty. After reviewing the most 
significant research works focusing on creative processes, from authors like Helmholtz (1896),  
Wallas (1926), Walters and Gardner (1986) and Weisberg (1993), North and Hargreaves highlight 
that 

"the  process  of  arriving  at  the  final  breakthrough  did  not  involve  some  kind  of 
extraordinary thought  process,  but  rather  the  repeated  and persistent  use  of  the 
methods  by  which  ordinary  people  solve  problems,  such  as  reformulations,  new 
interpretations of existing facts,  and drawing on inspiration and ideas from other 
people or situations around them." (North & Hargreaves, 2008, p. 16)

An insight that once again points to the remix-like nature of culture as discussed earlier. 
Helmholtz and Wallas break down the creative process into  four distinct phases:  preparation,  
incubation, illumination and  verification.  They present  preparation as a section where the main 
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problem area  is  defined,  then  incubation as  a  mysterious  phase in which the  ideas  become 
shaped without any conscious work on the problem, then after an inspired stage of illumination, 
where solutions emerge, comes the down-to-earth craftsman's work of elaborating the ideas 
through verification. The 4-stage model also shows the presence of both intuitive and conscious 
elements involved in the process.  

Investigating the creative processes of composing, Eleni Lapidaki's article “Learning from 
masters  of  music  creativity”  also  provides  details  on  the  role  of  both  “instinctive  and 
constructive moods”  (Lapidaki, 2007). In this article Lapidaki examines numerous interviews 
and writings of renowned art music composers, and organizes quotes into topics, like intuition 
and conscious  decisions  (the  combination of  the  two are  claimed to  be  necessary by  most 
quoted  composers),  ways  of  incorporating  influences,  breaking  away  from  traditions, 
innovation and the desire for individuality, all of which are highly relevant topics to the Case  
Studies section of this thesis. Although Lapidaki's work focuses mainly on art music composers 
and aspects of teaching art music composition, and there is no emphasis on communication 
aspects of creative decisions, the ways in which Lapidaki examines self-reflective quotes from 
composers  in order  to  systematize their  methods  still  provide a  useful  framework for this  
study.  Kyle D. Stedman's thesis “Musical Rhetoric and Sonic Composing Processes”, however, 
does  lay  emphasis  on  examining  the  presence  of  communication  aspects  in  composers' 
thinking about “audience, influence, invention, arrangement and delivery”  (Stedman, 2012). 
Also  cited  in  Stedman's  work is  Leonard B.  Meyer's  classic  book “Emotion and Meaning in 
Music” in which Meyer emphasizes the role of expectations in perceiving musical meaning. 

“Affect  or  emotion-felt  is  aroused  when  an  expectation—a  tendency  to 
respond—activated  by  the  musical  stimulus  situation,  is  temporarily  inhibited  or 
permanently blocked” (Meyer, 1961, p. 31) 

Meyer also adds that the artist's play with expectations does not only arouse emotions, but 
produces  musical  meaning.  In  a  genre-blending  context  this  can  be  observed  in  potential 
interpretations  of  a  piece  that  starts  in  genre  A  but  then  suddenly  changes  to  genre  B.  
Following the traditions of an established genre also expresses the desire to belong to this 
genre's core fan-community. The joy found in the sense of “togetherness” is observed in much 
popular  music  research,  although it  can be  just  as  relevant  among classical  concert-goers, 
whose place in a certain social group is reinforced by experiencing the undisturbed continuity  
of well-predictable elements of their musical ritual. Contrarily, an artist's sudden referencing 
to an “external” genre can imply several meanings: it can serve as parodying the group of the 
'others',  but  it  can  also  indicate  the  desire  to  belong  to  both  groups.  Listeners'  ability  to  
comprehend these musical meanings created by playing with expectations is  dependent on 
many  factors,  including  cognitive  psychological  conditions,  as  well  as  socio-cultural 
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determination.   

David Huron's book on musical expectations entitled “Sweet Anticipation: Music and the 
Psychology of Expectation” explains music psychological mechanisms, including the effects of 
musical surprises, that can be caused by the unexpected incorporation of external genre/style 
elements. A better understanding of basic cognitive perception of music helps construct the 
aesthetic foundations for an analysis of the compositional role of genre-specific musical events. 

Pierre  Bourdieu's  writings  on  the  perception  of  art,  and  the  listeners'  capabilities  of  
understanding surface and deep structures of music (Bourdieu, 1968) are relevant to this work, 
in terms of examining how classical musical elements are perceived in crossover pieces. His  
concept of FIELDS and that of cultural or symbolic capital is useful in describing the working of  
classical-crossover marketing campaigns that rely on the conventions around classical music's 
prestige and elite status. According to Bourdieu's views, educated people not only possess more 
of the specific conditions needed to perceive deep structures of an artwork, they also have a 
better vocabulary to describe workings of these structures, and this contributes to broadening 
the  gap  between  social  classes.  Remembering  a  nice  melody,  or  understanding  internal 
structural relations and processes of a piece requires different capabilities, different levels of 
comprehension. Less educated listeners are isolated from groups that have sufficient cultural  
capital for understanding and discussing deeper structures, abstractions, symbols and codes. 
Examining classical crossover projects may reveal whether their popularity can be explained 
through  their  strategies  to  eliminate  deep  structure  elements  of  classical  music  (complex 
voicings, large forms, counterpoint) while preserving the more easily comprehensible surface 
elements (like the main melody line), and thus providing less experienced listeners the illusion 
of understanding their consumption of “high culture”. Such attempts to make classical music 
more accessible (e.g. including short excerpts of operatic arias in television talent shows, or 
arranging  'classical  tunes'  with  techno  background)  are  often  criticized  by  classical  music 
experts and fans claiming that these renditions are simplified and banal versions of the more 
complex originals. Such renditions raise questions whether simple is really more accessible, and 
what simple really means.43 Although it has been proven that audiences like new music that is 
similar to music that they already know44, a certain degree of novelty and unpredictability is 
usually appreciated.  However, with the changes of historical periods the general demand for 
monotony  or  unpredictable  surprises  has  also  always  shifted.  After  the  highly  complex 
polyphony of the Baroque era came the need for simplicity of a melody+accompaniment model 
in the Galant style, or, later, after Progressive Rock had reached its peak of sophistication came 
the  puristic  trend  of  simple  expression  of  emotions  in  the  Punk  movement.  Audiences'  

43 The relation between objective and subjective complexity of a piece with the shifting of its liking influenced by 
repeated listening are observed by researchers like Heyduk (1975), Simonton (1987) and Eerola (1998). 

44 See the 'preference for prototypes' model by (Martindale & Moore, 1988)
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demands regarding whether they like to be taken on a complex journey full of surprises, or if 
they like to enjoy the predictability of monotony can change from time to time.     

Although, in an analogy with literature, Peter Elbow describes the strategies of making a 
piece of writing feel satisfying —

“Successful  writers  lead  us  on  a  journey  to  satisfaction  by  way  of  expectations, 
frustrations, half satisfactions, and temporary satisfactions: a well-planned sequence 
of yearnings and reliefs, itches and scratches.” (Elbow, 2006, p. 626),

— one must add that however applicable this principle might be in literature or in art  
music composition, the degree of audiences' willingness to be exposed to such adventurous and 
enduring experiences varies in different music-consuming situations. In cases when a popular 
song is listened to on the radio in the car while driving to work, or when listening to music 
while dancing, the listener expects a lot smaller amplitude between predictable and surprising 
elements than in a concert situation where music is the centre of attention. In other words, the  
subjective value of music's unpredictability depends on its appropriateness to the given genre's  
primary function. For examining the aesthetic role of tension created by unpredictability, it is  
necessary to  consider  the  particular  piece's  planned application,  thus  making  the  value  of 
surprise relative.

Monotony vs surprises – The relative value of the Unexpected 

The effects of listening conditions on music perception are also made apparent in Miell,  
Macdonald and Hargreaves's “Reciprocal-feedback model of musical response”, presented in 
their  2005  book  Musical  Communication,  and  revised  in  Hargreaves's  article “Musical 
imagination:  Perception  and  production,  beauty  and  creativity”.  The  model  describes  how 
three main determinants, such as the artwork, the beholder (listener), and the situation interact 
with each other and simultaneously shape the aesthetic perception. This also makes clear how 
monotony,  for  instance,  has  different  aesthetic  values  in  different  listening  situations. 
Monotony, sameness and predictability were often criticized in early reviews on popular music, 
like in Adorno's 1941 writing.

“One  may  go  so  far  as  to  suggest  that  most  listeners  of  popular  music  do  not 
understand music as a language in itself. If they did it would be vastly difficult to  
explain  how  they  could  tolerate  the  incessant  supply  of  largely  undifferentiated 
material.” (Adorno, 1941, p. 460)

Since  Adorno's  early  observations  influenced  by  high-art-aesthetic  theories,  many 
researchers have approached music from a socio-cultural viewpoint, also considering positive 
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effects of repetitions and familiarity (repetitions within a single work or among many pieces  
belonging  to  a  certain  genre),  e.g.,  in  forms  of  dance  music.  In  a  dance-hall  situation,  
unexpected musical events are not only impractical, but music's subjective complexity perceived 
at first listening tends to cause dislike in the listeners (see the 'preference for prototypes' 
model of (Martindale & Moore, 1988)).  Charles Middleton's form-analytical methods and his 
views on the productivity of repetition provided further ideas for the observation of structural 
simplicity  in  classical  crossover  covers.  Specialized  literature  focusing  on  works  from  this 
dissertation's secondary and primary artists also commonly considers the role of repetitions 
and predictability. Paul Everett in his book “Vivaldi: The Four Seasons and Other Concertos, Op. 
8” discusses dramaturgical and psychological aspects of the ritornello forms used in Vivaldi's 
concertos. While searching for possible explanations of the popularity of The Four Seasons he 
finds that the refrain-like repeated sections play a vital role in the piece's accessibility.

Considering the change of  music's  function in a  Beethoven-melody's  dance remix,  the 
elimination of more complex and unexpected structural elements (and so monotonizing the 
music)  serves  the  task  of  rendering  the  music  more  appropriate  for  its  new  application: 
dancing.  Approaching  such  transformations  with  Sloboda's  above  introduced 
'music-as-architecture' concept monotony can be seen here as a new musical meaning with 
aesthetic  value  related  to  its  usefulness  (affordance)  in  this  particular  listening  situation. 
Similarly, 'playfulness' and increased use of unexpected elements in a symphonic concert work 
incorporating a popular melody better fulfil the music's functional task in a concert-hall.   
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2.2. Overview of current crossover-related theses
The aim of this section is to provide a brief overview of recent scholarly works related 

closely to the topic of this dissertation. These works proved to be the most relevant university 
theses found through internet searches during the research process. Both their strengths and 
weaknesses, as presented in the following review, helped shape the analytical framework of the  
current study.   

1. Leiker, Viktor: “Populäre Klassik”: zur Entwicklung eines problematischen Genres. 
Mit  einer  kommentierten  Mediographie  für  Öffentliche  Bibliotheken. 
Fachhochschule  Stuttgart  –  Hochschule  für  Bibliotheks-  und  Informationswesen, 
Stuttgart, November 2000

Leiker presents an excellent survey of the historical development of early genre-crossing 
works that he calls “popular classics” (Populäre Klassik). He emphasizes the changes regarding 
the function of music in the evolving economical and social structures of the 19 th century, when 
big  cities  changed the  lives  of  the bourgeoisie,  and work and entertainment became more 
separate than before. As music became more and more the every-day requisite of the masses, 
the musical text itself started to adapt to its new functions. The emerging split between high  
and low cultures is also highlighted through early examples, which helps viewing crossover 
phenomena in an historical context. Leiker also attempts to provide a classification system for 
describing  different  forms  of  popular  classics.  He  differentiates  between  the  following 
categories:

– Excerpts  that  have been cut out from larger classical  works (overtures,  arias,  single 
themes of symphonies)

– Altered  (simplified,  smoothed)  versions  of  short  classical  works  fitted  into  the 
repertoires of saloon-orchestras 

– Intermezzi and character pieces originally written to be simple and easy 

– Electronic adaptations of original classical pieces (remixed or performed with electronic 
instruments)

– Jazz adaptations of  original classical pieces

– Jazz and pop/rock pieces “upvalued” through collaboration with large orchestras

– Folk and pop pieces imitating a classical sound (e.g. arranged for orchestra or string 
quartet)

– Adaptations of original classical themes from overtures, arias and operettas performed 
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in pop hit style 45

Leiker's  system  represents  only  a  segment  of  crossover  by  focusing  mainly  on 
re-interpretations  and  re-arrangements  of  pre-existing  popular  themes  from  the  classical 
repertoire, instead of generally observing the incorporation of subtle style elements. Although 
he  describes  common  features  of  his  categories  including  extra-musical  features  like  the 
Star-image of interpreters — theatrical SHOW character with masks and costumes: stress on 
presenting  virtuosity;  “Potpourri-character”:  stress  on  emotional  climaxes,  motivating 
audience interaction (e.g. dancing or singing along) — and musical features like emotion-heavy 
performance  style,  shortening  and  simplifying  the  original  structures,  and  changing 
instrumentation,  Leiker  skips  the  detailed  musicological  analysis  that  could  highlight 
differences and so underpin the validity of his proposed categories.      

2. Iannaccone, Louanne Marie, "Crossing Over in the 21st Century: New Perspectives 
on  Classical  Music  through the  Work  of  Mark  O’Connor,  Edgar  Meyer,  and  Béla 
Fleck.. " Master's Thesis, University of Tennessee, 2005.

Iannaccone's  thesis  is  a  remarkable  exploration  of  how  American  classical  music 
consumption  has  expanded  to  include  new  accessible  crossover  works  combining  classical 
music elements with the American musical idiom. She investigated the effect of O'Connor's,  
Meyer's and Fleck's music on the societal perception of classical music. She observed audience 
reactions  and  relations  to  musicians  and  composers  through  interviews  conducted  after 
specific concerts.  Through her analysis Iannaccone underpins theories on relations between 
social groups and musical tastes, verifying that higher status groups no longer consume one 
type of  “elite” art,  but  rather became omnivores using their  resources  to consume several 
different cultural products, while lower social classes tend to engage in one or few cultural  
practices. She concludes, that “because crossover music combines several musical domains, it 
aligns  with  omnivorous  consumption  practices  and  perhaps  could  be  seen  as  omnivorous 
music, blending classical music with American styles.” (Iannaccone, 2005, p. 132) 

3. Garvin,  Karyn  E.  ,  “The Crossover  conflict:  Creating  Framework  for  combining 
classical and popular music in the 21st century” Masters Thesis, Arts Management, 
American University, Washington, DC 20016, 2012

Garvin's classification system has been introduced in Chapter 1.3.3. As discussed there, her 
model's main flaw is the inconsistent use of different criteria to delineate sub-categories. Being 
a Masters degree thesis it should be considered a remarkable attempt, and one of its major 
accomplishments might be its stress on classical-crossover's usefulness in music education. 

“when someone who is learning an instrument hears that instrument in a popular piece of 

45 See (Leiker, 2000)
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music he or she may enjoy, this could be considered a vital learning tool. Now the further 
pursuit of perfecting his or her skill on that musical instrument becomes that much more 
enjoyable and valuable to that musical scholar who has only known popular music up 
until this point. Music educators and private music instructors can use such examples to 
their advantage in teaching; the chord structures, intervals, and techniques (glissandos, 
pizzicatos, trills, crescendos, etc.) can also be highlighted. It all confirms that Classical 
Crossover can be used as an effective educational tool.” (Garvin, 2012, p. 36)

4. Millington, Aliese: “Subject to change: Nine Constructions of the crossover between 
Western  art  and  popular  musics  (1995-2005)”,  PhD  Thesis,  The  University  of  
Adelaide, 2007

Millington's  work  presents  an  extensive  and  perfectly  organized  body  of  research 
describing many ethno-musicological and music-sociological aspects of combining art music 
and popular music  traditions. The artists chosen for analysis in her work are mostly in overlap 
with the current thesis's primary targets. However, Millington's research mainly focuses on the 
artists' marketing and promotional rhetoric. She introduces a model of crossover constructs46 
to present how artists use generally accepted notions and genre associations, and how they 
shape future concepts of these during their musical and promotional activity. 

46 See Illustration 2.3
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 Millington's study examines crossover in its  complexity and from a sufficiently broad 
perspective, enabling her to study various impacts upon Western art music, popular music, and 
musical  exchange.  She investigates  the  occurrence of  her crossover constructs  not  only  in 
artists' promotion but also in their critical reception. Considering marketing-rhetorical aspects 
she  describes  communication  strategies  common  within  the  relatively  new  “crossover 
marketing category”.  These  communication strategies  are at  the same time preserving the 
notion of borders between genres, and promoting breaking theses borders down. 

„Marketers still  make use of  a  lingering resistance to exchange,  on the one hand 
using and “playing up” the tension between high and low culture while, on the other 
hand, sanctioning it through the creation of crossover charts and retail opportunities.  
Despite such marketing games, however, the creation of such categories gives artists 
who make music  that  involves  exchange,  the option to take  part  in a  “standard” 
marketing category. In doing so, it makes an artist's music visible to the buying public  
by acknowledging their fusion activities.“ (Millington, 2007, p. 181)

Millington  also  necessitates  differentiation  between musical  types  under  the  umbrella 
term crossover.

“...although  the  construction  of  crossover  as  a  marketing  category  provides  a 
standard classification for artists who work with musical exchange, inclusion in the 
category does not necessarily homogenize all the types of exchange it represents.” 
(Millington, 2007, p. 182) 

Millington,  drawing  on  works  by  Howard  Goodall  also  proposes  delineation  between 
“commercial” and “creative” crossover, suggesting that in projects with different background 
motivations there are major differences in the degree of finding a real synthesis of genres.  To 
further  investigate  this  topic, Millington's  marketing-oriented  model's  adaptability  to  the 
observation of musical characteristics will be tested in this study.  

5. Branstetter,  Leah  T.:  “Angels  and  Arctic  Monkeys: A  Study  of  Pop-Opera 
Crossover” Masters Thesis - University of Cincinnati, 2009

Branstetter exhaustively studied the historical development and recent trends of classical 
opera's interrelatedness with popular cultures, discussing such topics as the importance of the 
“virtuoso-figure” image, evolution of different vocal styles, the general perception of opera as 
elitist art, and how opera companies see the role of pop-opera crossover in gaining audiences 
for “real” traditional opera. The work has provided much valuable information for writing the 
Popera section of the current study's historical overview. 
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2.3. Theoretical framework of the current study
Partly shaped by the concepts discussed above, the theoretical framework of this writing 

is characterized by observing music and also considering its communicative functions within 
certain  socio-cultural  communities.  Stedman's  rhetoric  approach  influenced  the  study  of 
compositional  strategies  and  the  classification  of  motivation  types  driving  crossover 
composers.  These  strategies'  different  realization  techniques  are  examined  with  regard  to 
Millington's  crossover constructs.  As discussed in more detail  in the following chapter,  the 
analytical approach used here considers Gebesmair's dimensions and also considers guidelines 
of  Walser,  Machin  and  Shuker.  The  study  is  carried  out  in  three  main  stages:  through 
discussing  historical  examples  (secondary  artists),  then  through  detailed  analysis  of  more 
recent projects (primary artists), followed by the analysis of composer interviews (case studies) 
also  drawing  on  Stedman's  theories.  Through  these  stages  the  applicability  of  a  newly 
constructed crossover classification model will be tested.
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3. Analytical Methods

“Yes, influences are enriching, and they can be found in every work of art, even the 
most original. . . . The fact that Stravinsky used the classics as a major influence is 
obvious.  What  is  interesting  is  how  he  used  them,  how  he  turned  Bach  into 
Stravinsky. I strongly suggest that we play down basics like who influenced whom, 
and instead study the way the influence is transformed; in other words: how the artist 
made it his own. The prerequisite: love. If one uses music that one does not really  
love, then one will not succeed in making it one’s own.” (Foss, 1994) 

The analyses in this writing aim to reveal identifiable genre-elements in as many musical  
and extra-musical  domains as  possible,  also to observe their  compositional  role  within the 
pieces.  This  observation of  the compositional  role is a partly subjective descriptive process 
helped  by  the  examination  of  basic  principles  underlying  the  given  genres.  The  roles  are 
defined, therefore, in accordance to the pieces' desired functionality (type of reception) and 
rhetoric  purposes.  The  understanding  of  rhetoric  purposes  is  attempted  through studying 
various declarations of the composers and producers. The functions of genre elements are then 
commented on, considering their relation to composer-to-audience communication strategies 
and to socio-cultural contexts. The subjects of the analyses are therefore not only sheet music  
examples,  recordings  and  music  videos,  but  also  composers'  letters,  and  texts  from  their 
written and recorded interviews. From these latter the analyzer can gather insights on the 
traditions  in  which  the  composer  was  socialized,  attitudes  towards  genres  that  are  seen 
“external”.  One  can  examine  whether  or  not  the  composer  has  deep  enough  practical 
experiences in these extra genres. Interview texts are observed with a focus on composers'  
views regarding their audience's general concepts about a given genre, and with special focus 
on their statements regarding communication with the listener by using these genres. This 
supports  the  determination  of  a  given  genre  element's  compositional  task  in  the  rhetoric 
context.         

The following sub-chapters introduce different methods that help reveal genre influences 
within various layers and domains of music. The presentation of methods is supported with 
some  short  examples  from  crossover  works.  Following  the  overview  of  essential  criteria 
suggested  to  be  included  in  any  crossover  examination,  the  final  section  of  this  chapter 
provides a subjective-narrative analytical method that helps indicate the “both factor”, that is  
the level of synthesis between incorporated traditions.
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3.1. Intra-musical domains of crossover

3.1.1. Structure
Musicians with  an  educational  background in classical  music  often become  acquainted 

with composition techniques of baroque and classical masters from an early age. In crossover 
pieces  composed  by  classically  trained  musicians,  an  obvious  sign  of  influences  from  the 
classical  traditions  can  be  found  in  their  material  treatment.  The  need  for  sophisticated 
organization  and  variation  of  melodic  themes,  polyphonic  arrangements,  imitations  and 
counterpoints and other techniques, all considered as basic structuring principles, can often be 
discovered in crossover fields like symphonic jazz or progressive rock. Building large forms by 
developing  and  transforming  primary  themes,  even  if  the  themes  themselves  are 
popular-styled, is a common demand of pop/rock/jazz composers with classical backgrounds. 

An  effective  method  for  indicating  classical  influences  is,  therefore,  the  graphic 
representation of thematic correlations. In this thesis's form analyses the technique of colour 
coding will be applied in several cases. Musical sections that have common materials or are 
built on the same initial idea are represented with the same colours. This helps getting a quick 
overview of how different themes are introduced and modified within a larger form.    

Also, in modern rearrangements of classical works, colour coding is useful for comparing 
material  treatment  in  the  original  and  rearranged  versions.  This  method  will  be  used  to 
examine which sections are left out, or which are repeated, and how this reorganization shifts 
the genre balance towards pop music traditions in classical crossover remixes. 
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Time Thematic material Bar number

0'00 Theme A  bars 1 - 47

0'54 Theme B  bars 48 - 51

2'28  variations on Theme B bars 52 - 60

2'40 improvisation over harmonies of Theme A bars 61 - 69

3'29 Theme C bars 70 - 86

3'57 Solo improvisation (Cadenza) bars 87 – 95

4'53 Theme A revised (with elements of Theme C) bars 95 - 110

Illustration 3.1: Thematic correlations represented with colour coding method
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The  involvement  of  improvisation  (solo  or  group)  may  also  be  examined  among 
structuring techniques of jazz-classical (and also rock-classical) crossover works.

In  modern  western  art  music  several  examples  can  be  found  in  which 
material-organization ideas  are  borrowed from popular  genres.  As  in  György  Ligeti's  piece 
Hungarian Rock (1978), the left hand ostinato's monotony and its rhythmic drive are domains 
where relations to rock music can be found; however, in the right hand, no rock elements are 
present:  4-bar  or  8-bar  patterns  or  minimal  repetitions  are  not  involved,  and  the  highly 
chromatic note set is also rather uncommon in mainstream rock. 

Leonard Bernstein's fugues (in works like “Prelude, Fugue and Riffs”, or “Cool”) apply a 
baroque material organization technique on jazz-style motives. Progressive rock band Gentle 
Giant also elaborates rock-style themes with fugal contrapuntal concepts. The observation of 
such structuring techniques is  an important method in revealing influences from different 
traditions, also because their presence is often not as obvious for the analyzer as the presence 
of borrowed instrumentation ideas.

Material treatment may be observed within smaller building units, in voicing techniques, 
as  well  as  in  the  whole  form  of  the  complete  piece.  Though  analysis  methods,  like  the 
Schenkerian technique, developed for the observation of tonal classical works, might not be 
universally applied to more recent works or popular songs, Schenker's fundamental idea, with 
focus on general structuring principles typical to a certain genre, may be useful for crossover 
analysis  as  well.   The  ways  in  which  a  piece's  large  form  is  built  up,  whether  dramatic 
developments, climaxes, and satisfying final closures are considered important or not, varies 
significantly between genres and especially  between the traditions  of  classical  and popular 
music. With a slightly generalizing approach we can claim that pieces from the classical and 
romantic era usually attempt to take the listener on a journey within a unique universe built up 
in front of the audience's “eyes”: a universe that is complete in itself, and the journey leads  
from a beginning point to  a  satisfying closure.  In most  popular music  genres  such unique 
completeness of a song is not considered so relevant: the listener's experience is more like 
joining in a universal flow or current of social togetherness (or melancholic loneliness) and 
stepping out of it at one point at the end of the song; there is no need for a convincing rounded  
ending where all the questions are answered. The journey is an ongoing common pulsation, it  
can be joined, exited and re-entered by anybody at any point, it will still be satisfying to be part  
of it. These basic differences in approaches to the underlying fundamental structure further 
define how sections are filled with content47. Such basic concepts will be searched for in the 

47 Certainly, mainstream popular songs also use standard structural conventions that help create a certain feeling 
of completeness: the formal units that have more emphasis, however, tend to be of smaller size, like 4-bar,  
8-bar periods. The ways in which content is organized within these periodic frames are more important than 
the build-up of the greater form of the piece. 
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form  analysis  sections  of  Chapter  5.2 to  understand  the  background  of  differences  in 
material-organization between an original Vivaldi piece and its remixes. In projects aimed for 
mass  audience  the  reduction  of  structural  complexity  will  be  examined,  along  with  the 
observation whether  complexity  may be “transferred”  into  other  domains,  like  Sound and 
Timbre.

3.1.2. Sound and Timbre
Common musical solutions that evolve into traditions contribute to a genre's recognizable 

identity. An extremely important tradition is the complexity of factors that shape a genre's 
unique sound. Such factors are:  

• Instrumentation (what instruments are played)

• Performance style (how these instruments are played)

• Audio Recording and Post production (how the sound of instruments is recorded 
and modified by room acoustics, methods of mixing, applying electronic effects, 
taming dynamics, etc.) 

When examining techniques of genre quoting we will observe whether genre clichés are at 
the same time audio clichés, meaning whether that specific instruments and sounds (studio 
techniques)  are  necessarily  used  to  make  a  genre  recognizable,  or  is  it  other  musical 
characteristics of genres that are referred to. 

When the artist Sting in collaboration with Bosnian lutenist Edin Karamazov recorded the 
2006  album  “Songs  from  the  Labyrinth”,  considered  a  very  brave  crossover  attempt,  his 
concept was to show how John Dowland's songs were actually the pop songs of their time. This  
concept  was  well  supported  by  the  unconventional  recording  and  production  techniques. 
Usually  Dowland's  pieces  and  other  songs  from  early  music  repertoire  are  preformed  by 
classically trained musicians, and recorded in large spaces by audio engineers accustomed to  
classical projects with a very natural and unprocessed sound. Sting, however, had this album 
recorded  and  mixed  with  pop  production  techniques  (close  microphone  placement,  post 
effects).  The sound of  his  voice and the lute is  highly compressed and coloured,  so that  it 
sounds full and loud, similar to many of Sting's pop/rock albums. Thus, we can see this is not 
crossover music, but it is an experimental project with crossover traits in its multi-traditional 
collaborative nature and consequently in its production and sound.

Methods  for  observing  and  describing  sound  and  timbre  can  be  supported  by  the 
examination of wave forms and spectrograms with the use of audio editing software.
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3.1.3. Rhythm 
The observation of rhythm is a key element in crossover research that aims to discover 

genre influences, because many popular genres, being rooted in dance traditions, feature very 
typical genre-specific rhythm patterns.  

When playing Bach adaptations, pianist Jacques Loussier not only inserts improvisational  
sections between Bach themes (which is a structural modification), he also plays the original  
Bach material in swing rhythm. 

Also important in rhythm analysis of crossover works is the examination whether general  
principles like pop and jazz music's ongoing pulsation are kept as rules, or get modified by  
ritardandi, accelerandi, rubato and agogic tempo changes as is common in classical music. 

3.1.4. Harmony and melody
Composing new variations on an old well known melody has been a common practice in  

music for many centuries. In jazz or pop/rock adaptations of classical melodies one possible 
focus  of  the  observations  may be  laid  on re-harmonization techniques.  The target  of  such 
observations is the type and complexity of the chords used, changes made to the harmonic 
rhythm (the rate at which harmonies progress), and degree of creativity in terms of surprising 
new harmonization ideas. Simple genre-crossings may occur in re-harmonization of melody 
“A” by using chords of tradition “B” (e.g., accompanying classical tunes with jazz chords, like 
Duke Ellington's renditions of  Tsaikovsky's Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy, or Hiromi Uehara's  
cover of  the Beethoven Pathetique piano sonata).  Many art music pieces add new complex 
harmonies  to  originally  'a  capella'  folk  melodies.  However,  changing  the  melody  itself  
according to a genre's typical note set is also an established custom. Often certain notes of a  
melody are replaced, making the melody conform to a given folk music's typical scales. The 
incorporation  of  folk  melodies  and  scales  well  represents  and  communicates  national 
sentiments  to  an  audience  of  that  nationality.  Also,  foreign  nations'  culture  is  commonly 
represented by using their typical scales and chords.

3.1.5. Performance style and delivery
This category has plenty of overlap with the domains already introduced. It is the complex 

of all  these earlier categories with the individual nuance variations in them according to a  
given genre tradition. This involves the qualities of vocal or instrumental sound production, 
note-bending styles, micro-timing and other features characteristic of specific genres.  
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Similarly to Sting's renaissance album, in collaborative projects where musicians often 
perform pieces from repertoires that they are unfamiliar with, they tend to bring in with them 
stylistic elements from their own traditions. This is obvious also in Il Divo's case, where pop 
singers  perform  arias  with  singing  techniques  uncommon  in  the  opera  tradition.  Further 
examples include jazz, folk or rock musicians playing classical pieces with unchanged musical 
material,  but  with  alternative  performance  styles,  which,  of  course,  effect  the  rhythm, 
intonation and timbre quality of playing an instrument. 

This category is also useful for observing whether the audience is invited to take part 
interactively in the creation of sounds.

3.2. Extra-musical domains of crossover
The reasons for the necessity of observing the extra-musical features of musical projects 

have  been  discussed  in  previous  chapters.  Popular  music's  deep  connections  with  social 
contexts,  mass  audiences'  music  consumption  habits  being  determined  by  multi-medial 
reception (music is rarely listened to for itself, and without accompanying visual stimuli) lead  
to issues of tension between music's Autonomy and Functionality. In this sense we can observe 
to what extent a piece communicates through its own autonomous system of purely musical 
meanings  (mainly  in  concert  situations),  or  how much it  refers  to  external  meanings  (e.g.  
programme music) or serves external functions (like dancing or other applied situations). The 
lack of careful music-per-se type of listening reduces the chances of in-depth understanding of 
inner-structural musical meanings, so the general listener only notices surface elements like 
strong and obvious effects, basic moods and characters of music. (Mood serving is often told to  
be, therefore, the essential role of music in people's everyday life.) To support and enhance the 
communication  of  artistic  and  commercial  concepts  towards  audiences,  and  to  help  them 
recognize certain genres more easily, extra-musical domains like visual dimensions are also 
heavily  involved  in  communication  strategies,  as  these  channels  provide  more  direct  and 
trivial  ways  of  transmitting  messages. The  ways  in  which these  channels  are  employed in 
crossover  projects'  communication  have  been  more  extensively  studied  by  other  scholars 
(Millington, 2007),  (Carboni, 2011); these domains, therefore, will be only briefly introduced 
here exploring their relation to intra-musical features. 
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3.2.1. Visual communication and image
Visual style of an artist not only includes clothing, hair and make-up style, but also the 

nature  of  gestures  in  instrumental  performance  and  in  music  videos,  concert  background 
visuals,  album  cover  design,  design  of  merchandise  items,  and  all  sorts  of  visible  
communication attached to the musical  product and its  “packaging”.  In classical  crossover 
projects this channel is commonly used to emphasize the notions of 'sexiness' and 'coolness', 
trying to counteract the general concept of classical music being 'elite' and 'inaccessible'. In the 
communication  strategy  of  crossover  pianist  Maksim  Mrvica,  playing  a  grand  piano  while 
wearing black leather pants and a sleeveless shirt is the visual equivalent of him performing a 
remix of Grieg's Piano Concerto with electronic beats and electric guitars.

3.2.2. Style of marketing and promotion
In many projects, crossing over occurs only in extra-musical domains; this is often the case 

when  original  classical  music  pieces  are  marketed,  or  performed  to  wider  audiences  or 
non-classical fans. In examples like Pavarotti's Nessun Dorma performance in stadiums and 
television  sports  programmes,  or  Nigel  Kennedy's  Four  Seasons  CD  success48,  pop  music's 
marketing strategies are borrowed to call up the attention of mass audiences.

3.2.3. Venues of delivery and reception rituals
This  category  describes  how a  given musical  experience  is  offered  to  the  audience.  It  

includes whether performer-listener interaction is implied,  whether other activities outside 
listening to music are going on in the audience; also belonging here are traditions of showing 
enthusiasm, customs and house rules typical in certain concert venues, broadcast types and 
other circumstances and rituals around the consumption of live or recorded music. 

Methods for studying the extra-musical layers introduced above include the observation 
of the visual style in live concerts, stage shows, music videos, promotional materials, interviews 
(style  of  verbal  communication),  places  of  appearances  ('unorthodox'  venues),  unusual 
application of interactive new media and social co-creation trends (see Whitacre's Virtual Choir 
project). This examination reveals whether or not the musical material (and its sound) is also 
an object of crossing over in conjunction with its packaging and promotion. Distinct categories 
(like crossover phenomenon or crossover success) are needed in the classification system for 
projects in which only these extra-musical domains have crossover features, and the music was 
not deliberately composed with style-blending concepts.       

48 Discussed in detail in Chapter 5.2.1
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3.3. Proposed methods for crossover-analysis 
As shown above, techniques from different genre-traditions may be found in any of the 

domains  introduced  above  (or  even  in  all  of  them  simultaneously).  In  order  to  present  a 
comprehensive insight into crossover works, the findings of observations in all of the separate  
domains need to be displayed in a unified structure. This will be carried out in this writing in 
the following ways. 

In  descriptions  of  pieces  that  belong  to  a  well  definable  main  genre  category  while 
momentarily incorporating some external styles we can use the terms Host Genre and Guest 
Genre. In these examples (like in the analysis of Liquid Tension Experiment's music in Chapter 
5.3) the analysis is organized into segments investigating how specific guest genres modify the 
intra-  and  extra-musical  features  of  the  host  genre.  These  modifications  are  examined  in 
comparison to a genre's mainstream traditions and clichés. In other words this comparative 
analysis  searches  for  differences  between,  for  example,  mainstream  metal  and 
progressive/eclectic metal. 

In  stylistically  more  complex  works  where  no  single  main  genre  can  be  determined, 
because of the equally dominant impact of two (or more) contrasting genres, a partly subjective 
ratio evaluating system that offers  a  graphical  overview about the approximated degree of 
influences within separate domains may be a useful tool. It is intended to serve as an illustrated 
summary of previously explained analytical results.
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Illustration 3.2: Graphic representation of the proportion of genre-influences in intra- and extra-musical domains 
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Only  those  domains  should  be  listed  in  this  type  of  graphic  whose  traditions  in  the 
contrasted genres have well describable differences. (The method has to be further developed 
when used for the presentation of more than two influential genres.) Despite its flaws 49 and 
simplistic approach it can be useful to display differences between works that apply crossing 
over in different domains. 

The method of comparative analysis will be used in Chapter  5.2 in which four different 
adaptations  of  the  same  original  material  (Vivaldi's  The  Four  Seasons)  will  be  compared 
according  to  the  aspects  introduced  above  (intra-  and  extra-musical  domains).  With  this 
method similarities and differences will be observed in these four projects advertised with a  
common marketing rhetoric focusing on the blending of traditional and modern or classical 
and popular elements.

3.4. Examining motivations and rhetoric strategies
In order to add further dimensions to the understanding of mechanisms behind crossing 

over, composers' ways of thinking with regard to their communication with genre references 
will be observed in two stages. 

In  the  Historical  Cases  chapter  selected  musical  examples  along  with  the  composers' 
utterances (letters, notes, interviews) about their work will be studied and commented on, in 
order to investigate correspondences between creative motivations and musical techniques. 
Social  contexts  and general  associations  attached to certain  genres  (like early  20th century 
Parisian negrophilia's relation to proto-jazz styles) will be the focus of the analysis of texts. 

Semi-structured qualitative interviews with current crossover composers conducted by 
the  author  will  be  analyzed  and  supplemented  with  descriptive  studies  on  some  specific 
musical pieces composed by the participants. More details on the methods of the interviews are 
provided in the introduction to Chapter 6. 

49 As  many  popular  genres  have  evolved  historically  from  classical  roots  and  therefore  kept  numerous 
harmonies, melodies and rhythms that can be considered as part of both traditions, it becomes hard to classify 
them in discrete forms. Therefore only those graphic representations that are always preceded by an in-depth 
description and explanation of analytical findings can qualify as a supplementary process.     
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4. Historical cases and new 
tendencies (1900 – 2015)

The following examination of historical cases of conceptual style-blending covers selected 
examples of crossover compositions, and also of composers' utterances about their work, in 
order to investigate correspondences between creative motivations and musical techniques for 
crossing over.  The range of the time period from which the examples are chosen has been 
settled arbitrarily. It seems rather pointless to try and objectively assign an historical date as 
the  beginning  of  musical  exchange  processes,  as  cross  fertilization  between  styles  and 
traditions has always taken place whenever different groups of people have met. Deliberate 
referencing to “outside” cultures within a piece of art has a long history, as does the practice of  
addressing specific audiences by their own familiar cultural language. From as early as the 1 st 

century we know of examples of Christian scholars spreading their teachings by applying new 
hymn texts  to the  melodies  of  popular songs  (like sailor  songs,  marches,  etc.)  gathered in 
harbours,  barracks  and  pleasure  grounds. (Vedres,  2006) These  scholars,  like  the  gnostic 
Bardesanes, learned the musical language of shanties and suburbs in order to be able to seed 
the new faith among the masses. 

“The melodies were so "catchy" that the populace became enamoured of them. As 
people hummed them, they repeated the heretical texts of Bardesanes.”  (Kurinsky, 
n.d.)

Throughout  music  history  one  can  find  numerous  similar  examples  in  which 
style-blending activities are driven by popularizing intentions, or by intentions of making a 
piece  sound  more  familiar  by  paraphrasing  popular  themes.  From  the  cantus  firmus 
adaptations to the operatic fantasies of Franz Liszt and the re-interpretations of jazz standards,  
many examples show the usefulness of referencing to the “well-known” within one layer of a 
work while introducing the “unknown and individual” within another.

The  task  of  providing  a  detailed  exploration  of  the  many  relevant  historical  cases  of 
musical  style-blending  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this  study.  This  chapter,  instead,  examines 
excerpts from some selected works produced in a time range beginning with the early 1900s,  
when European (especially French) art music started to develop an unprecedented interest in 
cultures of far-away continents, and when American composers began to create large scale 
concert pieces based on African-American folk and dance music elements.  
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4.1. Western art music meets jazz, folk and pop

4.1.1. Proto-jazz elements in works of Debussy, Ravel, Milhaud, 
Joplin  and Gershwin

The controversial relationship between African-American and white communities lead to 
the birth of some cultural phenomena that served as a tool for these communities to parody 
each other's habits. African slaves in the southern United States mocked the “fine manners” of  
white plantation owners in ironic circle dances (“walk arounds” or “cakewalks”)50 accompanied 
by steady basses and syncopated melodies. Unaware of the ironic aspect,  white performers 
incorporated elements of these dances into their own entertainment culture (“minstrelsy”) as a 
means of parodying African slaves.51 The spread of these blackface minstrel shows in the 19 th 

century US also contributed to the cakewalk's subsequent arrival into European art music. The 
world tour of John Philip Sousa's band included performances at the Parisian World Exposition 
in 1900,  where they played marches,  early ragtime and cakewalk pieces.  A  few years  after 
hearing the music, Parisian audiences could see the cakewalk being danced as well, at stage 
shows of different white and black performers. The shows featured primitive and unnaturally 
grotesque bodily gestures that contributed to the mocking intentions of the racial discourse. 
The “primitivist” dance quickly became a huge sensation and Parisians “positioned it within 
their  own  cultural  practices,  whether  dance,  cinema  or  even  “classical”  composition.” 
(Deaville, 2014)

Due to the rather stereotypical nature of the mainly secondary sources that influenced the 
French  art  scene  in  the  early  20th century,  the  elements  borrowed  from  African-American 
cultures (primarily cakewalk's short-long-short rhythm) remained formulaic, superficial and 
divorced from their original contexts. Amongst Claude Debussy's cakewalk-related works The 
Golliwogg’s Cake-Walk (1908) and The Little Negro (1909) show the closest relationship to the 
original rhythms and forms of the cakewalk dance (syncopated rhythm, steady bass vamp, ABA 
form) (Deaville, 2014). The solution of the characteristic forms of the original Cakewalk music is 
a trio of new material which preserves the tempo and pace of the A material.  “Minstrels”  
(1910), and “General Lavine – Eccentric” (1910-13) depart notably from the authentic dance 
style. In these two later works there are several examples of tempo changes and dream-like 
gestures that interrupt the pulse of the dance rhythm. Jocelyn Ho states that the seemingly 
random increases and decreases in tempo in Minstrels are a reference to the mocking body 
movements characteristic of the minstrel shows (Ho, 2014), and that Parisian audiences at the 
50 See (Stearns & Stearns, 1979)
51 See (Smith, 2011)
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time of the cakewalk craze would have easily recognized this. The scope of these gestures is not  
restricted to their purely harmonic and rhythmic properties: they also communicated a strong 
racial parody. We can learn much about Debussy's connection with African-American music of 
the pre-jazz era and with Negros in general from his correspondence with Louis Laloy52 and 
Durand53 We see, for example, he always kept a certain distance from the original cakewalk 
traditions, and the quotation in parody of minstrel elements aided their acceptance into the 
Negrophile modernist milieu. The particular ways in which he incorporated such fragments, 
however, was influenced more by white practices and traditions.  

“Debussy never composed a real cakewalk, but rather seems to have exploited the 
dance with its characteristic syncopations for its rhythmic interest,  “couleur” and 
novelty.”  (Deaville, 2014)

54

52 “I’ve just spent several days in London—rather dreary, except for the music of the grenadiers who went past 
everyday morning with  their  lively  ‘bag-pipes’  and raucous  little  fifes.  Their  marches  sound to me like a 
drunken cross between Scottish popular song, and the Kake-Walch” (Debussy 1987, 160, as cited in Deaville,  
2014). 

53 Debussy about exotic dancer Maud Allan: “He [Debussy] complained to Durand that she had supplied him with  
‘a scenario so boring that a Negro could have done better.’ And when he had not heard from her for a while in 
1913, he imagined that ‘the undulating Miss Allan was dancing for some Negro race in darkest West Africa’” 
(Orledge 2003, 13 as cited in Deaville, 2014) 

54 Sheet music retreived on April 14, 2015 from 
https://www.pianoshelf.com/sheetmusic/1396/debussy-l.117-no.12-minstrels-1396
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Illustration 4.1: Debussy's Minstrels from the first book of Préludes (m. 66-71). The short-long-short rhythm in the  
middle voice, the bass line and chord progression, and the sixt ajoutée chords (m. 70) show connection to the style of early  
ragtime and cakewalk. However, this passage is to be played 'Expressif' (as prescribed by the composer 3 bars prior to the  

beginning of the  illustration), therefore its rhythmic dance character is notably softened  
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In the first decades of the 20th century developments in new French music were heavily 
influenced  by  a  desire  to  turn  away  from  German,  and  particularly  Wagnerian  traditions. 
Other,  non-German  influences  which  acted  to  underpin  this  include  Russian  masters 
(Mussorgsky, Stravinsky), jazz and Brazilian music. Since few French composers of the period 
had true direct experience of the cultures from which they borrowed, it would be stretching a 
point to speak of the creation of a perfect synthesis. However, such a concept was never their 
declared aim: rather individual composers chose to colour their essentially European sound 
scape with exotic elements. Similarly, Maurice Ravel's links with jazz could be described as an 
“external  enthusiasm”:  an  enthusiasm  for  a  style  which  is  considered  inferior  to  serious 
classical music. He fashioned elements from jazz into his compositions, but they are arranged 
strictly  according  to  his  own  methods  and  styles,  with  every  detail  thoroughly  thought 
through.  

When giving his only public lecture on music at the Rice Institute in Houston in 1928 Ravel  
says about the “Blues”-titled second movement of his Sonata for Violin and Piano:

“While I adopted this popular form of your music, I venture to say that nevertheless it 
is French music, Ravel's music, that I have written. Indeed, these popular forms are 
but  the  materials  of  construction,  and  the  work  of  art  appears  only  on  mature 
conception where no detail has been left to chance.”55

According to Ravel's way of thinking, resulting from the traditions of European art music 
it  is  individual composers' self  control  that has the biggest part to play in the raising of  a 
composition to the level of art. Music created spontaneously, whether with jazz improvisation 
or with the cooperation of its performers, does not possess a serious artistic value. 

 Darius Milhaud was one of the first and one of the few who was able to study jazz at first 
hand in the 1920s when he heard buskers playing in Harlem. He became deeply interested in  
this new type of music, and he regularly visited jazz clubs on his foreign tours, including one, in 
Hammersmith in London, where he heard Billy Arnold's orchestra. In his autobiography “Notes 
without music” he writes about this experience:

“The new music was extremely subtle in its use of timbre: the saxophone braking in,  
squeezing out the juice of dreams, or the trumpet, dramatic or languorous by turns, 
the clarinet, frequently played in its upper register, the lyrical use of the trombone, 
glancing with its slide over quarter-tones in crescendos of volume and pitch, thus  
intensifying the feeling; and the whole, so various yet not disparate, held together by 
the piano and subtly punctuated by the complex rhythms of the percussion, a kind of  

55 Maurice Ravel, “Contemporary Music”, The Rice Institute Pamphlets, XV (1928) in  (Weiss & Taruskin, 2007) 
p.407
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inner beat,  the vital  pulse of  the rhythmic life of  the music.  The constant use of 
syncopation  in  the  melody  was  of  such  contrapuntal  freedom  that  it  gave  the 
impression of unregulated improvisation, whereas in actual fact it was elaborately 
rehearsed daily, down to the last detail. I had the idea of using these timbres and 
rhythms in a work of chamber music, but first I had to penetrate more deeply into the 
arcana of this new musical form, whose technique still baffled me.” (Milhaud, 1970, p. 
119)

Whilst these lines reveal Milhaud's genuine enthusiasm, they also reflect a degree of his 
intention to gain a deeper understanding of this exotic music and to map its structure.  In this  
way Afro-American music served as an inspiration to him, and his use of it helped him to give  
expression to a social message: this mixture of fashionable primitivism and European traditions 
communicated the anti-racist feelings of the negrophile Parisian audiences who, sometimes 
perversely, relished the clashes created by the competing cultures of both the colonizers and 
the colonized. Thus, instead of highlighting the cultural differences it sought the connections  
and the common ground. There is a parallel to be drawn with another jazz experience of his, 
this time in the context of the music of Bach (this parallel was later observed also by George 
Gershwin):

“Jean  Wiéner  played  syncopated  music  with  aerial  grace  and  sensitivity,  with  an 
especially light rhythm. We loved to listen to his playing and to that of his partner,  
Vance, the Negro, who was an admirable saxophonist and banjo-player. Without any 
transition these two would pass from fashionable ragtime and fox-trots to the most 
celebrated works of Bach. Besides, syncopated music calls for a rhythm as inexorably 
regular as that of Bach himself, which has the same basis.” (Milhaud, 1970, p. 120)

There are many documents we can study if we wish to gain an understanding of Milhaud's 
school of musical thought. Here, for instance, he contrasts and defines the atonal and polytonal  
trends in modern composition. 

“One type of musician naturally expresses himself through melodies based on chords 
that  obey  the  laws  of  diatonic  harmony  and  does  not  utilize  chromatic  melodies 
unless as a conscious exception; another type writes a melodic line which employs 
any  note  of  the  chromatic  scale,  thus  escaping  tonal  feeling.  These  essential 
differences that are derived from an artist's temperament determine the two great 
systems  for  the  expression of  musical  thoughts:  tonality  and  polytonality  on one 
hand, and atonality on the other.” (Milhaud, 1922, p. 195)

The  polytonal  technique  features  the  use  of  chords  containing  multiple  tonal  centres 
(polychords), as well as the superimposition of two or more diatonic melodic lines in different 
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keys (polytonal counterpoint), including organ point and canon techniques.  Similarly to other 
crossover  strategies  examined in  this  thesis,  Milhaud's  polytonal  thinking  encompasses  an 
important aspect: the recognizability and separability of the simultaneously active processes 
(multiple tonal streams).  Here, therefore, the superimposition of distinct elements establishes 
a new aesthetic quality, even if individually these elements cannot necessarily be linked with 
specific styles or cultures. There are numerous examples, however, where typical elements of 
jazz  and  of  the  popular  music  of  Brazil  clearly  appear  between  the  parallel  layers  of  his 
compositions.  They strengthen the flow of  the rhythmic textures and they serve as a base 
beneath the various polytonal melodic or polychordal passages.  

56

We can observe in the multi-layered runs in many of Milhaud's works ragtime elements  
that, with the development of jazz, subsequently formed the stride piano technique.  The stride 
piano technique, characterized by the regular steady beat of the “single bass note and chord” 
structure, gives a harmony driven element, also providing a monotonous rhythmic pattern.  
These  bass  patterns  are  contrasted  with  the  more  freely  moving  (non-periodic)  polytonal 
melodic lines, often contrapuntally layered on top of each other. 

“Better than any other European, and before hearing Gershwin's famous Rhapsody 
56 Sheet music retreived on April 1st 2015 from http://www.el-atril.com/partituras/Milhaud/Milhaud%20-

%20Saudades%20do%20Brasil%20Op.67%20%28piano%29.pdf 
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Illustration 4.2: Milhaud - Saudades do Brasil Op.67, "Botafogo", m. 1-13

http://www.el-atril.com/partituras/Milhaud/Milhaud%20-%20Saudades%20do%20Brasil%20Op.67%20(piano).pdf
http://www.el-atril.com/partituras/Milhaud/Milhaud%20-%20Saudades%20do%20Brasil%20Op.67%20(piano).pdf
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[...], Milhaud understood how to assimilate the jazz idiom.” (Copland, 1968, p. 61)

The work of European modernists also influenced jazz musicians with timbral and harmonic 
complexity as well as with sophisticated form. However, not everybody had the opportunity to learn 
from the European classical traditions, and especially not the black musicians finding their way at 
the  end of  the 1800s. Scott  Joplin is  a  notable exception,  as,  despite  the deep poverty of  his 
background, it was his fortune to become, first, a private pupil of a professor of music of German 
extraction and, later,  a music student of the George R. Smith College of Sedalia,  Missouri. He 
regularly performed in various ensembles, and was active in composition. In the years around 
1890 he played a major part in the popularization of ragtime.  His musical education gave him 
an advantage over the many other Afro-American ragtime composers of his time: unable to 
read  music,  they  tended to  improvise  by  ear.  And  since  Joplin  could  write  down what  he 
composed, there was a greater chance his compositions would be published in sheet music 
form and so  reach  a  mass  audience.  His  ragtimes  are  an artistic  blend  of  good tunes  and 
well-shaped harmonies with infectious syncopated rhythms. 

“He was becoming [...] the Old World model of a classical composer, gathering up the 
sounds of his own people to create a fresh mode of expression.”57

In 1910 he completed his largest scale work, a three-act opera, the libretto for which he 
also  wrote.  In  its  structure  it  conforms  to  the  European  tradition:  thus  it  contains  arias, 
recitatives, duets and numbers for chorus; yet its musical material owes a lot to the traditional 
African dances, spirituals, “fiddle tunes” and plantation songs that, in his childhood, Joplin had 
learnt from his former slave ancestors. 

As  conductor  Rick  Benjamin  claims:  “[it]  is  an  astounding  work  of  art,  and  one  that  
resonates  on  many  levels.  It  is  the  only  opera  in  existence  about  the  Reconstruction  Era 
African-American  experience  written  by  a  black  man  who  actually  lived  through  it.  [...]  
Treemonisha  is  a  statement  of  deep  racial  pride  and  an  act  of  true  artistic  heroism—the 
creation of beauty in the face of almost unbearable ignorance, racism, poverty, and physical  
and emotional pain.”

57 Liner notes  by Rick Benjamin,  conductor and orchestrator  of  the 2011 recording of  Joplin's  Treemonisha, 
released by New World Records  (R. Benjamin, 2011)
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Following the success of his Rhapsody in Blue, George Gershwin expressed his thoughts in 
many articles  about the need to incorporate the techniques of  the great European masters 
when writing “serious” pieces in the jazz idiom:   

“I realize that jazz expresses something very definite and vital in American life, but I 
also realize that it expresses only one element. To express the richness of that life 
fully, a composer must employ melody, harmony, and counterpoint as every  great 
composer of the past has employed them.” (George Gershwin, 1925, in Sneider, 2013, p. 
14)

This  richness  and vitality are intensely  present in his  eclectic  (almost patchwork-like) 
orchestral piece “An American in Paris” composed in 1928. Many very memorable melodies are 
presented in the relatively short work, and the varied repetitions of these themes serve as a  
fundamental structuring concept. The motifs show a strong connection to blues, popular dance 
styles, and Broadway musicals. (Gershwin had gathered personal experiences in all these styles, 
being a remarkable jazz-improviser, having worked as a “song plugger” on Tin Pan Alley as 
well as an accompanist/composer on Broadway.) Monotony of the extensive repetition of the 
themes is avoided by constantly altering the harmonic and rhythmical context in which the 
motifs reappear. In the development sections counter melodies are often added to the main 
motifs,  and  in  many  cases  two  or  more  main  motifs  appear  simultaneously  even  creating 
polytonal and polyrhythmic textures (these Gershwin particularly liked, e.g. in the works of 
Stravinsky). Themes are often reintroduced in different keys, with different harmonizations. 
The frequent modulations help sustain the forward moving energies of the 16-minute piece. 
The blues and 1920s jazz influence is evident in the use of syncopated and irregular rhythm 
patterns  (3+3+2),  “Blue notes” and double-thirds  chords  (both major and minor),  expanded 
tertian chords (+9, +13), the inclusion of saxophones, and many percussion instruments, heavy 
accents, glissandi on the trombones and clarinets, etc. 58 

The combination of these elements and techniques helped Gershwin realize his concept of 
expressing  the  most  common  aspects  of  living  an  “American  life”  around  the  1920s.  He 
believed, that a composer's work can only become part of a nation's culture if it represents the  
contemporary lifestyles and views of that nation. 

“It must be a voice of the masses, a voice expressing our masses and at the same time 
immortalizing their strivings. In our music we must be able to catch a glimpse of our 
skyscrapers, to feel that overwhelming burst of energy which is bottled in our life, to 
hear that chaos of noises which suffuses the air of our modern American city. This, I  
feel, must be in every American music” (Gershwin in Fowler, 2014, p. 50)

58 See (Charlton, 2013), (Sneider, 2013)
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His  views  on  the  need  to  connect  to  the  audiences  set  him  apart  from  the  many 
contemporary art music composers who argue that the artistic value of the individual artist's 
achievements is independent of the degree of its popularity. Presumably, his approach to the 
topic was partly influenced by his experience of the popular music industry, which enabled him 
to reconcile values of artistic greatness and modern popularity.    

“I should think that the theory that music is written to be heard is a good one. [...] 
The  composer  who  writes  music  for  himself  and  doesn't  want  it  to  be  heard  is  
generally a bad composer.”59  

4.1.2. Bernstein's ways of avoiding “jazz banalities” 
In contrast to early 20th century European jazz-incorporating practices,  young Leonard 

Bernstein's  concept  of  using  jazz  elements  comprised  not  only  welcoming  them  as  exotic 
ornaments,  but  “improving”  them  so  they  become  the  basis  of  a  new,   characteristically 
American style of concert music. For the creation of this new national style, he believed, it was  
required  to  use  musical  materials  that  the  majority  of  a  multi-ethnic  melting-pot  society  
considers  to  be  its  “own”.  Bernstein  claimed  that  proto-jazz  styles,  like  the  ragtime,  or 
American Indian folk tunes  were  tied  too  closely  to  specific  ethnic  groups,  therefore  jazz,  
having been created under mixed black and white influences, should be the appropriate source 
of inspiration.60 According to one of his early writings (his BA thesis submitted to Harvard in 
1939) Bernstein saw the way to new American classical music in combining jazz sources with 
European counterpoint and poly-tonal  techniques.  He regarded this  combination a possible 
“improvement” of popular jazz, and when writing about Copland's works he praises musical  
solutions that help avoiding the “banalities of jazz”. As good examples for this he mentions  
ways in which Copland colours common triadic harmonic progressions of blues and jazz with 
added chords that create poly-tonality.61 

“... the harmonies arising from the Negro scale can be kept intact, while at the same 
time Copland's own idiom is ensured. In the first part of the piece, for example, there  
occurs  a  harmonic  progression  which  is  so  overused  in  jazz  as  to  be  perfectly 
trite . . . . But the banality is removed very subtly by the imposition of suggestions of 
other harmonies above the progression.”62

Helgert interprets Bernstein's writing as if Bernstein saw classical art music as far superior 
to jazz, which needed to be elevated to a sophisticated level by means of European classical 
59 (Gershwin, 1930)
60 See Bernstein's 1938 letter to Copland in (Burton, 1994)
61 (Helgert, 2008, p. 39)
62 Bernstein on Copland's Piano Concerto quoted in (Helgert, 2008, p. 39)
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music. Bernstein,  however, did not mean to criticize jazz from an elite high-brow position, 
looking down on the simpleness of popular styles. In his writing Imaginary Conversations in  the 
book Joy of music he expresses his thoughts on how difficult it is to be simple. He reports his 
own experiences, how hard he tried for years to write a simple tune, a real hit, that the public  
would gladly sing, and that is free from too much individualism and intellectualism. 63 He often 
met this challenge when composing for Broadway. John Briggs writes about Bernstein's On the  
Town:

“It is true that simplicity is the rule, but not any simple succession of tones will do.  
There is more to it than that. The ability to invent tunes of distinction is a rare and 
wonderful gift. But if it was not clear that Bernstein possessed it to the same degree 
as  a  Gershwin,  Jerome  Kern,  or  Cole  Porter,  On  the  Town  made  it  clear  that  the 
cumulative impact of his music was bracing, and sent listeners out ready to urge their  
friends to see the show.” (Briggs, 1961, p. 52)

Bernstein's active emergence in jazz and popular styles (e.g. Broadway shows) put him in a  
position that enabled him to criticize jazz from “inside” and with a constructive approach, as 
when he argued that jazz can benefit from the application of advanced techniques for the more 
sophisticated  elaboration  of  its  original  rhythms,  harmonies  and  forms.  With  the  help  of 
techniques he mastered having been trained and socialized in classical music institutions, he 
also wanted to further improve the popular styles that he really valued, deeply knew, and held 
as an integral part of his life. 

“...then I love [jazz] for its humor: it really plays with notes. Jazz is real play: it fools 
around with notes, so to speak, it has fun with them. It is therefore entertainment in 
its truest sense. But I find I have to defend jazz to those, for instance, who say it is low  
class. But then, all music has low class origins since it comes from folk music which is 
necessarily earthy. After all, Haydn minuets are only a refinements of rustic German 
dances and so are Beethoven scherzos.” (Bernstein, 1956)

We  see  the  outlines  of  a  musical  personality  who  finds  the  role  of  fun,  humour  and 
playfulness equally important in art music, as sophisticated elaboration. He sees the musics of 
different ages and styles as a universal whole, in which everything can be developed into an art 
form  by  harmonically  balancing  natural  dualities  (spontaneity  and  control,  sadness  and 
happiness, etc.)  

“I  love it because it’s  an original kind of emotional expression,  in that it is  never 
wholly sad or wholly happy.”(Bernstein, 1956) 

63 See (Bernstein, 1978)
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At the time these spoken words were recorded for the educational Columbia LP in 1956,  
Bernstein was already a renowned conductor and a popular educator on classical music, and he 
was busy composing West Side Story. He was aware of the gradual changes in music listening 
habits of audiences. By the mid 1950's jazz had arrived into its Hard bop phase, “hot” jazz had 
begun to cool down, audiences stopped dancing and sat down to listen carefully to originality,  
fresh new ideas and techniques, virtuosity, and to the complexities of the music itself. As jazz  
developed into an advanced art mainly for listening, full of influences of Bartók and Stravinsky, 
in many aspects it started bordering on serious concert music, in which the listener readily 
receives real innovations: innovations of progressive musicians that are “trying hardest to get 
away  from  the  patterns  of  half  a  century,  experimenting  with  new  sonorities,  using  note 
relationships, that are not common to the old jazz, and in general trying to keep jazz alive and  
interesting by broadening its scope” (Bernstein, 1956). 

In an interview from 1966 Bernstein and Duke Ellington discuss topics including maturing 
audiences and a cultural explosion which results in a new generation of listeners being shared  
by both classical and jazz performers. In this discussion Bernstein says to Ellington: 

“As you say, you have your own audience, well, that used to be true, and our kind of music  
used to have its own audience, but now you can't tell them apart any more. The same kids and 
the same excited people come to hear you as come to hear me.” Duke Ellington then adds to 
this topic the aspect of the educational institutions being shared by musicians of both “sides”: 
“The modern contemporary composer and the modern jazz composer, they all come out of the 
same  conservatoriy,  and  its  very  difficult  to  find  a  place  to  draw  the  line.”  (Bernstein  & 
Ellington, 1966)

With this cultural background and with the appearance of a more “mature” audience, one 
that  seeks  freshness  in  jazz  being  performed  in  concert  halls,  Bernstein  may  have  felt 
encouraged to experiment with techniques that helped avoiding banalities while keeping the 
original  spirit  of  the  jazz  idiom.  In  the  following  examples  some  of  these  techniques  are  
observed.   
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 Tonal  centres  in  Bernstein's  fundamentally  tonal  music  often  get  slightly  blurred  by 
chromaticism. A trivial example may be the use of blue notes from the blues scale, as shown in 
the following excerpts from the 2nd movement of his work Chichester Psalms: 

64

The  raised  fourth  (ex.  1.  in  Illustration  4.3)  and  the  raised  ninth  notes  that  lend  the 
typically bluesy “double third” taste (ex.  2  in Illustration  4.3),  as  well  as  minor and major 
sevenths are commonly used in melodic lines and chords throughout the piece and throughout 
the  whole  Bernstein  ouvre.  In  ex.  2.  of  Illustration  4.3 an  additional  rhythmical  feature 
characteristic to many Bernstein pieces can also be observed: the displacement of the root note 
in the bass from its usual “strong” beat position. 

64 (Bernstein, 1965)
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Illustration 4.3: Blue notes in L. Bernstein's Chichester Psalms (II. Mvt.)
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For avoiding an overly trivial marking of the root bass note on the first beat, in some cases 
he uses slow downward arpeggios (as in Illustration  4.4) to delay the conception of the full 
chord's stability,      

 

while in faster passages he places strongly accentuated bass notes to up-beat positions,  
thus tricking the listener into thinking that the first beat has been shifted:   

The above passage is  also a good example of  the application of  canon-like polyphonic 
techniques used for building up tension. The main motif's imitations are presented in such 
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Illustration 4.4: L. Bernstein: Chichester Psalms (II. mvt.) - Delaying the the chord's root note with downward arpeggios

Illustration 4.5: L. Bernstein: Symphonic Dances from West Side Story (Prologue) - Off-beat bass accents and stretta  
imitations 
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close successions that the new statements start before the earlier ones end, and so the motif  
gets  repeatedly  superimposed  upon  itself.  This  shows  similarities  to  J.  S.  Bach's  stretto 
technique.65 In the above example the subject starts on the first beat played by the trombones,  
then gets imitated by the horns and trumpets on the second beat, and, finally, the wood winds' 
imitation starts on the “third” beat (second half of the subject).

 Bernstein saw a universal principal behind musical solutions that aim to avoid banalities  
in  works  by  various  composers  from  Beethoven  to  Mahler  and  Stravinsky.  He  calls  this  
aesthetic principle  “the beauty of ambiguity” in the 4th part of the series of lectures “The 
Unanswered Question” given at Harvard University in 1973.  As he explains, the beauty of many 
musical phenomena depends on their ambiguity, in that they are suggesting simultaneously 
more then one reading. In these cases the listener's perception of a stable musical meaning 
(like a solid sense of harmony, or a sense of the rhythm meter) is delayed in time (or fully  
missing). Bringing tonal and structural vagueness to music, is in his views, similar to the joy of 
a game of hide-and-seek. When introducing in his lecture the individualistic developments of 
romantic composers, he says:

“The new freedoms affected formal structures, harmonic procedures, instrumental 
colour, melody, rhythm, all of these were part of a new expanding universe. The air  
was now filled with volcanic chromatic sparks, and more and more the upper partials 
of the harmonic series were taking on an independence of their own, playing hide and 
seek with their sober diatonic elders like defiant kids. […] Schumann's really exciting 
sallies into ambiguity are his rhythmic ones, like this festival of asymmetry at the end 
of Carnaval … [Bernstein plays the piano] ...Now that's all music in ¾ time, but you 
would never know it. It has all been beautifully distorted by an overlay of 2s and 4s,  
and the mind reels with all these built-in ambiguities” (Bernstein, 1973) 

Following the same basic principles, that he finds exciting in Shuman's music, Bernstein 
himself  often makes it  deliberately unclear where the first beat of the measure is with his  
commonly used  polymetric  techniques.  A “banal”  walking-bass  figure  in  4/8 meter would 
consist  of  an even number of  units  (like  4-beat  groups,  2-bar  or  4-bar  phrases).  Bernstein  
instead creates an un-even 7-beat group, that gets repeated under a 4/8-meter cymbal groove, 
generating a feel of multiple meters, as shown in the next two examples from the Symphonic 
Dances from West Side Story: 

65 Detailed analyses of Bernstein's polyphonic techniques, e.g. in his jazz-influenced fugues, can be found in the 
literature. See (Baskerville, 1965), (Stuessy, 1977), (Helgert, 2008),   
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Bernstein believed that true synthesis can be achieved when it occurs on an intuitive basis, 
which requires that all the incorporated styles be an integral part of one's musical mother- 
tongue. In this we will see similarities to Bartók's views on how best to integrate folk elements. 
66 (Bernstein, 1967)
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Illustration 4.6: L. Bernstein: Symphonic Dances from West Side Story (Prologue) - Polymetric walking bass figure

Illustration 4.7: L. Bernstein: Symphonic Dances from West Side Story (Scherzo) - 5-beat groups in a 6-beat meter
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4.1.3. Folk elements in works of Mahler and Bartók
Gustav Mahler often emphasized how important he found the influences that one gathers 

through childhood, also admitting that he himself could not escape the impact of these early  
influences which he viewed as building blocks of his constructions. He once wrote to his friend 
Natalie Bauer-Lechner:

"Composing is like playing with building blocks, continually making new buildings 
from the same old blocks. Indeed, these blocks have been there, ready to be used, 
since childhood, the only time that is designed for gathering."67

He expressed  the  same thoughts  about  this  topic  in  an  interview  given  to  the  Etude 
Magazine short before his death: 

“The music which the masters have assimilated in their childhood forms the texture 
of their mature musical development. [...] The music is absorbed and goes through a 
process of mental digestion until it becomes a part of the person, just as much as the 
hair on their heads, or the skin on their bodies. It is stored away in their brain-cells 
and will come forth again in the minds of creative musicians, not in the same or even 
similar form, but often in entirely new and wonderful conceptions” (Mahler, 1911)

In this comment he not only legitimates his common habit of building on pre-existent 
materials,  but also addresses the topic of elaboration, which he considered more important 
than the origin of the sources being elaborated. He shared his thoughts about assimilating folk 
influences into art music in the same interview: 

“The master who has the skill to develop a great musical work certainly possesses the 
ability to evolve melodies. When he takes a folk theme as the subject of one of his 
master-works,  it  is  for the purpose of elaborating and beautifying it as a  lapidary 
might take an unpolished diamond, and by his skill bring out the scintillating and 
kaleidoscopic beauties of the stone. After all, the handling of the theme is even more 
significant than the evolution of the theme.” 

We  can  see  how  he  stresses  the  importance  of  artistic  material-treatment  in  which 
technical mastery, sensitivity and sophistication can be displayed. Mahler certainly possessed 
outstanding skills and craft inherited from past composers, and during his early years spent in 
cities like Iglau, Prague, Vienna, Laibach, Kassel and Leipzig he also had the opportunity to 
gather various building blocks to elaborate from many traditions. 

Selecting which blocks to build upon, however, was supposedly a rather conscious task 

67 Mahler to Natalie Bauer-Lechner as quoted in (Floros, 2003, p. 25)
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also driven by culture-politically useful rhetoric aspects. His awareness about communication 
aspects of quoting folk elements becomes clear in his following lines:      

“The early composers also realized that in order to make their work understandable 
and more readily received, it behooved them to employ folk-themes as the basis for 
some of  their more complicated works,  so that the public,  that heard them could 
grasp the significance of the work more readily.”  (Mahler, 1911) 

From here we can assume that Mahler's choice of Des Knaben Wunderhorn, that became the 
primary source of inspiration for his compositional output for 12 years, was, at least partly, 
also a rhetoric-minded decision with regard to its benefits in addressing larger audiences. Des  
Knaben Wunderhorn, a collection of German folk poetry was compiled by Ludwig Achim von 
Arnim and Clemens Brentano at the beginning of the 19th century, when German speaking areas 
were  economically  underdeveloped,  socially  divided  and  under  heavy  French  political 
influence.68 The  aristocracy  spoke  French  and  embraced  French  culture  and  fashion.  The 
middle  and  lower  classes  in  contrast  spoke  German  and  desired  to  establish  a  national 
self-identity and place of belonging.   

In his essay included in the second edition of Des Knaben Wunderhorn Arnim wrote that 
“true art had the power to unify people. Folksongs, being a true and genuine human expression, had 
the power to unite people despite social class differences. Art written artificially for the tastes of 
others could never elicit the same reaction from people that folksongs did. Arnim’s goal was to 
introduce people to  folksongs in  order to limit  the interest  in “empty” songs and eliminate the 
production of a culture solely based on upper class bourgeois taste.” (Vaaler, 2013, p. 18)

Mahler not only understood this unifying power of referencing to a shared German culture 
of origin, he also found unique ways of expression in playing with forms and genres well known 
by his audience. This play of expectations is well exemplified in the second movement of his 9 th 

Symphony written in his last, post-Wunderhorn period in 1909. The central theme in the first  
part of the movement is the rather flexible concept of a German rural dance, the Ländler, which 
is characterized by a heavily accentuated ¾ meter, moderate tempo, hopping or stomping on all  
beats, I-V-I harmonic progressions in mostly major keys, and the repetitions of 8-bar or 16-bar 
symmetrical structures.69  

In the beginning of the 2nd movement of Symphony No. 9 Mahler introduces a familiar 
Ländler theme, then gradually transforms and distorts many of its essential features.  

68 (Hahn, 1995, p. 55)
69 Vera Micznik in her article Mahler and “The Power of Genre” writes that besides these rather generic descriptions 

on the characteristics of the Ländler, no strict definitions on the melodic content or other musical material are 
to be fined in dictionaries and period sources. Mahler also treated the Ländler as a genre with a high degree of  
flexibility. (Micznik, 1994)
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As shown in Illustration 4.8 Mahler begins the movement with a symmetrical 2+2 call-and-
answer structure,  the 2-measure call  played by bassoons and violas,  to which the clarinets 
answer. The call section then starts again but gets interrupted after its first measure where the 
second  answer  enters  “too”  early  creating  the  feeling  of  a  mistake.  Such  techniques  help 
Mahler effectively express his concept of signifying clumsiness, which he indicates also in his 
instructions “Etwas täppisch und sehr derb” (Somewhat clumsy and very coarse). Throughout 
the movement he introduces many such distortions70 representing a type of parody of rural 
music making. However, as musicologist Gergő Loch suggests, the word 'parody' needs to be 
used carefully,  as  Mahler's  intention was  supposedly  not the  mocking of  this  culture.  It  is 
rather the distanced and clear vision of the “outsider” with which Mahler sees these styles  
(high and low)  with  respect  to  their  characteristic  auras  including  all  their  strengths  and 
limitations (banalities). His ways of playing with them “creates the impression of the composer 
blinking to the audience, saying 'you know, there is this type of music, and that type of music, 
let's tear them into pieces and mix them together'. It is music about music: metamusic.” 71 

70 Segments  of  the  Ländler  motive  starting  and  ending  at  unexpected  moments,  asymetrically  overlapping 
phrases, sudden temporary key changes, interrupted and unresolved periods. See a detailed analysis of the 
movement in Micznik's Mahler and “The Power of Genre”.

71 (Loch, 2013)
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Illustration 4.8: Distorting the symmetry - The first measures of the 2nd mvt. of Mahler's Symphony No. 9
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Illustration 4.9:  Juxtaposing rural dance motifs: Open fifth drones in basses, overlapping phrases, performance  
techniques imitating Ländler music in the 2nd movement of Mahler's Symphony No. 9
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Béla Bartók in his writing “The Influence of Peasant Music on Modern Music”, published 
in 1931, emphasized the importance of capturing the essential character of cultures from which 
a composer borrows.

“What is the best way for a composer to reap the full benefits of his studies in peasant 
music? It is to assimilate the idiom of peasant music so completely that he is able to 
forget all about it and use it as his musical mother tongue. . . It is the character of  
peasant music, indescribable in words, that must find its way into our music. It must 
be  pervaded  by  the  very  atmosphere  of  peasant  culture.  Peasant  motives  (or 
imitations of such motives) will only lend our music some new ornaments; nothing 
more.” (Bartók, 1931, p. 23)

The key to Bartók's success in creating synthesis between modern Western art music and 
Eastern-European  folk  traditions  is  his  deep  understanding  of  both cultures.  His  extensive 
studies of peasant culture conducted through years of travelling and collecting folklore songs 
enabled him to assimilate folk elements with his modernist techniques into a natural musical 
language. He uses techniques like the 'axis system' to elaborate folk elements in a chromatic 
and harmonically complex way while still preserving the music's tonal functional powers by 
using substitute keys. 

Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra, composed in 1943 and premièred in 1944, also combines 
diverse components from baroque fugues to atonality with melodic and rhythmic colours from 
many folklore traditions. Hungarian scholar Ernő Lendvai describes this combination as a unity 
of  two opposing cultures,  “the organic  synthesis  of  the music of  East  and West”,  although 
Lendvai's  concept  of  East  differs  from  conventional  definitions,  as  he  includes  Hungary,  
Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Yugoslavia, Turkey and even North Africa, contributing therefore 
to a concept of 'otherness' as related to Western European and North American high cultures.72 

 In  Concerto,  just  as  in  many  other  Bartók  pieces,  even  the  folk-inspired  sections 
incorporate traditions of more than one nation.  Thus,  the interpretation of communicative 
intentions behind folk music references becomes problematic and pre-determined also by the 
nationality of the very interpreter. From an American viewpoint the Hungarian melody cited in 
the fourth movement can be seen as the representation of the composer's honest longing for 
his homeland from where he had emigrated in 1940.

“while  he  was  writing  the  fourth  movement,  Bartók  heard  a  radio  broadcast  of 
Shostakovich's Symphony No. 7 which, despite its vapid bombast, had become wildly 
popular  (undoubtedly  due  to  its  timely  subject  depicting  the  siege  of  Leningrad). 
Resentful  of  how such trash could  become such a  sensation while  his  own vastly 

72 (Cooper, 1996, p. 29)
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superior music languished, Bartók created an “interrupted intermezzo” in which a 
vulgarized version of one of Shostakovich's trite militaristic themes barges in but is 
quickly submerged by a Hungarian melody of simple, honest purity.” (Gutmann, 2002)

This  honest  purity of  the composer's  longing for his  home is  questioned, however,  by 
Hungarian musicologist László Stachó in his article in the journal Muzsika. After examining in  
detail  the  historical  contexts  and  various  folk  components  in  the  ritornello  of  the  fourth 
movement  he  reveals  that  the  task  of  interpreting  its  message  is  more  complex.  The 
“homesick” melody quoted after the Shostakovich-parody in Intermezzo interrotto is taken from 
the  song  “Szép  vagy,  gyönyörű  vagy,  Magyarország!”  (You  are  nice,  you  are  beautiful, 
Hungary!) a popular Hungarian operetta “Hamburgi menyasszony” (Bride of Hamburg) written 
by Zsigmond Vincze (music) and Ernő Kulinyi (libretto) in 1920, shortly after Hungary had lost  
two thirds of its earlier territory (including Transylvania, now belonging to Romania) at the 
end of World War I. In a highly successful performance of the operetta the song was sung with  
a picture of “Greater-Hungary” projected in the background. According to Stachó, this added 
symbolic meaning in the performance was the key to the song's outstanding popularity among 
Hungarian audiences still distressed by their national loss and wishing for the rejoining of the 
dismembered territories. 

As  Stachó  points  out,  when  combining  different  folk  music  styles,  Bartók  usually 
references  different  folklores  in  different  musical  layers.  He  often  uses  the  pitches  of 
Hungarian folk melodies with their rhythms transformed following Bulgarian traditions. Also 
in the case of the Concerto's “homesick” melody he changes the original note-length in the 
fashion of the Romanian “Kolinda” melodies' verse structure. Its meter-changes (3/4, 5/8, 7/8 
with a closing 2/4 bar) are reminiscent of many Kolinda-style folk songs, and Bartók also used 
these Romanian rhythm patterns in his piano piece “Változó ütem” (Change of time) in the 
Mikrokosmos collection. As Stachó concludes: “Bartók does not simply keep a distance from the 
operetta  melody's  banal  atmosphere  by  changing  its  rhythm,  nor  does  he  express 
homesickness simply by referring to memories of Kolinda-style Hungarian songs: he does  both 
at the same time. If we accept this interpretation, the “homesick” melody may be Bartók's most 
astounding  musical  reference  to his  ideal  of  Hungarian integrity,  the  ideal  of  brotherhood 
between nationalities, and even more: it is longing for a forever-lost “Greater-Hungary” that is  
the common home for all its nationalities and cultural traditions.” (Stachó, 2006)

As we can see in the examples from Mahler or Bartók, national-political referencing with 
the incorporation of folk music elements in Western art music inherently carries the risk of 
generating (miss)understandings,  however,  the importance of  their  “true” interpretation is 
secondary to the enjoyment of the actual execution and elaboration of the familiar elements; it  
is this elaboration that creates the added artistic value of  the composer's individual qualities.  
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4.1.4. New examples of “accessible” Classical music 

“[Classic FM] has altered the perception of classical music, making it a music genre 
like any other, one that allows the consumer to follow with or without the need for 
expertise  in  this  field.  Classic  FM  has  achieved  this  feat  through  modelling  its 
business practice on pop stations.” (Carboni, 2011, p. 30) 

The  success  of  the  commercial  radio  station  franchise  Classic  FM  (Radio  Klassik  in 
Germany, Radio Klassik Stephansdom in Austria, Klasszik Rádió in Hungary, etc.) as well as the 
introduction of a novice genre “New Classical”73 indicates that a new type of classical music is 
gaining  momentum  in  parallel  with  mass  audiences'  rapidly  changing  perception  of  what 
classical music is. 

More traditional classical music radio stations usually broadcast a wide variety of pieces 
from  the  Western  art  music  repertoire  (from  the  Middle  Ages  through  Renaissance  and 
Baroque  to  Viennese  Classical  and  Romantic  masters  and  also  to  contemporary  art  music 
composers) regardless of the instrumentation, length, mood, style or complexity of the works.  
The ideal reception of music from this repertoire that is often full of sudden dramatic changes 
in dynamics, mood and character and in structural phrasing, requires a higher degree of active 
attention, otherwise, listening to it in the background of other activities (like driving, talking, 
working, etc.) can even become disturbing and distracting.  

In contrast,  the programming of  “New Classical”  commercial  radio stations  intends  to 
reduce distracting and surprising impulses while preserving the overall “classical” sound by 
selecting works that are highly melodic, less rhapsodic in dynamics, structurally more simple, 
shorter in from, have mostly acoustic (usually symphonic, occasionally chamber or solo piano) 
instrumentation. Also typical is the emphasis on “classical hits” (symphonic works with very  
popular melodies), on listener engagement in refining play lists (inclusion of Top-10 charts: 
listeners can vote for their favourite pieces), and on sorting works by “overall mood” aligned to 
different time-of-day zones, as is common in the music programming of commercial pop radio 
stations  or  shopping  centres.  Popular  film  music  excerpts  (mostly  main  titles)  and  some 
relaxing, soft-sounding pop instrumentals can also often be found in their play lists. 

73 The genre New Classical or New Classics (not to be confused with Neoclassicism) is often treated as a sub-genre  
of New Age, and, as such, it is usually associated with relaxation. It is sometimes referred to as a blend of 
classical and lounge music. (See the New Classical catalogue of the online music streaming website Napster 
(“New Classical,” 2015), or the New Classics Channel of the German Klassik Radio  (“New Classics Channel - 
Klassik Radio Web Player,” 2015)). The streaming platform Pandora also initiated New Classical sub-stations 
(even if  the  genre  is  not  named New  Classical  on  their  site),  and  their  station  Classical  For  The  Soul  is  
advertised with the following lines: “For those who have a bit more time to relax and really sink into the music,  
this station is perfect for unwinding. If you’re already a seasoned classical listener, this could be great for while  
you work, too.” (Pandora.com, 2015)
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This  type of  soothed and filtered  repertoire,  which is  so  much more compatible  with 
background-listening, contributes to shaping the concept of a new type of classical music with 
a reduced amount of up-stirring and unpredictable or unfamiliar features and is considered 
more accessible for larger (and younger) audiences. As “familiarity” plays such a central role in 
the conception of the genre besides its acoustic/orchestral sound, many emerging instrumental 
artists, like “2Cellos” or “The Piano Guys” perform New Classical-type adaptations of popular 
songs  from the history  of  pop/rock74 with  great  success  to  audiences  longing for this  new 
accessible classical music.

A similar audience may be the target group of the quickly spreading film music and video 
game music  concerts.  All  over  the world many symphony orchestras  perform programmes 
specifically centred around popular film music tracks, with or without projection of video clips 
of the original films. As the video game soundtrack industry has developed into a state where  
recording real full-orchestral pieces does not usually have financial barriers, scores of game 
music are being produced in ever larger numbers. Nowadays, many of these scores are also 
performed live in concert halls. The Guardian journalist Guy Dammann reports about Japanese 
musician Nobuo Uematsu who regularly sells out concerts with his music composed for the 
beloved video game Final Fantasy. As critic Dammann writes Classic FM opened up its Hall of  
Fame poll to include video game soundtrack composers along with the great classical masters.  
Nobou Uematsu has been in the Top 10 for three years. (In 2015 he was at 9 th place between 
Mozart’s  Clarinet  Concerto  and  Beethoven’s  Pastoral  Symphony.)  After  listening  to  a  live 
concert of Final Fantasy soundtracks, Dammann wrote critically:

“[Soundtracks] are not written to be the central focus of the player’s attention so 
much as to create a certain atmosphere, alter the pacing and reinforce the emotional 
depth of the characters. Within a gaming environment, Uematsu is clearly effective at 
using music to enlarge the world of the game. But the world of the concert hall makes  
different, more exacting demands, and I can’t see Beethoven rolling over any time 
soon.” (Dammann, 2015)     

74 See for example the music video “Thunderstruck” by 2Cellos.
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The world of contemporary art music composers has been split for many decades into two 
distinct main groups: 1): the post-Schoenbergian avant-gardists who find most important the 
innovation and continuous development of art even at the cost of loosing audiences, and 2) the 
ones that search for new ways “back to the listener” even at the cost of embracing concepts 
such as retrospection and simplification. One of the most successful in this second group is 
Welsh composer Karl Jenkins. According to a recent survey75 he is the most-performed living 
composer in the world. His works for symphonic orchestras and choirs are performed regularly 
around the world. His piece “The Armed Man: A Mass for Peace” alone has been performed 
over 1,500 times since its first release in 2001. 

“I  think  my  music  is  highly  successful,  and  people,  I  think,  somehow  find  it 
memorable,  which is  why so  many choirs  have done  it.  The  music  inherently  or 
intrinsically is not that difficult but it's what I want to write, what I want to convey. I  
mean [there's] a lot more difficult music being written. If it's told to be simple, I don't  
think that's the reason why people sing it. I think they sing it because they like it and  
it's relatively melodious. I  feel quite strongly that composers should communicate 
with people, and if composers don't – from my point of view, I don't see any point of  
being a composer if one doesn't write works that are being performed, heard, or sung.  
Many people write music in isolation, without any presbit of it being performed or 
heard. Personally, I wouldn't write music if that were the situation in which I found 
myself, and in many ways I don't think there is any point of people writing music if it 
doesn't have an audience.”     -  Jenkins in the Boosey and Hawkes documentary video 
(Karl Jenkins on Karl Jenkins, 2005)

Jenkins  was  trained  in  classical  music  institutions  playing  the  oboe  and  keyboard 
instruments.  In  his  early  career  he also  worked  with  popular  music  groups  like  his  own 
jazz-rock  band  Nucleus,  and  progressive  fusion  band  Soft  Machine.  For  a  long  period  he 
composed advertising music, much of which received prestigious industry prizes. During these 
media composition years he gathered experiences in combining different styles and traditions, 
also using new technologies, and in 1995 he created the music for a Delta Airlines commercial  
under the project name “Adiemus” which brought him his breakthrough as a composer. The 
sound of Adiemus is characterized by a mix of ethnic vocals, classical influences and percussion 
tracks, and by pop/new-age studio production techniques (multiple overdubbing of one voice 
to create rich multi-part choral sounds, and mixing electronic percussion samples and grooves 
with strings and orchestral instrumentation). With Adiemus Jenkins released 6 studio albums 
between 1995 and 2013, and building on the project's success he returned to composing concert 
music.  His  image  as  a  classical  music  composer  is  reinforced by  his  use  of  orchestral  and 

75 (“Karl Jenkins (Official Website) - Biography,” 2015)
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oratoric instrumentation, as well  as by his settings of liturgical and traditional texts. Being 
signed to the classical divisions of the major labels EMI and Deutsche Grammophon he has 
released CDs like Requiem, Stabat Mater; Quirk, a collection of concertos that includes La Folia,  
Stella Natalis, and Gloria.    

One of his most popular sacred music works is Stabat Mater (premièred in 2008) which sets 
verses from the 13th century text 'Stabat mater dolorosa' (‘the sorrowful mother was standing’) 
to music in an unconventional way by adding Middle-Eastern scales as well as  instruments like 
the Armenian double-reed woodwind duduk,  and percussion instruments  like  the  darbuka,  
doholla  or  riq.  The  work  focuses  on  the  suffering  of  Mary,  mother  of  Christ,  during  his  
crucifixion. But the composer wanted to extend this idea by including grief in other areas, thus 
creating  a  global  context  of  mothers'  suffering.  Referencing  to  grief-concepts  in  ancient 
cultures of  the Holy Land (Middle-East)  and Babylonia,  which is now Iraq,  has modern-day 
resonances. In addition to the text of the original poem Jenkins set six extra texts, including:

“a choral arrangement of the Ave verum, and And the Mother did weep, comprising a 
single line of mine sung in English, Hebrew, Latin, Greek, and Aramaic (the common 
language of the period in the Middle East); Lament by Carol Barratt, written especially 
for this work; Incantation, semi-improvised in nature and sung partly in early Arabic; 
then two settings  of  ancient  texts,  revised into the  original  Stabat  Mater rhyming 
scheme by the poet Grahame Davies, which is sung in both English and Aramaic.” 
(Jenkins, 2008b) 

Thus,  for  Jenkins,  the  use  of  ethnic  instruments  in  Stabat  Mater  supports  the 
communication  of  his  concept  of  expanding  the  stabat  mater  concept  of  earlier  Western 
settings to a more inter-cultural idea. 

“I used the mey, a double-reed instrument indigenous to the area, which immediately 
evokes the Middle East and the Holy Land.” (Jenkins, 2008a)

Evoking  the  Middle  East  with  instrumentation  ideas  represents  Jenkins's  focus  on 
communication with audiences which he mentions in many interviews. It is also in this aspect 
of communicating that he distinguishes himself from other contemporary composers.   

“That's why I'm not liked in so-called stuffy classical circles: that is,  I  don't write  
difficult modern classical music which immediately gives off a certain kudos. I'm glad 
I am what I am because I've got a pretty good audience who enjoy my music, which  
shows composers can communicate with people and make an emotional connection 
and have some spiritual input into their lives. It's great if you can do that.”  (Jenkins, 
2008a)
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And  emotional  connection  he  most  certainly  can  build  with  his  listeners.  He  often 
mentions in interviews how he gets many letters and comments from fans saying they perceive 
real  depth  and  meaning  in  his  music,  and  that  they  have  spiritual  (sometimes  even 
life-changing)  experiences  listening  to  it76.  Despite  his  extraordinary  popularity  he  always 
humbly  comments  on  his  own  work,  that  he  does  not  find  it  remotely  as  important  or 
significant in the long term as the music of the great masters like Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, 
Strauss, Stravinsky or Bartók. 

 “I  don't  compare  myself  with  the  great  masters  of  the  past,  such  as  Bach  or 
Beethoven. I treat composition as an intuitive process and I write to satisfy myself,  
though having said that,  it's  based on the academic training I  went through as a 
student, learning harmony, counterpoint, fugue, orchestration, all that kind of thing. 
Then the actual melodic content is intuitive, just like it is, say, to Paul McCartney 
writing a song.” (Jenkins, 2014)

This concept of song-writing can be found in Jenkins's musical thinking in many of his  
projects. Already his Adiemus albums consisted of song-length compositions based usually on 
no more than 3 main musical ideas organized into structures like ABCABC or ABABCAB. These 
A, B or C sections are, however, not strictly 4 or 8-bar patterns, but often longer arches leading 
through numerous keys while developing and elaborating one simple rhythmic texture idea. As 
shown in the next form analysis, “Sancta Mater”, the 5th movement of his work Stabat Mater 
also carries pop song characteristics in the structuring of ideas while its sound is determined 
by the classical full orchestra and choir instrumentation.    

76 See (Jenkins, 1997)
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The overall sound body and the harmonization has many similarities to energetic tutti  
movements from oratorical works by Mozart, Verdi or Brahms. Each musical idea (A, B, C, D 
sections) consist of a classical-influenced harmonic progression pattern which, however, gets  
repeated  in  unchanged  form  every  time  it  re-enters.  Slight  variations  occur  only  in  their 
instrumentation (the first verse is sung in unison each time, and the variation in multi-part 
harmony). 

The choir material is a single melody line often harmonized with homophonic technique 
(all parts move together in harmony), no counterpoint or polyphonic technique is used, the 
instruments also stay in the background serving a sub-ordinate accompaniment function, thus 
the melody always remains clear and “accessible”. 

The ongoing rhythmic pattern performed by orchestral and ethnic percussion instruments 
provides a monotonous drive, as an orchestral substitute of a pop song's drum track. 

When the verse enters the third time, harmonic monotony is avoided by an unprepared 
key change: the piece continues with the same sections, only performed a semi-tone higher 
(also a common practice in pop song traditions).

As  summerized  in  Illustration  4.11 Sancta  Mater  includes  many  elements  from 
classical/romantic  oratorical   traditions,  however  its  structuring  in  terms  of  form  and 
melody-accompaniment texture shows significant influences from the world of popular song.
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TIME SECTION / chord progression pattern Description /texture over the chords/
0'00 A  (intro) brass and woodwind
0'21 A (verse) choir: unison
0'42 B choir        harmonic sequence + II-V4-3   
1'04 A  (refrain) TUTTI (choir + instruments)
1'25 A (verse)v choir: multi-part harmony
1'46 B choir        harmonic sequence + II-V4-3

2'09 C (bridge) choir
2'44 A (intro) brass and woodwind
3'07 D (interlude) instrumental

semi-tone higher:
3'26 A (verse) choir: unison
3'47 B choir        harmonic sequence + II-V4-3

4'10 A (refrain) TUTTI
4'30 A (verse )v choir: multi-part harmony
4'51 B choir
5'14 C (bridge) choir
5'50 A (refrain variation) TUTTI

Illustration 4.10: Form analysis of Sancta Mater, 5th mvt. of Stabat Mater by Karl Jenkins
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Structural transparency is not the only common feature in accessible-made classical music 
projects. Artists like the musical comedy duo “Igudesman and Joo” blend humour into their 
performances and stage shows, and often create humorous mixes of, or transitions between 
more musical  themes.  Innovative  ways  of  performing,  recording  and promoting  the  music 
make  Eric  Whitacre's  Virtual  Choir  project  stand  out  and  become  very  popular  without 
changing the structure and material of his originally highly sophisticated choir music. Such 
examples of successful classical music projects (e.g. Levente Gyöngyösi, Péter Pejtsik) will be 
observed also in later chapters. 
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Illustration 4.11: Genre proportions in Sancta Mater, 5th mvt. of Stabat Mater by Karl Jenkins
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4.2. “Outside” influences in Jazz and Popular music

4.2.1. Third Stream, Jazz-Fusion and the case of Snarky Puppy

“But jazz can only make its proper contribution to the whole of music, will only make  
that contribution when both its composition and performance of the music which is 
developing out of it, are executed by musicians who are completely at home in the 
idiom. Music must be both conceived and performed. It must be both composed and 
played.  And  jazz  cannot  be  approached  from  outside.  It  cannot  be  approached 
synthetically  and  artificially,  and  above  all,  it  cannot  be  approached 
unsympathetically. […] American music, jazz music, must be played by men who were 
brought up to drink rye and Coke in juke joints. A lifetime of blond beer in Munich or  
Torino Vermouth isn't quite the same thing. So, when you present American music, 
music growing out of jazz, make sure it is played by American musicians brought up 
in its tradition.” - Gene Krupa, 1947, in: (Gottlieb, 2014, pp. 776–778)

Krupa's  comment  addresses  similar  issues  that  were  also  mentioned  by  Bernstein  or 
Bartók  in  previous  chapters,  especially  the  need  for  a  composer's  thorough  “inside” 
experiences that help him master and assimilate a certain tradition. Although it points to a 
problem that certainly was more crucial in its own time, Krupa's statement claiming that good 
jazz music can only be played by American musicians may seem a bit too radical today in a  
globalized world-village society,  where generations outside America are also brought up in 
severely Americanized traditions. The problem of cultural mobility between jazz and classical  
music today seems more institution-related than location-related:  high level  education and 
excellent  performances  are  available  in  both  genres  in  most  countries  around  the  world, 
whereas  borders  between these  parallel  existing  cultures  are  still  being  maintained.  In  an 
interview published in the 1992 volume of the annual journal of the 'Institut für Jazzforschung' 
in  Graz,  Austrian  jazz  composer  and  big  band  leader  Dieter  Glawischnig  spoke  about  how 
difficult it is for classically trained musicians to “post-socialize” themselves in the jazz culture, 
and the other way round. According to Glawischnig's observations European full-time classical 
art music composers rarely have insight into the real practice of jazz, and usually when they  
attempt to write jazz they borrow only surface gestures without understanding and “feeling” 
its rhythms (off beat, swing, pulse, in time, no time) and articulation/phrasing (hot, percussive 
attack,  jazz  legato,  sound  as  idiolect),  and  they  also  have  difficulties  in  dealing  with 
improvisation frameworks (Glawischnig,  1992).  Similarly,  jazz  musicians  often have a naïve 
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reception of the European “modern”. He adds, however, that the number of musicians that 
were socialized in an ideally versatile cultural environment is ever growing. These musicians 
possess  excellent  instrumental-technical  skills  and  sense  of  tempo,  are  able  to  read 
complicated notated music, can comfortably and expressively improvise (even in odd/exotic 
meters), etc. This special type of musician, says Grawischnig, is needed both for composing and 
performing Third Stream music: music that unifies the spontaneity and rhythmic vitality of 
jazz with the composition techniques of Western art music. Gunther Schuller, who coined the 
term in 1957, describes the essential ingredients of this rhythmic vitality:

   “By superimposing the highly complex polyrhythmic and polymetric structures of  
African music on the comparatively simply binary rhythms and meters of European 
music,  the  American  Negro  was  creating  a  unique  and  unprecedented  musical  
symbiosis.  The inherent conflict between rhythmic symmetry and asymmetry,  the 
constant tension between a steady metronomic underlying beat and the unnotable, 
infinitely  subtle  permutations  (especially  when  improvised)  of  polyrhythms,  the 
equilibrium  maintained  between  strict  controlled  tempo  and  relaxed  rhythmic 
spontaneity – these are the essential energizing antipodes of jazz.” 

Then, he goes on to define “swing”, as the rhythmic language of jazz:

“...swing results from a seemingly contradictory ambivalence – perceived and applied 
simultaneously  –  of  tension-laden rhythmic  control  and the  utmost  spontaneity.” 
(Schuller, 1999, p. 5)

Rhythmic  influences  coming  from  the  European  classical  music  traditions  manifest 
themselves in frequent sudden tempo changes, fermate, ritardandi and accelerandi or the total 
absence of regular pulse in third stream compositions like Gunther Schuller's Transition, Duke 
Ellington's Harlem or John Lewis's Sketch. Pieces without a regular pulse, however, received 
many negative critiques, as jazz purists felt that without the pulse jazz music lacks its spirit  
and excitement. 

“Now listen to  some of  the latest  jazz avant-garde –  the free form type,  with no 
discernible pulse. Do you feel rhythmic excitement? If you are honest, you will have 
to answer NO [...] Playing freely without a beat can produce interesting and extremely 
complex ‘rhythms,’ but it can never produce what the jazzman calls SWING.” - (Don 
Ellis 1965)77

In contrast to the avant-gardists and followers of the Free Jazz movement, composers like 
Don Ellis,  Dave Brubeck or  Stan Kenton searched for new ways of breaking up the old jazz 

77 In: (Fenlon, 2002, p. 63)
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rhythms  while  still  preserving  the  exciting  drive  and  'swinging'  of  the  regular  pulse  by 
experimenting with exotic rhythms and odd meters.  

 Similarly to Brubeck's 1959 hit Take Five,  Stan Kenton's composition Quintile from his 
album Adventures in Time released in 1962, is also based on a 5/4 pattern. The piece begins  
with a pulseless introduction where a main theme is performed in canon structure leading to a 
climax where the Afro-Cuban-influenced groove enters in 5/4 meter sub-divided into a 3+3+4 
eighth-grouping.  Improvisation  sections  are  separated  by  rhythmically  more  elastic, 
contrapuntal brass interludes.    

Through  the  development  of  the  Third  Stream  movement,  along  with  their  growing 
interest in string and woodwind instruments, jazz musicians garnered sensitivity to dynamics 
and  tone  colour,  as  well  as  an  openness  for  more  complex,  atonal  harmonies.  A  fairly 
avant-garde piece for its time was Robert Graettinger's City of Glass which was recorded by the 
Stan Kenton band. In an interview in 1971 Kenton said they had lost a lot of fans on that album, 
because  of  its  brave  atonal  adventures.  It  might  have  been  'too  experimental'  for  many 
listeners. But, as Kenton adds, the amazing number of people who were still buying the record  
shows  that  there  is  a  significant  interest  in  Graettinger's  avant-garde  music  and  in 
experimental progressive jazz in general. When the interviewer asks whether Kenton worries 
about loosing existing fans as the band turns to new directions each time they release a new 
album, he answers:     

“There  is  always  that  challenge,  but  you know,  things  must  change,  you have to 
develop new things.  There is  always  a  little  bit  of  apprehension when presenting 
something new to the people.” (Kenton, 1971)    

Apparently, the urge to be inventive and to push further the limits of his band and his 
music proved to be stronger than the fear of losing audiences. 

Another notable jazz-related feature of composing third stream music is that, unlike in 
classical music where a piece can be realized by practically any musician able to perform the  
written sheet music,  many third stream compositions are written specifically based on the 
individual sound of certain musicians and bands. About Graettinger's City of Glass Ted Gioia 
writes:

“Graettinger strived to capture not just  the character of  each instrument but the 
personality of each Kenton player... [His] ability to combine individual sounds into a 
musical whole was crucial to his composition.” (Gioia, 1992, p. 154)  

Considering the importance of the individual performers' own qualities (especially when 
they are supposed to improvise as well) Dieter Glawischnig also notes that a composer with 
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third stream ambitions must plan and know exactly what he writes for whom.

   Jazz-Fusion or  jazz-rock  music  incorporates  the  powerful  grooves  and  electronic 
instruments  of  rock  with  virtuosic  jazz  improvisation  in  extended-length  instrumental 
compositions. Following some pioneering artists of the cool jazz era who managed to achieve 
mainstream popularity (like Dave Brubeck's Take Five or Miles Davis's Kind of Blue and Birth of  
the Cool records), many jazz-rock fusion bands gained commercial success from the late 1960s.  
Groups such as Chick Corea's  Return to Forever band,  the Mahavishnu Orchestra,  Weather 
Riport  or  Blood,  Sweat  and  Tears  enjoyed  unprecedented  popularity.  The  fusion  genre 
originated not only through jazz musicians: rock artists like Jimi Hendrix or Frank Zappa also 
experimented with assimilating jazz and rock. Although rock music was, harmony-wise, less 
active then jazz, its raw energy offered a rhythmic intensity that made coherent the extended 
jazz solos. The increasingly complex rock rhythms made use of straight eighth notes rather 
than  of  the  uneven  swing  phrasing. Fusion  bands  also  often  apply  both  rhythmic  types 
simultaneously with the rhythm section playing straight-eighth rock patterns and the soloist 
playing bop/swing lines over it. 

 By  the  1980s  a  new  shift  had  taken  place  within  Jazz-Fusion,  and,  as  many  bands  
assimilated rock and pop music's sounds into jazz, a new popularity in jazz developed. Several  
renowned jazz artists (like Quincy Jones and Herbie Hancock) took an active role in creating 
pop  albums.  Later  with  the  development  of  disco  and  hip-hop  even  newer  sounds  and 
technologies have been introduced to jazz-fusion. Not only has the use of synthesizers, vinyl 
scratching, sampling and electronic effects become more common, rhythm patterns and forms 
have also been borrowed from pop. A recent example is the Grammy Award-winning band 
Snarky Puppy, a collective of musicians blending jazz, funk, hip-hop and world music. Primary 
composer and arranger of the group is bassist Michael League who composed an orchestral  
suite for a collaborative project with the Dutch Metropole Orkest in 2014, called Sylva. Their 
joint concept album, inspired by wandering in 6 different forests of the world, features the 
12-member  band  (horn  section,  bass,  drums,  percussion,  acoustic  and  analogue  electronic 
keyboards) completed with a 52-piece symphonic orchestra. The Guardian's journalist writes:

“Leader Michael League’s long-term dream has been to take a composer’s personal 
vision  into  a  bigger  and  more  cinematic  soundscape  without  abandoning  Snarky 
trademarks such as catchy soul-jazz horn hooks, loose improv and dancefloor funk.” - 
The Guardian (Fordham, 2015) 

Listeners  and  critics  alike  speak  enthusiastically  about  the  album,  which  uses  both 
irresistible R&B grooves and leans heavily on the effect of a full orchestra sound to create the 
story-telling expressivity.
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“The  Curtain”  [is]  cutting  with both  edges  of  the  sword:  It  weaves  through 
movements  of  cinematic  string  textures,  a  progressive  jazz  fusion  passage, 
uninhibited  bass  and  organ  solos  and  a  tear-jerking  solo  piano  vamp,  effectively 
leaving no page unturned, no string unplucked. It’s an emphatic effort that brings 
every ounce of potential packed into the super-ensemble to life.” - Stanford Daily 
(Sorensen, 2015)

The  piece  called  “The  Curtain”  has  a  A-B-C-D-E-F  form  with  each  section  based  on  a 
different  theme  or  chord  progression.  This  structure  is  typical  to  Michael  League's 
compositions; ever new ideas grow out of each other in a continuous flow. He very rarely uses  
refrain structures, or thematic reprises, the different sections smoothly transform into each 
other.

To a question regarding his biggest compositional challenges he replied:

“Staying inspired isn’t difficult because there is so much beautiful music around us. 
But  taking  that  inspiration and using  it  to  create  new compositions  that  pick up 
where  my  last  one  left  off…  this  is  really  challenging.  The  goal  is  constant 
improvement, constant elevation.”  (League, 2015a)

For this constant improvement League often searches for input from very challenging and 
ambitious  pieces  of  music  that  can influence his  arrangement  and composition.  In a  radio 
interview he said that during the composition phase of his orchestral suite Sylva he was “only  
listening to Stravinsky,  Shostakovich and Philip Glass”.78 These influences are then distilled 
through  League's  individual  approach  to  define  a  new,  ambitious,  but  still  accessible  and 
popular direction of jazz music. The reasons for being able to stay accessible, as he says, are his  
emphasis on melody and groove.   

“The band started much more acoustic, much jazzier. We were white college students 
from the suburbs who had grown up in garage rock bands and got swept away by jazz.  
I think this is evident in our first few albums. But when we started playing on the 
predominantly black gospel/R&B scene in Dallas [...], the sound of the band changed 
dramatically. It got funkier. We started focusing more on groove and melody rather 
than complex harmony. But I think the most important change was that we became 
more  communicative,  and  consequently,  more  accessible  to  audiences.”  (League, 
2015a)

78 (League, 2015b)
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4.2.2. Giants of progressive rock 

“We like audiences that sit down and listen to the music rather than get drunk and 
pick  up  girls...  we  like  audiences  that  sit  down  and  listen.”  -  Mike  Rutherford, 
founding member of Genesis in (BBC Prog Rock Britannia - Documentary, 2008)

Once again,  in Rutherford's comment we can see the interrelatedness of music and its 
function or reception rituals. In the relatively short golden era of progressive rock (~1965-1980) 
musicians  aimed  to  create  a  sophisticated  form  of  popular  music  that  was  not  meant  for 
background listening  or  for  dancing  to:  it  was  music  that  both needed and deserved real,  
undivided attention. And as Pete Sinfield from King Crimson mentions79 there was at that time 
in Britain a newly educated audience of university students open to that type of demanding, 
ambitious music. 

An interesting aspect of genre labels in general, and in particular of the term 'progressive 
rock', is that many bands that were active in creating the genre reject being called progressive. 
For true innovators it does not seem important to attach a common term to their music, when 
they are more focused on experimenting with new ideas. Labels seem to be more important for  
those who aim to sell products more easily using well-known genre names.    

“We hate labels. We never thought of ourselves in the first place as trying to be a 
progressive band. That term was not even around then. It was called Art Rock or... it  
was not called anything. It was just experimental.” -  Gary Green, guitarist of Gentle 
Giant80 

In its early phase progressive rock incorporated blues and rock & roll with composition 
techniques, harmonic structures, instrumentation ideas and themes borrowed from classical 
(and contemporary)  art  music.  Influences  from jazz  and  non-Western cultures  also  helped 
bringing in new dimensions. The genre still exists today, but many bands borrow only a few 
surface elements (e.g. odd meters) from the original experimental style. About how the term 
progressive rock has changed through time, Gentle Giant drummer Malcolm Mortimore said:

“You used to be in a record shop and there would be the name of the band. There 
would be YES, and you would go through questioning what YES sounded like. You 
know, guy with a high voice and the vocals. And there would be King Crimson. And  
people were into bands. I think the word progressive is only accurate because each of 
those bands was trying to be original. Further down the line now it has become a  

79 (BBC Prog Rock Britannia - Documentary, 2008)
80 Interview with Gary Green and Malcolm Mortimore by Stefano Orlando Puracchio, July 22 2011.  (Intervista a  

Gary Green & Malcolm Mortimore, 2011)
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generic term …”  

“...a term for something a little bit difficult, maybe they were odd time signatures and 
weird  harmonies  and then it  is  progressive,  but...  I  mean ideally  it  is  music  that 
expands a little bit the frontiers of music, and it's thoughtful, it makes artistic sense, 
it is not just, you know, 3 minutes of 7/4.“ (Gary Green)

“It has come to mean a particular type of sound...” (Mortimore)

“...which is a shame because it detracts from the real meaning of progressive, which is 
to progress. You know, so, that's what it should be.” (Green)81 

As the progressive genre evolved, musicians developed their technical skills and musical 
complexity  to a level  where the emphasis  shifted from creative expressiveness  in a highly 
intellectual and sometimes self-indulgent direction. This might be a reason why Ian Anderson 
also  often  rejects  Jethro  Tull  being  called  a  progressive  rock  band.  He even  differentiates 
between progressive rock and Prog Rock:

“...but prog rock is a whole and very different and very worrying beast. Prog rock 
seems to suggest a somewhat over the top, arrogant, overly confident, self-indulgent, 
slightly anal kind of obsession with instrumental capability and showing it off...  It 
became a series of showcases for individuals within a band to do these party piece 
instrumental sections. And it's a bit annoying and irritating, like, we know you are a 
good guitar player, now shut up and get on with it...” 82    

From these critical lines by original experimental progressive band members we can also 
have a better understanding of  what they were striving for in their golden era.  The group 
Gentle  Giant, through  their  10-year  career  between  1970-1980,  created  truly  unique  and 
innovative  music  that  combines  diverse  elements  of  jazz,  rock,  medieval,  baroque  and 
avant-garde.  Compared  to  Yes  and  Genesis,  Gentle  Giant  gained  only  relatively  small 
commercial success, but achieved a cult following and grew to become critically acclaimed as 
one of the most inventive bands of the 70s' British rock scene. (Even Frank Zappa praised them  
in a 1975 interview.83) Among the causes of their smaller appeal to wide audiences might be 
their  less  extroverted promotion and visual  style (the band was  always more interested in 
musical  experimentation  than  in  show-business  and  commercial  aspects),  and  the  high 
complexity  of  their  music  (including  counterpoint,  polyphony,  poly-meters,  unusual  chord 
progressions  with  dissonant  harmonies,  unexpected  and  frequent  key  changes,  complex 
81 Ibid.
82 Interview with Ian Anderson from Jethro Tull (Ian Anderson’s speech on the history of progressive music!, 2012)
83 Gentle Giant is the first group that Frank Zappa mentions in an interview taken on November 6, 1975 when 

asked who he thinks is doing interesting and creative work in contemporary pop music. (Zappa, 1975)
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philosophical  lyrics,  etc.).  In  many  cases  the  multi-part  vocal  lines  are,  similarly  to 
instrumental lines, incorporated into hocketing polyphonic structures. 

“What Giant played wasn't like chords to a song with a voice on top. It wasn't that  
kind of music. It was more akin to classical writing like Bach. There's counterpoint.  
There's  a  melody line,  a  counter  line  to  that,  a  bass  line  that's  part  of  that,  and 
perhaps another line.  All  those notes transverse the time and it formed what you 
could call  chords, but counterpoint was really at the heart of what Giant did.  We 
played very few songs with a standard chord progression.” (G. Green, 2010)

84

84 (Minnear, 1972) Transcribed by Geir Hasnes.
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“On  Reflection”  from  their  1975  album  “Free  Hand”  is  the  best  example  of  their 
fugue-style arrangements. Although no other Gentle Giant piece follows so strictly the baroque 
fugue's tonal rules, polyphonic voicing and complementary rhythmic textures (as in the second 
half of bar 13 in Illustration 4.13) are very common in most of their songs. 

85 

Sections  including  such  rhythmic  dispositions,  off  beat  accents  and  complementary 
textures are played in a slightly 'swinging' manner, often serving as baroque-jazz ostinatos  
accompanying instrumental improvization in other voices86. 
85 (Minnear, Shulman, Shulman, & Shulman, 1972) Transcribed by Phil Smith
86 See the middle keyboard improv section in “Advent of Panurge”
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Advent of Panurge
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As almost all Gentle Giant members are multi-instrumentalists; the diversity of timbre is 
also achieved through frequent changes in instrumentation. Recorders, trumpet, violin, cello 
and  vibraphone  are  extensively  used  beside  standard  rock  instruments,  and  multi-part,  
polyphonic recorder-sections  added over  swinging jazz-rock  grooves  also  provide  a  unique 
renaissance/baroque  flavour87.  This  blending  of  styles  was  also  displayed  in  their  visual 
communication:  in  live  performances  they  often  wore  renaissance  court-jester  outfits 
combined with clothes of the 70s' hippie rock-star fashion.88   

The band's compositional process was defined by a strong collaborative attitude, which 
resulted in the members with diverse training backgrounds bringing numerous tastes and style  
influences into the music (prior to joining the band Gary Green was a blues guitarist, while 
keyboardist Kerry Minnear received classical education in the Royal Collage of Music).  This  
collaborative attitude also involved very conscious choices in selecting new members. Derek 
Shulman recalls their approach to finding a drummer: 

“And we went through a couple of drummers. [...] We recruited John Weathers out of 
a group called the Grease Band. He was an incredibly solid back beat drummer who 
could  keep  the  sort  of  straight  and  narrow  pathway  when  we  were  doing  our 
experimental  […]  very  structured compositions.  But  he  kept  it  in  a  line  where  it 
sounded at least semi listenable.” (D. Shulman, 2009)

Also in his remark “semi listenable” one can observe how Gentle Giant musicians were 
aware of the dangers inherent in playing music too complicated for most listeners. In the late  
1970s, like many other progressive bands, they tried to transform and simplify their music in  
order to make it more accessible for wider audiences. As Ray Shulman recalls:  

“In order to continue, we always wanted to grow the audience. We were very aware 
that our early stuff was quite sophisticated. In a certain way, you almost needed to be 
a musician to understand it. As you say, a lot of our contemporaries were crossing 
over to a more mainstream audience. That must have been on our minds at the time, 
but there was always something holding us back. We could never quite fully do it. 
Even though on the surface, we’d write a kind of commercial song, we’d always have 
to  throw  in  something  weird  to  entertain  ourselves.  But  unfortunately,  that  also 
alienated the mass audience. It was never meant to be a mass audience kind of music. 
It should have just remained part of the underground, really.” (R. Shulman, 2014)

87 See “Gentle Giant - Advent of Panurge” (Live in Brussels film studio),” 1974
88 Ibid.
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Although  not  suited  for  mainstream  audiences  Gentle  Giant  surely  achieved  a  deep 
synthesis of incorporated genres in many musical domains (see Illustration 4.14), for which the 
band remains a true inspiration for new generations of emerging musicians. In 2015 the group 
was recognized with the lifetime achievement award at the Progressive Music Awards.89 

89 Gentle Giant Wikipedia page, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gentle_Giant, accessed on 01. 14. 2016
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Illustration 4.14: Genre proportions in "Advent of Panurge" by Gentle Giant
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4.2.3. Classical-Crossover, Popera, Musical
In 1981 the album “Hooked on Classics” was released, peaking at No. 10 in the US Billboard  

Hot  100 chart90,  and at  No.  2  in  the  UK singles  charts91.  The album included Louis  Clark's 
arrangements of classical orchestral favourites performed on top of an ongoing electronic disco 
beat.  Various popular passages of  classical  works  (like Tchaikovsky's  Piano Concerto no.  1, 
Rimsky-Korsakov's Flight of the Bumble Bee, Beethoven's 5th Symphony or Rossini's William 
Tell Overture) are presented shortly one after the other in a varieté-like manner and without 
the  4-to-the-floor  beat  ever  stopping  or  changing  tempo  or  dynamics.  The  orchestra  was 
recorded in a traditional classical fashion with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra performing 
the arrangements live, to which the electronic drum track and an occasional disco bass line 
were mixed. Because of its wide popularity and the basic aesthetic approach it provided for 
many upcoming projects, it can be seen as a precursor for the Classical-crossover genre.  

Early  examples  like  “Hooked  on  Classics”,  however,  concentrated  mainly  on  the 
production aspect  of  crossing  over  without  significant  emphasis  on  the  performers'  visual 
image  and  marketing  style.  Later,  in  the  early  1990s,  Classical-Crossover  gained  new 
momentum  after  iconic  figures  like  Luciano  Pavarotti  appeared  at  vast  venues  and  in 
programmes  broadcast  world-wide  performing  3  minute  excerpts  of  classical  operas  with 
remarkable success. Although achieving crossover success with opera, which is considered to 
be  a  genre  of  the  elite,  these  performances  do  not  have  the  characteristic  sound  of  
classical-crossover, in which the musical domain also contains mixed elements from pop and 
classical traditions. Through the 90s the genre developed its own repertoire (still based mainly 
on  the  adaptation  of  classical  “hits”),  however  the  techniques  of  rearranging,  in  terms  of  
musical solutions and studio technology, became slightly more sophisticated (compared, for 
example,  to  Hooked  on Classics).  As  the  marketing  and  promotion style  of  the  genre  also 
evolved,  the  emphasis  on  visual  communication  increased  (featuring  highly  sexualized, 
attractive performers). As the fan page Classical-crossover.uk states, “Typically, unlike their 
classical counterparts, these artists must appeal to a mass audience to survive in the music  
industry.” This fan page also provides information on the most typical musical characteristics 
that can be found in classical-crossover projects. Their list is worthy of extended quotation 
because it also includes relevant artist examples: 

90 “Hooked on Classics – Wikipedia”, 2015
91 http://www.economicexpert.com/a/1981:in:music.htm   
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 “The musical conventions of Classical Crossover: 

• Converting classical pieces into pop songs e.g. Vivaldi’s “Winter” from his Four  
Seasons was adapted to “River of Dreams” for Hayley Westenra’s album Pure.

• Converting  pop songs  into  classical  pieces,  this  is  usually  done  by  turning 
original  pop vocals  into operatic  vocals,  changing English lyrics  to another 
language (typically Italian) and/or being given a classical arrangement.  e.g. 
Sarah Brightman’s ‘Il Mio Cuore Va’, originally Celine Dion’s ‘My Heart Will 
Go On’. 

• Introducing  drum  machines  into  classical  pieces.  This  convention  is  most 
typical of instrumentalists such as Vanessa-Mae, Bond and Myleene Klass. 

• Track  lists  frequently  consist  of:  traditional  songs  (e.g.  ‘Danny  Boy’, 
‘Scarborough Fair’), standards (e.g. ‘Over the Rainbow’, ‘Bridge Over Troubled 
Water’),  hymns (e.g.  Abide  With Me),  classic  show tunes  (e.g.  ‘Somewhere’,  
‘Music of the Night’), film scores (’Now We Are Free’, ‘Nella Fantasia’) and light 
classical  pieces  (e.g.  Andrew Lloyd  Webber’s  ‘Pie  Jesu’,  all  versions  of  ‘Ave 
Maria’, ‘Panis Angelicus’) 

• Many singers in Classical Crossover attempt arias. They are always well known 
arias such as ‘Nessun Dorma’, ‘Un Bel Di Vedremo’, ‘Lascia Ch’io Pianga’, O Mio 
Babbino Caro’, ‘La Wally’, ‘O Sole Mio’, ‘The Flower Duet’, ‘The Pearl Fishers 
Duet’ and so on. 

• Classical Crossover has developed its own standard repertoire, that is to say, a 
classical  crossover  artist  originated  a  song,  and  then  others  covered  it 
extensively.  The  most  famous  example  is  ‘Time  To  Say  Goodbye’  (Andrea 
Bocelli and Sarah Brightman) but there are others such as ‘You Raise Me Up’ 
(Secret  Garden/Josh  Groban),  ‘Nella  Fantasia’  (Sarah  Brightman),  ‘The 
Prayer’ (Andrea Bocelli) and ‘Where the Lost Ones Go’ (Sissel). 

• Track lists consist mostly of cover songs in some form or other. It is rare for a  
Classical  Crossover album to be mostly original,  though most do contain at 
least one or two original songs. More aesthetic albums tend to have more.” 
(Jarvis - Classical-crossover.co.uk) 

Within the genre two main categories visibly emerge in this list: instrumental and vocal  
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types. The first type roots more strongly in the symphony tradition of classical music, while the 
second one builds more on the opera legacy. Examples from the first, instrumental, category 
will  be extensively analyzed in Chapter  5.2.  .  The second type,  also often named pop-opera 
crossover or “Popera”, will be briefly introduced here. 

Opera is the most expensive of all live art-forms. Numerous companies and opera houses 
not being able to attract large audiences are forced to close. With the aim of popularization, 
many attempts are made not only in promotion campaigns (lowered prices, student discounts, 
performances being broadcast live in theatres in HD quality) but also in changing the musical  
content that often involves some form of simplification. In the 1980s and 90s one could witness  
a “boom” in opera's popularity. The music industry discovered that with the use of different 
popularization tools opera can become a serious business concern. The question emerges: does 
this  popularization  result  “in  the  creation  and  nurturing  of  a  whole  new  generation  of 
sophisticated opera-goers or rather in the reduction of a complex art-form to a series of easily  
digested lowest common denominators, and, if this is the case, could serious opera production 
ever recover from the damage that might be inflected by a pop opera culture?”92 

The revitalization of the UK opera scene in the 80s and 90s was not long-lasting and did 
not perpetuate the artistic development and future sustainability of  the genre,  as  the core 
repertoire of this era's opera-renaissance consisted of the most popular works like La Traviata, 
La Bohème or Le Nozze di Figaro. In contrast to more modern works, these “ever-green” operas 
included highly familiar “tunes” that the average listener can whistle while driving to work.  
British opera critic Tom Sutcliffe came to the disappointing conclusion: “there is no evidence 
that difficult or challenging work is reaching a wider audience … without a genuine extension  
of public interest based on a real exploration of the market.” 93     

There  has  always  been  a  tension  and  an  ever  returning  debate  in  the  historical  
development of opera, about the balance between delivering edifying, morally enlightening, 
“high-art” elements and displaying grandiose spectacle, virtuoso celebrities, creating an easily 
digestible form of entertainment with emphasis on the externals of the performance. About 
this long-standing dual tension of art and industry within the opera genre an extensive study 
has been written by Leah Tallen Branstetter. In her thesis entitled “Angels and Arctic Monkeys:  
A Study of Pop-Opera Crossover” Branstetter describes the evolution and current trends of 
popular opera focusing on musical, social and music industry aspects. 

92 Opera in the Media Age: Essays on Art, Technology and Popular Culture (Fryer, 2014, p. 8)
93 Sutcliffe in (Fryer, 2014, p. 10)
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In her analysis of chosen examples she discusses the musical connections of the popular 
song form “the power ballad” (like Céline Dion's cover of “All by Myself”) and some of the most 
popular opera arias often performed by classical-crossover artists (like “Nessun Dorma”, or 
Andrea  Bocelli's  “Time  to  Say  Goodbye”,  a  cover  of  “Con  te  partiro”).  Common  features 
include: an overall slow tempo, straight-forward chord structure with regular repetitions, soft 
(often  a  capella)  beginnings  with  inspirational  lyrics  sung  in  low  registers,  ever-building 
tension  with  higher  registers,  increasing  dynamics  and  a  gradually  growing  instrument 
arsenal, one extremely emotional climax, and short eventual release of energy.94   

Bocelli's  popera  ballad “Time to Say Goodbye/Con te  partiro”  is  a  combination of  the 
Neapolitan song tradition and the pop power ballad also in terms of the lyrics. Most parts are  
left  in the  Italian language,  a  language commonly considered very romantic,  thanks  to  its 
characteristic  natural  vibrato  and  intonation,  contributing  to  far-off and  romantic-nostalgic 
associations  (for  the  song's  basically  Anglo-Saxon  audiences).  Its  chorus  part,  however,  is 
changed to English, a language more strongly affiliated with pop culture.

After revealing connections between selected pop ballads, power ballads, and opera arias 
Branstetter  claims  that  some  archetypical  musical  structures  help  evoke  fundamental 
emotional effects that transcend the borders between genres.    

“Because we’ve heard music rise to a crescendo [as in “Con te partirò”] since birth,  
humans  anticipate  it  and  emotionally  react  to  it,  as  though  programmed.” 95 Our 
innate reaction is powerful enough to place an operatic aria at the top of the pop 
charts, to allow Andrea Bocelli to break records set by Elvis, and to draw Il Divo and 
Céline Dion to the same songs. Whatever causes it, this affective force can exist in 
equally potent amounts in the drama of Puccini’s last opera, the bombastic concerts 
of Manowar, and—of course—in a World Cup soccer match.” (Branstetter, 2009, p. 69) 

“Operatic” songs that are based on climax-oriented structures with well-proved emotional 
effects  are,  therefore,  advantageous  for  its  performers  in  many  aspects:  they  are  great 
opportunities to display vocal virtuosity and express a large spectrum of human emotions, but 
borrowing  the  sound  of  opera  singing  can  also  help  crossover  artists  position  themselves 
higher in the cultural hierarchy by associating their music with a genre that audiences equate  
with worthy,  refined,  elegant,  expensive,  high-value culture.  This  culture is connected to a 
certain quality and style of life (social status) that is seen as being very desirable. Regarding  

94 See (Branstetter, 2009, p. 52) 
95 Alfred Lubrano 2000 in (Branstetter, 2009, p. 69)
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this issue, David Chandler writes: “the desire to like opera is far stronger than actual opera 
appreciation.”96

The  power  of  opera  as  a  marketing  tool  has  been  discovered  by  many  sub-genres  of 
popular music (see operatic metal bands like Therion or Nightwish), but its use is very rarely 
coupled  with  a  serious  incorporation  of  opera's  elements  in  musical  domains  other  than 
sound/timbre.  In  terms  of  structure  popera's  and  operatic  metal's  concentration  on  the 
3-minute-long  song  format  limits  the  possibilities  of  creating  longer  musical  arches,  and 
popular song's verse-chorus form always remains dominant, with the relatively closed 4-bar 
patterns as main building blocks. In this respect, musical theatre or musical has more space to 
experiment with more complex and longer forms, thanks to its full-evening format being more 
similar  to  the  opera  structure.  David  Chandler's  2009  article  “What  Do  We  Mean  by  Opera,  
Anyway?”: Lloyd Webber's Phantom of the Opera and High-Pop Theatre” examines in what ways Lloyd 
Webber's operatic musical gravitates to the traditions of  grand opéra while injecting modern 
popular styles to create “the most successful entertainment venture of all time”. 

Chandler attempts to explain why millions of listeners understand  The Phantom  to be a 
true opera, while many critics and opera purists claim it is far from so being - partly because its  
extraordinary popularity keeps it from being recognized as true art. Chandler quotes the term 
“High-Pop” from the Jim Collins book “High Pop: Making Culture into Popular Entertainment”, 
where the term is defined as a result of cultural processes aiming to transform earlier forms of  
elitist-labelled high art into mass entertainment. High-Pop aims to offer a cultural experience 
more “sophisticated” than what is provided by commercial mass culture, but it is marketed 
with similar methods, and “it tends to become a form of “quality” consumerism”. In this aspect  
its purpose is similar to the aims of opera, which historically has been “a popular art form that  
aimed to entertain ordinary people”97  In his Phantom of the Opera Webber not only provides 
his audience very memorable and hummable romantic tunes (“highlights”) but also takes them 
onto more challenging journeys with complex, multi-layered interludes and recitativo sections 
like the number “Notes.../Twisted Every Way” featuring complicated harmonies, dissonances, 
odd meters, rhapsodic changes in tempo and dynamics.  

“Doubtless,  the  millions  of  people  who have concluded that  they  like  opera  after 
seeing The Phantom of the Opera are in some ways as deluded as the millions who 
decided they  liked  Shakespeare  after  seeing  the  quintessential  “high-pop”  movie, 

96 (Chandler, 2009, p. 156)
97 (Dobkin, 2000)
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Shakespeare in Love (1998). But there is real art, so subtle as to be easily overlooked,  
in  the  way  Lloyd  Webber’s  “most  successful  entertainment  venture  of  all  time” 
understands,  adjusts  to,  and  finally  expands  the  cultural  aspirations  of  its  target 
audience. It is not the great opera that its admirers claim; but equally, it is not the  
simple-minded, meretricious hokum condemned by hostile critics. The Phantom of 
the Opera is, rather, the theatrical manifestation of “high-pop” par excellence, and 
contains  within  itself  the sort  of  deep cultural  contradictions  and paradoxes  that 
allow  a  book  entitled  Opera  for  Dummies  to  address  itself,  without  irony,  to  “an 
intelligent person.” (Chandler, 2009, p. 167)

4.2.4. Metal meets Hip-hop, Hip-hop meets the symphony
No summary of crossover examples can exclude the genre combining elements of Heavy 

Metal with Hip-hop's vocal style, turntable techniques and electronic effects. Though in Rap 
Metal or Nu Metal a remarkable cross-fertilization between significantly contrasting genres of 
popular music occurs,  this  thesis's  main focus on classical/popular crossover allows only a 
cursory exploration. 

The development of Nu Metal is considered to be a part of the New Wave of American 
Heavy Metal initiated by the group Korn in the early 1990s. The New Wave brought back the  
aggressive sound of metal after a relatively “soft” era of grunge. Nu Metal music draws more on  
thrash metal and punk than on blues formulae. In contrast to other sub-genres of metal it  
rarely involves guitar solos, triad chords or long melody lines. It is rather rhythm oriented, and 
features  aggressive,  heavily  rhythmic  guitar  riffs  with  power  chords  (often  played  on 
down-tuned instruments), funk-influenced syncopated bass and drum grooves and electronic 
sampling and vinyl scratching, and its vocal elements include rapping, shouting and growling,  
aside from occasional singing. Structure-wise it is usually based on chorus, verse and bridge 
forms, which shifts it closer to mainstream pop, a shift often criticized by more classic metal 
fans.  Nonetheless  Nu  Metal  bands  like  Korn,  Linkin  Park,  Limp  Bizkit,  Kid  Rock  or 
Clawfinger enjoyed great popularity during the late 1990s and early 2000s. Throughout their 
careers they often collaborated with guest DJs and hip-hop artists,  which also helped them 
cross borders between audiences of the 'urban' and the rock sub-cultures. 

Hip-hop artists also often look out for external influences in order to refresh their sound. 
German hip-hop rapper, producer Peter Fox, member of reggae/dance hall group Seeed, began 
a  solo  career  by  releasing  a  crossover  album entitled  “Stadtaffe”  in  cooperation  with  the 
Deutsches Filmorchester Babelsberg and the percussion group Cold Steel Drumline in 2008. The 
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album consists of 3-4-minute songs with German lyrics, performed in rap and ragga vocal styles 
(while some chorus parts are also sung), over beats played by two acoustic drummers, and riffs 
and harmonic elements played by the film-music-specialized symphony orchestra. The album 
was a major success in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. It won numerous awards like 'The 
European Border Breakers Award' (2010), and the '1Live Krone' Best Album (2008).98  

Peter Fox mentions  in an interview that  –  although he had for a  short  time received 
training as a classical horn player – he hired collaborators to have his ideas transformed into 
symphonic scores for the live orchestra. 

“It  is  such  an  experience  to  have  40  musicians  performing  the  music  that  one 
fabricated  alone  in  a  small  room.  One  suddenly  feels  oneself  significant;  like, 
Beethoven, Wagner, Peter Fox... [laughs]” 99        

His slightly self-ironic comment can be read as a manifestation of an urban musician's 
desire  to  move  “upwards”  in  the  cultural  hierarchy  by  incorporating  the  sounds  of  a  
symphonic orchestra into his groovy hip-hop tracks. However, it must be noted that neither 
the album's marketing rhetoric nor the visual image of live performances tries to suggest any 
connection to classical music or classical music's prestigious status. Fox himself never labelled 
his  music with terms associated with the classical tradition.  He rather referred to it  either 
simply as pop, or as “film music for dancing” (Filmmusik zum Tanzen100). It seems therefore 
more likely that without the aim of simulating high art, he had a rather experimental approach 
to creating an innovative, fresh-sounding hip-hop album with energetic party-tracks that also 
borrows some dramatic vibe reminiscent from Shostakovich symphonies.101  

4.2.5. World music

“When people  talk  about world music,  they generally  are  referring to music  that 
pretty much encompasses everything that doesn't fit comfortably onto an American 
Top 40 pop chart.” - Megan Romer

Including non-Western traditional local music (previously mostly from Africa and Asia, 
later from all non-Western locations of the world), as well as hybrid pop/folk sub-genres (like 
world beat) World Music is indeed one of the most flexibly applied and thus most controversial  
98 (“Peter Fox - Wikipedia,” 2016)
99 Peter  Fox  –  EPK  Teil  1  (Making  of  the  album  Stadtaffe)  Retrieved on  December  13th 2013  from 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjAaNDqTsDo translated from German by the author. 
100 (“Stadtaffe - Wikipedia,” 2016)
101 The track “Alles Neu” is indeed based on a string arrangement that directly quotes motives from the 4 th mvt. of 

Shostakovich's Symphony No. 7 (“Stadtaffe - Wikipedia,” 2016)
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musical  categories.  It  became widely  known in  the  mainstream after  being employed by a 
group of  British and American music  promoters,  record companies  and stores  in the early 
1980s.  The  purpose  of  coining  the  term  was  to  help  sell  “foreign”  music  to  audiences  of  
Western  popular  music.  There  is  a  vast  literature  in  the  history  of  World  music 102,  this 
sub-chapter deals less with original folk music but rather with hybrid forms. 

“In many ways the history of world music is the story of the marketing of foreign music by 
Western record companies.”  (Gillett, 2014) It is also a story about cultural imperialism, about 
colonizer and colonized countries; about how Western artists create highly profitable musical 
commodities by using “exotic” sounds encountered through the collecting work of travelling 
ethnomusicologists, and how little (if any) the original creators of these “exotic” sounds benefit 
from this profit. Such moral issues of world music are often explored in scholarly writings 103 
discussing examples  like  Deep Forest's  extremely popular ethnic-techno blend.  Their  1992 
début album was an early example of incorporating folk elements not by traditional ways of 
re-interpreting folk-melodies,  but by arranging digital  audio samples from field recordings.  
The  “exotic”  sounds  in  Deep  Forest's  music  are  the  results  of  careful  audio-sculpting;  the 
original recordings are digitally processed, sliced into segments that are then triggered with 
synthesizers,  reverberated  and  manipulated  by  various  studio  technologies.  While  some 
samples are used as environmental “noises” some become bits of rhythmic patterns104, but most 
of the time different sections from recorded folk songs are reorganized in an arbitrary fashion 
to establish the new vocal melody lines (as in their hit song Sweet Lullaby). These melody lines  
thus carry some sound characteristics or typical intervals of the original folk traditions, but the  
act of reorganizing their audio slices, strongly alienates the songs from their origins 105. Also, 
the resulting hybrid melodies are harmonized with chords most common in Western pop styles 
fashionable in the 1990s (new-age, ambient techno, trance), that also decisively influence the 
songs' instrumentation (drum machines, synthesizers), rhythm patterns, and construction of 
form. 

102 See (Bohlman, 2014), (Gillett, 2014), (“World Music Network – Guide To World Music,” n.d.)
103 See (Kartomi, 1999), (Feld, 2000), (Lochhead & Auner, 2002), (Luobin, 2005)
104 In the beginning section of Deep Forest's Sweet Lullaby the hi-hat track of the drum beat is  replaced by 

rhythmically triggered samples of cricket chirping added on top of looped Central African water drumming 
samples and vocal yodeling. (See: Deep Forest - Sweet Lullaby - official video, 1992)

105 In Deep Forest's Sweet Lullaby a sample of a Baegu song recorded in Malaita (Solomon Islands) is mixed onto a  
straight 4/4 electronic drum beat, thus loosing its original slight “shuffle” feel. Although the original song is 
also in 4/4, each beat consists of triplet groups, just as in most music played by pipe bands of the Solomon 
Islands.    
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The Deep Forest project quickly became a huge commercial success, with over 10 million 
albums  sold,  and  a  Grammy  Award  won  by  their  second  album  “Boheme”  in  1995.  A  key 
element to their success and their popular recognition as a fusion of cultures is that they place 
the exotic “otherness” right to the most eye-catching position within the songs by replacing a 
real singer with ethnic song samples. Instead of hearing a singer's English words we listen to  
mystical  unintelligible languages  sung  in  strange  ways,  but  our  liking  of  the  whole  mix  is 
ensured by the large proportion of familiar elements that frame the ethnic voices. 

“These strains of “world music” [...] are deeply about exploration, about the power 
and privilege  to  contact  and know,  to  take  away and use.  That  these  blends  and 
mixings are celebrated as liberatory and inspiring, that they unquestionably bring 
pleasure and stimulation to many, retells a story of the affinities of moderns and 
primitives.” (Feld, 2000, p. 166)

From  the  standpoint  of  new-age  trance  music  evolution  Deep  Forest  introduced  truly 
innovative technology and aesthetics, but behind their marketing rhetoric propagating global 
harmony,  equity  and  respect107,  their  actual  musical  fusion  stays  rather  cursory  and 
Western-dominated. Both the creators and listeners seem to have a romantic mysticism-fuelled 
interest towards the otherness of “exotic” cultures, and this curiosity is somewhat satisfied by 
this  ethnic-trance music.  Still,  this  experience is  rather like watching out the window of  a 
tourist bus, compared to actually living among local people. It is a safe voyage of discovery 

106 Illustration based on the analysis of the original music video (Deep Forest - Sweet Lullaby - official video, 1992)
107 The liner notes of their first album envisions a universal harmony of mysteriously joining souls around the 

globe: “Imprinted with the ancestral  wisdom of the African chants,  the music of Deep Forest immediately  
touches everyone's soul and instinct. The forest of all civilizations is a mysterious place where the yarn of tales 
and legends is  woven...  Universal  rites and customs have been profoundly marked by the influence of the 
forest... The chants of Deep Forest, Baka chants of Cameroun, of Burundi, of Senegal and of Pygmies, transmit a  
part of this important oral tradition gathering all peoples and joining all continents through the universal  
language of music.” - Deep Forest in: (Lochhead & Auner, 2002, p. 177)  
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without taking risks and making big efforts needed for a deeper understanding and acceptance 
of “difference” of a foreign culture. Colouring popular Western electronica genres with exotic 
sound samples (without incorporating any other elements of the foreign music) seems to be 
enough to successfully sell such a safe voyage of discovery to mass audiences.

It  must be noted here that  from compositional  aspects  large differences  can be found 
between sampling-based world beat and more traditional rearrangements of ethnic melodies 
and  folk  elements.  Ethnic  traditions  are  more  comprehensively  represented  in  real 
collaborative projects where musicians from different cultures have the possibility to musically 
interact in live performances.108

4.2.6. Covers, Mashups, Web-based crossover projects
It has always been a common practice of emerging pop groups (including The Beatles) to 

start a career performing cover versions of known songs before turning to writing originals, 
but during the last decade an exponential increase in the number of covers could be evidenced 
on YouTube. Covering popular hits on the video sharing portal is useful for musicians in many 
aspects; its marketing value (and subsequent financial potential) is larger than that of original  
compositions, because masses of users searching popular hits can easily be directed to the new 
cover  versions,  while  its  creative  value  lies  in  providing  artists  a  fixed  reference  as  a 
starting-point  from  which  they  can  deploy  their  creativity  in  novel  ways  of  elaboration. 
Exciting new combinations result from trends of covering themes in styles radically different 
from that of the originals.  Examples include metal,  jazz or a capella versions of film music 
themes,  or   chamber  and  ethnic  remakes  of  electro-pop  hits,  etc.  (See  also  fugues  and 
orchestral pieces based on the Nokia ring tone (which stems from Francisco Tarrega's Gran 
Vals).) The cover concept has became so widespread that some artists perform covers not only 
at the start of their career, but creating cross-genre versions remains their long-term focus and 
central artistic concept. The Postmodern Jukebox project,  for instance, rearranges the most 
recent pop songs from Rihanna, Justin Bieber or Beyonce in vintage styles of the 1920s to the 
'60s. Most of their videos have over 2 million views and they have toured the US and Europe 
with great success. Another extreme example is Chase Holfelder's “Major to Minor” project in 
which he transforms popular songs from their original major scales to melancholic minor-scale 
versions.          

In  contrast  to  “note-by-note”  re-arranging  methods  requiring  traditional  composition 
skills,  the evolution and increasing accessibility of  digital  studio technologies have made it 
possible for the masses to experiment with combining audio tracks of existing songs.    

108 From the numerous examples see e.g. Spanish hip-hop/flamenco fusion band Ojos de Brujo, Finnish folk-jazz 
band Värttinä, British electro-klezmer band Oi Va Voi, or French electro-tango group Gotan Project
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“Musique concrète and the electro-acoustic musical culture and experimentation that 
followed became the precursor for electronic music as we know it today, and for the 
style  of  composition known as sampling.  These compositional  techniques  and the 
ideas of those who founded them (e.g. musical collage, the separation of the abstract 
properties of sounds from their pre-existing meanings and narratives) have informed 
many of today's crossover projects.” (Emmerson and Smalley in Millington, 2007, p. 
192)

The techniques and aesthetics of Mashup (in the most common meaning of the term) have 
significantly stronger connections to the traditions of popular music than to those of classical  
concert music. The songs or tracks being “mashed up“ are generally selected from the popular 
music repertoire, the new mixes' pattern structure, sound, rhythm and harmonic set usually 
carry the characteristics of mainstream pop/rock genres.109 Following the conventions of the 
DJ-culture  tracks  and  sounds  are  mostly  organized  according  to  symmetric,  4-  and  8-bar 
patterns:  repeated  chord  progressions  as  well  as  the  ongoing  beat  provide  the  essential 
framework. Only very few examples of mashup dare to experiment with less beat-oriented, less  
symmetric and less predictable forms (like John Oswald's Plexure), but of course, unlike most 
mashups, these experimental mixes are not intended for dance purposes. 

The world of classically trained composers proves to be rather slow in discovering the 
possibilities  of  the  mashup  technique,  although  its  basic  aesthetic  approach  was  already 
present, for example, in some musical comedy projects such as Peter Schikele's P. D. Q. Bach 
concept started in the mid 1960s and composed with traditional “note-by-note” score writing. 

If one is looking for advanced, truly tradition-blending mashups, an internet search with 
keywords  “classical  popular  mashup”  gives  rather  unsatisfying  results  mostly  including 
basic-level  string  arrangements  of  pop  songs110.  Browsing  through  the  search  results  and 
through the comments under the videos one gets the same impression already introduced in 
Chapter  4.1.4,   namely,  that  most  people  equate  classical  music  with  the  use  of  classical 
instruments, thus, when the original notes of a pop song are performed by a string quartet it is  
perceived as a “classical cover” or a “classical/pop mashup”.  

As new generations of classical composers more frequently explore the domains of digital 
music production software, besides playing acoustic instruments, a few new mashup projects 

109 See the mashups of DJs from Mars, Party Ben or The Kleptones. 
110 String transcriptions of songs of Guns'n'Roses, Lady Gaga, Green Day, and Nirvana by the  Vitamin String 

Quartet usually  keep the  original  songs'  structures,  harmonies  and rhythms unchanged.  See  Classical  Pop 
Mashup (Youtube playlist), 2008 
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emerge that better assimilate DJ-culture methods with classical techniques and themes. 111 
A  remarkable  recent  attempt  in  the  classical  music  world  to  produce  new  music  by 

digitally mixing pre-recorded audio tracks is Eric Whitacre's “Virtual Choir Project”. 

“The  Virtual  Choir  is  a  global  phenomenon,  creating  a  user-generated  choir  that 
brings together singers from around the world and their love of music in a new way 
through the use of technology. Singers record and upload their videos from locations 
all over the world. Each one of the videos is then synchronised and combined into one 
single performance to create the Virtual Choir” - (“The Virtual Choir - website,” 2010) 

In  2010,  for  the  first  VC project,  composer  Eric  Whitacre  recorded a  video of  himself 
conducting in silence his piece 'Lux Aurumque' and posted a call to his online fans to record 
themselves singing the individual parts along to that conducting-video. Hundreds of web cam 
recordings  were  sent  back  from  12  countries.  After  selecting  the  best  performances  and 
polishing their sound quality Whitacre's team mixed and reverberated the tracks, then added a 
CGI-aided video showing all the participants' web cam images “singing together” in a virtual  
space. The video became hugely successful with now around 5 million views on YouTube, and 
the project went on to produce more new tracks made with the same technology and involving 
even more international virtual choir members, that, of course, also helped further spread the 
project's news on the web. Whitacre's project reveals the creative (and marketing) potential 
that classically trained composers have in embracing social media and current technological 
achievements. In a 2011 TED talk Whitacre quotes some of his singers' comments about their 
experience of taking part in the project.

“My sister and I used to sing in choirs together constantly. Now she is an airman in 
the air force constantly travelling. It's so wonderful to sing together again!”

“It's great just to know I'm part of a worldwide community of people I never met  
before, but who are connected anyway.”

“It is a dream come true to be part of this choir, as I have never been a part of one.  
When I placed a marker on the Google Earth Map, I had to go with the nearest city  
which is about 400 miles away from where I live. As I am in the Great Alaskan Bush, 
satellite is my connection to the world.” 112           

Apart from its musical qualities the Virtual Choir Project also owes its global success to 
people's  willingness  to  connect  and  to  participate  in  spiritual  experiences.  It  is  a  prime 

111 Grant Woolard's music video that interwove 57 “classical tunes by 33 composers” into one piece got over 1 
million views within a month. (Woolard, 2016)

112 (Eric Whitacre: A virtual choir 2,000 voices strong [YouTube Video], 2011)
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example  of  how new  trends  and needs  of  the  participatory  culture  provoke  innovation  in 
compositional concepts and techniques.

 Even if the piece 'Lux Aurumque' had been composed in classical traditional ways113, the 
production  of  the  virtual  choir  video,  as  a  complex  project,  is  a  remarkable  crossover 
phenomenon bringing choral music closer to mixed audiences while advertising the promise of  
global co-creation of culture. 

The Virtual Choir experience may not compete with the joy of singing together in a real  
choir in a real space, but - at the time of writing - real time collaborative music systems that  
enable live performance between musicians connected via the internet are in early phases of  
development. Latest versions of major digital audio workstations and web applications already 
include collaborative functions that allow sending and receiving elements of musical projects 
stored in the cloud114, but real time bi-directional transfers of high-quality audio require the 
type of high-speed internet access that is not yet available for average users. Web-based music 
making, however, appears to be a central theme for future innovation strategies in the music 
industry and it will definitely open up new possibilities for cross-traditional collaboration.

113 After 3 videos based on existent traditional choral works from Whitacre, VC 4 is the first piece in the project to  
include intra-musical genre crossing: VC4 – Fly to Paradise consists of a full choir, alto and soprano solo mixed to 
a dubstep-like electronic track. It is a remake of a track from Whitacre's 2007 musical theatre piece Paradise 
Lost, which is a combination of opera, cinematic music, trance and ambient electronica.

114 See music collaboration software like Collab, Songtree, Xonani, Cyberjam and Google's Web Audio API 
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4.3. Crossover in applied music / film music 
“In fact, film music continues to this day to exploit countless musical stereotypes to 
evoke  various  ethnic  “-icities”,  whether  a  slow  ONE-two-three-four 
ONE-two-three-four  drum  beat  to  create  “Native  Americanicity”  or  open  fifths 
(preferebly on the xylophone) to create “China-city.”  (Brown, 1994, p. 53)

The  field  where  the  application  of  genres  is  inclined  the  most  explicitly  by  rhetoric 
strategies  is  the field of  film music:  right from the beginning of  film music  history,  when 
passages from existing classical (late-romantic) works sorted by mood types were assembled 
into 'compiled scores', through the times of composed scores and placements of popular songs,  
a catalogue of well-proven clichés that best supports the emotional goals of certain types of  
scenes. Such clichés involve not only more general musical expressions (like crescendo string 
tremolos for fear, celestas with harps and high registered strings for dreamlike worlds, low 
registered brasses for evil, reverberated slow solo piano for desolation, etc.), but also specific 
genre  patterns  associated  with  certain  character  types,  locations,  lifestyles  and  actions. 
Whenever the story includes the encounter of two or more of these scenic elements signified 
musically  with  different  genres,  an  opportunity  occurs  for  film  composers  to  mix 
style-elements. A few cases have already been mentioned in the introduction chapter; here 
some further examples will be observed briefly. 

In  an  energetic  horse  riding  scene  of  the  French  movie  Les  Visiteurs (1993)  a 
time-traveller medieval knight is riding through modern landscapes full of trucks, high-voltage 
poles,  factories  and aeroplanes.  Composer  Eric Lévi represents the meeting of  ages  with a 
frantic  electric  guitar  solo  leading  into  a  new-age Gregorian remix,  in  which pseudo-Latin 
chants are sung by a choir over electronic drum beats. (The track later became part of Lévi's  
highly successful musical project ERA)    

In the film The Dark Knight (2008) where the events are driven by the chaotic madness of 
evil character, The Joker, Hans Zimmer and James Newton Howard created a punk-influenced 
orchestral-electronic soundtrack including rhythmic distorted electronic cello riffs.  

“I took the idea of anarchy, you know, of somebody who has that philosophy, what  
that does, and that fearlessness.” (Zimmer, 2008)

Punk or Rock & Roll, as recognizable genres, are never explicitly in the foreground, their 
most typical sounds like electric guitars, bass and drum sets are not heard in the score. It is  
rather  their  rhythmic  tradition  and  their  emphasis  on  highly  personal  expression  of 
uncontrolled anger and energy that is built into Zimmer's and Howard's orchestral music.  
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Composer Douglas Pipes uses melodies of Christmas carols in the “holiday season horror 
comedy”  Krampus.  Throughout  the  score  one  can  hear  fragments,  alterations  of  familiar 
Christmas motifs, as well as traditional Christmas instruments. 

"The greatest  challenge for the  score was  moving through Christmas themes and 
comedy, into a dark fantasy tale,  punctuated by aggressive horror music,  without 
losing the thread of any of these styles - all the while keeping the Christmas spirit 
present." (Pipes, 2015a)

His mixed-style music manages to remain very scary but entertaining at the same time. In 
the  track  ‘Creatures  Are  Stirring’,  for  instance,  we  hear  an  intentionally  horrible  off-key 
rendition of ‘We Wish You A Merry Christmas’ arranged with avant-garde cluster techniques.  

“...then there’s  ‘Sacrifice’,  where beautifully emotional strings are broken by huge 
brass. Later in the track there’s a fantastic moment when an ethereal choir turns into 
more ‘Silent Night’, which is then overtaken by chants of “Gruß vom Krampus!”, and 
it’s hilarious and creepy. That’s really what Krampus is, both funny and terrifying, and 
hugely successful. (Bridgen, 2015)

Just as many other film scores, Pipes' music relies alternately on listeners' conscious and 
subconscious perception. At times it refers to themes and genres directly, while in other cases 
it mixes them to the degree of unrecognizability.

“We had these Christmas melodies playing out front as well as to the subconscious. I  
like to create something that is geared to have a clear root and is interwoven” (Pipes, 
2015b)

In film music, commercial music and other applied music fields innumerable examples can 
be found for all types and methods of conceptual genre-blending presented in the previous 
chapters. Most prominent film composers have proficiencies both in classical art music and in 
popular styles, as well as cutting edge musical technologies (even when this is not true for the 
primary composer, most commonly a whole team of additional composers, arrangers and music 
producers  get  involved  to  bring  together  their  expertise  from  various  genres).  Their 
collaborative work results in compositions in which genre-blending deeply pervades all  the 
examined musical domains (structure, sound, rhythm, harmony, melody, performance style). 

A more detailed insight into some recent emerging film composers' work methods and 
concepts is provided in the interview analysis section in Chapter 6. 
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5. Analysis of chosen examples

5.1. Foreword to the analysis
To provide a wide overview of genre-blending in general the more tangential examination 

of several works in the previous chapter is supplemented here with more focused analyses. 
Although the six chosen works into which this chapter provides a detailed insight are also 
musically diverse pieces from a 20-year time period, it is these two chapters together that can 
comprehensively illuminate aspects and characteristics of different sub-categories and types of 
“crossing over”. 

Though not all of the chosen works may seem typical crossover examples at first sight, 
remarkable fusions of traditions can be found in each, in either intra- or extra-musical layers.  
All the chosen works are instrumental. This aims at the focused observation of purely musical  
(non-verbal) communication tools as applied in crossing over.  In all the examples an initial 
main genre is definable, which is then fused with elements from other traditions.  It will be 
examined  to  what  extent  a  piece  aims  and  manages  to  IMPROVE  the  initial  genre  in  the 
Bernsteinian  sense  (by  avoiding  banalities)  or  to  what  extent  is  it  intended  to  simplify  a 
complex structure in order to make the music more “accessible”. The first four projects in this 
analysis  by  Nigel  Kennedy,  Richard  Clayderman,  Bond  and  Vanessa  Mae  are  commonly 
categorized  as  classical-crossover,  a  genre  originally  intended  for  mass  appeal.  With  an 
observation of  how classical  and popular genre-elements are used in various  domains  it  is 
attempted to describe similarities and differences in techniques used to realize popularizing 
concepts.  As a collaborative side project of ambitious heavy metal musicians, Liquid Tension 
Experiment  also  offers  ideal  ground  for  crossover  research,  while  Kutiman's  multimedia 
project provides insights to a more recent trend of mixing media contents from the web. 

Each sub-chapter ends with conclusions drawn from studying various domains of crossing 
over, and the final sub-chapter provides a summarizing comparison of the different types. 
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5.2. 4 versions of the Four Seasons (1989-2010)
This  chapter  investigates  common  and  differentiating  crossover  features  in  four 

re-arrangements  and  performances  of  Antonio  Vivaldi's  “The  Four  Seasons”  by 
classical-crossover artists  Richard Clayderman, Nigel Kennedy, Vanessa Mae,  and the group 
Bond. The analysis focuses not only on structural aspects, with the observation of how the 
original  materials  are  re-organized  in  the  new  renditions,  but  also  on  sound  attributes, 
modernizing instrumentation techniques, image and visual style, as well as on social contexts 
also relevant for understanding classical-crossover's marketing practices.    

Why Vivaldi? 

Many factors have contributed to The Four Seasons becoming one of the most commonly 
covered pieces in classical-crossover artists' repertoires. To perform a re-arrangement of the 
piece has become the almost obligatory “entry ticket” for instrumentalists into the industry. 115 
When planning to launch the career of a new artist, producers and creative decision makers at 
major record companies rely with confidence on the business model and marketing concept 
based on Vivaldi's work as one of the most firmly and internationally established products of 
the cultural  industry.  Its  “catchy” melodies  are  quickly  recognized  by,  and popular  within 
various consumer groups world wide.  

 “It is [...] what I would call an 'iconic' work - a work that, in the public consciousness,  
has become a potent, symbolic representative of western classical music in general, 
and of the culture from which it springs in particular (rather like the Mona Lisa  has  
for art); in that sense it plays an emblematic and ambassadorial role.” (Pryer, 2004, p. 
2)

The classical-crossover segment of the music industry that aims to sell classical music (or 
more  often  music  that  has  “classical  associations”)  to  mass  audiences,  discovered  new 
possibilities with the enormous success of EMI's marketing campaign for Nigel Kennedy's 1989 
recording of The Four Seasons.116 Ever since, the segment has continued to find many of the 
Seasons' attributes ideal for gaining popularity for an upcoming artist. Being a solo concerto  
involving many spectacular fast passages it serves well in building a cult image and status of 
the classic virtuoso figure.  As its  bright melodies (also well  known from restaurants,  hotel 
115 Aside from Clayderman, Kennedy, Mae and Bond the following artists have all performed covers based the  

Vivaldi piece: David Garrett, Hayley Westenra, The Piano Guys, Csilla Szentpéteri
116 The campaign borrowed techniques from popular music marketing practices, as discussed in more detail in  

the next sub-chapter. 
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elevators and mobile phone ring tones) are relatively short, closed forms, its easy to use them 
in commercials and TV programmes. 

Thanks  to  the  ritornello  form  these  short  melodies  are  repeated  many  times  within 
movements, therefore further enabling the easy acquiring of the themes. Numerous repetitions 
are found not only in the large form, but also within small passages (the themes themselves 
often consist of a-a-b-c, or a-a-av parts), and the extensive use of sequences also make the music 
more easy to follow. 

This repetitive nature of the themes is contrasted with structurally and harmonically less 
predictable episodes, the dramaturgical roles of which Paul Everett writes:

“[Vivaldi]  understood  that,  although  flights  of  invention  and  feats  of  virtuosity 
momentarily distract the ear, these very distractions are, paradoxically, a principal 
means of structural cohesion. By their restlessness and novelty, the episodes offset 
the ritornellos whose attributes are stability and familiarity;  by drawing attention 
away from the ritornello they increase the significance of its recurrence and thus 
underpin the long-term function of the tutti framework.” (P. Everett, 1996, p. 46)

Vivaldi not only had a good sense of form, he also had an intuitive feel for successful  
marketing.  By  giving  names  to  his  concertos  and thus  connecting  his  music  to  commonly 
known  extra-musical  meanings  (elements  of  nature)  he  significantly  raised  the  popularity 
potential of his work. 

“In the competitive world of concerto publishing a set with a name stood a greater 
chance of attracting attention than one advertised simply as 'Concerti'; a title full of  
tantalizing  promise had the  additional  advantage of  implying that  the  music  was 
extraordinary and well  worth buying and playing.  … [Vivaldi]  deserves  credit  for 
understanding,  more than his rivals did, that concertos needed to find a new and 
attractive identity...” (P. Everett, 1996, p. 17)

Everett also suggests that in The Four Seasons the titles (and the seemingly pre-conceptual 
programmes) were actually added to the concertos by Vivaldi after their completion, as was the 
case in much of his earlier works, that is, he compiled some of his existing compositions into  
this collection, and based on some of their respective musical features he attached names like 
Spring or Winter to the pieces afterwards. In this respect it would be wishful thinking to see in 
his Op 8 a collective integrity of 'programme music'. Be that as it may, for millions of listeners,  
associating musical sections with imagined landscapes and animals, as encouraged by the titles,  
has given an extra pleasure to the listening experience. 

The  work's  wide  popularity  owing  to  all  its  features  discussed  above,  along  with  its 
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suitability  for  displaying  a  solo  artist's  virtuosity,  makes  it  a  marketing  division's  dream. 
Marius Carboni in his book “Marketing strategies in the UK Classical Music Business” writes: 

“Companies have been using ‘outward looking’ methods (defined as non-traditional 
marketing concepts to the classical music genre) in order to attract a larger consumer 
base, drawn from people who are not knowledgeable in classical music (and, as Classic 
FM radio has demonstrated, need not be).” (Carboni, 2011, p. 29)

For establishing new artists and new projects suitable for such a larger consumer base the 
concept of creating various re-interpretations of Vivaldi's The Four Seasons has proven to be 
highly successful.
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Grand mission or well-sounding slogan?

Do electronic dance-style re-arrangements of classical melodies bring audiences closer to 
classical  music?  Many  classical-crossover  artists  express  such  desires  in  their  promotional 
communication, and fans also report that they discovered never-before-heard music with the 
help  of  crossover  covers.  Many  writers  criticizing  classical-crossover  projects  claim  that 
whenever classical  music  is  forced to take part  in the mainstream competition of  an open 
market, it suffers some degree of reduction and simplification that actually does more harm 
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Mood, character 

Extra-musical meaning 

Memorable melodies

Clear form

A marketing division's dream

– Bright, positive mood

– Rhythmic drive 

– Powerful  sudden  dynamic  changes  (eg.  Solo-tutti 
changes)  - also making the form clear

– Programmatic  composition  –  associations  to  the 
creatures and phenomena of nature

– simple,  diatonic  melodies  –  often  based  on  notes  of 
tertian chords 

– simple harmonic structures, clear chord functions, long 
phrases emphasizing tonic positions

– Several  repetitions  of  short  motives  as  well  as  long 
themes

– Ritornello form – familiar from  pop music's refrains 

– Sequential patterns – increased predictability 

– Firmly  established  piece  in  the  classical  repertoire  – 
symbolic representative of western classical music itself 

– solo  concerto  –  ideal  for  building  cult  status  for  the 
virtuoso figure

– relatively short structures, short movements – ideal for 
broadcasting  (mini  appearances  in  talk  shows, 
commercials, etc.)  

Illustration 5.1: Key attributes of Vivaldi's "The Four Seasons" as the classical-crossover artists' ideal choice for  
re-arrangement
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than good to the art music genre.117  Parties on the opposite side of this debate claim, however, 
that with the help of crossover projects classical music can better embrace the change, and 
draw in new audiences and consequently fresh powers of creativity. Instead of taking a stand 
on  this  debate  and  attempting  to  predict  how  these  projects  will  influence  the  future  of 
classical music, we will rather observe what musical elements are effected in the process of 
making the music “more accessible”. How exactly do these four artists try to make classical 
music more popular and more accessible? What parameters of the original Vivaldi piece are 
changed in the  new adaptations and how? To what extent do they employ musical solutions of  
'serious' art music that could lead to a better understanding of complex classical works (as 
often suggested by their marketing slogans)? Despite many criticism coming from academic 
positions,   relatively  little  scholarly  musicological  discussion  has  been  dedicated  to 
classical-crossover, and that is the intended niche for this section. 

Commercial predetermination vs Creative potential 

Taking  into  consideration  that  these  projects'  musical  content  is  often  shaped  by 
profit-oriented decisions of a larger team that sets many limitations and expectations for the 
composer/arranger,  the  observation  of  the  music  should  also  include  an  aspect  of  how 
experimental and creative ambitions can still prevail, these boundaries notwithstanding.  In 
the following sections the four projects will also be compared according to this aspect.

117 Se arguments of Norman Lebrecht, Allen Gimbel or Justin Davidson in (Millington, 2007, p. 163)
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5.2.1. “The Four Seasons” by Nigel Kennedy

“...world-wide sales for a top violinist directed by a major conductor with one of the 
best orchestras in the world performing, for example, the Beethoven Violin Concerto, 
would have a sales target set at 25K for each year. By comparison, the ‘Four Seasons’  
campaign  sold  a  million copies  in  the  first  three  years  of  its  release.  As  EW.com 
reported  in 1992:  ‘Along with  Nadja  Salerno-Sonnenberg and Anne-Sophie  Mutter 
[two international violinists], he [Kennedy] is proof that sex and violins sell. In a field 
where 10,000 discs is a respectable sales figure, his 1989 EMI Classics recording of 
Vivaldi's The Four Seasons sold more than a million copies.’  […] The Four Seasons  
campaign began a trend for the opportunity of high volume sales of classical music, 
through different marketing concepts copied from the pop genre of the business.” 
(Carboni, 2011, p. 34)

Both the unorthodox marketing and the musical content of the '89 album contributed to 
its extraordinary success. Here, we will take a look at its musical characteristics.

Versions

Through the years since his first recording of the piece Kennedy returned to the Seasons 
many  times,  always  presenting  a  fresh  approach  and  even  adding  newly  composed  and 
improvised sections in more recent performances. In 2013 Kennedy appeared at the BBC Proms 
with  members  of  his  jazz  band  The  Orchestra  of  Life  accompanying  the  Palestine  Strings. 
Joining the original  movements on that occasion were various added interludes with piano 
solos,  Arabic  folk-style  cantillation,  blues  and  swing  passages,  and  spontaneous  jamming 
backed  up  by  Latin  percussion  beats.  This  analysis  focuses  primarily  on  the  more-or-less 
truthful  original  '89  recording,  while  occasionally  commenting  on  some  aspects  of  the 
extended, 2013 Proms version.         

Form118, dynamics and rhythm

The structure of the '89 recording includes no significant changes made to the original 
piece, except for some melodic embellishments (e.g. in the 2nd mvt. Of Spring) and cadenzas 
befitting  the  style  of  the  period.  With  extremely  polarized  dynamics,  however,  this 
performance  adds  some  additional  dimensions  to  the  articulation  of  phrases.  In  the  first  

118 In this analysis the sheet music bar-numbers of the original Vivaldi materials refer to those in the Ricordi 
edition (Vivaldi, 1950)
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movement of Spring, for example, Kennedy suddenly changes to pianissimo for a moment in 
the second theme, generating an echo-like effect and thus counteracting the theme's repetitive 
nature. (see  Illustration 5.2) He often applies this principle at repeated motives and phrases 
throughout the piece: each repetition is performed with varied dynamics (usually softer) and 
with different tone colour. Evidencing Kennedy's very clear and individual vision of the large 
form  the  performance  is  filled  with  extreme crescendi  and  decrescendi  (unmarked  in  the 
original score) applied to longer passages, that are otherwise marked with only general f or p  
dynamics, to ensure a cohesive attraction strongly leading one section into another. 

Monotony is further avoided by slight changes in other performance parameters, such as 
rhythmic articulation and tempi. Most cadenzas are played very freely, contrasting the steady 
rhythms of surrounding passages. 

The most adventurous excursions from the original sheet music can be found in the 2nd 

movement of  Autumn, where slow vibrato,  harmonic glissandi,  sul  ponticello tremolos and 
other special effects are improvised over the original framework. A short intro and a cadenza 
also including many effects can be found before and after the movement. The Winter's second 
movement  is  also  introduced  with  a  short  improvised  section  based  on  the  movement's  
motives. 

 In the 2013 Proms version alterations are made to instrumentation and form as well.  
Instruments from the Orchestra of Life add jazz-sound elements; for the continuo part they use 
a piano (instead of lute and harpsichord as in the '89 version), and upright bass as well as subtle  
acoustic  percussion  beats  help  articulate  the  rhythmic  energies.  Rhythmic  vitality  is  also 
achieved by placing extremely heavy accents on certain beats in the fast movements. While 
these  accents  are  usually  played  only  on  the  main  beats  in  the  '89  version,  the  Proms 
performance  utilizes  poly-rhythmic  techniques  of  jazz  by  involving  many  strong  off-beat 
accents.  In  the  “Storm”  (finale  movement  of  Summer)  Kennedy  breaks  up  the  ¾  beat  by 
creating diverse sub-groupings with these off-beat accents. Thus - once again counteracting 
rhythmic monotony - new metric feels of 6/8 and 3/2 are added, as illustrated in the following 
two examples: 
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Illustration 5.2: Counteracting melodic monotony with sudden changes in dynamics. Nigel  
Kennedy's 1989 recording of Spring by Antonio Vivaldi
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More Noise

Similarly to the tendency in Western art music to make ever increasing use of percussion 
instruments, effects and special performance techniques, the distortions and electronic effects 
defining popular music's sound evolution also show that in the process of making the sound 
more powerful and saturated the upper harmonics, noise-elements and treble-rich timbres are 
playing more and more important roles. In the heightened hardness of sound in rock / heavy  
metal, just as in the overwhelming energy of today's dub step and hard electro trends, we can  
observe the increased emphasis on mid-high and high frequency noise elements. 

In  contrast  to  the  early  music  movement's  concept  of  using  historical  instruments, 
Kennedy  employs  modern  ones,  and  also  applies  some  special  effects  and  unorthodox 
techniques to bring freshness and energy to the sound of the recording.

''the  authentic  movement,  although  reviving  one  set  of  historical  skills  shows 
disrespect for the past by ignoring the skills developed for musical communication 
over the last 150 years... if a piece of music belongs only to the time in which it was 
written, it should not be played today'' – Kennedy 119 

Risking  even  the  loss  of  perfectly  polished  clear  notes,  priority  is  given  instead  to 
spontaneity, “character”, and dynamic and rhythmic vitality. Forte passages of fast movements 
are performed with such frantic energies, that the resulting violin timbre, to fans of the more 

119 In: (March, 2013)
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Illustration 5.3: Poly-rhythmic feel created by off-beat accents and metric sub-divisions in Nigel Kennedy's 2013  
performance of the 3rd mvt. of Summer by A. Vivaldi
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traditional classical sound, might seem too hard or even metallic; the powerful, raw and noisy 
quality is produced by using techniques such as sul ponticello,  extreme bow pressure, long 
bendings and harmonic glissandi (as in the 2nd mvt of Autumn), in-between-note noises, Bartók 
pizzicatos and bow banging (in the finale of Autumn). But Kennedy's deliberate distancing of 
himself from associations of good behaviour and delicacy in sound is in perfect sync with his 
familiar,  loosely  funny bad-boy  genius  virtuoso  character,  which brings  the  whole  musical 
product, as a package, closer to the notion of  authenticity,  a notion heavily emphasized and 
appreciated in the world of popular music.  

To summarize, Kennedy's approach to performing or rearranging Vivaldi's piece highly 
respects  the original  work's  overall  structure;  alterations  made to the form do not include 
deleting, shortening or simplifying sections, but rather extending, adding improvisation and 
new instrumentation ideas. Keys, melodies and harmonization are kept unchanged (except for 
some  colouring  by  piano  jazz  chords  in  the  Proms  version).  The  most  obvious  signs  of  
modernizing intentions can be found in the domain of Sound and Timbre and in the emphasis  
on  Rhythm. Crisp  rhythmic  energies  of  fast  movements  stem  from the  extremely  fast  yet 
precisely articulated tempi and very heavy accents (in off-beat positions in the Proms version) 
generating a frantic and expressive drive familiar from modern popular music genres. 

All  modifications  made  to  the  original  piece  support  creative  principles  of  enhancing 
versatility in as many musical domains as possible (e.g. avoiding identical repetitions), thus 
“avoiding banalities”  and making the music  more unpredictable and more exciting,  ideally 
matching its intended concert-venue type reception.     
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5.2.2. “Medley of the Four Seasons” by Richard Clayderman
The medley of the Four Seasons is a rearranged compilation of excerpts from the Vivaldi 

piece made by Clayderman's producers Olivier Toussaint and Gérard Salesses in the collage-like 
style of Hooked on Classics (See Chapter 4.2.3). Performed by Clayderman on the piano and by 
strings  of  the  Royal  Philharmonic  Orchestra  main  themes  from  the  Vivaldi  concertos  are 
played  on top of an ongoing electronic disco beat. The recording appeared on Clayderman's 
1990 album 'My Classic Collection'. In the liner notes of the CD he writes:

“I saw a video recording of a TV show of Nigel Kennedy playing a rock version of 
Spring, from Vivaldi's Four Seasons which inspired the medley of the four seasons on 
the last track of this album. Transposing a work written for violin did at first pose 
some questions, but Antonio Vivaldi, like his contemporary J S Bach were among the 
first 17th and 18th century composers to introduce dynamic vitality and rhythm into 
their compositions, making therefore the transposition possible; I'm convinced that, 
had there been today's percussion instruments in their day, then Vivaldi and J S Bach 
most certainly would have used them!” (Clayderman, 1990)

It is fairly ironic that he mentions Kennedy as an inspiration, as professional admiration 
between them was not mutual; in a documentary interview made in the same year, Kennedy, 
answering the question “what do you think classical music has to offer for kids nowadays” says:

“I  think it's  got  something  to  offer  to  anyone who  wants  to  listen  to  more than 
Clayderman or Jason Donovan.” [laughs] 120

Although the two artists have a seemingly similar concept of  approaching a Baroque piece 
with modernizing intentions, Clayderman (or more to the point: his producers) chose to realize 
this  concept  with  very  different  methods.  Presumably,  it  is  this  difference  in  the  ways  of 
elaboration  and  in  the  underlying  compositional  principles  that  is  being  reflected  on  by 
Kennedy in his contemptuous statement about Clayderman. So what is it that makes Kennedy's 
music “more classical” than Clayderman's?

Both musicians had classical training, though Clayderman's involvement in the tracks as 
interpreter  (and  not  as  composer)  makes  this  fact  rather  irrelevant  to  the  issue  of  
arrangement, which was made by his producers, who, on the other hand, had relatively little  
classical training. 121 
120 Nigel Kennedy   Vivaldi The 4 Seasons full (documentary), 1990
121 Olivier  Toussaint  grew  up in  a  classically  trained  family,  but  classical  music  “did  not  fit  to  his  musical  

expectations. Other than classical music, he was very interested in jazz, easy listening, semi-classical, and pop 
music.” -  (“Olivier Toussaint - Wikipedia,” 2015) He soon became involved in popular song-writing, winning 
several awards and selling millions of copies of his songs.
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Rhythm, dynamics

Clayderman's claim in the CD's liner “had there been today's percussion instruments in 
their day, then Vivaldi and J S Bach most certainly would have used them” suggests that his  
focusing  on  the  rhythmical  aspects  is  something  that  he  has  in  common  with  Kennedy. 
However, in the Clayderman Medley rhythmic modernization is realized in the following ways: 

The  rhythm  section  consists  of  a  softly  played  electric  bass  (usually  doubling  the 
celli/contrabassi lines), and the digitally programmed drum machine track. The tempo of the 
piece remains the same throughout the 5-minute medley,  without any ritardandi or agogic 
gestures, and the drum pattern also remains mostly unchanged. The 4/4 beat imperturbably 
goes on even at sections where the orchestral instruments play the original material in 3/4 
(from  the  3rd movement  of  Winter).  There  are  no  dynamic  differences,  no  soft  sections, 
crescendi or decrescendi in the drum track, except for  slight contrasts in sections where only  
the bass drum carries on without the snare hits. Some stops and one-measure fill-ins with toms 
can  be  found  before  more  intensive  refrain-like  sections,  but,  apart  from  that,  the  drum 
programming is very basic, and because of the digital quantization it sounds severely robotic 
and  inorganic.  Perhaps  conforming  to  this  dynamic  uniformity  caused  by  the  early 
undeveloped drum track technologies, the acoustic instruments are also played without much 
volume contrasts, remaining mostly within a mf-mp range. Identical repetitions are performed 
with identical dynamics and articulation. 

Returning to the subject introduced in the CD liner notes, it can be stated that a classically  
trained musician who admires and deeply understands Vivaldi's and J S Bach's music (along 
with their preferences of  avoiding monotony),  most certainly would imagine a much more 
refined  use  of  percussion  instruments  in  a  Vivaldi-utopia  than  that  is  presented  in  the  
Clayderman Medley.       

Form122 

Being a medley the structure of the piece is defined by the ordering and linking of the 
compiled  excerpts.  This  form  analysis  attempts  to  observe  the  main  editing  principles  by 
identifying which sections of the original piece were chosen to be included and which ones 
were left  out.  The underlying aesthetics  of  the  arrangement can thus  be revealed with  an 
examination of why certain sections seemed more useful or valuable for the producers than 
others. The following illustration shows the results of this form analysis, also displaying which 
bars from which concertos were used in the medley.  

122 In this analysis the sheet music bar-numbers of the original Vivaldi materials refer to those in the Ricordi 
edition (Vivaldi, 1950)
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The analysis shows that the chosen sections are, in almost all cases, the very melodious  
and structurally clear themes. The harmonically challenging and structurally less predictable 
episodes are left out.  

Transitions  between  the  compiled  themes  are  bluntly  resolved  by  joining  some 
enharmonically  connectible  bars,  or  by  inserting  modulating  fill-in  bars  using  extraneous 
transitory chords. 

Despite  these  critically  described  features  that  show  significant  differences  from 
Kennedy's  more sophisticated  approach,  the  track  and the  album was  very  popular  in  the 
heyday of the “easy-listening classical” genre in the 90s, and it still enjoys great popularity:  
user-uploaded  YouTube  videos  of  the  medley  have  millions  of  views123,  and  viewers 
enthusiastically praise the music and the performance. Its soft piano sounds, familiar melodies  
and unambitious structure make it a perfect choice for unwinding and effortless relaxation or 
background listening. Its has supposedly the same audience that is targeted by Classic FM and 
the light classical or new classical genres with the concept of popularizing classical music even 
at the cost of loosing its rhythmic, dynamic and structural complexity and versatility.  

123 See the YouTube video (RICHARD CLAYDERMAN - MEDLEY, 2008) with over 3 million views.
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Time Section Used materials (with their bar position in the original Vivaldi piece)

0'00 A Spring 1st movement bars 1 - 10

0'20 bars 32 - 47

0'54 B Summer 1st mvt. bars 31 - 51

1'40 3rd mvt. bars 197 - 226

2'28 - 1 fill in bar with modulation -

2'30 C Autumn 1st mvt. bars 1 - 22

3'20 bars 27 - 31

3'29 D Winter 1st  mvt. bars 20 - 26 ½

3'57 bars 56 ½ – 62

4'26 3rd  mvt. bars 219 – 234

4'50 - 2 fill in bars with modulation -

4'53 A (revised) Spring 1st  mvt.  bars 77 - 83

Illustration 5.4: Form of Richard Clayderman's “Medley of the Four Seasons” - Vivaldi's original materials arranged  
in a collage structure (colour-coded thematic materials)
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5.2.3. “Winter” by Bond
The  Australian/British  all-female  group  Bond  is,  according  to  their  website,  “the 

best-selling  string quartet  in  the  history  of  the  music  industry” with  more than 4  million  
albums sold. The group started as a project envisioned by producers Mike Batt and Mel Bush, 
whose initial  concept was to recruit  members  into a group of  “four beautiful  and talented 
musicians”124. They are signed to the major label Decca. Their début album “born” was banned 
from the classical  music  charts  because  of  the  heavy  presence  of  synth-pop elements  and 
because  it  was  said  to  be  “not  classical  enough”125.  Although in  more  recent  public  media 
appearances the band members claim they never called themselves a classical string quartet, 
their  marketing  history  includes  many  attempts  to  attach  associations  of  classical  music 
sophistication and “high art” prestige to the band's work. 

But what ingredients of Bond's music have any real  connections to classical/art music 
traditions? Millington argues that the three basic elements are: the string quartet format, the 
classical  training background of  the members,  and their  repertoire.  If,  however,  we take a 
closer look at these elements, we find that 

1): their instruments are electronic string instruments, and a significant part of the “Bond 
sound”  is  provided  by  many  additional  electronic  instruments  (electronic  drums,  basses,  
synths, samples, sound effects etc.). Bond's rich acoustic strings sound is also produced with 
the help of playback tracks of a large string ensemble (often created by studio techniques like 
overdubbing), thus, in reality, Bond is a quartet PLUS a myriad of other external sounds, in 
contrast to other crossover quartets, like the Turtle Island Quartet or FourPlay Quartet, that 
experiment with sounds and effects produced by creatively extending techniques of playing 
acoustic instruments or imitating other instruments with live effects.

2): The training of musicians does not necessarily provide direct information on the actual  
genre or style of a particular piece they perform.  It might give us some clues about influences 
on their performance techniques,  but not on the principles of the very organization of the 
elements used in a certain piece, especially when their training was performance-related, and 
not composition-related. A trained jazz musician may perform straight-forward heavy metal,  
just as Rumanian folk musicians can take part in Hollywood film music projects.       

3):  Bond's  repertoire  does  not  include  full-form  classical  concert  pieces.  The  covers, 
remixes and re-arrangements they perform instead include short segments, easily recognizable 
popular themes taken from art music pieces. Their shows do not aim to lead the listener's  
attention to original works of other individuals through their humble performances, but to 

124 (“Bond (band) - Wikipedia,” 2015)
125 (realwire.com, 2009)
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present the uniqueness and originality of the ways Bond use bits of these works, and so help 
them as performers become the centres of attention. 

Thus, having seen that Bond's string quartet format is an “optical illusion”, their training 
was not classical composition-oriented, and their repertoire only seems to be classical, we can 
conclude that these arguments used to verify their music's connection to classical traditions 
are problematic. 

If we take a look at another argument, one that tries to prove how they are NOT classical, 
we find further difficulties:  

“the drum, groove and sound effect accompaniments used by the group and the fact 
that none of Bond's works has been written by “a recognized classical composer” puts 
Bond's work “...outside the classical idiom...” Midapp in (Millington, 2007, p. 24)  

This  reasoning  also  has  weak  points,  because  once  in  a  while  a  recognized  classical 
composer can just as well  participate in popular music projects, or if  classical qualification 
were to be sufficient, then the works written by the classically trained cellist could be called 
classical.  For  the  use  of  drums  and  sound  effects  we  can  find  numerous  examples  in  the  
avant-garde art music world. 

This  shows  the  necessity  of  closely  examining  the  music  itself  with  regard  to  its 
underlying organization principles and methods. The motivation behind Bond's crossing over 
is often communicated to be introducing new audiences to classical music.  

- Do you think that thanks to your music people are able to get closer to classical  
music? 

-  I  think what we have done is  we try  to make music as  accessible as  we can to  
different audiences and you know we have lots of followers that are children and all 
sorts of different generations, and people have written to us saying that they took up 
violin or classical instruments because of our music. (Counsell, 2012)

In an interview for the American “Evening Magazine”, while discussing about rearranging 
pieces of classical composers, Bond was asked the question: “Is Beethoven rolling over in his 
grave or smiling do you think?” Eos Counsel (violinist) answers:  

“[...] I think they would be all up for it.” , then Tania Davis (violinist) remarks: 

“It's really exciting what you can do [with classical music], I mean, a great melody is a 
great melody”. (Counsell & Davis, 2006)

Again, the question arises: do great melodies and string instruments mean classical music?
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Four Seasons remix commissioned by Peugeot

Bond's  “Winter”,  which is  the focus  of  this  analysis,  was  created  as  part  of  a  musical  
project commissioned by Peugeot to advertise their 308 Coupé Cabriolet vehicle in 2009. The 
car is a convertible – optimal for all seasons. The 4 tracks were downloadable from Peugeot's 
website. All group members took part in arranging the remixes, from which “Summer” and 
“Winter” were released in extended forms on the Bond album “Play”. The commercial includes 
a 30 second edit, but this analysis is based on the extended, four-minute album version.    

Sound and dynamics

Adopting to commercial trends and market-orientation the majority of popular music and 
commercial  music  has  become  involved  in  the  “Loudness  War”.  Advanced  mixing  and 
mastering  techniques  have  been  used  increasingly  to  boost  the  perceived  loudness  of 
recordings so that they stand out from the crowd of competitors.   

“Every artist and label feel they need to crush their music onto CD at the highest 
possible level, for fear of not being “competitive” – and in the process removing all  
the contrast, all the light, shade and depth – ruining the sound.  In order to achieve 
these super-high levels, the music has to be squashed up against the digital maximum 
level “ceiling” – reducing the difference between the peak and average levels in the 
music. In the process, the contrast between loud and soft moments (often referred to 
as the dynamic range) is dramatically reduced.” (Shepherd, 2011)  

Although many sound engineers attempt to fight this tendency, it is still very common in 
mainstream popular music production. 

Having been created for a car commercial, Bond's Winter also utilizes dramatic dynamic 
compression, which defines the sound of their otherwise natural acoustic string instruments. 
The recording was made with close microphone positions, possibly so that little room ambiance 
is picked up, and the instruments can sound as direct and close as the powerful synth sounds 
and  electronic  beats  accompanying  them.  This  technique  also  increases  the  'noisy' 
high-frequency  content  of  the  string  recording  resulting  in  an  aggressively  bright  overall  
timbre.  Electronic  dance music's  saw-tooth  synth  timbres,  sweeps  and  other  sound effects 
dominate the backing tracks, and the characteristic low-pass filtering is also applied to the 
string tracks to substitute feeling of the otherwise eliminated crescendos and to create the 
impression of  'approaching'. 

The  dominant  techno  and  drum&bass-influenced  drum  track  dictates  a  fast  tempo to 
which  all  rhythmic  elements  of  even  the  acoustic  tracks  are  aligned  with  machine-like 
rhythmic precision. Sixteenth-notes, digitally quantized to the beat, are performed at equally 
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loud  volumes  throughout  the  track  without  any  significant  accentuation,  which  also 
contributes to the overall loudness, density and saturation of the sound.     

Form126

Materials  used in Bond's remix are taken from the first movement of  Vivaldi's Winter 
concerto. Certain sections (sometimes as short as one chord) are cut and copied to build new 
passages. The intro is a new, prolonged tonic section built up from a one-shot sample repeated 
32 times: the sample is taken from the c minor chord of bar 13. During the intro a gradually 
opening low-pass filter is applied over this minimalistic repetition of the same sample. 

126 In this analysis the sheet music bar-numbers of the original Vivaldi materials refer to those in the Ricordi 
edition  (Vivaldi, 1950) 
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Illustration 5.5: Repeated sound bits from Vivaldi's Winter are used to build new sections in Bond's remix
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  This intro is followed by a section based on bars 12-18 but including slight modifications. 
The original material found on the first beat is copy-pasted to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th beat of the bar, 
thus eliminating the original small variations in the passage and creating instead a piece of 
repetitive new material. (The copy-pasting is done by editing the audio, as opposed to it being 
actually played four times, consequently all four beats of the bar sound exactly the same) This 
concept is carried through in the “Verse section”. 

In the following sections bars 18-46 of the original are performed relatively truthfully to  
the original score's structure. The arrangement supports a dynamic build-up leading into the 
highly popular theme from bar 23, treated here as a “Chorus”. All the sections presented so far 
are from now on used in the fashion of a popular song's Intro, Verse and Chorus, with some 
added “solo” sections (built from the first episode of the original), and the second half of the  
remix follows the same structural order as the first half;  to build up the large form whole 
sections are copy-pasted. 

Illustration 5.7 presents the whole structure of the remix, while  Illustration 5.8 displays 
how the original  Vivaldi  piece's  material  is  built  into the  new versions,  also  showing how 
copy-paste techniques are used to create repetitions in the form both in small and large scales. 
This latter illustration also represents how the same Winter themes are used in the previously  
analyzed Clayderman medley. 
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Illustration 5.6: Replacing the original one-bar passage with four identical copy-pasted beats in the verse section  
of Bond's "Winter"
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All the techniques used in the processes of editing, arranging and mixing parts of Bond's 
Winter originate from practices of electronic dance music production. The greater part of the 
composition and production work is done in a digital audio workstation, with the help of which 
large blocks (sections) as well  as  smaller samples are arranged using digital cut-copy-paste 
methods. Its compositional principles aim for the piece's suitability for the dance-floor. It also 
becomes evident from the form analysis, which shows that compared to the original piece the  
remix has an even stronger emphasis on repetitions: in minimalistic structures as well as in the  
use  of  the  chorus-concept  making  the  great  form  similar  to  a  popular  song's  structure.  
Although the track provides the energetic drive to be expected from an electronic dance remix, 
its  sound  design  is  far  from  innovative  when  compared  to  the  cutting-edge  underground 
electro  trends  of  the  years  of  its  creation.  Its  rather  conservative  sound effects  and drum 
programming are reminiscent of the trance styles of the late 90s and early 2000s. This helps the  
track's sound  to be considered modern enough but still mainstream and familiar.

Visual communication

The  creation  of  perfectly  symmetrical  units  in  the  editing  and  arrangement  of 
intra-musical  elements  are  both  in  harmony with the  emphasis  on  symmetrically  “perfect 
beauty” in their visual image and style. The image of Bond capitalizes heavily on its female 
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Time Section Length Used materials (bar position in the original Vivaldi piece)

0'00 Intro 4 chord from bar 13 - repeated 32 x                              

0'13 “Verse” 6 + ½ bars 12 – 18 with minimal-repetitive variations*

0'34 “Pre-chorus” ½ + 4 bars 18 ½ – 22 

0'45 “Chorus” 8 bars 23 - 26 2 x  (once without beat, then with it) 

1'11 “Solo” part 1 20 bars 27 – 33 

1'33 “Solo” part 2 13 bars 34 – 46 

2'17 Intro variation 4 2 bars: synth arpeggios, + 2 bars: string chord from bar 12

2'30 “Verse” 6 + ½ bars 12 – 18 with minimal-repetitive variations*  

2'51 “Pre-chorus” ½ + 4 bars 18 ½ – 22 

3'03 “Chorus” 8 bars 23 - 26 2 x (once without beat, then with it) 

3'28 “Solo” (short) 7 bars 27 – 33 

3'52 Closing bar 1 first chord of bar 34  

Illustration 5.7: Form of Bond's “Winter" - Vivaldi's original materials arranged into the structure of a pop song  
(colour-coded thematic materials)
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members' sex appeal. Their team of stylists helps them enhance powers of attractiveness, with 
myriad  tools  familiar  in  the  top  model  business  (including  mini  skirts,  brave  décolletages,  
make-up and hair-style).  

“crossover artists such as Bond have to define themselves against classical artists in 
order  to  achieve  mainstream  success.  Much of  this  comes  down  to  presentation. 
Popular perception dictates that classical musicians are stuffy and staid [...] and this is 
largely because of their dress. So while classical artists are typically seen in bouffant 
evening gowns, crossover stars are snapped in slinky mini dresses, or nothing at all –  
Bond have previously done a tasteful nude photo shoot.” (Battle, 2009) 

Their  visual  style  and  performance  delivery  are  largely  influenced  by  popular  music 
traditions,  including  the  live  performances'  spectacular  gestures  and  stage  design.  As 
Millington claims, Bond is marketed as a pop group with a difference. They use associations of  
classical music in two ways: embracing them to represent refinement and artistic skills, and 
also opposing them to avoid being considered elitist and inaccessible. 
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5.2.4. “Storm” by Vanessa Mae
British violinist Vanessa Mae's cover of the 3rd movement of Vivaldi's Summer concerto 

was released with the title “Storm” on her eponymous 1997 album. The track features acoustic 
and electric  violin as  well  as  electronic  drum loops  and synth sounds.  It  was produced by  
renowned song-writer/producer Andy Hill in collaboration with the then 16-year old Vanessa 
Mae.  

Form127, rhythm, sound, dynamics

The track's  structure  is  based  on  the  first  100  bars  of  the  original  presto  movement.  
Sections are played in their original order; however, some shorter passages are immediately 
repeated, thus creating more symmetrical units with lengths of 4, 8 and 16 bars.

127 In  this  analysis  the  sheet  music  bar-numbers  of  the  original  Vivaldi  materials  refer  to  those  in  the 
Youscribe.com Mutopia Project edition (Vivaldi, 2010)
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Section Materials used (with their bar position in the original Vivaldi piece)

Intro bars 1 – 9 (stretched / slowed down) 

pause 

Part 1 bars 1 – 9

+ 1 bar (bar 5's stop repeated ) 

Part 2 (Chorus) bars 10 – 17

bars 10 – 17 repeated

Part 3 bars 18 – 66

Part 4 bars 67 – 69

bars 67 – 69 repeated

bars 70 – 73

bars 70 – 73 repeated

Part 5 bars 74 – 100

+ 1 bar pause 

Part 6 (Chorus) bars 10 – 29 repeated

Ending bars 29 - 31 repeated

bars 122 – 123

bars 29 – 30 repeated

bars 125 – 130 (the last beat of 129 eliminated, 130 prolonged)

Illustration 5.9: Form of Vanessa Mae's “Storm” - Vivaldi's original materials arranged into a two-chorus pop song  
(colour-coded thematic materials)
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After the rearrangement of  these first  100 bars the remix does  not continue with the 
original theme and new episode sections, but leaves these out and instead inserts a repetition 
of the parts introduced earlier (bars 10-29), creating the feel of a popular song's Chorus section.  
After this newly constructed Chorus the remix concludes with the original piece's end section 
(from bar 125). Illustration 5.11 displays the results of the analysis that reveals which sections 
of the original were used or left out.

Although this remix's backing tracks use beats, sounds and effects familiar from electronic 
dance music pieces of the late 90s, in contrast to the majority of the genre's tracks being in 4/4, 
the  meter  of  “Storm”  is  kept  in  3/4  time.  This  creates  an  unusual  rhythmic  feel.  The 
mysteriously  dark  and  fuzzy  intro  is  also  a  result  of  using  electronic  music  production 
techniques: it is created by digitally re-sampling the audio recording of bars 1-9, thus radically 
slowing down and lowering the pitch of the audio. Following this rhythmically unclear slow 
intro  section  the  steady  3/4  beat  starts  and  remains  dominant  throughout  the  track.  The 
dominance  of  the  ongoing  digitally  fixed  beat  results  in  the  elimination  of  any  agogicas, 
ritardandi and fermatas. While Kennedy's Storm preserves the marked fermata in the 5 th bar of 
the Presto, ensuring the impact of bar 6 entering after a pause of unforeseeable length, Vanessa 
Mae's  remix  eliminates  this  timely  uncertainty  by  leaving  the  drumbeat  carrying  on even 
during the one-bar pause. (See Illustration below)

Another remarkable modification made to the original structure of the beginning few bars  
is  the  creation  of  one  additional  bar  before  bar  10.  This  alteration  turns  the  originally 
asymmetric passage (4+1 + 4) into a symmetrical (4+1 + 4+1) call and answer structure.        

When compared to Bond's remix of Winter the Storm remix shows more creativity in terms of 
arrangement. For example, at 2:50 the electric guitar doubles the contrabass line an octave higher but 
with a highly syncopated pop rhythm. For the playful contrapuntal answering between the solo violin 
and the 1st violin in the “Chorus” (from bar 10) the acoustic and electric violins are used alternately, 
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Illustration 5.10: Removing fermatas and creating symmetry in "Storm" by Vanessa Mae
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thus enhancing timbre differences. Cutting-edge drum loops and drum sounds are used in fairly organic 
and diversified ways, with rhythmic variations and more dynamic and timbre contrasts compared to the 
Winter's drum track.  In part 4 the drums are temporarily removed, and a very soft section prepares for 
the impact of the return of the beat. 
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5.2.5. Conclusions
The purpose of analyzing and comparing four different adaptations of the Vivaldi piece 

was to examine what musical elements are effected in the process of making the music more 
accessible. The results generally show that 

– in all 4 cases the instrumentation and the sound is modernized in some way or another,

– dynamic ranges are compressed (except by Kennedy)

– form and structure is very often simplified (except by Kennedy),

– there is little or no evidence of crossover creativity in the domain of (re-)harmonization 

– and  as  common  in  popular  music  there  is  a  strong  emphasis  on  the  visual 
communication of the artists

Now let's take a more detailed look at the similarities and differences within each of these  
above categories. 

Though Kennedy's  approach  was  found  to  be  different  in  many ways,  the  sound  and 
timbre is modernized in all 4 cases. In Clayderman's, Bond's and Mae's versions the overall  
timbre is modified according to the fashion of the most recent pop music trends: this is usually 
achieved by adding electronic drum beats and sound effects. Due to the digitally perfect timing 
of these electronic drum tracks, tempo changes and rubato-playing are eliminated. In these 
electronic renditions the dynamic range is compressed, and an overall loudness is more typical 
then unexpected volume changes or accentuation. Kennedy has proved to be an exception. His 
way  of  modernizing  the  sound  is  found  in  performance  techniques  rather  than  in 
instrumentation.  With  his  furiously  fast  tempi,  and  highly  rhythmic  staccato  playing,  for 
example, and by applying increased bow-pressure on the violin, that therefore produces an 
overtone-rich/noisy kind of sound, he makes the sound of classical string instruments more 
percussive,  more  aggressive.  With  this  bright  tone  his  recordings  sound  more  similar  to 
popular music than traditional classical recordings.

 Structural  simplifications are found in all  electronic renditions:  this  includes deleting 
development-like sections and episodes, and replacing challenging thematic elaborations with 
more predictable identical repetitions of melodic and periodic main themes. It is common that  
asymmetric structures, like a 5-bar long phrase, are turned into symmetric ones, using pop 
music's 4-bar and 8-bar periodic units. Accessibility in the structural domain is achieved by the 
extensive application of repetitions. Such formal modifications are not featured in Kennedy's 
adaptation. He instead extends the original forms with new development sections, including 
written passages as well as improvisation over original themes. In general, his compositional  
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principles  do  not  aim  to  avoid  musical  surprises  –  instead,  within  various  domains,  the 
unpredictability and versatility of the music is enhanced. In terms of creativity, Vanessa Mae's  
Storm  includes  more  inventive  intentions  in  the  sound  domain  and  more  ambitious 
arrangement ideas, compared to Bond's Winter.

Genre crossing is represented in the visual communication of all examined artists. While 
the  image  concept  of  Cleyderman,  Mae  and  Bond  focuses  on  emphasizing  human  beauty, 
Kennedy  –  not  being  a  particularly  handsome  man,  chose  to  represent  credibility  and 
authenticity by emphasizing the rule-breaker, bad-boy aspects of his personal character with 
his punk-style image. 

In the light of the results we can try to answer the earlier question: to what extent does a  
catchy slogan alone, or to what extent do these crossover projects really bring the audience 
closer  to  classical  music?  As  at  the  very  beginning of  the  chapter  when we examined the 
original Vivaldi piece, it became clear in this case that the work to which the audience is being  
brought is immensely popular from the outset. The “Grand mission” aspect, therefore, would 
be better demonstrated if they were to make more accessible less well known pieces that are 
musically  harder  to  grasp.  The  “Grand  mission”  description  can  perhaps  refer  best  to 
Kennedy's work because at least he plays and extends the complete Vivaldi piece. 
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5.3. “When  the  Water  Breaks”  by  Liquid  Tension 
Experiment (1999)

Liquid Tension Experiment is the name of a progressive metal super-group founded by 
Mike Portnoy, former drummer and mastermind of the band Dream Theater in 1997. LTE was  
brought to life by Portnoy as a one-time side-project of Dream Theater, in which he could seek  
fresh inspiration and new impulses jamming with top progressive rock musicians from outside 
DT. He invited Tony Levin, bassist of King Crimson and many other iconic bands. Initially he 
wanted to keep the project completely separate from DT, but due to conflicting schedules of 
other chosen guitarists Portnoy asked John Petrucci (DT guitarist) to join the group. Keyboard 
virtuoso Jordan Rudess was also invited to the project, and after the successful collaboration 
with Petrucci and Portnoy in LTE Rudess became a permanent member of Dream Theater.

The  group's  musical  style  incorporates  influences  from  instrumental  heavy  metal, 
progressive  rock,  blues  and  improvised  fusion  or  jazz  rock.  The  pieces  are  usually  over  6 
minutes  long  with  complex  structures  involving  many  themes,  extended  improvisational 
passages, long build-ups, motivic conclusions, reprises etc. 

Liquid  Tension Experiment  published two albums,  Liquid  Tension  Experiment (1998)  and 
Liquid Tension Experiment 2 (1999). Their composition selected for analysis in this work is the 17 
minute-long track entitled “When the water breaks”, which can be found on the second album. 
The choice is partly affected by personal preferences but also by the track's many features 
perfectly representing ways of extending the barriers of the rock/metal genre. Unusual and 
unexpected tempo changes, exotic time signatures, interesting harmonic solutions borrowed 
partly from jazz/blues and partly from classical music offer the analyst a versatile compilation 
of musical parameters in which the simultaneous presence of multiple musical traditions can 
be recognized.  

5.3.1. General observations
Crossover features in “When the water breaks” can primarily be found in its inner-musical  

structure  and  harmonic-melodic  domain.  An  essential  characteristic  of  LTE's  music  is  the 
well-balanced  combination  of  wisely  elaborated  compositional  parts  and  spontaneous, 
improvisational ideas. The roots of this balance can be found in the method the band employed 
to record the album. All the project members came from a musical milieu with traditions of  
highly complex-structured composing requiring outstanding instrumental technical skills; they 
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were used to performing consciously and precisely written virtuosic parts. In the LTE project 
their goal was create a loose improvisational atmosphere, so that ideas could be born, written 
down and recorded inside a jam-session-like surrounding, directly in the studio. Many musical 
themes on the LTE albums carry the characteristic signs of melodic improvisation. 

“The way that we wrote and recorded the album, so spontaneously, John and I really 
enjoyed that approach. So, we’ve talked about doing the next Dream Theater album 
that  way,  instead  of  spending  a  year  writing,  and  rewriting  and  re-demoing, 
nitpicking every song to death. By the time you get in the studio, you lose some of 
that initial  spark. So, we really enjoyed having that spark on LTE, so we’ve talked 
about bringing that approach into Dream Theater.” (Portnoy, 1998)

Keyboarder Jordan Rudess also gladly welcomed this spontaneous approach. 

“I’m really excited about that record. It’s such a cool album. It’s really great. It’s about 
the same balance of jamming and written tunes. It’s about half-and-half. The CD is  
going to be packed. In the middle of recording, John Petrucci’s wife went into labour. 
So, we stopped basically in the middle of a tune. What happened was he went home, 
directly to the hospital. We kept playing a bit, laid down the track, did some more 
jamming. When we got back together, a month later, we finished the tune. There’s a 
section on the new record, where it starts off with the sound of a baby crying, which 
is dedicated to John. The name of the tune is "When the Water Breaks". It’s the tune 
we started when he was there, and in the middle his wife called and said, "hey, come 
home?“ (Rudess, 1999)

The sound of LTE

Throughout  its  14-year  career  (from  1985  until  1999)  Dream  Theater  developed  an 
individual, unmistakable sound, which incorporates the use of fine-tuned and innovative sound 
effects on each instrument, as well as special recording and mixing techniques.  Many of the 
sonic attributes of Dream Theater's instrumental work can be recognized on the Liquid Tension 
Experiment albums. John Petrucci's guitar tone is very rich and round. His lead tone has a  
flutey character,  with compression and chorus  effects  ideally  developed for melodic  legato 
phrasing. Jordan Rudess often uses distorted synth sounds for solos as well as for guitar-like 
riffs enabling him to swap roles with Petrucci in some sections. He sometimes uses mallet-like 
sounds (often doubled in more octaves) to intensify the attack of the notes and to highlight 
fast  keyboard  runs  in  an  overtone-rich,  noisy sound  ambiance.  The  Portnoy  drum  sound 
involves a very tight, close-miked, heavily- compressed, almost analytical capturing of every 
single element in the drum kit,  as well  as the additional mixing of different spatial  signals 
giving richness, body and an acoustic feel to the overall sound that accordingly becomes big 
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and powerful but at the same time detailed and dynamic.  This proves to be very useful in 
helping tiny bits of virtuosic passages clearly and articulately come through the mix in loud  
tutti  sections.  The  LTE  albums  are  mixed  and  mastered  according  to  metal  /  prog  metal 
traditions. Dynamic compression techniques are carefully used to serve the task of increasing 
loudness while keeping the impact and transparency. This transparency is also achieved by the 
ergonomic instrumentation/orchestration. The role of the different instruments is always clear 
to the musicians, and even in the jam-like parts sufficient “space” is given to each player, so  
they do not overlap or “disturb” each other. 

A remarkable instrument, the Chapman Stick also adds to the uniqueness of the overall 
sound of LTE. Tony Levin chose the instrument to help him expand the “usual” role of the bass 
guitar, and to be able to experiment also within higher registers. 

“As a bassist looking for different textures it gave me a lot to work with. And the  
unusual tuning helped me to come up with different, distinctive bass parts. But then, 
years later, I dug further into writing material on the instrument, using both the bass 
and guitar sides, and put a lot of work into getting a particular sound from the top  
side.” 

About technical challenges in the LTE project he added:

“...everything that Liquid Tension Experiment played was the hardest part/s for me 
to  learn and then to  replicate.  For the  last  tour  we did  I  practised  for  about  six 
months.” (Levin, 2010)

Too complex to stay popular? 

When such “over the top” musicians choose to write purely instrumental tracks pushing 
their technical barriers even further they often have to count with the risk of losing fans. The 
complexity and length of the LTE tracks and the lack of melodic vocal lines left some Dream  
Theater fans disappointed or even upset.

“...Imagine Dream Theater,  but even more pretentious,  over technical,  and stupid. 
Yes, it's  possible, and here it is,  with all  its soulless, mindless, and fake as plastic 
splendour. If you fellate Petrucci at every turn, you'll love this. If you like listening to  
actual music, you'll hate this.”128

As Mike Portnoy explains in an interview, finding the balance between complexity and 
simplicity was always a major topic for his band when experimenting with different genres.

“...To write 25-minute songs with a million odd time signatures... that’s a cake walk 

128 Review of LTE on metal-archives.com, (The Ghoul, 2008)
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for us. We can do that in our sleep. Writing a five-minute simple song in 4/4 is a major 
challenge for us. We understand that a big part of our fan base is into the complex 
stuff, but from day one, if you listen to  Images and Words, we had simple songs like 
“Another Day” and “Surrounded.” It’s about a balance. As much as we like Metallica 
and Pantera for the metal stuff, and Rush and Yes for the progressive stuff, we love U2 
and Journey for the poppy stuff.”129 (Portnoy, 2004)

The visual communication of the band is characterized by the neglect of any spectacular 
stage show elements (e.g.  extravagant costumes,  make-ups,  projected animations,  dancers): 
the focus stays entirely on the musicians (or on pure musicianship itself). 

5.3.2. Form
For describing the structural layout of the composition and illustrating the sections it is  

divided into, it seems appropriate to chose a method similar to the one used by Mike Portnoy  
and  his colleagues when working in a studio with Dream Theater. As shown in a documentary  
from 2006 about writing and recording the songs of their album “Systematic Chaos” Dream 
Theater  use  sheets  with  a  list  of  consecutive  sections (see  Illustration  5.13)  to  help  them 
orientate within long and complex songs. Most elements of the list refer to sections memorized 
by the musicians and played without reading musical notes,  whereas some parts are notated in 
“classical” sheet music layout. 

129Mike Portnoy Interview on Maelstromzine.com, 2004 
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Illustration 5.13: List of sections in a Dream Theater track 
as used by the band in the studio 

(Chaos in Progress: The Making of Systematic Chaos, DVD documentary)
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In the following form analysis a structural table is presented130 illustrating multiple levels 
of organization as well as harmonic-melodic and rhythmic features. It also includes a list of 
different genres of which the elements define the stylistic character of each section.  In the  
next chapter a detailed analysis of these particular genre characteristics can be found.  

The piece can be divided into 6 larger sections according to their different motivic and 
rhythmic textures, tempo changes, etc.  All these larger sections introduce one or more new 
themes,  include  improvisations  over  the  harmonic  basis  of  earlier  themes,  and  end  with 
concluding gestures like cadenzas, unisons, closing themes. 

In order to depict thematic correspondence of motivic material between different parts 
the analogies (thematic reprises, variations etc.) are illustrated with the same colour in the 
table's “Themes” column. 

As mentioned earlier many themes in LTE tracks show a strong improvisational character. 
At some sections the separation of  virtuosic written parts  from ad lib solos proves to be a  
difficult  task.  The  comparative  analysis  of  two  live  performances131 set  against  the  studio 
recording was carried out in order to help the process of distinguishing between fixed themes 
and improvisations. 

130  See Illustration 5.14
131 The  1999  studio  recording  of  LTE's  “When  the  water  breaks”  was  compared  with  two  different  live 

performances of the same track from the LTE Live Box Set including LTE Live in N.Y.C. , and LTE Live in LA,  
recorded on the 10th anniversary reunion tour in 2008, and released in 2009
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Illustration 5.14: Form analysis of Liquid Tension Experiment's “When the water breaks”
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5.3.3. Genres involved
In the catalogues  of  different music stores  Liquid Tension Experiment CDs are usually 

labelled as Progressive Metal, Prog Rock, Art Rock, or even Hard Rock.  In this chapter a closer  
insight is given into stylistic ingredients of “When the water breaks” examining which genres 
and to what extent are present. In each section of the chapter we first list the piece's most 
typical phenomena familiar from the formal and stylistic language of a discussed genre, then 
we  demonstrate  their  inner  mechanisms  and  compositional  functions  in  their  respective 
musical surroundings through the analysis of sheet music examples.132

Classical influences 

 cadenzas  Harmony 

 the use of the dominant seventh chord and its inversions

 use of the leading-tone (4 3 resolutions)       

 classical modulations

 thematic reprises in the large form Structure

 last measure expansions in 4 measure periods / other, inner expansions

 melodies in the bass line Melody

 motif imitations and variations 

 atonal sections (avant-garde) 

 ritenutos / sudden tempo changes Rhythm

 orchestral/choral sounds in the synth – versatile orchestration ideas Timbre

132 Sheet music examples used in this analysis are transcriptions by Balázs Alpár
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   In LTE's music as well as in “When the water breaks” long improvisational sections with 
complex  polyphonic  textures  are  in  many  cases  followed  by  more  homophonic  or 
homorhythmic  cadenzas (as  seen  in  Illustration  5.15)  which  create  a  calming  concluding 
gesture.  These  cadenzas  include  typical  classical  sequences  and  triad  chord  progressions 
reminiscent of the 19th century  Viennese style. Aside from typical triad progressions the use of 
the dominant seventh chord also shows a strong connection to classical music in some sections 
of  the track.  A vast majority of pop and rock compositions133 use melodic minor (or minor 
pentatonic) scales and consequently mainly minor chords instead of the dominant seventh on 
the V. scale degree. In “When the water breaks” both major and minor chords can be found on 
the V. degree, as already in the opening “Theme A” shown below in  Illustration 5.16.  As this 
theme is mainly defined by its classical harmonic changes, where the long notes of the slowly  
moving melody “only” outline the important notes of the underlying chords, it is illustrated 
here in the form of a classical Roman numeral analysis.

In the middle of Part 4 we find a variation of the theme with even stronger connections to 
classical music traditions in the harmonic domain. It is most apparent in the last 3 bars where 
the bass is descending on a partly chromatic path often hitting the third (or the seventh) note 
of  the  chord.  The  occurrence  of  such  chord  inversions  is  extremely  rare  in  the  average 

133 Examples for I-Vm progressions: Queen: We are the champions, The Eagles: I Can't Tell You Why, Coldplay:  
Violet Hill, Red Hot Chili Peppers: Hard to concentrate  
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Illustration 5.15: Cadenza – the ending of Part 4. 

I  Vm  /  VIIb  IVm  /  I  II#  /  V4  -3 

Illustration 5.16: Theme A with classical 4-3 resolution 
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rock/metal repertoire.  

           

This unusual blend of powerful metal instrumentation and classical chord progressions 
gives  this  section  a  certain  elevated,  lofty  tone,  creating  an  almost  bizarre,  anachronistic 
atmosphere, for which we can find many examples in the progressive rock genre. 

Thinking  in  large  forms134,  in  which  the  coherence  is  maintained  by  inner  thematic 
references,  like  quotations  and  reprises  of  earlier  themes,  also  remained  popular  among 
musicians whose style developed under strong influences from the progressive rock era. LTE is 
no exception.  In the sections named “development” in the structural table (presented above in 
Illustration 5.14) we can see that long improvisational or complex written passages that fulfil 
the task of elaborating previously presented material are often followed by back referencing.135 

Contrary  to  the  refrain  technique  of  mainstream  rock  songs,  the  repeating  of  a  theme in 
identical form is strictly avoided in LTE's music. Theme A's reprise in Part 4 includes variations 
not only in the harmonic layer; the rhythm of the melody and the chord progression are also  
altered and adjusted according to a shuffled, double tempo feeling. Re-introduced in this new 
rhythmical form, the above presented 8-bar theme is played 3 times successively, each time 
altered with some further changes. In the second run the guitar starts colouring the original  
melody  with  ad-libbed  ornamenting  notes,  then  in  the  third  variation  a  written  virtuosic  
two-part guitar solo is added over the repeated harmonic pattern. 

Using inner and outer expansions has always been a beloved means in the composer's  
toolkit,  being an effective way of  breaking free from the barriers  of  static  and predictable  
symmetric structures like the 8-bar classical periods. Varying the length of such patterns is not  
typical  in  mainstream  rock  music,  but  is  common  in  art  music  from  Viennese  classic  to 
progressive  rock,  where  not  only  the  number  of  measures  is  altered  but  also  their  time 
signature, to achieve even more surprising offsets in the metric order. Illustration 5.18 shows 
an example where the previously presented Theme E gets interrupted after every 2 measures 

134 The average length of the tracks on the LTE albums is over 7 minutes. “When the water breaks” is 17 minutes  
long.

135 Offering the listener familiar elements in a new musical section, which so requires less intellectual efforts  
during the reception, helps create the pleasant fluctuation of intensive and relaxing experiences within the 
listening process. This function of reprises or refrains is recognized in many musical worlds and traditions  
from classical  to  popular,  however,  the time spent on  “exploring unknown territories”  before arriving to 
well-known parts differs significantly among genres.
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I  /  Vm  /  VIIb  /  IVm  /  I  / #II6  /  V2  /  I6  V6/5 

Illustration 5.17: Reprise of Theme A in Part 4. including classical chord inversions
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by a response measure. The time signature of each entering response measure is lengthened by 
one eighth-note. This raises the tension and unpredictability of this section by further delaying 
the entry of the ever-repeated 2-bar phrase of the theme.

The variation tools used in the composition include alterations in tempo, rhythmic feel, 
harmonization, bass lines. Theme C enters in Part 2 after an introduction in which at first only  
the upper part of the later presented whole accompanying material is played.  

These sustained chords are played by the synths, without bass. It creates a floating-like, 
open and undefined feel.  When the  theme enters  on the  guitar,  a  bass  line  is  also  added, 
supplementing and enriching the sound. Following the D part, Theme C is played once again 
with altered bass notes, as shown below in Illustration 5.20. This quasi re-harmonization gives a 
fresh feel to the already introduced theme. 
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Illustration 5.18: Varied reprise of Theme E in Part 5.: counterpointing (or call/response) structure 
with expanding response parts

Illustration 5.19: Accompanying chords of Theme C
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Versatility  is  carefully  maintained throughout  the piece also in the harmonic/melodic 
domain. Many different types of scales and harmonies from numerous musical traditions are 
used in the consecutive sections. Although mainly tonal thinking is typical to the track, we can 
observe  traits  of  experimental,  atonal  melody  forming  in  Theme  B.  This  section  features  
unexpectedly large jumps in the melody, hitting out-of-scale notes.  

The bravely chromatic, almost twelve-tone-like texture reminds us of atonal pieces from 
the beginning of the 20th century. By the 7th measure of the theme the listener totally looses the 
feel of a central tone; a certain chaotic atmosphere is created by the randomness of pitch and  
rhythm.  The  shortened  8th measure  with  the  general  pause  adds  to  the  hysterical  and 
uncontrolled feeling of this section played in unison by all instruments of the band. The first 
few measures show an A-B-A-C structure (first and third measures are identical), which is a 
common  feature  in  popular  music  themes  and  refrains,  and  is  also  typical  to  many 
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Illustration 5.20: The harmonies of 2. C'   (Theme C with varied bass line)

Illustration 5.21: Theme 1. B with avant-garde influences
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instrumental themes of Dream Theater and LTE136.  Section 1.B under avant-garde influences 
starts off with the A-B-A-C forming, then breaks out of it with its unpredictable turns from bar 
8, gets further and further from the tonal feel and the 8-bar pattern-like shaping. However,  
after  a  few  seemingly  chaotic  bars,  the  process  does  not  develop  any  further;  but  having 
created a 12 bar pattern, it starts repeating itself from the beginning instead. The wild, but 
relatively short atonal section is interrupted by the much lighter and smoother slow melodic 
Theme A  which  expresses  a  calming  and relieving gesture.  The avant-garde idea  remains 
relatively unelaborated.

Another sign of LTE's strong relationship with classical music is their usage of Richard  
Wagner's Ride of the Valkyries as an intro march at the beginning of their concerts and live 
DVDs. Wagner's music is heard while the musicians come on stage (and as their names appear  
one by one in the DVD intro). This heroic overture raises the tension of the expectation in the  
audience,  and  emphasizes  the  monumental  feelings  associated  with  the  extraordinary 
experience  of  hearing  and seeing the live performance of  the top  virtuosos  of  progressive 
music.

136 LTE Tracks including A-B-A-C form themes: Another Dimension, Biaxident, Paradigm Shift, Universal Mind,  
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Blues influences 

– blues-like chord progressions, Harmony

– role of subdominant IV., 

– blues-scale, blue-notes (guitar style)    Melody/Articulation

– turnarounds, Form

– blues shuffle Rhythm

– blues instruments (Hammond organ...) Timbre

Long solo passages are commonly found in the progressive rock genre. LTE's music is no 
exception.  After  carefully  written  complex  passages  or  full-band  unisons,  more  freely 
structured sections offer good opportunities for improvisation and jamming. In these jam-like 
sections the well known blues schemes serve as the framework of a common language for the  
musicians. In Part 4 we find a keyboard solo section with typical blues rock style elements, like 
the blues scale, the shuffled rhythms (4/4 with dotted fourths ~ 12/8 ), I. V. IV degree chord 
progressions,  powerful sound of the rock instrumentation combined with Hammond organ. 
The solo consists of two parts with a repeated form, where the first half is played on the synths  
with Hammond organ sound, then in the second cycle a distorted synth lead sound, typical to 
Jordan Rudess's style, increases the tension even further. 

Part 3 includes an intro with fragments of the later presented bass theme (Theme E, shown 
in Illustration  5.24),  then the theme itself with various improvisations over it, and finally a 
counterpointing second section in the subdominant territory. The bass riff of this subdominant 
section containing the “blue-notes” (both minor137 and major 3rd, and #4th) is shown below in 
Illustration 5.23:

137 The minor 3rd at the end of the first measure is played with an upward bend, which is typical to the blues style 
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8 + 8 I. (Tonic)
8 V.
4 IV. (last 2 m – turnaround)
         + 
8 + 8 I. (first 8 m: Hammond, second 8 m: Synth Lead) 
8 V.
4 IV. 

Illustration 5.22: Form of the Blues rock keyboard solo in Part 4 (from 11'02) 
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jazz / fusion influences 

Although the typically jazzy seventh chords are not common in LTE's track “When The 
Water Breaks”, it has numerous features of which the roots can be found in the jazz traditions.

 half-whole scale (3. E theme), Melody

 sustained chords, Harmony

 off-beat rhythms, Rhythm

 long drum solo

 polyrhythm,  multiple parallel time signature feelings (5. E' groove)

As shown above in Illustration 5.24 Theme 3.E's accented notes outline a melody which is 
built upon an A half-whole scale (excluding the note B flat). The melody returns later in part 4 
in a varied form in which the notes of the melody are adjusted to fit a minor scale, and the 
rhythm is also modified according to the framework of a “more comfortable” 4/4 beat.  (see 
Illustration 5.29)

The previously discussed Theme 2.C is accompanied with sustained chords built upon the same 
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Illustration 5.23: Riff 3.F – subdominant part of Theme E, with blue-notes 

Illustration 5.24: Bass theme 3.E built upon an A half-whole scale 

Illustration 5.25: Theme 2. C with sus chords
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interval structure. This structure in itself could be analyzed as a 9th chord lacking the 3rd, and 
also as a  quartal chord inversion.  The sound of these chords is  familiar from modern jazz, 
where they are used as autonomous elements and the resolution of the fourth and ninth is not 
needed any more. We can find one resolving movement in the middle voice of the last two 
chords, but as we can see in Illustration 5.26 the added bass line alters the interpretation and 
function of the chord notes and therefore also gives separate harmonic meanings to the last  
two chords. 

The penultimate chord can be analyzed as a C69 or as an F69 lacking the root note, or also as a G 
sus9 / C where the bass note (the 4th note of the chord) and the 9th are both resolved in the B 
note of the final G major triad.   
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Illustration 5.26: Re-harmonization of the sus chords in Theme C with the added bass line

Illustration 5.27: Polyrhythmic Jazz fusion groove ( 3/4 = 7/16 + 5/16 )
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In Part 5 the rhythmical structure of Theme E serves as a basis for a 6/8 (3/4) pattern (see 
Illustration 5.27) which accompanies the guitar solo. It is worth observing how the accents of 
the hi-hat create the 3/4 feel above the 8ths pulse. This groove begins like a 4/4 rock pattern, 
but the fourth beat is missing. The Kick-Snare figure mixes an extra 7/16 + 5/16 subdivision to  
the general 3/4 beat. Such odd and complex polyrhythmic patterns are characteristic features  
of  jazz  fusion.  The  keyboard  part  which  is  played  with  a  clavinet  sound  underlines  the  
Kick-Snare  figure  with  some additional  staccato  ghost  notes,  quoting  the  typical  keyboard 
performance style of funk music. 

Rock/Metal influences 

 continuous straight eight-note pulse

 guitar figures with a central “pedal point”  

 bass + guitar unisons

static bass lines and harmonies lasting over multiple bars

Theme 4.G carries the main features of many classical heavy metal guitar riffs138, such as 
the continuous 16th repetition of a relatively low central note (the tonic) which is supplemented 
with occasional off-beat accents on the tritone and other chromatic notes. The riff shown in 
Illustration 5.28 is played in unison by the lead guitar and the bass, accompanied by a steady 
2-4 drum pattern. This 4-bar phrase is repeated several times in the guitars and drums, but an 
ever-raising  synth  chord  progression  that  stretches  over  the  repetitions  creates  a  longer 
developing crescendo section leading into Theme H.       

138 Similar guitar riffs found in classic heavy metal tracks like Judas Priest: Heading Out to the Highway, Ozzy  
Osbourne: Steal Away (The Night), Iron Maiden: Prowler '88, Iron Maiden: 2 Minutes To Midnight, Metallica:  
Master of Puppets 
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Illustration 5.28: Theme 4.G 
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5.3.4. Conclusions
The different elements  of  the palette of  genres in LTE's  “When the water breaks” are 

mainly used for contrasting between consecutive parts. These exotic genre elements are present 
in a linear rather than a synchronous structure, and in general their compositional role is the 
coloration of the fundamental rock/metal ambiance. The use of 4-measure patterns as main 
building  blocks  seems  to  remain  a  decisive  compositional  tool.  This  rather  static 
pattern-thinking creates a formal language in which even a long composition is built from a 
series of rather short and closed structures. Coherence within the long form is achieved by 
quoting  and  varied  rephrasing  of  already  introduced  themes  and  chord  progressions.  The 
relatively  long  “development” sections  between reprises  and the  demand for  variations  in 
repeated themes show a strong connection to the compositional thinking of the classical music 
traditions.
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Illustration 5.29: Theme H in part 4. - A “straightened”, “completed” variant of  3.E, with rock bass accompaniment  
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5.4. “Thru You” by Kutiman (2009)
According to  numerous  reviews  and internet  comments  Kutiman's  emblematic  project 

Thru You is the best example of “what the internet is meant for”139.  Israeli  musician Ophir 
Kutiel collected unrelated YouTube videos featuring solo instrumental and vocal performances,  
usually music tutorial  videos  recorded with web cams, and mixed them together,  handling 
short fragments of them as samples. This approach took music sampling to a new level by  
adding  a  visual  layer  to  it.  We  can  see  and  hear  how  this  virtually  recruited  band  of  
international  musicians  who  have  never  even  heard  of  each  other  start  “playing”  music 
together under Kutiman's hands. The project Thru You includes 7 new songs created with this 
video mash-up technique, and has had a bombastic success. By October 2013 it had received 
over 11 million views on YouTube, which is a remarkable number from an independent artist. 
This  chapter includes  a  brief  overview about  the  7-piece project  in general  and a detailed 
analysis of its first track “Mother of all funk chords”. 

5.4.1. General observations
Genres in Thru You

Each of the 7 tracks of Thru You can be categorized into certain sub-genres like Funk, Dub, 
Hip-hop, Jungle, Bossa Nova, etc. based on the typical rhythmical patterns used in the tracks' 
fundamental  grooves.  All  tracks  have  one  decisive  groove  built  from  edited  and  looped 
segments  that  were  taken  from  different  solo  drum  recordings  and/or  bass  lines.  This 
continuous groove gives the basic framework on top of which shorter colouring samples, like 
single chords, or 4-bar chord progressions, as well as longer vocal passages, are added in the  
course of the songs. In some cases Kutiman picks very short fragments from videos of classical 
musicians, solo pianists, violinists or chamber groups playing classical pieces, and builds them 
into a hip-hop or funk accompaniment pattern. The way the samples are juxtaposed140 has a 
more dominant role in creating the overall genre feel than the sound, style or genre of the 
original samples or source videos. Still, well known popular music patterns are given a unique  
freshness,  being made out of  fragments  collected from YouTube videos,  played by unusual 
instruments, appearing at unexpected moments.

139 (YouTube commenter, 2011)
140 As Kutiman explains in the interview included in this thesis, after creating the basic groove he often searches  

YouTube  for  definite  harmonies  or  notes  that  are,  for  instance,  needed  when  harmonizing  a  melody. 
Sometimes he finds them in a tutorial where a guitarist shows the notes of a scale one by one, or in a classical  
chamber piece. After picking a sample like this he puts it into the mix by placing it onto a time line where  
events can be snapped to a grid of musical beats with a defined tempo. (BPM sync)
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The Sound of Thru You

Most of the source videos were recorded in acoustically untreated average venues (like 
home rooms or outdoor spaces),  using non-professional devices (including web cameras,  or 
phones) by hobby musicians. The poor audio quality of the used samples defines the general 
sound character of the final mix. Kutiman repairs and polishes the samples if needed, and he 
also places them into a common sonic space by adding different spatial effects like delays and 
reverbs. However, unlike studio-produced electronic tracks, the Thru You songs deliberately 
maintain  the  original  raw  atmosphere  and  “dirty”  character  of  the  amateur  recordings. 
Repeated notes on a natural acoustic instrument and repeated playback (re-triggering) of audio 
samples have major differences in sound characteristics. The fast re-triggering of the exact  
same sample causes the musically unnatural “machine gun” effect, which is seen as a mistake 
by developers of modern sampler software designed to imitate natural instruments, but also,  
due  to  its  robotic  gesture,  is  a  highly  valued  feature  in  electronic  music  culture.  Music 
producers working with a modern sampler inside a DAW (digital audio workstation) software 
have the ability to trigger sounds from a control keyboard, which can also trigger samples with 
multiple dynamic layers according to the dynamics of the playing. This enables them to have 
slight  volume  or  timbre  differences,  even  between  re-triggered  samples  when  repeatedly 
hitting the same key. For creating Thru You Kutiman used a video editor software instead of a 
DAW, and the samples are not “played” on a keyboard, but cut and edited manually with the 
computer  mouse.  Therefore  fast  repetitions  are  also  created  with  the  simple  copy-paste 
method resulting in the “machine gun” effect141, which is accented even more by the visual 
layer.  In  Thru  You  the  samples  are  multimedia  samples,  meaning  that  when  we  hear  a 
re-triggered sound, we also see the video clip jumping back and being played again from its 
starting position. This unusual fragmentation of the movement adds a humorous layer to the 
aesthetics of rawness and “imperfection”.                 

The unstoppable groove

Like  most  of  today's  software-produced  popular  music  Kutiman's  art  is  also  greatly 
defined by the technology used to create it. The digital time line into which all musical events 
are placed consists of mathematically determined units.  Music producers work most of  the 
time with bar and beat units, whereas video editors use mainly a time code grid. In the case of  
Kutiman the music videos are edited in a special video software, which offers the possibility of  
using a grid of musical bars and beats. The tempo is defined in BPM (Beats Per Minute), just as 
in  most  music  software.  When  the  tempo  is  set,  all  beats  have  the  exact  same  duration,  
normally  the  time  signature  is  set  to  4/4,  and  unless  the  user  puts  a  big  effort  into 
141 It is most evident in the “artificial”-sounding drum fills, e.g. at 01:36
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programming different ritenuti or accelerandi in the tempo map the tempo remains unchanged 
throughout  each  song.  This  creates  a  situation  where  precisely  quantized  elements  and 
uncompromising digital pulsation are taken as the natural order and starting point for music 
creation. The user has to struggle hard to free himself from these digital chains if he wants  
rhythmically free, more natural or human like musical gestures, and, unprompted, the idea of 
experimenting with such things comes to mind very rarely. This does not appear to be judged  
as  a  shortcoming  in  the  eyes  of  electronic  dance  music  producers,  for  instance,  as  the 
persistent pulsation is the heart of the genre anyway. Also in the centre of Kutiman's musical  
ethos stands the Groove, which is probably rooted in his affection for funk music. All 7 tracks of 
Thru You are built  upon one unvarying digital  pulsation each. The option of  groove based 
creation dictated also by the software perfectly fits Kutiman's demands.   

 

The beauty of coincidence

Kutiman  edits  and  mixes  his  multimedia-samples  very  consciously  and  creates 
well-planned, organized structures. However, due to layering and juxtaposing of pre-existing 
materials with relatively long durations, there is a significant amount of space left for random 
coincidences to happen among musical events. Kutiman welcomes, indeed finds joy, in these 
unintentional elements,  and this  attitude shows similarity to that of many highly educated 
modern art music composers who use aleatory processes in their compositions.  

“it was really amazing to see how often different movies match together without me 
even touching it”  - Kutiman, in the Thru You About video, 2009142

Internet composition?

Can we call Kutiman's work internet composing? In many phases of his creative work the 
internet plays an important role. He collects samples from the web, and the final pieces are also  
published exclusively online. Mixing the recordings of independent amateur musicians may 
qualify  as  a  type  of  collaborative  art.  One  must  see,  however,  that  the  very  process  of  
composition (editing the chosen and downloaded samples) is carried out in a “traditional” way: 
individually, without any collaborative elements, offline, on a desktop computer. 

142 As a bonus track after the 7 tracks of Thru You Kutiman published an 8 th video on YouTube explaining how the 
project  was  made.  (Kutiman,  2009b). Retreived  13  November  2013,  from 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kz0gYbqOZXQ 
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Cultural context

The question of how innovative Kutiman's work is from a musicological viewpoint will be 
examined in the next section. The popularity of Thru You can be explained, however, rather 
with its success in resonating on a social-cultural level: it addresses acute topics like the birth 
of a unified global culture created by a young generation of independent digital inborns from 
around the world. Many consider Thru You as one of the best creations made possible by the 
internet, more precisely YouTube, a video sharing portal that has become not only a source of  
entertainment, but the go-to library of human culture and knowledge for young generations.  
Enthusiastic commentators on Kutiman's YouTube channel seem to praise his work not only 
for its musical qualities, but for its expressions of positive social messages by presenting an 
innovative and spectacular way of unifying the creativity of the internet community.      

“This is bringing people together - in more than one sense!”143

“This goes to show that if we as people were truly unified, just imagine what we could 
do.”144

“You see what online collaborating can possibly do? Creativity will be at its finest.”145

“This  shows  the  web at  its  best:  the  genius  of  one tapping  into  the  creativity  of  
many.”146 

“Mashup is the future...  ”147

143 Comment by the user Konggrats Grats on Kutiman's video “Mother of all funk chords” retreived May 12, 2015 
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tprMEs-zfQA (Kutiman, 2009a)

144 Comment by the user Lu Bu on the video (Kutiman, 2009a)
145 Comment by the user Mistahshadow on (Kutiman, 2009a)
146 Comment by the user Sean Kollak on (Kutiman, 2009a)
147 Comment by the user xxRazorJadexx  on (Kutiman, 2009a)
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5.4.2. Construction of the track “Mother of all funk chords”

The piece “Mother of all funk chords” consists of 3 main parts: Intro, Part 1 and Part 2. 

In the Intro fragments of monologues taken from 4 originally unrelated videos are edited 
into  one  interactive  conversation  between  4  musicians  creating  the  atmosphere  of  a  real 
rehearsal. 

Drummer: “Well, what can I do?”

Guitarist 1: “You could play that 16th-note groove...”

Guitarist 2: “... just straight.”

Guitarist 1: “...going. You'll be amazed.”

Drummer: “OK”148

...

Due to Kutiman's editing, questions that were originally asked, e.g. from the viewers of the 
source videos, are being answered by a musician in another source video. The picture is divided  

148 Conversation transcribed from the original YouTube video “Mother of all funk chord”, (Kutiman, 2009a)
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Illustration 5.30: Form analysis of Kutiman's “Mother of all funk chords” by Balázs Alpár
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into 4 equal parts enabling the viewer to see all 4 characters of the original videos at the same  
time.  Parts of a funk groove including drums, congas, and a guitar lick are “rehearsed” in the 
intro. This groove will serve as the foundation for the rest of the piece. After a few bars the 
groove stops,  and Guitarist 1 suggests  adding a 9th-chord “the mother of  all  funk chords”. 
Further musicians playing brass instruments join in with some random warm up sounds, then 
they all merge into a heavy C dominant seventh chord (VI. scale degree related to the overall E 
minor tonic of the piece) which, as a one bar count-in, launches Part 1. 

Part 1 is  built  upon a 4-bar pattern which gets repeated 9 times (each time with fine 
variations in most of the voices).    

This  basic 4-bar pattern follows the traditions of  early funk music in various respects, 
including instrumentation, harmony and form. The selected instruments (drums, percussion, 
slap  bass,  2  guitars,  brass  section  with  trumpet,  saxophone  and  trombone)  are  essential 
elements in the music of James Brown, Sly and the Family Stone or Kool and the Gang. The 
static quality of the harmonic structure caused by sustained repetitions of the tonic function is  
compensated  for  by  the  rhythmic  diversity  of  the  texture.  Kutiman's  conscious 
instrumentation ideas are evidenced by the economic editing and placement of the samples 
building up the texture. He avoids the chaos of many independent ongoing tracks simply mixed 
onto each other by cutting out unimportant parts  from the tracks,  and so leaving enough 
“space” for every voice to fulfil a definite role in the mix. As seen in Illustration 5.31 the brass 
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Illustration 5.31: The basic groove in Part 1 of Kutiman's “Mother of all funk chords”  
reproduced in MIDI format and displayed in a DAW
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section and Guitar 2 often double important parts of the bass line in higher octaves, and in bar 
4 the drums+bass+brass group “plays” a composed off-beat figure. This disciplined editing of 
the samples leads to a rhythmically busy but still transparent multi-layer texture. 

As mentioned above the basic 4-bar pattern never gets mechanically repeated without 
small variations in its component tracks. In some cases only half a bar in the conga track is  
replaced with a different footage of the original conga tutorial video (at 1:15), while in other  
cases the brass section's track is kept completely muted during whole sections (e.g. under the 
vocal solo, beginning at 1:06). Small melodic variations and fill-ins in the rhythm tracks give a 
natural “human” touch to the repeated loops, and “switching off” whole tracks during longer 
passages not only helps avoid monotony, but also gives space to other instruments and clearly 
outlines section borders. Muting and re-activating complete tracks to achieve contrast between 
sections of a song is a typical tool in the world of loop-based electronic music composition. In  
various  genres  like  House,  Trance,  Hip-Hop or  the increasingly  popular Live  Looping,   the 
constructing of  larger forms involves  continuous repeating of  pre-recorded audio material. 
These musical phrases (usually 1 to 4 bars long) “run” in loops without any changes to their 
inner structure.149 It is hard to create musical variations out of loops due to their pre-recorded,  
fixed nature. Therefore, in contrast to a live musician's playing on a track, a loop-track very 
rarely plays alternate musical figures corresponding to specific roles or sections within a song. 
Simply muting the whole track is the easiest and most effective way for creating a drop in 
intensity, for example at the beginning of a verse section. Kutiman, however, as a hobby artist  
not being forced upon time-sparing solutions of industrial  music production, took the very 
time-consuming effort to slice the original videos into very small segments, creating one-shot 
samples with which he could freely play custom new melodies.150 This enables him to have 
more control over the musical events added on top of the 4-bar patterns.  

Thus, the first 28 bars of Part 1 are built upon a 4-bar pattern emphasizing the E minor  
tonic function (I. scale degree). This section includes a harmonica solo, a verse-like vocal solo 
with  an  additional  4  bar  “ad-libbing”,  and  a  guitar  solo.  Following  this  section  there  is  a 
long-awaited change in the harmonic domain, as the saxophone solo starts in A major (IV. Scale  
degree). After 8 bars the I. degree returns with the basic 4-bar groove and the piece stays in E  
minor until the ending. We can find this simplified variant (I-IV) of the I-IV-V bluesy chord 
progressions in many funk music examples.151  The intensity and density of the subdominant A 

149 We must mention here that while the inner musical structure of the loops is rarely modified in electronic  
music making, the sound parameters of the loop-tracks are usually extensively altered with the use of a myriad 
of sound effects throughout a song.

150 Kutiman gives a detailed explanation on this technique in the interview made with him by the author. The 
interview is included in the Appendix in Chapter 8.2.9  

151 A few examples of funk songs built on the I-IV chord progression: Sounds of Unity and Love: Down In The 
Ghetto; James Brown: I Feel Good; Maceo Parker: Shake Everything You've Got
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major section is increased by adding a new instrument, the Hammond organ.  Part 1 ends with 
a sudden 1-bar pause.

Part 2 begins with new material played by the slap bass and the distortion guitar. This 
new 2-bar riff becomes the underlying loop for the rest of the song. In the first 8 bars of Part 2  
the drum track is inactive: it only plays some colouring figures on the hi-hat at the end of each 
2-bar phrase. Due to the memory of a great number of similar earlier experiences in popular  
music the listener is expecting the return of the drums and a lift in the overall intensity. This 8-
bar drumless crescendo section is therefore filled with expectation, and the tension is further 
increased with the introduction of more new instruments, in this case 2 theremins. We already 
see the theremin players in the 3rd bar when they are not yet playing,  only preparing and 
approaching their instruments. This also contributes to the tension build-up. In the last 2 bars  
of this crescendo both theremins play up-gliding glissando effects, and, fulfilling the listener's  
expectations,  the  drums  enter  together  with  some  more  reactivated  tracks.  A  very  short 
muting of  the bass+guitar loop right before the drum entrance enlarges the impact of  this 
moment. 

In the concluding 12 bars ecstatic elements like a virtuosic guitar solo, very high sustained 
trumpet notes, and the more and more densely placed brass samples help create the finale 
atmosphere.  

5.4.3. Conclusions    
“Mother of all funk chords” by Kutiman is a musical video mash-up, created with a passion 

for traditional  funk music,  but using modern digital  music making technologies.  Kutiman's 
demanding sample editing technique, involving playful variations in repeated patterns, helps 
imitate  the  freedom  and spontaneity  of  live  funk  music  performance  within  an  otherwise 
mechanical-monotonous,  sample-based  “electro”  environment.   The  piece  is  based  on 
recognizable elements of Funk music, a typically danceable genre; in this case, however, the 
funk elements appear in an abstract form within a piece that is not intended for the dance 
floor.  Similar  to  those  music  historical  examples,  when,  for  instance,  jazz  or  folk  music 
elements appeared in elegant concert halls, Kutiman's piece can also be seen as a work of art,  
the enjoyment of which has become independent of the original function of the referenced 
genre. It is while sitting in front of our computers that we consume this stylized retro dance 
music imitated with modern technologies. This duality and the comic effect of the visual layer's 
discursiveness  renders  the  piece  a  remarkable  modern  crossover  phenomenon,  rightfully 
named one of the “50 best internet inventions of 2009” by Time Magazine.152

152 (“Kutiman” article, Wikipedia, 2012)
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5.5. Brief summary of the analytical results
In this section we summarize the grounds on which we consider the works of the primary 

artists under examination to be crossover, and to what extent their fusion techniques differ.

The most obvious finding in all the Vivaldi arrangements is the contrast and the fusion 
between the messages being communicated – in non-musical as well as musical terms - relating 
to both classical and pop music. All communication means possible highlight the intention to 
target the ranks of classical and pop music lovers at the same time, utilizing the appeal of the  
superior  values  associated  with  high  culture  and  higher  artistic  qualities  in  general,  but 
adapted to the world of mainstream pop music. In musical productions designed to popularize, 
we  observe  structural  simplifications  and  relentless  repetition  of  symmetrical  periodic 
patterns.  Vivaldi's  original  tunes  are  placed  into  the  new  arrangements  without 
re-harmonization,  with  (in  Mae's,  Bond's  and  Clayderman's  cases)  electronic  drum  beat 
patterns  or  (in  Kennedy's  Proms  version)  with  jazzy  off-beat  rhythms.  We  observe 
modernization in the sound domain in all cases: new prominence is given to the momentum 
and  rhythmic  energy  of  pop  music  by  the  addition  of  acoustic  and  electronic  effects  and 
percussive elements. There are few essential classical music elements in Clayderman, Mae and 
Bond apart from those typical of the classical sound world – i.e., strings – and Vivaldi's iconic 
melodies themselves. Although we discern traces in Vanessa-Mae's Storm, all of the following 
characteristics  of  classical  music  are  generally  missing  in  Clayderman's,  Mae's  and Bond's 
arrangements:  tempo  changes,  sensitivity  to  agogic,  motif  elaboration,  polyphonic 
development,  dramaturgy and variation in dynamics  and tonal  character.   The function of  
development  sections  familiar  in  classical  music  (the  introduction,  transformation  and 
development  over  several  pages  of  one  original  thought)  is  present  only  in  Kennedy's 
approach: in his 2013 Proms version he gave the musical ideas deriving from the original work 
his own unique treatment by way of jazz improvisations built onto harmonic and rhythmic  
elements and motifs present in the Vivaldi original. We can say, then, that a greater degree of  
fusion in the structure domain is observed in the crossover work of musicians familiar with the  
jazz idiom, in contrast to producers coming from the pop tradition, who tend to stick to pop  
music's standard verse-chorus form.  

We find a greater degree of  fusion in several  domains in the music  of  Liquid Tension 
Experiment,  although  in  this  case  the  rock/metal  genre  remains  dominant  throughout.  
However, with an experimental attitude they improve on this dominance – in the Bernstein 
sense – by the avoidance of banalities and the planting of external genre impulses (rhythmic  
and dynamic variation, complex time signatures, unexpected changes, thematic connexions, 
structural development, improvisatory sections, classical music sounds). Different genre effects 
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appear  consecutively  rather  than  concurrently,  and  their  compositional  role  is  more  to 
establish musical contrasts than to relay particular associative messages.

Similarly, associations of style are less important in Kutiman's YouTube mashups; he is the 
least likely to go in for conscious case genre communication: instead, his assembly of diverse 
genre elements found on the internet is entirely experimental in character. In  Mother of All 
Funk Chords he fuses the sound, atmosphere and form solutions of funky music with modern 
electronic audio-visual mashup technologies; raised from its original dance oriented medium 
he intends the result be listened to with due attention. 

The analysis shows that several sub-categories of crossover can be defined along the lines 
of the following significant differences: 

– original     or     cover

– multi-domain crossover vs sound crossover (mixed-style composition/arrangement and 
instrumentation    or    only mixed instrumentation)

– traditional note-by-note arrangement    or    mixing audio tracks
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This  summary  is  continued  in  the  Conclusions  section  of  chapter  7,  where  it  will  be 
considered alongside the musicological differences in socio-psychological terms, as well as the 
results of the composer interviews to be found in chapter 6 (Case Studies). 
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Kennedy Clayderman Vanessa-Mae Bond Liquid 
Tension 
Experiment 

Kutiman

In what terms is it 
crossover?

Performs a 
popular piece 
from the 
classical 
(baroque) 
repertoire

Performs a 
collage of 
themes from 
a popular 
piece from 
the classical 
(baroque) 
repertoire

Performs a 
remix of a 
movement 
from a popular 
piece from the 
classical 
(baroque) 
repertoire

Performs a 
remix of a 
movement 
from a 
popular piece 
from the 
classical 
(baroque) 
repertoire

Elaborates 
original 
themes 
according to 
classical, jazz 
traditions in a 
rock/metal 
composition.

Creates 
funk-style 
music with 
electronic 
mashup 
techniques

Modernizes the 
sound with 
special 
performance 
techniques on 
acoustic 
instruments

Modernizes 
the sound by
adding an 
ongoing 
electronic 
drumbeat

Modernizes the 
sound by 
embedding 
electronic and 
acoustic violin 
into a techno 
soundscape 

Modernizes 
the sound by 
embedding 
strings into a 
techno 
soundscape 

Adds sounds 
associated 
with the 
classical 
tradition to 
rock/metal 
instruments

Uses 
amateur 
home-
recordings 
to create a 
raw sound 

Original or cover? Cover Cover Cover Cover Original Original 
Traditional 
(re-)arrangement 
or 
audio-remixing?

Trad. Both Remix Remix Trad. Both

“Both factor” 
(degree of musical 
synthesis) in 
several domains

High

Multi-domain 
crossover

Low

mainly sound 
crossover

Middle

mainly sound 
crossover

Low

mainly sound 
crossover

High

Multi-domain 
crossover

Middle

mainly 
sound 
crossover

Illustration 5.32: Summary of the analytical results - differences between crossover sub-categories in works of the  
primary artists
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6. Case Studies (Composer interviews)

6.1. Foreword to the interviews

6.1.1. Goals and hypotheses 
The principal goal of the interviews was to gain an insight into the concepts and work-flow 

of some current composers active in genre-blending fields. The questions aimed to reveal

– the measure of a composer's consciousness regarding the use of genre-clichés

– what inner and/or outer motivations lead to genre-mixing

– differences  and overlaps between composing  applied music and composing with full 
artistic freedom

– strategies for addressing target groups / larger audiences by using musical formulas 

– attitude towards innovation, concepts of creating unique new works.

Tendencies  show  that  most  young  composers  have  multiple  musical  activity  areas.153 
Teaching theory or musical instruments, performing as concert musicians, as well as writing 
applied music, are the most typical side-activities besides “l'art pour l'art” composing; usually 
this  is  due to financial  reasons.  The interviews searched for differences and similarities  in  
compositional concepts and in communication strategies behind autonomous concert pieces 
versus applied music situations where the commissioners/producers often expect the music to 
be easily accessible and “popular”. Questions were designed to find out which musical elements 
are concerned in the process of deliberately making a piece accessible and if such processes  
appear also in the writing of concert music.  Is quoting well-known genre formulas involved in 
this process, and, if it is, how do composers mix their own individual colours to these clichés?

The  author  of  this  study  gathered  empiric  experiences  in  various  communities  and 
institutions of  music education and music production. After attending a high school in a class  
with major in music, he studied composition and music theory at the Béla Bartók Conservatory 
and later at the Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest, where he graduated with a master's  
degree in 2008. Through these years of studying and performing classical music he was also  
active in numerous jazz and popular music projects and became a full-time composer for film 

153 See: (Smudits, Bontinck, Mark, & Osterleitner, 1993),(Rácz, 2013)
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and electronic media. He continued his studies at the University of Music and Performing Arts  
in Vienna, where he attended media composition and jazz classes and took basic introductory 
courses in music sociology. He organized the 1st Hungarian Crossover Composition Competition 
as well as other workshops and collaborative composition projects for young creative artists. 
He is a member of the Association of Hungarian Composers at the Bureau for the Protection of 
Authors'  Rights.  He  gained  a  sound  engineering  diploma  at  Hungarian  State  Radio,  and 
participated in international media composition courses, like the Berlinale Talent Campus in 
2009. He has had the opportunity to connect with a significant number of composers and music 
producers, with whom he regularly discusses professional topics.  Based on empiric experiences 
gathered in these various societies and institutions the author formed the following hypotheses 
prior to the interviews:

– young composers socialized in the internet environment rarely consider themselves as  
being capable of creating some really unique new music independent from earlier styles. 
The hope for that  is  partly reduced by the overwhelming cultural  impulses arriving 
daily from every corner of the globe in the form of multimedia content. Not knowing 
that  certain  ideas  had  already  been  explored  would  prevent  the  artist  from  losing 
enthusiasm in creating something seemingly new.

– Many composers think that uniqueness can only be achieved by new combinations of 
already existing basic elements. The more recognizable these re-used elements are, the 
bigger  the  chances  are  for  a  piece  to  gain  popularity  or  even  commercial  success. 
Simple, periodic melodies and ongoing repetition of minimal structures are often used 
to increase accessibility.

– Melody, harmony or form are rarely the domains of new compositional inventions. A 
large number of composers and music producers find that there are more unexplored 
fields in the Timbre/Sound domain.

– Rhythmical patterns and Sound features (defined mainly by instrumentation and sound 
production) are key elements in the identification of certain musical genres, especially 
among  non-musician  audiences.  Observation  of  the  large  form,  inner  thematic 
correlations and harmonic structures are typical to musically trained listeners.

– Evoking  stereotypical  genre-associations  in  popular  music  is  often  obtained  by 
borrowing only the widely recognizable elements of a genre, most commonly its typical 
instrumentation (sound).  
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6.1.2. Guide questions of the interviews 
The  interviews  were  built  around  obligatory  questions  aimed  to  each  participant  and 

during the discussions additional individual questions were added. The following obligatory 
questions were used as the framework of the discussions.

1. How would you describe your musical style? 

2. How often and in what circumstances do you enjoy full artistic freedom in composing 
(that  is,  when  you  can  compose  according  only  to  your  own  taste,  free  from  any 
external feedback or instructions)? 

2.1. On  these  occasions  what  do  you think are  the  most  obvious  signs  of  this  artistic 
freedom in your music? 

3. How often and in what circumstances do you compose with the intention of reaching 
larger audiences? 

3.1. What  strategies  do  you  use  on  these  occasions,  which  musical  /  non-musical 
parameters are effected during this process and how? (Form, sound, … )  

4.  Do you ever compose for well-definable target groups? In what circumstances?  

4.1. Do you think that target groups can be addressed by quoting specific genres?  Do you 
think  a  composer  can  communicate  specific  meanings  by  evoking  typical 
genre-associations, and, if so, do you use/quote any of these stereotypical genres in 
your music? 

5. Do you ever willingly combine different styles or genres? What is your motivation for 
that? 

6. Do you find innovation an important factor in your work? In what terms do you think your 
pieces  are  unique  or  new?  In  which  musical  parameters  of  your  pieces  can  this 
innovative attitude be best observed? 

7. Do you in any form use the internet in your compositional process?
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6.1.3. Form and method
The intention to examine an area of interest in great depth by identifying data-rich cases, 

also according to Patton, (1987), makes the choice of the Case Study method appropriate. 

Limited  financial  and  time  resources,  inadequacy  of  numeric  analysis  in  the  case  of 
musical concepts and techniques, as well as approaching the topic mostly with WHY and HOW 
questions  implied  choosing the  qualitative  method.  The qualitative  approach is  considered 
adequate  also  because  of  its  emphasis  on  processes  and  concepts  that  are  not  rigorously 
measured with aspects of quantity, amount or frequency (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005), but rather 
with an interest in “insight, discovery, and interpretation”  (Merriam, 1988). In contrast with 
difficulties  inherent  in  a  quantitative  approach  to  composers'  work  with  questionnaires 
attempting to describe the topic in a representative way, the chosen qualitative method offered 
the possibility of a deeper observation on a sample of smaller size.

The  semi-structured  interviews,  which  were  designed  following  the  traditions  of  a 
qualitative survey, included obligatory questions aimed to all participants, as well as various 
individual  questions  related  to  specific  aspects  of  the  activities  of  each  participant.  The 
semi-structured form “offers sufficient flexibility to approach different respondents differently 
while still covering the same areas of data collection”  (Noor, 2008). It also enables us to gain 
insight into topics by encouraging respondents to richly describe personal experiences with 
their own words instead of  giving 'yes or no'  type answers.  (Clifford,  French,  & Valentine, 
2010), (Bernard, 2000)

 The  discussions  took  approx.  50  minutes  on  average.  Most  of  them  were  personal 
face-to-face  interviews  and  some  were  internet-phone  talks,  all  digitally  recorded  and 
transcribed by the author.
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6.1.4. The sample
Six interview subjects154 were chosen from a broad spectrum of  composers working in 

diverse musical areas where genre mixing plays an important role. The interviewed composers 
are active in at least one of the following fields:

– contemporary art music (composition)

– film music (composition)

– jazz (composition)

– progressive / symphonic rock (composition)

– classical-crossover (arrangement, orchestration, composition)

– multimedia mashup (composition)

The age of the participants was 29 to 53 years, their nationalities included Hungarian,  
Austrian, German, Croatian and Israeli. One of the subjects was female. Most of them had music 
university degrees, one of them chose to stay away from academia and became a self-taught 
freelancer in multimedia arts after having a few years of basic music education (private jazz 
piano lessons). 

As  participants  agreed  to  be  included  in  the  study  with  their  names,  they  will  be 
introduced briefly in the next section.

Composer Profiles

Levente Gyöngyösi 

Levente Gyöngyösi was born 1975 in Kolozsvár (Cluj Napoca - Romania). He learned to play the piano in the  
local  Arts  Lyceum. In 1989 he moved to Hungary with his  family,  and he was accepted into the Béla Bartók  
Secondary  School  for  Music  where  he  studied  composing  (with  István  Fekete  Győr)  and  piano  (with  Katalin 
Schweitzer). He passed his finals in 1993 with top marks. The same year he was accepted into the second grade of  
the composing department of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music, where his master was György Orbán. He is a 
multiple prize-winner in various composing contests.  His most important work so far is his two-act opera “A  
gólyakalifa” (Stork Caliph), based on Mihály Babits’s novel. The libretto was written by poet Zsófia Balla. This  
opera was requested by the Hungarian State Opera House for the opera competition of the millennium in 2000 
(Levente Gyöngyösi came in second place). He graduated summa cum laude on 5th May, 1999 in the Great Hall of  
the Music Academy. At this concert, the MÁV Symphony Orchestra, conducted by György Vashegyi, performed 
mainly his choral works and chamber works, as well as the first act of “A gólyakalifa”. He worked as répétiteur of 

154 Originally 8 participants were planned to be involved, but due to time organization difficulties 2 interviews 
could not be realized in time.
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the Béla Bartók Secondary School for Music (1997-1999) and he also taught score reading there. From July 1999 he  
has performed at many concerts as continuo player with the Orfeo Orchestra conducted by György Vashegyi. They 
play baroque and classical music on period instruments. From the academic year 1999/2000 he has taken part in  
the 3-year composing DLA Programme of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music. This programme is being led by the  
head of department, professor Zoltán Jeney. In 2000 and 2001 Levente Gyöngyösi was honoured with the Kodály  
Scholarship. In 2006 he won first prize at  the contest of the European Choral Association (AGEC).

Péter Pejtsik

Composer,  arranger  and performer  Peter  Pejtsik  is  a  multi-talented  artist  equally  at  home in  classical,  
contemporary, and pop genres. His recent involvement in international projects includes composing, arranging or 
conducting/recording music for  BBC's  Robin Hood series,  Eurodisney,  movies like  Law and Order,  Nine Miles  
Down, Butterfly Effect:  Revelation, National  Geographic's  IMAX 3D Sea Monsters (with Peter Gabriel  and Real 
World  staff)  and  numerous  pop  and  world  music  albums  at  Real  World  records  and  other  publishers.
He is a founding member of internationally renowned progressive and symphonic rock group After Crying, and a  
spectacular performer on bass, cello, and fiddle. Peter's classical training comes through beautifully in his pop 
arrangements, while his experience in pop adds a fresh quality to his symphonic works. Be it a musical, a film 
score, or a symphonic pop album, Peter's skills raise the arrangement to a brand new level. Besides being one of 
the most sought after arrangers in his homeland, he is gradually becoming the "go-to" man for international  
clients seeking orchestrators in Hungary.

Ivana Zabkar

Iva  Zabkar  is  a  young  Vienna-based  composer  born  in  Croatia.  She  studied  applied  composing  and 
instrumental  pedagogy  at  the  University  of  Music  and  Performing  Arts  in  Vienna,  and  composes  music  for 
commercials, film scores, experimental projects and sound design. Her score for the feature film "Kuma" has been  
shown in cinemas all over the world, as well as the follow-up "Risse im Beton/ Cracks in concrete". In November 
2012, Iva received a special award for "best music" for the cinema ad "Unterberger Gruppe - Neuwagen".  In April  
2013, Iva won the award for "best original score" at the Filmakademie Festival in Vienna for the movie "Clara 
sehen/ Seeing Clara". Iva is currently working as a composer and sound designer for all motion media in Vienna,  
Austria. She is also part of the faculty of Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Musikschule, Vienna and one of two masterminds  
of the extraordinary music joint "kotomaki".

Christian Mühlbacher

Christian  Mühlbacher  is  an  Austrian  composer,  drummer/percussionist  and  university  jazz  teacher.  He 
composes  eclectic  contemporary  jazz  pieces  combining  many  different  genres  including  Rock,  Funk,  “Neue 
Musik”, or Free Jazz. He composes for renowned groups and events like the ProBrass, Klangforum Wien, Ensemble  
die reihe Wien, the Mozarteum-Orchester Salzburg, the Wiener Posaunenquartett, the “Bösze Salonorchester” or  
the “Janus Ensemble”. He founded the Big Band Nouvelle Cuisine for which he most frequently composes new 
pieces incorporating complex written modern jazz textures and group improvisation.

Felix Raffel 

Felix Raffel is a Berlin-based pianist and composer. He completed his piano studies at Hanover University of 
Music  and  Drama.  In   addition  he  studied  film  music  scoring  at  the  University  of  Film  and  Television  in 
Potsdam-Babelsberg. Many of his film scores have been  screened on television or at international film festivals all  
around the world. He received the Jerry Goldsmith Award for his orchestral film  score for “The Boy Who Wouldn’t 
Kill” at the Film Music Festival Úbeda, Spain – another one, the music for the commercial “Jugend denkt um.welt”, 
was  nominated.  Besides  his  composition  activities,  Felix  has  successfully  taken  part  in  several  national  and 
international piano competitions.
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Kutiman 

Ophir Kutiel, professionally known as Kutiman, is an Israeli musician, composer, producer and animator. In 
2009 Kutiman released “ThruYOU,” an online music video project mixed from samples of YouTube videos that has  
received more than 10 million views. Time Magazine named it one of the 50 Best Inventions of 2009. Due to the 
success of Thru-YOU, in October 2010 Kutiman was invited by YouTube to perform at the “YouTube Play” grand 
opening at Guggenheim in New York City.

6.1.5. Difficulties
Some composers had problems speaking self-reflectively about their work. Partly because 

they rarely put their methods into words, and often they seem to need much time to rethink 
their way of working from an outer perspective, especially in the case of WHY questions. There 
is always a certain amount of non-conscious elements within the compositional process, and 
some  questions  required  the  first-time  exploration  of  these  elements  from  the  interview 
subject on the spot. Some participants had never before thought about their concepts of trying 
to be unique, and some had never analyzed genre-ingredients in their music. In some cases the 
lack of ability to precisely define a certain genre also proved to be a major problem in finding 
genre-influences in a participant's style. The questions designed to observe the measure of a 
composer's artistic freedom in the case of autonomous concert music (as opposed to applied 
music  situations)  proved  to  carry  the  traits  of  the  questioner's  personal  mind-set  too 
significantly:  these  questions  turned  out  to  be  inappropriate  for  one  of  the  subjects,  who 
believed that artistic freedom was not generally definable and that barriers as well as freedom 
can be found in the creative processes of both concert and applied music. Another shortcoming 
regarding the sample of composers is that the majority of the participants have had academic 
education  (with  only  one  exception),  thus,  the  inclusion  of  some  more  “naive”  pop/rock 
musicians would have provided a more balanced representation. This was, however, traversed 
by time limitations and organizational issues.
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6.2. Interview analysis
In this section the content of the transcribed interviews will be examined organized into 6 

highlighted themes. During the discussions these themes were referenced to by all participants, 
partly  led  by  the  questions  asked,  but  also  in  spontaneous  ways  emerging  from  the 
participants' own lines of thought. The division of the analysis into the six themes helped the  
systematization of the content and also enabled logical comparison of common and differing 
attributes found in the answers given. 

The themes are as follows:

• Artistic freedom and boundaries

• “New” is an illusion – Combination is the only chance

• Relying on vs. avoiding genre-clichés 

• Playing with expectations

• Innovation: unique sound 

• Addressing audiences

6.2.1. Artistic freedom and boundaries

“I think when composing absolute music one can manage to work completely freely. 
Then one can say “now I do whatever I want, and however I want”, and if at the end 
this music reminds the listener of something else, it is simply inevitable” - Zabkar

In this remark the concept of artistic freedom is viewed as the degree of ability to break 
free from the predestined nature of reception. Even if  the composer tries  to avoid stylistic  
clichés,  the  reception  of  music  will  inevitably  be  determined  by  the  listeners'  needs  for 
categorization based on their earlier genre experiences. 

Though in the freedom vs. boundaries theme the boundaries may be interpreted as the 
borders of genre, and freedom as the degree of freedom in pushing the limits of that genre, the  
interviewees rarely spoke specifically about genres. Instead, the theme has been circumscribed 
from  the  aspects  regarding  differences  between  composing  from  inner  inspiration  or 
composing  according  to  instructions  of  producers,  directors  or  other  commissioners.  The 
discussions revealed that boundaries can have many forms and levels, and that concert music 
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commissions must be distinguished from film music projects. In concert music, even if it has to  
be  composed  for  a  specific  apparatus,  or  relate  to  a  given  topic,  instructions  regarding 
structural organization are rarely given. In contrast, film music's timely elaboration usually  
has to adapt to the film's events. In this aspect, concert music was held to be the most free 
compositional activity.    

 “In concert music there is a lot more freedom. In film music you are not supposed to write 
that many melodies, they have to be rather motives, that can be learned pretty fast so that you 
don't really have to listen to them. In concert music melodies are allowed to be longer, they can 
attract much more attention to them.” - Raffel

Raffel's comment “melodies are allowed to be longer” also expresses the view that, in the 
case of concert music, musical ideas can more freely be elaborated in time, and the complexity  
of musical events does not have to be decreased, because of it being perceived as a separate, 
autonomous medium. Some interviewees noted, however, that some given factors, such as the 
apparatus  of  instruments,  can  be  viewed  as  restrictions  or  boundaries  in  concert  music 
composition, too.  

“Certainly it is common to receive a commission to write a piece for example for an 
orchestra,  or a  piece for this  and that.  But that  is  not  such a big  compromise.  It  
depends,  what  one  calls  a  compromise.  There  is  a  given  instrumentation  and 
everybody tries to arrange things according to their own taste within the music for 
that particular apparatus.” - Gyöngyösi 

In  this  reasoning  the  relativity  of  compromises  comes  to  surface.  On this  same topic, 
Pejtsik commented: 

“It can be frustrating that you can't have a piccolo, it can be relieving that you don't  
have to care about the piccolo. It can be good that you have these boundaries and it  
can  be  frustrating,  but  the  boundaries  are  very  different  for  different  people.”  -  
Pejtsik

Often times boundaries can come in handy for composers. For a media artist, who samples 
and  mixes  internet  videos,  reducing  the  number  of  seemingly  endless  options  is  very 
important. Kutiman explained how he first chooses a video of a drummer, samples or loops  
certain segments from it, then he tries to find other videos of instruments that fit well with  the 
initial video. He says it is relieving for him, that unlike in a studio situation, where one can say  
“the guitar should play an exact riff, or specific melodies”, he just searches for video sections 
that work well together. For him it is better than having “too many options” in the studio.  
Thus, for Kutiman, consistently following the work method, in which the previously chosen 
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video  track  determines  the  choice  of  the  next  video  to  be  added,  means  forcing  certain 
reductions  and limitations onto himself, which not only provides individual stylistic unity, but  
helps find solutions faster and more effectively.

Relating to the idea that every artist builds up useful boundaries for him/herself, Peter 
Pejtsik expresses most radical thoughts arguing that actually no such thing as “full  artistic  
freedom” can exist in any creative process.

“if you want to have some effect, and you take that effect into consideration, and you 
strive for it,  then you are  NOT free.  There is  no artistic  freedom.  I  think artistic  
freedom was … the concept was born in the romantic era, and I think it's stupid. […] 
Everything is a boundary. Even if you feel free, you are within borders and you are in 
a box. And you just don't realize it. That's so subjective. ... If you are composing your 
own music you are consulting yourself, you are reacting yourself, you are playing the 
part of the director, you are bound, you are in a box. - Pejtsik

After claiming that even when composing from one's own inspiration independently from 
commissioners, one is working within boundaries, he adds that the very challenge is to find 
various  opportunities  for  being  free  and  creative  within  these  boundaries.  As  an  obvious 
example he mentions that when he is orchestrating pop projects that include arranging simple 
4-chord harmonic progressions for strings, he tries to be creative in the ways he distributes  
and  arranges  the  notes  of  the  given  chords  among  the  voices.  Instead  of  simply  writing  
prolonged  notes,  he  puts  small  movements  into  the  string  parts,  so  that  they  play  more 
complex, complementary motives building up more alive and positively “imperfect” textures. 
As Hungary's number one orchestrator for symphonic pop projects he has gathered significant 
experience in finding ways to stay creative even within more simplistic, commercially driven 
projects.  

“I try to find freedom in every possible situation.” - Pejtsik

Other participants also talked about such techniques of injecting creative nuances into less 
challenging  commercial  projects.  These  nuances  can,  however,  please  primarily  the 
composer/orchestrator though they stay hidden from most listeners. 

6.2.2. “New” is an illusion – Combination is the only chance
This section discusses the participants' views regarding whether “creating something new 

and original” is even possible or necessary at all.  Answering questions whether they try to 
create new and unique styles, nearly all participants started by claiming that there is nothing 
new left to discover in music. All the building units have been explored and used, and so all  
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that is possible is to create an illusion of novelty by means of re-organizing and combining  
these existing elements.  

“I think everything already exists, and the only aspect where I see the possibilities for  
creating something new is the aspect of combining. How I mix, how I stop things, 
which instruments I put together, and this is where styles become mixed. Here I am 
looking for things that I have not heard before.” - Zabkar 

“If  you are  using the  given elements  and put them in a  certain  order,  it  may be 
nothing new used,  but still  the thing you express is  new and it's  shocking and it 
impresses people.” - Pejtsik

“I  think one interesting option is  mixing styles.  So to delicately,  or even brutally  
combine different material, that does not fit together well. For example in popular 
music  many  do  the  following  recently  I  think:  into  a  rock  surrounding  or  other 
well-definable  music  they  unexpectedly  put  it  electronic,  dj-like  effects,  so  in  a 
normal  acoustic  ambient,  with  acoustic  drums,  and  all,  suddenly  different  noises 
appear,  that  come  from  a  totally  different  world,  but  works  extremely  well.”  - 
Gyöngyösi

“The elements are already discovered.  I  have been told so also in my educational  
institutes, so that in reality novelty comes from combination. I would also say, I also 
do it automatically, even without thinking: 'aha, this combination has not been found 
yet'.”- Mühlbacher

Some participants added that combination occurs also when the artist tries to imitate a  
certain  style  that  he/she  only  partially  knows,  therefore  failing  to  truly  imitate  it  he/she 
blends in individual style elements – even unwittingly.

“But  a  lot  of  the  times  I  am  just  trying  to  imitate  something,  I  get  something 
completely  different.  I  guess  most  music  was  created  this  way.  People  trying  to 
imitate something that they love, and they end up with something new.” - Kutiman

Reflecting on the general argument that nothing new can be created in music, Kutiman 
modestly admits he does not find himself a true innovator but he does not claim no one can be.  
Unfortunately he does not name any artist he finds really innovative. Still, he also shared the 
opinion  that,  whether  consciously  or  unwittingly,  composers  now  create  new  styles  by 
combining old ones. More specific examples of participants' techniques for doing so will be 
presented in the next section.    
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6.2.3. Relying on vs. avoiding genre-clichés
This  section  summarizes  the  results  of  the  discussions  on deliberate  incorporation  of 

existing styles.  In most  cases  a clear distinction was  once more apparent between ways  of 
quoting genres in applied music situations and in concert music. Accordingly, the strategies  
and techniques used in the two were also described to be different. 

Using Genre-clichés in applied music 

Those  participants  active  in  applied  music  fields  reported  that  referencing  to 
well-recognizable genre-clichés is an accepted and very commonly used technique in applied 
music. Its main purposes were said to be: 

– helping the audience's space/time orientation

– helping build up a character

– helping tell narratives (e.g. about transformations in personalities, social roles, etc.)
Space/time orientation can be backed up by music in most obvious ways like involving 

Venetian gondola music in a theatre play that is set in Venice. Also in films, musical styles that  
are the most stereotypically related to a certain location, can make quicker the recognition of 
that place, enabling that the visual layer can skip the presentation of the ambiance and can 
focus on the action straightaway.

Participants claimed that the personal traits of film characters can also be represented in 
fast and effective ways with the help of musical genres, thus relying on common associations to 
lifestyles and behavioural patterns attached to these genres.  One film composer mentioned 
having to compose music for an energetic scene with a guy on a bicycle.  At first  he tried 
symphonic music with synthetic sounds, but after feeling it had not worked, he composed a  
rocky song to it, which enhanced the feeling of the vivid and dynamic character. In another 
example he emphasized that a well-placed genre-cliché can not only highlight what is already 
present in the visual domain, but it can also add something that is missing. 

“what was required for them [the producers] was more an "agent-like" theme, which 
means more jazzy or big-bandy approach of doing that, which in my opinion works 
even better, so which is also a total grab into the stylistic clichés : using over-the-top 
jazz music for agent-like guys. But it works if it adds that certain feel to them, which 
is probably missing in the movie.” - Raffel

Further  examples  told  by film composers  pointed out  that  by using and transforming 
identifiable styles one can also express a certain change in a character's personality. A perfect 
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instance of that is when a lady in the film “Kuma” moves from her birthplace to a location  
belonging to another culture into which she has to integrate, as described in Iva Zabkar's case: 

“In the focus of the story are the persons of the family and two women, the young 
lady who gets married in Vienna, and the mother. My musical concept was to develop 
the musical themes from the beginning to the end of the film so that they represent 
the personal development of the young lady, growing out from a strict traditional 
Turkish thinking into a western personality with independent decisions, new tasks, so 
she leaves her old origins and takes responsibility for her own decisions, so positions 
herself as a person that has its say. Musically it is resolved with themes played by 
some Turkish instruments (Ud and Saz), and that gradually changes until it develops 
into a guitar, and there the harmonies are also a bit transformed.” - Zabkar

Following this path she also explained how it can be useful for parody-purposes to mix 
very different styles. Such stylistic dualities work well when presenting complex situations, like 
a character being placed into an uncommon setting. In the case of a funny scene, where an 
esoteric-oriented yoga teacher keeps sabotaging the funeral ceremony of the ex-husband of his 
lover,  with making crazy noises, the composer Zabkar had the idea of  using a theme from 
Tsaikovsky's  Swan  lake  but  performed  on  sitar  and  pan  flute.  The  classical  piece  fit  the 
ceremony perfectly, and the sitar sound represents the yoga teacher's musical taste, and the 
combination is a strange and at the same time funny result.

Using genre-clichés in concert music 

Even the more concert music-oriented composers, that rarely score for films and other 
media, agreed that to some extent using established style-elements was useful to them. One of 
them reasoned that genres make up the language that can be easily understood. He meant that 
these clichés are needed as a framework, as something that should be seen as given; they are 
not added by the composer, they are rather what the composer adds his ideas INTO. In this 
sense the act of composing a new piece that includes existing genre-clichés should not be seen 
as mixing,  but as  filling new material  into an established structure.  In his  metaphor Peter 
Pejtsik compared this to a pint pot and the beer that we put into it. Experiencing post-modern 
music, according to his views, is sometimes like finding soup instead of beer filled into a pint  
pot. 

“it has that postmodern strange effect that makes you go 'what? A pint of soup? That 
is exciting!' ” - Pejtsik    

Following this  line of  thought he adds that breaking all  the rules and avoiding all  the 
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clichés would be equal to punching the bottom of that pint in the metaphor. Everything would 
fall out, and without that framework the piece would not work. At this point, referring back to  
the freedom vs boundaries topic, he admits that this act of punching the bottom of the pint  
could be considered as total artistic freedom. And with this remark he argues that by gaining 
total  freedom,  the  composer  risks  losing  the  common  language  and,  thus,  risks  becoming 
incomprehensible.  Unfortunately  in  his  narrative  this  metaphor remains  a  rather  abstract,  
general viewpoint, without being justified by specific musical examples to explain what exactly 
qualifies as the pint, in other words, what stylistic attributes serve as framework, and what 
other attributes are the real content. 

Another composer mentions more specific examples for that.

“This has many levels, but the most obvious level is the melody, when the melody is 
very similar to something familiar. But you can use much deeper structural elements, 
for example a small form, like a classical 8-bar period: if it is built up like a Mozartian  
period, if you do it right, then it will have the same effect.” - Gyöngyösi

Gyöngyösi  also  adds  that  a  quotation  can  be  too  direct,  and  he  criticizes  another 
contemporary  Hungarian  composer  for  using  various  themes  and  styles  without  adding 
sufficient original content. He argues that quotations should be discrete and clever, thus not 
too much in the foreground.  

“A  piece  has  to  be  able  to  stand  on  its  own  feet.  I  rather  try  to  build  in 
life-mechanisms into my music. How can I put it... So, at Mozart a demonic d-minor 
with timpani and trumpets means what it means. In my 1st symphony there is a place 
with a similar demonic thing, it is not d minor, but a d whatever, but what causes this 
similarity effect, is that it is similar to 75% to the original. There is the timpani, and 
the unison beginning, but that does not evoke feelings that it is taken from another 
piece. We just get the feeling that this is what he would have wanted to say if he lived 
in the time of Mozart. So actually I pick up an attitude, which I try to dress up in a 
modern style. But the harmonies, especially at dramatic moments, are not at all tonal,  
and not at all Mozartian. - Gyöngyösi 

His concept of clichés proved to be rather different from definite genre-clichés; he speaks 
instead  of  some  musical  universalities,  structures  and  solutions  that  can  have  the  same 
meaning or same effect independently from genres and eras. 

“I have my own harmonic world, my rhythmic or melodic world, of which I know the 
meanings  for  myself,  and I  can hope that  the audience –  due to many centuries' 
traditions – will understand more or less the same meanings. We can think of either 
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primitive  things  but  also  more  complex  things.  Primitive  thing  is  e.g.  the 
major-minor relation, major meaning cheerful, and minor meaning sad. Well, these 
are silly stock phrases, but there are also more complicated rhythmical mechanisms, 
or harmonic changes, which - through the music history - became standardized. And 
even if not the same, but something similar can be used that is based on the same 
mechanisms.” - Gyöngyösi

This belief in the existence of such universal mechanisms contributing to a basic common 
language is joined by many other interviewees, who also reported using these extensively in 
concert music as well. Different methods for that were mentioned. Referencing to or mixing 
genres can be realized not only vertically (simultaneously in parallel layers), but also in a linear  
fashion,  in  the  form  of  consecutive  passages  with  different  styles.  Christian  Mühlbacher 
explained how he often does  stylistic  changes  within  one piece  by  coming  out  of  a  Swing 
section, then going through a Ballad, and stepping into a Funk passage. The strategy and goal 
behind this is, as he put it, to “change scenes”. He often plans whole concert programmes with  
a similar approach to place different styles/genres to specific moments of an evening in order 
to change colours, or “change the wallpaper”. He sometimes even leaves his audience confused 
with the idea that the whole concert may go on in a certain strange style, and then suddenly he  
resolves such a type of tension by introducing another new genre. Building up tension caused 
by fulfilling or counteracting the expectations that emerge from genre-associations proved to 
be  a  beloved technique.  This  can also  be  achieved by  organizing  material  differently  than 
expected in a genre: 

“Minimalistic structures in a Big Band piece: a structure of x bars, that gets repeated 
and repeated, and there are always only some minor changes added. ... Anyway, I also 
did this in the big band piece. There was a guitar pattern and a harmonic structure of 
16 bars, and there also was a bass riff, that was being repeated all the time. Onto this  
basis,  different  instrumental  groups,  different  sound  layers  were  added.  It  is  not 
common in a big band piece.” - Zabkar

The techniques of introducing unforeseen style elements belongs to a more general type of 
artistic strategy, to play with audiences' expectations. 

6.2.4. Playing with expectations

“This is humor in music. [...] Its basis is cognitive dissonance. A basic feature in music 
is this. […] You listen to music the way that you are expecting something, and you get  
usually something else, OR you get what you expect. And this always goes back and 
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forth. People really listening to music are always actually led by this humorous way of 
cognitive dissonances.” - Pejtsik

Genre, in this sense, plays a very important role. A call-and-answer form or a periodic  
structure,  just  as  genre-specific  rhythmic  patterns,  melody  line-clichés,  sequential  chord 
progressions, performance-style elements like specific ways of accentuating or bending notes, 
all  contribute  to  establishing  a  familiar-sounding  genre  ambiance,  in  which  the  listener's 
expectations can be fulfilled or tricked in different ways.

Begin with the familiar - interrupt with the unexpected 

Several  composers  interviewed  talked  about  techniques  of  tricking  the  audiences  by 
starting building up passages with an identifiable stylistic direction and then steering away 
from it. This steering away can be realized in a slow and gradual fashion, as e.g. in the case of  
Gyöngyösi's Christmas Oratorio, the 2nd part of which begins with a very simple major I-IV-I-IV 
chord progression that very slowly evolves into a much more complex, chromatically coloured 
texture,  that gradually gets rid of periodicity,  symmetry and so predictability. Also,  in this 
same  work,  in  the  “9.  Aria,  con  Passione”  part  he  begins  with  a  rural,  Hungarian  folk  
music-inspired material  with mainly diatonic  melodies and open fifth chords on prolonged 
tonic positions, then he interrupts it with surprising chromatic off-steps, suddenly introducing 
almost atonal chords and passages. Later he even combines the two ideas. The listener hears a 
folk-inspired melody with familiar rhythmical structures that is headed towards a predictable 
closure, when, however, the accompaniment introduces unexpected, odd chords, right under 
the closing note. 

“It is quite typical of me that the harmonization, the sound is familiar, but then they  
find their way to say something different and new.” - Gyöngyösi

It is also an example of musical communication that in the Christmas Oratorio, that is 
performed  to  a  primarily  Hungarian  audience,  the  shepherds  are  represented  by  using 
Hungarian folk music associations to create the rural atmosphere. Suddenly introducing “odd” 
notes and chords is also often present in Mühlbacher's jazz compositions. He also builds up 
musical  processions  that  propose  a  certain  familiar  resolution,  which  is  then  deliberately 
avoided by adding something “which is surely not Ö3 Hit Radio compatible”.

Estrangement, alienating

While the previous section discussed gradual or sudden linear transitions between familiar 
and  unexpected  elements,  this  part  is  mainly  dedicated  to  observing  the  sustained 
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simultaneous  presence of  contrasting style-elements.  Both techniques  were referred to  the 
interview  participants  as  estrangement or  alienating.  In  the  examples  mentioned  by  the 
composers estrangement or alienating was realized mostly by taking an essential element of an 
original genre (such as the ¾ beat in a waltz, or the loud brass section in a fanfare, or the  
synthesized  drum  sounds  in  modern  dance  music)  and  modifying  these  very  fundamental 
elements  in  various  ways,  so that  a  basic  musical  function of  that  original  style  is  lost  or  
transformed.  For  instance  Zabkar  experiments  with  changing  the  timing  of  hits  within  an 
originally “super-tight” electronic drum beat, so that it becomes uneven and inaccurate, as if it  
was performed by a beginner or a drunken drummer. Using such “messed-up” drum patterns 
in loops creates a dubious feel, because the repetition-cycles always get repeated by digitally 
equal periods, but at the same time the content within these looped frames is very irregular. As  
Zabkar puts it: “It is not dance music any more. It is music with an irregular heartbeat.” It can  
be  called  estrangement  because  sounds  that  are  familiar  from  one genre  are  organized  in 
strange unusual ways, and this re-structuring of the known elements detaches them from their 
original functions and become building blocks of a new musical ambiance.    

6.2.5. Innovation: unique sound 
How to be innovative?

The question  was  aimed at  participants  partly  hoping  for  answers  describing  ways  of 
creating unique styles or renewing old forms, and partly provoking the expression of ideas 
whether innovation was seen as important or not. While most academically trained composers  
very consciously deal with the issue by analyzing existent music and searching for distinct new 
solutions,  some  other  participants  reported  that  they  never  think  of  trying  hard  to  be 
innovative at all. 

“I don't really analyze it too much, to think how I am gonna make it different. I am 
just trying to do something that I love, and end up with something that sometimes 
even I don't know how it came out.” - Kutiman

Pejtsik told that he believes innovation simply happens, even unwittingly, because there 
are always people making music who get fed up with something old and they simply start  
making  new  sounds  instinctively  in  order  to  become  identifiable  or  individual.  Several 
participants added to this topic by saying that for those who do try to create a unique style the 
biggest challenge is to cope with the overwhelming palette of stylistic impacts, and, for many 
who have succeeded in becoming unique, the solution lay in reducing the options, and choosing 
the only few impulses to work with.    
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“In the age of the internet, with this feeling that “everything is there, everything is 
given” the ground is pulled out from under our feet. The art is to pick something out  
of that.” - Zabkar 

As an example of building a characteristic style with very few elements Pejtsik mentions 
Arvo Pärt's tintinnabuli-technique,  claiming that in Pärt's case the question is not what he  
uses, but rather what he does not use. If his first tintinnabuli piece had been the only work 
using the  new compositional  method,  it  would have only  been an interesting  minimalistic 
piece.  However,  Pärt  chose to keep on developing the technique without adding new style 
elements,  and  that  became  his  way  of  being  innovative  and  being  distinctive.  Innovation, 
therefore,  is  something  that  can be  seen  as  new ways  of  revealing  very  old,  archetypical,  
fundamental meanings. If the listeners hear a brand-new melody but still feel they have heard 
it before, it carries something common inside, and that is seen by many participants as more 
important  than  being  original.  It  can  be  just  as  exciting  to  tell  an  old  narrative  using  a 
language's  old  meanings  and  old  structures  in  strange  new  dialects.  In  music,  a  parallel  
example can be to use old structures dressed up with brand new timbres and sounds.   

Experimenting with new sounds

Throughout the interviews it became clear that all participants consider sound production 
and  sound  mixing  a  significant  part  of  composition.  Regardless  of  age  they  all  reported 
extensively using computers and sound editing software for creating unique building units as  
well  as  for  shaping  the  overall  sound of  a  recorded  composition.  The  use  of  synthesizers, 
samplers, amplifiers and other electronic devices was said to be an indispensable tool of sound 
creation; moreover, sound itself (no matter if acoustic, electronic or hybrid) was mentioned as 
the most important domain for experiments aimed to produce one's original style. Participants  
gladly  employ  less  common instruments  or  combine traditional  ones  in  unusual  ways.  For 
many of them, the most interesting variant of blending traditions was note-materials  from 
“Tradition A” being performed by instruments of “Tradition B”. Composers who talked about 
their ways of being unique often used the expression “my sound” when describing techniques  
for constructing complex textures with mixed acoustic or synthetic sounds. Mühlbacher told 
about his methods for creating often pulse-free aleatoric passages with “instrument clouds” 
(Instrumenten Wolken) as he calls them, where groups of performers in a jazz big band are 
instructed to produce semi-improvised sounds, e.g. by freely ascending from very deep notes to 
higher ones, etc. In this example he aims to achieve a sort of levitating feeling. He developed 
special conducting methods to be able to coordinate such ensemble improvisations, which he 
considers to be the most important elements of his style, or “his sound”. 

Many composers expressed their desire to experiment freely on the borders of music and 
sound design, to be able tell narratives with yet unheard timbres.  
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“If  I  had the time to write music only for myself  I  would do electronic stuff,  free  
improvised music,  I  would do sound collages.  I  am somehow very much into this  
“sound” direction, into sound design. I combine things that do not normally belong to  
each other, or I detach sounds from their original functions and I put them into some 
new ambiance.” - Zabkar

The latter remark about changing the function or original context of musical materials 
raises issues similar to stylization and imitation of folk music or popular music elements within 
art music. When Kutiman mixes a funk track using short samples and loops, the structuring of 
the elements is funk-like, however the sound has a rather modern electronic feel to it, because 
of the fragmented nature created by the joints between the samples. This kind of stylized funk 
is not suited to dancing any more, rather for more concentrated listening.       

“I think how the people will react, but not necessarily on a dance floor. I guess I also  
prefer to listen to music at home or in the car, than in a club. I guess this is where I  
am aiming to,  but no,  I  don't  really try to make it  practical  for a  dance floor.”  - 
Kutiman 

6.2.6. Addressing audiences
Some interview questions  were aimed to  get  participants  to  reveal  whether  they ever 

consider  addressing specific target groups or audiences while composing, and whether they 
use definite genre elements to support this communication. Two clearly distinguished types of 
projects  with  different  attitudes  were  circumscribed  in  the  answers.  In  some  projects 
composers had a totally a-rhetoric approach (no regard to listeners and their genre-concepts),  
and  in  some  other  projects  a  consciously  rhetoric-minded  attitude  was  present.  The 
participants reported that they use different techniques according to which one of the two 
attitudes they choose for a project.  However,  when describing the second, rhetoric-minded 
attitude, only a few participants were able to mention examples of well-defined target groups 
or accurately specified genres. Interestingly two examples were given where the concept of  
target group was understood as the first and most direct group of people that encounter the  
music, namely the performers. In these two examples the composer communicated primarily 
not with the concert audience but with the musicians performing his music. Gyöngyösi talked 
about the choir world, that he sees as the most market-oriented segment within art music, a 
segment that has its standard audience always requiring new pieces, and whose commissioners 
(mainly choir leaders)  express most clearly their  needs regarding a commissioned piece.  It 
seemed to be a primary goal for him to write choral music that first appeals to his singers. The  
choir itself was his target group. 
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The other similar example was told by Pejtsik. He was rehearsing a finale segment of a big 
band piece, which had ultra-third relative chords in the trumpets, over the top of bass and sax 
lines.  He  wished  for  an  epic,  cinematic,  extended  dimension  for  this  finale.  When  the 
performers were not playing it with enough intensity, Pejtsik showed them a rather unusual  
conducting sign. He imitated the flying Superman figure, and suddenly the desired effect was 
achieved. 

“They played it,  but it did not work really, but when I raised my hand flying like 
Superman, it was spot on what I wanted. Because the language works of patterns. Not  
words, but the principles, the concepts behind them. And if you can grab a concept, 
then everything falls in its place. […] That Superman-feeling worked. I am thinking of 
showing  it  (superman flying)  while  conducting  it  at  the  concert  as  well  (laughs). 
Maybe the audience will also understand it perfectly. Funny.”

Moving on to communicating with the listeners he added an example of using the cliché of  
“the inferior, or the villain's entrance” represented by dark low registers and deep clusters. 
Pejtsik sometimes refers to this dark musical character, also familiar from the “A Night on the 
Bare Mountain” by Mussorgsky, but using different instruments like distorted guitars and bass. 
He claims that  the audience understands  the “big  evil”  character well  even if  they do not  
realize  the  connection  to  Mussorgsky,  and  Pejtsik  often  uses  this  character  to  underline 
contrast between passages.  

Addressing large audiences

When talking about projects explicitly planned for big audiences (arena shows, major film 
projects, etc.) all composers agreed that the use of common frameworks like traditional forms 
and  familiar  musical  gestures  was  necessary.  Participants  experienced  that  the  more 
recognizable genre elements they employ, the bigger their chances are of gaining popularity. 
Whenever their goal is to compose more accessible pieces, they write simple, periodic melodies 
and passages,  they build call-and-answer forms or minimalistic structures,  and they repeat 
short sections more often without varying. 

“I present a motive, and then I repeat it again, so that the listener can learn it, so that  
he does not have to listen too much to the music, but it stays unconsciously. Like: 
tadam  tadam,  tadaaadam  (sings),  my  answer  to  that  would  be  tadam  tadam, 
tadaaadam, totally the same rhythm. So I think periodically. Also if I try to be more 
inventive,  I  give the listener some time to easily  learn the material.  Also,  in film 
music,  but  in  concert  music  as  well,  sometimes  you need  repetition  to  underline 
something, that is important to you. Some composers in the concert world say: I do  
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not want to repeat myself at any time in my whole piece again, because I have already 
given that specific information. But I do not think the ear works like this. Your ear 
cannot save that much information per second.” - Raffel

Raffel says he tries to write strong melodies that people can sing along to, and his music is  
almost exclusively tonal; he rarely uses complex 20th century harmonies. Gyöngyösi also avoids 
atonality in his popular works. At the time of his interview he was planning his new musical, 
for which he had taken advice from pop experts, artists and music marketing specialists. When 
showing his first sketches to media producer, rapper Peter Geszti, the general suggestions he 
received were: “Make it more simple. And more simple in many ways, musically and story-wise 
as well.” Being an art music composer Gyöngyösi finds it a major challenge to actually realize  
simplicity, he admitted. While trying to keep the melodies and forms simple in his musical, he  
tries to put his art into other musical domains that are less in the foreground, like modulations, 
instrumentation. He mentions Sting's music as a good example of “popular material presented 
in  an  extremely  clever  way.  He  [Sting]  sometimes  allows  himself  things  that  the  average 
popular musician would not allow. There are,  for example many musical  styles  within one 
song.”   

Kutiman's example from his own works that address large and heterogeneous audiences 
was his project called “Thru-the-city”. He searches for sounds and styles that are typical for  
certain cities around the globe. He records street musicians, and other local artists, or even 
non-musical sounds, and he uses samples and loops from these recordings to create his own 
mix. He told he tries to feel his impression of the place and local people through their music. 
This way the sound of the resulting pieces, regardless of the style in which the samples are  
organized, will create a strong connection to people living in these cities or people who have 
ever visited these places. 

Again, presenting familiar musical material, sounds and genre-clichés to listeners proved 
to be a consciously used means of communication.

“Surely  there  is  this  “feeling-at-home”  effect,  which  you  said,  and  yeah, 
communication  I  find  very  important,  you  know,  that  poor  audience  and  the 
professionals as well, they are crying out for it. It all becomes easier with these you 
know... They know, or they feel, even if they cannot put it in words, but they know 
that it means this and that.  And then, the composer's task is to create something 
deeper with the concrete musical material, the melody-forming, so these are good 
helping hands for the listener.” Gyöngyösi 
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6.3. Results
To sum up, the interviews made clear that the participants often consciously incorporate 

existing clichés,  and though they rarely define them as genre-clichés,  they see them as an 
important tool in their musical communication, and also as an inevitable result of living in the 
internet  age,  in  which  the  only  chance  to  create  something  seemingly  new  is  to  combine 
existent material. 

The participants' attitude towards the importance of being innovative varied. While most 
of them could describe individual techniques they apply in order to create never-before heard 
combinations,  some  had  the  opinion  that  touching  something  archetypical,  ancient  or 
universal is  more important than innovation. When speaking about genre-blending most of 
them mentioned how they try to be innovative by filling up old forms with uncommon content. 

They rarely mentioned using a specific genre like rock or jazz to express a given meaning 
in concert music, but they often talked about general musical characters that they like to refer 
to.  Their motivation for that  is  normally to have a reference point to which they can add  
individual modifications while still presenting familiar elements to the listener. All participants 
that were also active in applied music projects have clearly distinguished between how they 
use genres in concert music or in applied music situations. In film music familiar genres and  
styles are used to help the audience's orientation in space and time, and to help musically 
express  a  character's  personality  and  its  transformations  in  different  situations.  In  more 
commercially  oriented  projects  where  genre-references  have to  be  very  easily  and quickly 
recognizable,  commonly  the  most  stereotypical  characteristics  like  the  familiar  sounds 
(instrumentation)  are  borrowed,  rather  then  material  organization  techniques.  In  concert 
music too, genres are referred to by the participants, even if in less obvious ways. Universally 
understood mechanisms and musical characters are believed to contribute to a basic common 
language,  in which broadly circumscribed meaning-fields and associations can be called up 
even with alternative instrumentation techniques. All interviewees found that the domain of 
sound or timbre has  a  more significant potential  for experiments  aiming to  create  unique 
music  than  the  domains  of  melody,  harmony,  or  form.  Many  of  them  use  individual 
instrumentation (e.g. electronics) for re-telling known musical ideas in new ways. 

Genres are usually mixed in a parallel nature, meaning that they can be heard together 
simultaneously, but in some cases they are quoted one after the other in a linear fashion.  The  
more recognizable these genre-elements are, the bigger the chances are for a piece to gain 
popularity or even commercial success. Simple, periodic melodies and ongoing repetition of  
minimal structures are often used to increase accessibility.
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Participants also often quote genres in order to help build up familiar musical processions 
that  propose  typical  resolutions,  which  then  can  be  deliberately  avoided  or  modified  in 
surprising  ways.  Most  participants  play  with  listeners'  expectations  by  employing  such 
techniques.  Many of  them mentioned estrangement  or alienating,  as  means to  introducing 
unexpected elements in a certain genre-field. Often times, sounds are taken from their original 
contexts  and are  organized  in unusual  ways.  This  can change the  original  functionality  of  
genres  while  their  typical  sounds still  remain recognizable.  It  has  been presented through 
numerous examples how incorporating different genre-clichés helps composers in fulfilling 
specific rhetoric purposes.  
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7. Conclusion

7.1. Summary of findings
This study provides an overview of genre-blending practices in Western music created 

between 1900 and  2015 with a sharper focus on the last 30 years of the period. It has been 
shown that  crossing over  can be  realized in significantly  diverse ways.  The observation of  
extra-musical aspects tightly connected to the musical works in question have revealed the 
involvement of aspects that may influence the ways different crossover techniques are utilized.  
Following aspects have been found influential: 

– Composers' cultural socialization and traditions of their original communities

– Composers' concepts about the intended reception of their pieces

– Composers' concepts about the audience's general perception of genres

– Composers' motivations and strategies for mixing genres (rhetoric or arhetoric)

– Composers' concepts about how their music will be “used” (functionality)

– Composers' concepts about principles of material organization 

In the following sections we will  discuss how these components  determine each other 
according to the results of the study. 
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7.1.1. Relations to the socio-cultural environment
Explorations  in  this  thesis  in  the  chosen  composers'  socio-cultural  backgrounds  have 

shown that the environment in which composers are socialized, raised and educated strongly 
influences  their  motivations  and strategies  in referencing  to  existing  musical  cultures  and 
traditions. Existent theories presented in works by Amabile & Pillemer (2012), Sloboda (2005), 
North and Hargreaves  (2008),  and Stedman (2012)  have  been  validated  and extended with 
aspects  on  the  influences  that  surrounding  genre  traditions  have  on  composers:  both 
conforming to or turning against  expectations  of  smaller professional  circles,  as  well  as  of 
broader cultural communities, can motivate musicians' choices in using genre elements.  

It became clear from both the composer interviews and artists' analyzed statements that 
most composers regard the possibility of communicating with associations produced by clichés 
as real. The degree to which they believed a concrete message could be conveyed with their 
particular type of music depended upon whether they socialized in the world of serious art  
music, jazz, or pop: composers of popular and film music best felt that the meanings evoked by 
their  music  were  definable,  while  art  music  concert  composers  reported  that  it  is  rather 
general characters and moods that they like to refer to. Their motivation for that is normally to 
have a reference point to which they can add individual modifications while still presenting 
familiar  elements  to  the  listener.  Thus  it  can be stated  that  the  composers  surveyed were 
generally  agreed  that  the  quoting  and  mixing  of  different  types  of  music  has  definite 
communicative power. This communicative power arises from the fact that to play with genre 
elements is at the same time to play with the expectations of the audience. The interviews 
unequivocally  backed  up  Meyer's  theory  (1961),  according  to  which  the  artist's  play  with 
expectations does not only arouse emotions, but produces musical meaning. 

There are many, however, who use these same tools unwittingly, or at least without a 
specific communication related purpose in mind. 

7.1.2. Rhetoric and arhetoric conceptual style-blending
It was seen with several of the composers surveyed that there was a lack of awareness of  

what associations certain styles produced among audiences. Whilst the mixing of styles itself  
was usually a deliberate action, there was generally no conscious plan to use the meanings  
generated  thereby  as  tool  for  communication.  This  difference  between  the  two  distinct 
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composer  groups  is  exactly  what  is  expressed  by  the  categories  of  arhetoric  and  rhetoric 
conceptual style-blending, as propounded by Stedman's  model of composers' rhetoric goals.

Millington's  observation  that  artists  create  and  utilize  the  standard  genre  categories 
concurrently has proven true with the composers surveyed in this dissertation. The utilization 
aspect was studied the more closely, and the results show that the projects operating with  
rhetoric style-blending concepts  heavily rely on the most established popular conception of 
genres (e.g. what average people think jazz or classical music is), and they also frequently refer  
to known genre labels in their marketing communications. In contrast, those artists preferring 
a more experimental approach attempt to avoid the standard genre labels: they are, after all,  
doing  their  utmost  to  break  down the  customs  and  restrictions  which  these  entail.  Genre 
categories do have an important communicational  role  to play in performance facilitation, 
principally from the point of view of commercial marketing, as it is only with such labels that 
audiences are already familiar with that newly mixed music, whose component parts have in 
any case become difficult to list and to define, can be meaningfully described.  

An important  element  of  rhetoric  mixing is  that  the  various  style  quotations  refer  as 
unambiguously as possible to the popular genre conception; with arhetoric mixing this is less 
significant. 

7.1.3. Traditions, musical functions, principles and techniques 
The collective image composers and their audiences have of the various genres is defined 

by the cultural traditions which surround them. As the replies from composers from different 
traditions (classical, or jazz/pop) were examined it became clear that behind the classical and 
pop  dichotomy  the  differences  in  each  tradition's  principles  of  organization  were  being 
stretched (architecture theory). These ordering principles are  the basis upon which composers  
choose their musical tools, and they are defined by the accepted music listening habits and the 
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Conceptual style-blending
Rhethoric Arhetoric

mixing and contrasting genres with the aim of 
evoking definite associations and delivering 
definite messages 

Mixing genres without the aim of  delivering 
any definite messages

Recognizability of genres is desired Recognizability of influences is not relevant

Illustration 7.2: Rhetoric and arhetoric conceptual style-blending – the two extreme poles
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functions to which the music is put in each given tradition. Broadly speaking, it is the question  
whether the final result, musically speaking, has to work well in a classical concert hall or in a  
discothèque that defines the basic principles of a mixture of Vivaldi and disco music.  

The principles of organization were divided into two groups according to this aspect.

Principles in both columns aid the achievement of objectives appropriate to the intended 
reception, within contexts of given traditions. Though the innovative/experimental principles 
are most typically present in the traditions of academic classical training, it is these principles 
that  dominate most progressive rock,  jazz and world fusion,  or experimental  pop projects. 
Similarly, Communicative/Functional principles are essential not only in popular genres, they 
are also present in the work of many classically trained concert music or film music composers. 
The outlined principles typical  of  the two poles do not form two discrete categories,  as  in 
practice there is always an element of overlap between the principles. However, it is generally 
the  case  that  a  composer  employs  principles  from  either  the  first  or  the  second  group, 
depending  upon  the  traditions  of  his  cultural  origins  and  socialization.  It  was  seen  when 
analyzing the Vivaldi arrangements that with crossover pieces created by producers arriving 
from the pop song tradition, although when considering sound and motifs there was a genuine 
blend of  baroque and pop elements,  the basic  principles determining the treatment of  the 
material revealed the predominant influence of traditions from pop. Bi-musical musicians who 
have  emerged  from  a  multi-traditional  milieu  tend  to  more  deeply  understand  general 
principles  of  organization in  more  types  of  music,  therefore  they  use  other  techniques  in 
crossing over than composers with less diverse backgrounds. (In validating the principles of  
both classical music and jazz Nigel Kennedy also creates a greater synthesis at the principles of  
organization level in his 2013 Proms performance of The Four Seasons)
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Principles of organization
  Innovative / Experimental Communicative / Functional

– avoiding banalities
– tricking expectations
– avoiding repetitions
– increasing unpredictability to surprise 

listeners
– avoiding symmetry
– creating new forms
– avoiding definability 
– increasing structural complexity

– creating, maintaining rhythmic drive
– creating a sense of familiarity
– embracing  repetitions,  relying  on 

positive effects of monotony
– increasing  predictability  to  encourage 

listener engagement
– symmetricizing 
– using well known forms as frameworks 

(like the popular song format)
– reducing structural complexity

Illustration 7.3: 2 extreme poles of Principles of material organization
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7.1.4. Techniques and crossover sub-categories
In Chapters 4 and 5 we attempted to answer the following research questions:  

– How do composers and music producers employ recognizable genre elements in order 
to evoke associations in the listener?

– What  compositional  practices  are  involved  in  blending  diverse  musical  styles  and 
traditions? In what musical and extra-musical domains can "crossing over" be found? 

With the examination of genre-blending practices in recent crossover works as well as in a  
historical context,  the following types of techniques were found:

• Elements of 'tradition A' and 'tradition B' are simultaneously present ('parallel')

• Elements of 'tradition A' and 'tradition B' are placed successively in a linear fashion

• Melodies  taken  from  'tradition  A'  are  quoted,  re-harmonized,  re-structured  in 
styles of 'tradition B' (e.g. typical voicing techniques, rhythms...)

• Typical genre-specific scales are incorporated

• Typical genre-specific harmonies are incorporated (with or without their typical 
chord progression practices)

• Typical genre-specific rhythm figures are incorporated

• Form and structure conventions of 'tradition A' are filled with B-style material  

• Typical genre-specific instruments are incorporated

• Typical  genre-specific  performance  techniques  (articulations,  etc.)  are 
stylized-imitated or incorporated in the performance style 

• Samples of audio recordings from 'the other' tradition are incorporated 

• Genre-specific styles of audio recording, mixing and post production are utilized

• Unconventional  clothing,  make-up,  hair-style,  and  performance  gestures  are 
appropriated by musicians,  and general  style elements of  visual  communication 
from 'the other' culture are incorporated 

• Music is performed at unconventional venues and events  

• Musical  project  is  linked to  non-musical  themes  (like  classical  choir  music  and 
modern information technology)
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While any number of the above techniques can be applied even at the same time, a  
significantly  large  group  of  the  analyzed  works  have  been  found  to  be  using  only  the 
'incorporation of genre-specific sounds and instrumentation' without crossing over in other 
domains, therefore two distinct sub-categories have emerged: 

– sound crossover (e.g. the original note-material of a pop song performed on strings)

– multi-domain  crossover (e.g.  rock  motifs  with  polyphonic  voicing  techniques, 
avant-garde harmonization and jazz rhythms, etc.)

Some examples have been found to include crossing over in purely intra-musical domains, 
while others have shown crossover features only in the unconventional contexts in which the 
otherwise  non-crossover  pieces  are  presented.  This  distinction  is  expressed  in  the  two 
sub-categories In-text crossover (music “A” + music “B”) and In-context crossover (music “A” 
+ extra-musical features “B”).

The  sub-categories  are  organized  into  a  classification  system  presented  next  in 
Illustration  7.4.  Some  musical  examples  are  included  in  the  table;  secondary  and  primary 
artists are written in blue, while composers interviewed in the Case Studies section are written  
in red.     
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Crossing over  
In-text

(music + music)
In-context

(music + other)
Parallel       /       Linear 

 (genres A+B are simultaneously present)                (genres A and B follow each other)          

Music A + venue/event B
Ex.: “Nessun Dorma” at the FIFA  
World Cup, opera excerpts in  
television talent contests

Music A + clothing/hair/ 
gestures B
Ex.: Nigel Kennedy playing trad.  
classical violin concertos wearing  
leather jacket and punk-style hair

Music A + marketing B
Ex.: Nigel Kennedy's '89 The Four  
Seasons album 

Music + other media 
(dance, visuals, etc.)
Ex.: Disney's Fantasia 2000
 

Music  + technology
Ex.: Whitacre's Virtual Choir

Composed    /   (+)  improvised  

Cover    /    Original 

Music A + Music B 
(mixed composition/arrangement)

Music A + 
performance style B

Traditional note-by-note 
(re-)arrangement

Audio (re-)mixing 
and sampling

Rhythmization in 
swing
Ex.: Jacques Loussier's  
Bach renditions

Opera sung by pop 
voice / Rock sung 
by operatic voice
Ex.: Il Divo, Nightwish

Genre A + 
Genre B's 
tunings/bendings, 
articulations 

Genre A + 
perf. ritual B 
(audience 
interaction, etc.)
Ex.: Bobby McFerrin's  
performance of  
Bach/Gounoud's Ave  
Maria at the Swinging  
Bach concert

Multi-domain crossover

(mixed instrumentation and/or 
mixed structuring)

Organization principles and sounds A 
+ Organization principles and sounds B

Sound crossover

(only mixed instrumentation)

Organization principles A 
+ Sounds B

Melody A + Harmonization B
Ex.: Mahler's folk song arrangements
       Dirty Loops' Prude girl 

Melody A + Structuring/voicing B
Ex.: Gentle Giant's Advent of Panurge

Form A + Material B
Ex.: Bernstein's jazz fugues
       Karl Jenkins's Sancta Mater
       Ivana Zabkar's Fishmob

Melody A + Rhythms B
Ex.: Nigel Kennedy's 2013 Proms performance of  
       'storm' from The Four Seasons 

Forms A + Scales B (+tuning 
systems B)

Genres A, B, C... follow each other
Ex.: Christian Mühlbacher's Bruckner 4 Jazz 
       Levente Gyöngyösi's Christmas Oratorio

Music A + studio production styles 
B
Ex.: Karl Jenkins's Adiemus

+ 'endless' further combinations 
and fusions in all musical domains

Ex.: Liquid Tension Experiment's When the 
        Water Breaks

Structures, forms, melodies, 
harmonies, rhythms, 
instruments, sounds A + 
Instruments, sounds B 
(+ perf. styles, melodies B)
Ex.: Deep Forest's Sweet Lullaby,
       Peter Fox's Stadtaffe
       Bond's Winter
       Metallica and the San Francisco     
                          Symphony Orchestra 
       Ivana Zabkar: “Das Begräbnis des
                Harald Kramer” film music:  
               (Tsaikovsky on sitar and panflute)  

Music A + studio production 
styles B
Ex.: Sting's Songs from the Labirynth
       Kutiman's Mother of all Funk Chords

Illustration 7.4: Classification system of sub-categories of crossing over
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For  summarizing  the  analytical  findings  we  applied  the  genre-proportional  model  to 
graphically  present  the  techniques  used  and  synthesis  degree  achieved  in  the  fusion.  The 
model  has  proven  useful  for  the  examination  of  differences  between  sub-categories  of 
crossover. The differences in the choice of used techniques, along with their correlation with 
the composers' motivations and communication strategies became transparent.  

7.1.5. Motivation types - Creative vs commercial crossover
The distinction between high and low art or élite and popular types of music has a lengthy  

history. Arguments in the high/low debate can be found in many scholarly works (e.g. Goodall, 
1995,  Middleton, 2007, Millington, 2007) that acknowledge the existence of a tension between 
culture and industry, creativity and commercial purposes. This tension, described by Goodall as 
“a traditional antipathy between art and business, between creative quality and commercial 
success” plays an important role in crossover, as emphasized by Millington, who even suggests 
the distinction between creative and commercial crossover. The two types are hard to define 
precisely, especially if each is intended to represent the opposite of the other, as creativity can 
be  seen as  an attitude of  the composer,  and commercial  success  as  a  feature  of  a  musical 
product: the two can co-exist without influencing each other. To make such a distinction more 
easily  definable,  we  examined  both  poles  of  this  tension  on  the  level  of  composers'  main 
purposes  and motivation:  we attempted  to  reveal  whether  genre-blending  resulted  from a 
motivation: 

1) to address mass audiences (thus maximizing profit), or

2) to experiment with styles for the sake of music only.   

(A  third  motivation  type,  naive  incorporation,  which  represents  the  intuitive, 
non-conscious  amalgamation  of  genre-influences,  was  not  in  the  focus  of  this  study,  as  it 
examined primarily conscious, conceptual genre-blending.)
Though, of course, all three types can simultaneously affect the composing process, they do so 
to different degrees, and a predominant motivation type is clearly demonstrable in most cases. 
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The “predominantly populist” category of the model represents an extrinsic motivation 
type:  it  includes goals  set  to attain a desired outcome (usually  mass appeal).  Although the 
category encompasses processes that may also involve some degree of experimentation and 
creativity,  these  always  remain  subordinate  to  the  primary  goal  of  addressing  the  widest 
possible audience groups. 155

The  “predominantly  experimental”  category  represents  primarily  intrinsic  types  of 
motivation:  it  covers  innovative,  purely  musical  purposes  in  which  the  outcome  or 
(commercial) reward of the activity does not have significance to the composer. Altough this 
category may also include some considerations of addressing certain smaller target groups, it  
is, instead, typically the music-per-se attitude that drives the activity. 

The various motivations found in the statements of  secondary and primary composers 
analyzed in this study could be sorted well according to this model.

– parody 'the other' culture

– adapt to 'the other' culture
155 The model describes a fundamentally rational approach to mixing influences and genres, but, as we found, not  

all composers make decisions on such rational grounds. It was attempted to analyze works in this study that 
were created with a rather rational approach, involving conscious decisions on precisely why and how diverse  
musical elements should be mixed.
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– experiment, extend borders, refresh musical word-set, improve, develop new art 

– create a new national musical identity

– make “high-art” more accessible

– make “low-art” more sophisticated

– gain popularity by covering known themes

– make effective communication with stereotypical genre-associations

– attempt to imitate 'the other'  

It has also been proven that recent crossover composers often aim to “evoke associations 
of  prestige”  (Millington,  2007,  p.  17)  and  to  suggest  a  sense  of  “higher  artistic  value”  by  
incorporating elements of Western art music traditions. This can also be found in the form of  
fulfilling a composer's desire to reposition himself in the cultural hierarchy (see Peter Fox's 
comment in Chapter 4.2.4). On the other hand, composers on the academic art music side often 
aim to counteract classical music's popular perception of it being élite and inaccessible and try 
to suggest a sense of “looseness” by referring to popular themes and styles.   

7.1.6. Correspondence of motivations, strategies and techniques
In this chapter we shall attempt to give an answer to the main question of this thesis:  

• How do artistic or commercial concepts and communication strategies 

affect composers' techniques of mixing genres? 

The  results  show  that  in  populist,  market  driven  projects,  the  more  rhetoric  the 
compositional approach, the fewer the domains in which fusion takes place, ensuring that the  
genres' mainstream clichés remain as recognizable as possible. (Deep Forest, Bond) In profit 
orientated projects aimed at wide audiences, both the musical and visual communications use 
elements that can spread associative meanings to the largest possible target groups. Where it is 
the prestige of classical music that has to be evoked effectively, it is the iconic work of Vivaldi,  
the single one that symbolizes classical music to the most people,  and the string orchestra  
sound that is popularly associated with classical music that is most commonly utilized. It was 
seen that in those crossover projects where the piece of music was born of profit orientated 
producer  ideas  and  a  fully  fledged  marketing  strategy,  newly  arranged  classical  works 
experienced  a  diminution  of  complexity  in  form,  dynamics  and  dramaturgy:  there  was  a 
simplification on multiple levels. It is primarily the very best known tunes and stereotypical  
soundscapes that will be fused with the prevailing modern sounds and rhythms  (Clayderman, 
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Bond), because it is unequivocally these that symbolize classical music to mass audiences. The 
traditional elaboration techniques of classical music arrangement, whereby themes reappear in 
new workings, are largely abandoned, and what little of the original material is left is usually  
turned into a verse-refrain song format. 

In  contrast  with  this,  works  of  the  arhetoric  group  typically  digressed  from  clichés, 
sometimes to the extent that influential genres became almost unrecognizable, and saw fusion 
of  stylistic  characteristics  from within  as  many musical  domains  as  possible  (for  example, 
Gentle  Giant,  Liquid  Tension,  Kutiman).  For  these  artists,  playful  experimentation  and 
innovation is  more important than the identifiability of  the constituent elements.  External 
genre elements are placed within the initial idiom prominently in the interests of pushing the 
borders of individual basic genres, and standard solutions and  clichés  are avoided wherever 
possible. As a result, the musical form usually grows in complexity (odd and changing meters, 
extended compositions, unexpected form sections, etc.). With experimental arhetoric fusion 
there was a higher degree of synthesis in several musical domains.  

Rhetoric of sound-clichés 

In historical terms it can be seen that references to traditions are being communicated 
more and more in  the  sphere  of  sound,  when earlier  this  would  have been achieved with 
greater use of motifs, scales and rhythm formulae. Since nowadays the average listener can 
recognize the typical instruments and sound world of a given genre more easily than he can its 
stylistic  characteristics  belonging  to  other  domains,  it  is  often  primarily  the  sound  of  the 
full-orchestral  instrumentation that  is  used to refer to classical  traditions,  or the sound of  
distorted guitars and drums used to refer to rock,  rather than their formal characteristics. 
Technological development has not only made the utilization of recorded audio segments as 
building blocks possible and straightforward, it has turned genre clichés into audio clichés, and 
indeed  into  audio  visual  clichés  in  rhetoric  genre  communication.  (This  tendency  is 
particularly characteristic of the predominantly populist category aimed at mass audiences.  
The  smaller,  musically  more  erudite  audience  of  the  experimental  side  can  also  easily  
understand genre references in which composers communicate by means other than audio 
clichés.)

Correspondences of composer motivations, strategies and techniques of style-blending in 
works  analyzed  are  represented  in  the  next  illustration.  (Examples  from  composers 
interviewed in the Case Studies section are written in red.) 
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7.1.7. Synthesis and popularity
In  classical-crossover  a  big  difference  was  found  between  fusion  as  emphasized  in 

marketing and genuine pursuance of synthesis in music:  in the interests of popularism the 
familiar elements' clichés are to the fore, there is only limited fusion in a few domain elements,  
and the layers tend only to work placed on top of each other in parallel: they do not permeate 
each other in any organic way. We also saw how in really populist music the roles of familiarity 
and repetition were dominant.156

Those with a deeper understanding of multiple genres, and cooperators in multi-genre 
projects, as well as adherents of experimental principles create a higher degree of synthesis 
across  all  domains.  The  stronger  the  synthesis,  the  smaller  the  feeling  of  familiarity,  and 
therefore  the  smaller  the  possibility  of  populist  communication,  too.  In  the  interests  of 
populism certain artists utilizing experimental strategies elaborate well known themes (e.g.  
pop  songs)  using  sophisticated  cross-genre  methods.  But  here  it  is  the  marketing 
communication advantage of the pop connotation that takes on the greater importance: the 
popular  themes  often  act  as  an  attention  seeking  decoy,  so  the  more  substantial  musical 
material  can  be  really  quite  distant  in  substance  from popular  music  (e.g.  Whitacre's  Lux 
Aurumque in the Virtual Choir project). 

For  trained  composers  working  with  experimental  concepts  and  striving  for  greater 
synthesis it is the 'purely' intra-musical meanings and encounters that excite, even if these can 
only usually be interpreted by a relatively small group of people who enjoy listening to music 
for its own sake. Although they have a general idea about their message-transferring ability, of  
the genre communication side, and therefore the listeners' real interpretation, they know very 
little: the true effectiveness of the envisioned strategy remains unverified. On the experimental 
side, therefore, genres are mixed more for personal pleasure and less as a means of musical 
communication. 

 We did not find an unequivocal connexion between the degree of synthesis endeavour and 
actual popularity, although we did observe that profit-yielding classical-crossover pieces aimed 
at mass audiences tend to involve a smaller degree of genre synthesis.

156 This is in accordance with the “Preference-for-prototype” theory. See: Martindale & Moore, (1988)
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7.2. Future directions 
One of the effects of globalization is the blurring of the characteristics of regional music 

and  regional  musical  genres:  the  application  of  previously  accepted  genre  boundaries  has 
become  increasingly  meaningless.  As  the  term  crossover,  which  originated  in  the  music 
industry, has found its way into common usage, and become the descriptive term of choice for 
more and more musical  productions, so it has become increasingly difficult for the precise 
meaning of  the word to be pinned down.  It  gained momentum in the 1990s,  and is  now a 
standard musical definition. With its new status, though, slogans describing genre blending in 
general  have  slowly  lost  their  power  to  create  a  sensation.  While  the  music  industry  has 
proclaimed the breaking down of musical borders, it has nonetheless attempted to maintain an 
appearance of a contradistinction between classical music and popular music so in its rhetoric 
it  can  build  on  their  contrasting  values.157 As  the  popularity  of  crossover  productions  has 
grown, there has been a radical change in classical music's image in the eyes of mass audiences;  
the  mass production of internet mashups has led to a marked decline in genre recognizability 
and differentiation. New categories are called for that better describe the various groupings in 
new music, and for that we shall need first to conduct research into general, non-genre-specific 
music-psychological phenomena and effects, and then introduce the results into composition 
teaching. The conditions for this are as follows: the establishment of an interest that bridges 
genre boundaries (particularly in academia); the institution of a more open way of thinking; 
and  a  multi-disciplinary  examination  (incorporating  a  study  of  extra  musical  aspects)  of 
commercially successful music and of music that purports to be high art music. It is hoped this 
study can play a meaningful part in this process. 

7.2.1. Suggested further research
To achieve further development, indeed total mastery of the ideology of this dissertation, 

an  examination  on  the  receiving  side  of  the  aforementioned  impact  mechanisms  of  the 
psychology of music, and a closer understanding of the musical experiences of crossover fans  
would be both necessary and advantageous. It would be useful to examine more closely how, in 
reality,  listeners  identify  the  different  musical  genres;  to  what  degree  they  are  capable  of  
recognizing  discrete  elements;  and  what  associations  are  generated  by  genre  recognition.  
These examinations could be materially advanced by completion of questionnaires at the end 
157 Expressing the distinction from other styles plays an essential role in the self-definition of newly emerging 

genres. As it has become common in the trend of internet mashups that everything is mixed with everything, 
this distinction will be characterized less by the single building blocks, and more by the very ways they are 
organized and elaborated.
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of crossover concerts, and by online music listening experiments. 

An examination of fusions in texted vocal music and contemporary art music would also 
be necessary, areas in which this thesis has laid less emphasis. 

7.2.2. Crossover and the Academy -  Education aspects
It is hoped this study will provide a useful point-of-view system for both higher and lower 

grade musical education; one that will aid understanding and acceptance of the assertions of a  
fusion art  that  searches  for  and occasionally  finds  and manages  to  connect  the  similar  or 
common threads discernible in the music of different genres, styles and composers; and, with 
this, tones down the so-called self reforming contemporaries' conception of individualism. The 
search for common and general threads aims to make connections, resulting in communication 
between cultures  and  time  periods,  and  not  to  set  itself  above  these  processes.  For  those 
moving in the academic circles of classical music,  therefore,  a knowledge of this approach,  
complementing studies of experimental avant-garde concepts, can be an important resource. 

Debates  about classical  crossover cast  light on just how diverse our notions  are about  
genres, or, more precisely, about the classical idiom. Where it is hoped this dissertation will  
help is by giving a point-of-view system to aid reasoning when speaking about discernment or 
artistic values: to make it easier to express on what basis we deem the original Vivaldi to be of 
high worth, or what the relative merits are of a particular arrangement. 

The dissertation has shed light on the essential differences between classical crossover 
and  the  other  crossover  genres,  as  well  as  on  certain  social  correspondences  in  classical 
crossover.  In  so doing,  perhaps  it  may modify  the  opinion of  those  academicians  who are  
against the classical crossover genre in principle on the grounds that it means the death of 
classical music and it does not really represent classical traditions. It is worth noting that the  
usual reason these critics get hot under the collar is because they are cross with the audiences 
themselves  (although  they  do  not  admit  it)  for  being  so  universally  enthusiastic  about 
classical-crossover artists. The main problem in the view of academe is not, therefore, that 
there are such artists and producers, but that audiences like them, and are ignorant of those  
values classical purists are so anxious about. Criticism against classical-crossover, therefore, 
attacks the whole of society's taste and refinement and understanding of classical music, which 
for refinement musical education can do the most. In this area, the music industry media and 
the musical education establishment may represent two opposing sides: educationalists want to 
introduce more different things, whilst the industry is  content to build on what is already  
popular with audiences. The challenge, then, is twofold: to adapt sensibly to market driven 
conditions, and for education to exploit those phenomena that inspire students to, for example,  
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study  an  instrument.  As  concert  promoters  and  record  companies  in  their  crossover 
productions have hit upon methods that seem to be effective in enticing audiences into the 
world of classical music, so, too, must musical education endeavour to exploit similar methods 
to draw people into education. The road to sensitively consuming art music can begin there. 

It is hoped that this study has contributed to a broadening of perspectives and an opening  
up of ways for those who are striving to get to know more about crossover music, the world of  
which is  capable of  functioning as an agent of  recreation,  entertainment and expansion of 
knowledge all at the same time. Armed with a knowledge of this world perhaps even academia 
will more easily find these values in the artistically demanding works of the popular styles of 
today.  Once the  common points  have been discovered we can develop a  relationship  with 
crossover music along the lines of those found in classical music. Thus, crossover music, that, 
despite on the surface being similar to popular, well known styles, at a deeper level bears the 
above  mentioned  values,  can  serve  as  an  excellent  accessory  in  music  teaching,  perhaps 
especially at the earliest stages of the introduction to it.  

The first step to understanding acceptance along the way of education is the passing on 
not of  abstract theoretical  aesthetics,  values and traditions,  but of the active enjoyment of  
music and genuine delight; the joy of making music. The music industry sells the visceral joys 
and sorrows of today's modern styles. Academia can discover the pleasure in these, too; and, 
bearing  this  in  mind,  can  demonstrate  the  possibilities  for  development  and  levels  of 
sophistication with the presentation of achievements from other earlier styles. This is music 
pedagogical crossover: the connecting up of artistic endeavour with current modern trends 
and' a desire for communication with  audiences.  

This  thesis  has  presented interrelations  of  key aspects  of  crossing over.  I  find  it  very 
important  that  musicians  and  music  instructors  themselves  become  fully  aware  of  the 
differences in these terms, categories and aspects. A major part of the music elite, especially 
purely classically trained musicians, shares a rather strong prejudice about genre crossover,  
which leads to false oversimplifications and generalizations. Subsequently they often keep out 
possibilities  that  can  have  great  significance  in  creating  a  more  effective  communication 
between  teachers  and  students  or  between  composers  and  audiences.  In  the  eyes  of  the 
younger generations of our time – as already mentioned in the introduction - culture evidently  
has a remix-like nature. Artists take given materials and make smaller or bigger changes to  
them. How and why some changes make a cultural product more popular and commercially  
successful than others are questions worthy of analyzing. But for an objective analysis that 
tries  to avoid the presence of  personal  taste and the aestheticism-based neglect  of  specific 
genres, the observer has to clearly understand the outer-music-theoretical aspects of popular 
music in general. One has to recognize the various mechanisms and diverse aesthetic values of  
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the different genres, and these mechanisms often work outside of the five lined sheet music,  
rather in their outer (socio-psychological) relations. When analyzing music pieces belonging to 
the wider meaning crossover category it is crucial to see the differences between the various 
attitudes and concepts behind their creation. The means of music making, similar to those of 
any other crafts, may be observed and judged in accordance to their original designation and to 
their success in fulfilling certain functions. These functions often work on outer-musicological 
levels. A music piece's ability to make the most listeners dance, or cry, or fly into a rage, or 
think of a certain image, should be analyzed independently from the measure of its formal 
sophistication or complexity. Maximizing the efficiency of such abilities in music has become a 
refined  craft  with  tools  applied  in  instrumentation,  mixing  and  production,  visual 
communication, etc. Recognizing the importance and mechanisms of these tools can contribute 
to the development of any musician active in any style. This development can be strengthened 
by  encouraging  students  from  various  backgrounds  to  gain  early  experiences  of  crossing 
traditions in collaborative projects. As it is hoped this work has shown: with an open attitude to 
truly understand basic principles of other cultures musicians from different fields can learn a 
lot from each other and become inspired to create fresh new sounds.  
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8.2. Composer Interviews
Most interviews have been conducted in English language. Those conducted in German or 

Hungarian have been translated by the author and will be presented here both in English and 
in original language versions. 

8.2.1. Levente Gyöngyösi
Interview with Levente Gyöngyösi – Budapest, March 20, 2013.

B. A.: How would you describe your musical style?

Levente  Gyöngyösi:  I  try  to  avoid  this  question,  it  is  difficult.  I  do  not  want  to  call  myself  a  disgusting 
neo-tonalist, but well, I still am one. I am a neo-baroque-ish composer. Everyone is effected the most by that type 
of music, that he or she listens to the most often, and the one that he or she is involved in deeply. I used to listen  
to a lot of Bartók so, I suppose my music has many Bartók-influences in it, and (as a harpsichordist) I play baroque 
very often, so these mechanisms, these rules how a little form or a larger form is built up, deeply effect the way I  
compose. Of course, how up-to-date this is, is another question, I would not go deeper into this, but this surely  
works this way. The most fundamental functions of my music are these neo-baroque elements.

Does it regard mainly the forms and structures?

Yes, it is manly forming, but also harmonizing, at times. I regularly use substitutional chords, which is also  
common in jazz. I do it often as well. When you can feel that a baroque composer wants to highlight the climax of  
a musical  phrase, usually an important part in the lyrics,  so there are these highlightings or emphasizings in 
dynamics or harmonics. At the most interesting part of the text, there usually is a forte or an interesting harmony 
or a suspension. Developing it a little further I can use this method wonderfully myself. These musical moments  
are meant to be underlined. At these moments there is space for many modern, complex, dissonant chords that a 
baroque composer surely would not use. It is of course very much simplified. But really at many times I can be  
more dissonant at these highlightings within a tonal surrounding...  How nice, I  have never put that in words  
before. What a good side effect this interview has. (laughs)

How often and in what occasions do you enjoy full artistic freedom in composing (that is, when you 
can compose according only to your own taste, free from any external feedback or instructions). 

I always try to arrange things - and I am in a really lucky situation with that - so that I do not have to  
make bloody big compromises. But certainly it is common to receive a commission to write a piece for 

example for an orchestra, or a piece for this and that. But that is not such a big compromise. It depends, 
what one calls a compromise. There is a given instrumentarium and everybody tries to arrange things according 
to their own taste within the music for that particular apparatus. These usually come to life.  For example,  in 
the case of my 1st symphony, it was like this: Hollerung (conductor) commissioned a piece for large orchestra. I 
asked: what kind? He said: any kind. I just raised a few ideas for him about some parts that I would gladly put in,  
and he liked them. Usually my commissioners are pretty flexible, and open for many things, so there is enough 
freedom for me to write my own kind of music. 
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So, are you more inspired if you are given totally free hand?

Of course. One always has old ideas waiting to be realized. Now I am going to write a musical. It is already in  
a quite practical phase, there is already a contract signed. I will begin in June. The Master and  Margarita. 
Luckily, it is my choice. The clever commissioner – even if it sounds unashamed – does not intermeddle in such  
decisions. I do not think somebody would say The Master and Margarita is a bad piece. 

Also in this case are you given total freedom regarding the genres and styles? 

Well,  certainly this is a high-cost production, so there surely has to be a strong concept about what is  
allowed to be in it and what is not. The number of characters in the play has to be decreased. We will for 

example give some singers more than one character to play, because there are too many figures in it.  And  of 
course even if it is not so explicit, there are many parallelisms / relations between different figures in different 
scenes or stories, you know there are more stories going on in the piece. It seems logical that Pilate is Berlioz, and  
the Master is naturally Jesus, undoubtedly. And so on. The topic itself is extremely grandiose,  one can not shirk 
from this challenge. There will be choir in it, and even if not so many, there will be quite a few singers. And  I 
would like to use this opportunity for improving myself in using electronics. In the 1st symphony the story was 
quite simple, using Kontakt Player I assigned different processed sounds and effects to a MIDI keyboard, and the 
keyboard part was also nicely printed in sheet music. It was like a normal piano part, only the key E did not sound 
like an E on the piano but rather something else. I surely will use this sampling here as well, but there  will  be 
grooves, and sequencers involved, and other things that work well in popular music.

Is this about communicating with a larger audience or rather about your own experimentation?

Both. A very delicate balance has to be held here. It's actually the most difficult task of my life. I would like 
to write a popular piece, I can now say that. A piece which can be sold well. It is something that I have never done  
before. Among others, I just had a meeting with Peter Geszti (media producer, rapper, lyricist of many succesful  
Hungarian musicals, and other projects), from whom I asked for a little advice on how to do things in this musical.  
I showed him the sketches that I have so far. He said: “Make it more simple. And more simple in many ways,  
musically and story-wise as well.” The story really should be, well, not dulled, but really simplified. And the music 
should not be too complicated either. The recipe is very simple, but it is so hard to really actualize. 

Here comes a side-question: If we say that genres are the established schemes, in which the audience 
can find many well-known materials and structures, and on the other side is the experimentation: the  
things that are more interesting for the composer himself, than how do you think about this balance: 
entertaining or training the audience?

Well, potato soup should be potato soup. So, much as I hate this term musical and everything around it... We 
went to see this film Les Misérables. I came out from the cinema at the 70 th minute. Such a crap! It is horrible! Even 
if there are some fun moments and musically interesting solutions, how come such a thing becomes this huge  
success story? After the film everybody said how stupid I was not loving it, when it is wonderful! But please, where  
is this thing from a Puccini, for instance? So, yeah, this is a very difficult task, and I take it as a big professional 
and technical challenge, that I have to compose real hits now, something really popular, so I have to place my art 
into, for example, the instrumentation, or into other, less spectacular things, like modulations. Into things that are 
not so much in the spotlight, but that are still an important part of the whole. Like, when I think of Sting, who I  
really  like.  Well  there  you  have  a  very  popular  musical  material  presented  in  an  extremely  clever  way.  He  
sometimes allows himself things that the average popular musician would not allow. There are for example many  
musical styles within one song. Well how does he make it still work so well? These are very exciting things.
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Yeah, like exotic time signatures still sounding natural...

Yes. And there is good space for such things in stage music.

This musical topic is very good. In my dissertation I write for example about how the hollywood 
clichés burn some style-associations  into the brains  of  the  average listener socialized on western pop 
culture. So, I mean, there is let's say a twelve-tone type of music in the background of a war scene or a 
horror scene, and after all that, when the audience hears Schönberg or some other modern music in the 
concert hall, they do not listen to it as absolute music anymore. They connect it automatically with these 
film-associations, and it is very hard to get rid of this.

Yes, they use these styles in applied situations a lot, for sure. It is very interesting. You can apply any type of 
music. I find it a big task of mine to try and overstep somehow these clichés. Maybe this challenge is something I  
can not take, it is very difficult, I suppose, you know yourself how difficult it is. The brain of the so-called mass  
audience is full of these clichés, it is not a surprise, they have been given this stuff in the past 80 years. But still 
with some clever tricks one can find the ways of staying new and individual. Not too many, but some can. Think  
about the Beatles for instance.

Do you ever compose for well-definable target groups? In what occasions?  

Normally, yes, especially when writing for choir. The choir world is the only world working almost entirely 
on a market basis, that really works, and has its standard audience, that continuously needs new works. The rest  
are quite closed worlds. A world in a glass house, kept alive artificially, with strong institutional funding, without 
any market-based thinking in it. It is okay, of course, art sometimes can be independent from the market. But 
anyway, in the choir world you can most certainly find this target group. The choir leaders can very precisely tell 
you what they need, what kind of pieces they would like to commission, they can very well put their needs into  
words. 

We might  go deeper  into  musical  details  and parameters.  When you try to  communicate  with a 
specific audience, what musical layers are effected in this process?

Well, the case with me is... I am not that conscious, not that aware when I compose. By me, things work and  
thing are born rather with intuition, no matter how hard I try pushing it towards a consciously controlled process.  
So, rather, I have my own harmonic world, my  rhythmic or melodic world, of which I know the meanings for 
myself, and I can hope that the audience – due to many centuries' traditions – will understand more or less the  
same meanings. We can think of either primitive things but also more complex things. Primitive thing is e.g. the  
major-minor relation, major meaning cheerful, and minor meaning sad, well these are silly stock phrases, but  
there are also more complicated rhythmical mechanisms, or harmonic changes, which - through the music history
-  became  standardized  .  And  even  if  not  the  same,  but  you  can  use  something  similar  based  on  the  same 
mechanisms.

Like for example quoting/referencing?

Not really, because quotation is a very concrete thing, but rather harmonic changes, or melody lines. This  
has many levels, but the most obvious level is the melody, when the melody is very similar to something familiar.  
But you can use much deeper structural elements, for example a small form, like a classical 8 bar period: if it is  
built up like a mozartian period, if you do it right, than it will have the same effect.

But do you think it works as a definite message, or is it rather an “I-feel-like-at-home” effect, which  
works because of the already proven dramaturgical mechanisms ?...
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Well, it would not be nice if I presented it as something deliberate or conscious. Because it is not. Surely  
there is this “feeling-at-home” effect, which you said, and yeah, communication I find very important, you know,  
that poor audience and the professionals as well, they are crying out for it. It all becomes easier with these you 
know... They know, or they feel, even if they can not put it in words, but they know that it means this and that.  
And  then,  the  composer's  task  is  to  create  something  deeper  with  the  concrete  musical  material,  the  
melody-forming, so these are good helping hands for the listener.

Do you use specific quotations?

No, I do not like them.

I do not mean now concrete melody-citing, but for example calling up memories about a certain place 
or region, in applied music, etc.

Not really.  In my piece Gólyakalifa, there is a Venetian gondola music, it  was needed there. But it  is an 
applied music situation. We are in Venice, we need to hear that there. Yes, it is a hard question, but I guess it is a 
good potential. Geszti also told me, if we take the Master and Margarita, a very rude and dark world comes to our 
mind, bit like Prokofiev, Shostakovich, things like that. Probably it would be a mistake not to use this opportunity. 
Although it will not be easy for me, because I do not know this world well (Prokofiev, Shostakovich), I like it a lot,  
but I do not know it enough.

You mentioned, that there are applied music situations, and there are others. But do not you think,  
that  the well-proven genre-association solutions  and messages  of  the  applied  music  work in absolute 
music...

(interrupts) I find this a very dangerous game. In the case of Vajda (Hungarian contemporary  composer) 
whom I really admire, there are moments, I am always horrified... Some styles are so directly quoted, that it is too 
much. Some people probably find this in my music as well annoying. But anyway, a piece has to be able to stand on 
its own feet. I rather try to build in life-mechanisms into my music. How can I put it.. So, at Mozart a demonic 
d-minor with timpani and trumpets means what it means. In my 1st symphony there is a place with a similar 
demonic thing, it is not d minor, but a d whatever, but what causes this similarity effect, is that it is similar to 75%  
to the original. There is the timpani, and the unisono beginning, but that does not evoke feelings that it is taken 
from another piece. We just get the feeling that this is what he would have wanted to say if he lived in the time of  
Mozart. So actually I pick up an attitude, which I try to dress up in a modern style. But the harmonies, especially at  
dramatic moments, are not at all tonal, and not at all mozartian. There are also cases, when I start something, 
which reminds us of something, but then gradually we shove off from that, and then it is already different. I  
should say a more specific example for that, right?... Well.. It is quite typical by me, that the harmonization, the 
sound are familiar, but then they find their way to say something different and new.   

You mentioned, that you believe in ever working mechanisms, which sound a bit different in different 
genres, but their function is the same. How do you go further, how do you go away from these, how do you  
differ from them, with what do you experiment to become more unique? Can you tell me examples?

(long silent thinking) Using electronics is surely one example. With this I only experimented once, and now I 
will again of course. …. Well, I have to think about that... (long thinking)

What I  mean is,  for  example,  if  someone gets  to a  point  when he admits  to incorporate certain 
existing, well-working elements into his style, then still what do I do to add new colors to it, or sound...

Harmonic  coloring  or  detuning  is  not  too  hard.  I  think,  one  interesting  option  is  mixing  styles.  So  to 
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delicately, or even brutally combine different material, that do not fit together well. For example in popular music  
many do the following recently I think: into a rock surrounding or other well-definable music they unexpectedly 
put it electronic, dj-like effects, so in a normal acoustic ambient, with acoustic drums, and all, suddenly different 
noises appear, that come from a totally different world, but works extremely well. I could mention Madonna's  
Frozen, which behaves like a normal acoustic song, and I think there is not a single acoustic instrument in is,  
everything is  electronic,  if  I  remember well.  That was the album Ray of light perhaps,  where everything was  
electronicly made. It works sensational.

So, sound is one direction.

Yes,  and harmonization is  another,  and perhaps  the  “bracketing”  -  making something parenthetic.  For 
example when you use a musical material that seems very obvious, but then you use it just in the contrary way.  
Unexpected and opposite approaching of something obvious. A known mechanism which then gets totally twisted.  

Can you tell me an example for that? It is very exciting, where do you make the surprises, how do you  
twist these mechanisms?

Once again the 1st symphony comes to mind, where the 3rd movement includes a strange trio, which rises the 
association of an Arabic camel-ride. Middle tempo, 3/4 bar with some changes to other metrics, then there is this  
Shostakovich-like, or rather Tsaikovsky-like (he sings) pentatonic melody with a totally strange instrumentation, 
At first  it  comes in with a  very unusual,  alienated timbre, then the same is  played by the orchestra and the 
synthesiser, but with very strange mixtura-voicing, with fourths and fifths, and sometimes with seconds, and than 
comes this strange Japanese wood-block-like instrument, which the Japanese use for very short accents. (sings) So 
in this seemingly melodic surrounding appears the synth with a very twisted tone, so that it squeaks, it sounds 
really ugly, and not at all concrete, but rather stretching out like a gummy,  and then this accented, very concrete  
percussion part is added.  This is actually called alienation. It is like wondering in a familiar landscape, but the 
film's colors are changed. But these things are really not deliberate, not conscious. Subsequently I can maybe 
make the consequences, that the causes for that were this or that, but it would not honest to say, that I did it  
consciously.

So, you do not sit down with the concept of writing now something very unusual.    

No.  These things  just  come naturally,  I  can not avoid them. You know, I  have a strange situation with  
religion. I believe in God, I believe in a certain destiny, but I also think that coincidence has an important  role. I 
had the feeling many times, that what I wrote, was not really written by me, it just “appeared” there. When you 
look at it later, and you find it strange that the way it has been made, is not necessarily what you wanted. 

Do you ever willingly combine different styles or genres? What is your motivation for that? 

Yes, I can make an example with films. When a familiar thing comes back with different colors, meanings. 
What is the function of it? Alienation, making it dream-like, playing with the subconscious, so pushing it towards 
surreal. This has an important role, works very well, and it gives freshness to the perception. In films as well,  
stories with a straight timeline are okay, but are not so common nowadays. The filmmakers experiment with very  
interesting  things,  putting  dream-worlds  and  memory-particles  together  in  a  clever  way.  Pulp  fiction,  for 
example. It does not start at the beginning, but at the middle of it, and then at the end, there is a twist, related to 
the beginning. At moments like this an alienated, detuned, subconsciously working part can do very well. It can 
give it a push. Of course, the amount is the key, like everywhere.

Just one more technical question: Do you in any form use the internet in your compositional process?
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I would like an FTP, but it still is pretty expensive.

Maybe I put the question wrong. I mean aesthetically, not in the technical execution, but in any way, 
like co-operations online, some interactive stuff...

Well, I am still quite ignorant with this. (laughs) I have not tried things like this before, and I should get to  
know the possibilities. I would be very grateful, if somebody taught me these. I am quite isolated from these all, 
unfortunately I am not curious enough, although sometimes I know I should be. Somebody once complained to me 
how little we know here (in Hungary) about new music, and how much more it is developed elsewhere. And that 
we  can  not  even  imagine  what  kind  of  modern  things  already  exist.  I  found  it  a  bit  over-exaggerated  and  
frustrated: you have examples in the music history for all kinds of composers, those who are very enlightened and 
those who never moved out from home, both could compose masterworks. But of course I would be glad tu use 
new possibilities, if I had the time for it, it is all a matter of time.

Thanks a lot! 
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8.2.2. Levente Gyöngyösi (Original Hungarian Version)

Hogyan jellemeznéd a saját zenei stílusodat, milyen műfajok vannak jelen a zenédben?

Igyekszem kikerülni a kérdést,  mert nehéz. Nem akarom magamat undorító neo-tonálisnak mondani,  de 
mégis  az  vagyok.  Neo-barokk-közeli  zeneszerző  vagyok.  Mindenkire  az  hat  leginkább,  amit  nagyon  sokat 
hallgatott, meg amiben nagyon benne van. Én nagyon sok Bartókot hallgattam régen, ezért Bartókos elem is sok  
van  benn,  meg  barokkot  játszom  elég  sűrűn,  tehát  azok  az  életműködések,  és  ahogy  egy  ilyen  kisforma  és 
nagyforma felépül,  azok nagyon mélyen befolyásolják azt,  ahogy én komponálok. Az persze más kérdés,  hogy 
menyire  korszerű  ez,  ebbe  nem  akarok  jobban  belemenni,  az  biztos,  hogy  ez  valahogy  így  működik.  A 
legalapvetőbb működési funkciója az én zenémnek az ez a neo-barokk.

Ez formák tekintetében öröklődik át elsősorban?

Igen,  formálás  elsősorban,  de  harmonizálásban is  sokszor.  Nagyon sokszor  a  jazz-ben is  élő  helyettesítő 
akkordokat használok.  Én is  sűrűn csinálom. Amikor lehet érezni  azt,  hogy egy barokk zeneszerző egy frázis 
tetőpontját  ki  akarja  emelni,  vagy  dinamikával,  vagy  harmóniával,  azt  a  pillanatot,  általában  szöveghez 
kapcsolódnak ezek a kiemelések. A szöveg legfontosabb részén van vagy egy forte, vagy érdekes harmónia, vagy 
egy érdekes késleltetés. Ezt egy picit továbbfejlesztve én kitűnően tudom használni. Pont az aláhúzás, kiemelés  
célját szolgálják ezek a pillanatok. Ott nagyon sok olyan modernebb, bonyolultabb, disszonánsabb akkord elfér,  
amit egyébként egy barokk zeneszerző biztosan nem használna. Ez nagyon le van így egyszerűsítve persze. De  
nagyon  sokszor  van  azért  tényleg  az,  hogy  van  egy  tonális  környezet,  aminek  bizonyos  pontjain  némileg 
disszonánsabb és kiemelés céljára szolgáló... (Ez tök jó, mert még sohasem fogalmaztam ezt így emeg. Mire nem jó  
ez?...)

Milyen gyakran, és milyen alkalmakkor engedhetsz meg magadnak teljes művészi szabadságot (tehát 
amikor csak saját ízlésed alapján, külső visszajelzésektől függetlenül komponálsz) ?

Én nagyon igyekszem úgy alakítani, és tényleg nagyon szerencsés helyzetben vagyok, mert nagyon büdös 
nagy kompromisszumot nem kell  szerencsére kötni.  De az  nagyon általános  felkérés,  hogy az  ember írjon pl  
zenekari vagy ilyen vagy olyan darabot. De ez nem egy olyan nagy kompromisszum. Attól függ, hogy kinek mi  
számít annak. Van egy apparátus és mindenki próbálja saját szájíze szerint alakítani a zenét, hogy azon belül  
milyen  zene  kerülhet.  Ezek  meg  szoktak  általában  valósulni.  Az  1.  szimfóniám  hangvételében  sem  indult.  A 
Hollerung rendelt egy zenekari darabot. Milyet? Bármilyet. Felvetettem, hogy legyen benne ez, meg legyen benne 
az, és tetszett neki. Általában a felkérőim rugalmasak szoktak lenni és sok minden iránt érdeklődnek, és így van 
módja az embernek saját szája íze szerint alakítani ezt a kérdést.

Téged az inspirál jobban, ha teljesen szabad kezet kapsz?

Persze.  Az embernek  mindig  vannak  régi  gondolatai,  amiket  igyekszik  sorra  megvalósítani.  Most  éppen 
musicalt fogok írni. Már szerződés is van. Elég gyakorlati fázisba jutott. Júniusban fogom elkezdeni. Mester és  
Margarétából.  Szerencsére ez az én témám. Az okos megrendelő – bár ez pofátlanul  hangzik – nem szól bele  
ilyesmibe. Nem gondolom, hogy túl sok olyan valaki lenne, aki a Mester és Margaritát rossz műnek tartaná, vagy  
értelmetlen próbálkozásnak. 

Egy ilyen műnél is teljesen szabad kezet kapsz műfajilag?

Hát, ez egy költség-igényes mű, tehát arról kell nagyon erőteljesen beszélni, vagy tárgyalni, hogy mi az, ami 
lehet benne, de a szereplőket lehetőség szerint - mert iszonyú sok van benne - azokat csökkenteni kell. Meg fogjuk  
pl azt tenni, hogy egy énekes több szerepet is fog énekelni, mert nagyon sok olyan figura van, több történet fut  
egyszerre  és  a  történetekben nagyon  stimmelnek  a  figurák  egyik  a  másikhoz.  Nincs  kimondva,  de  logikusan 
gondolva, lehet pl. azt gondolni, hogy Pilátus a Berlioz, meg természetesen a Mester Jézus, ez nem is kérdés, és így  
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tovább. Maga a téma rendkívül grandiózus, és ezalól nem lehet kibújni, sok kis tagkórus tétel is lesz benne, ha le is  
csökkentem  a  számukat,  lesz  benne  jónéhány  énekes,  és  szeretném  felhasználni  az  alkalmat  arra,  hogy  én 
elektronnikusan egy kicsit fejlődjek. Az első szimfóniában viszolag egyszerű történt, ott egy kontakt player-es  
történet volt, kiosztottunk midi billentyűzetre az általam felprogramozott és kicsit megbuherált, innen-onnan vett 
hangszíneket. És gyakorlatilag szépen le volt írva a kotta, a szólam úgy működött mint egy zongoraanyag, de nem 
az szól, hogy E, hanem más. És ez nyilván itt is kellene, de hát itt lesznek groove-ok, meg szekvenszer-jellegű  
indulások, meg olyan dolgok, amik könnyűzenében beváltak, működnek.

Itt ez mennyire a közönséggel való kommunikációról, vagy inkább a saját kisérletező érdeklődésedről 
szól?

Is. Rendkívül keskeny egyensúlyt kell nekem itt most megtartani. Életem legnehezebb feladata, mert ugye 
szeretnék egy populáris művet írni, ezt nyugodtan ki lehet mondani. Olyan művet, amit jól el lehet adni. Ilyenre 
még nem volt példa az én történelmemben. Most találkoztam pl. többek között Geszti Péterrel, akit megkérdeztem 
pl., hogy ezt hogy kell csinálni, mert én nem tudom. Megmutattam neki pl. a vázlatot, ami eddig van. Azt mondta,  
hogy egyszerűsítsd le. És mindenféle szempontból: zeneileg és történet szempontjából is. Nem az, hogy lebutított,  
de a történetnek elvileg lehetőség szerint nem szabad túl bonyolultnak lenni és hát a zenében is kellenek, végülis a 
recept nagyon egyszerű, de nehéz megvalósítani.

Itt jön be az a zárójeles kérdés: ha azt a párhuzamot felvesszük, hogy a műfajok kialakult sémák, ahol 
a befogadásban egy jó pont a közönségnek, hogy nagyon sok ismert formát, anyagot stb-t hall és akkor a  
műfajok kontra kisérletezés, ami a zeneszerzőt izgatja jobban, tehát ezen a területen te hogy gondolkozol, 
hogy a közönség nevelése vagy pátyolgatása között hogyan találod meg az egyensúlyt. 

A krumpli leves legyen krumpli leves. Tehát sajnos, akármennyire gyűlölöm ezt a kifejezést, hogy musical, és  
mindent ami hozzá kapcsolódik. Megnéztük a Nyomorultakat a moziban, a 70-edik perc körül kijöttem. Ezt a szart,  
hát ez borzalmas! És még ha vannak is benne jópofa pillanatok és zeneileg érdekes pillanatok, hogy ebből hogy lesz  
ekkora siker? Utána mindenki teljesen hülyének nézett, hogy hát ez tök jó, hogy-hogy neked nem tetszett? Dehát  
hol van ez pl egy Puccinitől mondjuk? Tehát ez a nehéz feladat, hogy igen, én ezt egy szakmai feladatnak fogom 
fel, hogy nekem slágereket kell írnom, tehát a művészetet, ha lehet, akkor a hangszerelésbe, olyan nem látványos 
dolgokba szeretném beletenni, pl. modulációkba, olyasmikbe, ami nincs annyira szem előtt, viszont azért fontos 
részét képezi mégiscsak. Meg nekem nagyon a Sting lebeg a szemem előtt,  én nagyon szeretem. Ott egy rém 
populáris  zenei  anyag  van,  rendkívül  rafináltan.  Helyenként  olyanokat  enged  meg  magának,  amiket 
könnyűzenészek nem szoktak maguknak megengedni,  tehát pl  sok stílus  van egy számon belül.  S  hogy tudja  
megcsinálni, hogy ez működik? Ilyen dolgok rendkívül izgalmasak.

Páratlan ütemek mégis természetesen hatnak.

Igen, és ennek pont egy színpadi műben van helye.

Jó ez a musical vonal, mert pl. írok arról, hogy alkalmazott zenében, pl. a hollywoodi zenék kliséi a 
mai  nyugati  civilizációban  szocializálódot  embernek  erősen  beleégetik  a  fejébe  a  bizonyos 
stílus-asszociációkat.  Tehát  van  mondjuk  egy  tizenkétfokú  zene  a  háborús  jelenetben,  akkor  egy 
Schönberget,  vagy  bármi  brutálisabb,  disszonánsabb  dolgot,  nem  abszolút  zeneként  hallgatja,  hanem 
összekapcsolja ezekkel a filmes dolgokkal és ettől mennyire nehéz szabadulni.

Hát igen, szépen alkalmazzák ezeket persze. Nagyon tanulságos, mert mindenféle zenét lehet alkalmazni. Én 
nagy  feladatomnak tartom,  hogy  próbaljak  ezeken túllépni  valahogy  ezeken a  kliséken.  Lehet,  hogy  ez túlnő 
rajtam ez a feladat, mert nagyon nehéz, ezt te is tudod biztosan, hogy mennyire nehéz. Az ún. nagyközönségnek  
eléggé klisékre jár az agya, nem véletlen, hogy ilyeneket kapnak nyolcvan éve, de azért ebben ügyesen meg lehet 
találni a módját annak, hogy hogyan tud új és eredeti maradni az ember. Nem sokan, de azért páraknak sikerült.  
Akár ha csak a Beatles-re gondolunk...

Komponálsz-e meghatározható célcsoportoknak, és ha igen, milyen alkalmakkor? 

Általában igen, főleg pl kórusdaraboknál. A kórusvilág az egyetlen olyan igazi majdnem piaci alapon működő 
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világ a kortárs komolyzenében, ami működik, aminek van törzsközönsége, amely folyamatosan igényli az újat. A 
többi meglehetősen zárt világ. A közönsége is ki van nevelve nyugaton, de egy nagyon zárt világ, burokban, sok  
támogatással fenntartott mesterséges világ,  nem nagyon él benne a piaci alap, nem baj ez, persze a művészet 
sokszor nem is kell, hogy piaci alapon megéljen, de mondjuk pont a kórusvilágban nagyon meg lehet találni ezt a  
bizonyos célközönséget. Karnagyok nagyon okosan el tudják mondani, hogy mit várnak, mit szeretnének, milyen 
darabot szeretnének, meg tudják konkrétan fogalmazni. 

Belemehetünk  konkrétabb  zenei  paraméterekbe.  Ha  valamilyen  célközönséggel  próbálsz 
kommunikálni, akkor mik azok a paraméterek a zenédben, amit ez érint. Mit változtatsz oyankor, mit 
szabsz rá erre? 

Az a baj, hogy ez nálam... Én nem vagyok annyira tudatos, amikor komponálok. Nálam inkább az intuícióval 
működnek, vagy jönnek létre bizonyos dolgok, bármennyire is próbálom a tudatosság irányába hajtani, úgyhogy 
nekem van egy harmóniavilágom, vagy ritmikai, vagy dallami világom, amely nekem, tudom, hogy mit mit jelent 
és bízom abban, hogy ez a hallgatónak is az évszázados tradíciók miatt kb ugyanazt jelentheti. Nagyon primitív 
dolgokra,  de bonyolultabb dolgokra is  gondolhatunk.  Primitív  dolog pl  egy dúr-moll  pár,  dúr vidámabb, moll  
szomorúabb, ezek nagyon közhelyek, de bonyolult ritmikai működések, vagy harmóniafordulat, harmóniaváltások 
is ugye a zenetörténet folyamán egyezményesekké váltak, és ha nem is pont azt használja az ember, de hasonló 
elven működő dolgot használ az ember, akkor..

Mint például egy utalás?

Még  csak  nem  is  utalás,  mert  a  zenei  utalás  az  egy  konkrét  dolog,  de  harmóniafordulat,  vagy  egy 
dallamvezetés különösen, több szintje van, de a legegyértelműbb az a dallamfordulat, amikor nagyon hasonlít a 
dallam valamire,  de ha mondjuk ennél mélyebb,  szerkezetibb elemeket használ  fel,  tehát ha mondjuk formai  
elemek, mondjuk egy kisforma, egy periódus úgy épül fel, mint egy mozarti periódus, ha ügyesen csinálod, akkor  
az ugyanazt a hatást fogja tenni. 

De ez egy konkrét üzenet szerinted, amit lehet így kommunikálni, vagy ez egy “otthon érzem magam” 
hatás, mert dramaturgiailag egy kipróbált működő dolog, tehát attól hogy egy forma működik...

Hát, nem lenne szép, ha ezt én annyira tudatosnak állítanám be, mint amennyire nem az. Nyilvánvaló, hogy 
persze van az embernek egy otthonosság érzete, és amit te is mondasz, a kommunikáció, amit én hihetetlenül 
fontosnak tartok, tudniillik a szerencsétlen hallgató, a szakmabeli hallgató is ki van rá éhezve. Könnyebbé válik 
ezáltal, tudja, hogy ez.. érzi, hogy ha nem is pontosan tudja megfogalmazni, de érzi, hogy ez azt jelenti. És akkor  
tulajdonképpen az embernek magában a zenei anyagban, a dallamformálásban a feladata, hogy ennél mélyebbet 
alkosson, tehát ezek ilyen kapaszkodók.

Konkrétabb utalásokat használsz?

Nem szeretem.

Nem konkrét dallam idézetekre gondolok, de olyan célból, hogy pl színpadi zenénél egy bizonyos 
környezetet, tájegységet, stb...

Nem  nagyon.  A  Gólyakalifában  velencei  gondolás  kar  van,  az  oda  kellett.  De  ez  egy  alkalmazott  zenei  
szituáció.  Velencében  vagyunk,  akkor  annak  meg  kell  szólalni.  De  igen,  nehéz  kérdés,  de  nyilvánvalóan 
elképzelhetőnek tartom, de Geszti is ezt tanácsolta, amikor egy nagyon rossz világ jut az embernek eszébe, akkor  
Prokofjev, Sosztakovics, minden, valószínűleg vétek lenne nem élni ezzel a lehetőséggel. Bár nekem nehéz lesz, 
mert nem ismerem ezt a világot, nagyon szeretem, de nem ismerem annyira. 

Mondtad, h valami alkalmazott zenei szituáció, valami nem. Mennyire gondolod, h az alkalmazott 
zenében bevált műfaji utalások egyértelmű üzenetei abszolútzenében is...

Ezt  borzasztó  veszélyes  játéknak  érzem.  Vajdánál  is,  akit  egyébként  nagyon  tisztelek,  mindig  vannak 
pillanatok, amikor elborzadok ettől. Annyira direkten megidéződik egy zenei stílus, hogy az már túlzás. Biztos 
velem is vannak így páran, akik ennyire túlzásnak tartják. Egy zenének meg kell állnia a saját lábán. Én inkább  
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életműködéseket próbálok beépíteni. Hogy mondjam, tehát egy Mozartnál egy drámai timpanis trombitás d-moll, 
az  azt jelenti  amit.  Az első szimfóniámban van egy ugyanilyen démonias  dolog,  de nem d-moll,  hanem egy d 
akármi, de ami az egyezést a hatást kelti,  az pont ez, hogy mondjuk háromnegyedig stimmel, a nagy timpanis  
kezdés, meg az unisono-s kezdés is stimmel, de attól még nem lesz az az érzés, hogy ez innen és innen van, hanem 
csak az az érzésünk lesz, hogy ez úgy viselkedik, minthogyha ő ezt akarná mondani Mozart idejében. Tehát én 
tulajdonképpen  egy  attitűdöt  veszek  magamra  ezzel,  amit  megpróbálok  modern  köntösbe  öltöztetni,  de  a 
harmóniák,  azok  -  főleg  a  drámai  pillanatokban  -  azok  azért  nem  feltétlenül  tonálisak,  és  nem  feltétlenül  
mozartiak. Olyan is van, hogy elindul valamilyen zenei anyag, amiről beugrik valami, és utána eltávolodik és utána  
már  nem  az.  Konkrétat  is  kéne  mondani,  hmm...  Ez  sokkal  inkább  jellemző  rám,  hogy  vannak  ilyen  zenei 
felrakások,  harmóniakezelés,  hangszerelés,  ami nagyon hasonlít  valamire,  és  akkor ebből úgy érzed,  hogy ezt 
szeretné mondani a zenei anyag, de aztán megtalálja a saját maga új irányát.

Mondtad,  hogy eléggé  hiszel  hatásmechanizmusokban,  amik más műfajokban,  máshogy  szólalnak 
meg, de ugyanaz a szerepük, és az ehhez képest az eltérés, és kísérletezeés hogyan jelenik meg nálad? Mi  
az amiben te valami újat – akár csak saját magadnak, és tök mindegy h ki mit mond rá, hogy ez mennyire  
forradalmi vagy nem – de hogy magadnak mi az, amiben az unikálissal próbálkozol, ha tudsz erre konkrét 
példákat.

(Hosszú gondolkodás) Az elektronika pl. biztos, hogy az egyik ilyen. Ezzel csak egyszer foglalkoztam, most  
megint nyílván fogok. Jó kérdés. Igen, ezen gondolkodnom kell. 

Olyasmire gondolok, hogy amellett, hogy az ember eljut oda, hogy bizonyos dolgokat igenis beemel 
saját  műfajába,  mert  működik,  de  ahhoz  képest  valahogy  mégis  el  akarom  színezni,  mégis  vmi  más 
hangzással...

Harmóniailag elszínezni  nem nehéz.  Szerintem az egyik érdekes lehetőség a  stíluskeveredés,  tehát  hogy 
finoman, vagy akár egészen brutálisan bejönnek egymás mellé olyan zenei anyagok, amelyek nem valók össze. Ezt 
mondjuk  könnyűzenei  példával  úgy  tudnám  érzékeltetni,  hogy  mikor  mondjuk,  nagyon  sokan  csinálják  ezt 
mostanában  azt  hiszem,  hogy  egy  rockzenés,  vagy  egyszerűen  behatárolható  anyagba elektronikus  dj-jellegű 
effektek jönnek be, van egy szinte akusztikus környezet, rendes dobbal, minden, és teljesen váratlanul beletesznek 
mindenféle zajokat, ami úgymond egy teljesen más világból jön, de marha jól jön. Tudom mondani Madonnának 
pl. a Frozen-jét, ami úgy viselkedik, mint egy akusztikus szám, és asszem, hogy egy akusztikus hang nincs benne, 
minden elektronika, ha jól emlékszem. Az volt az a lemez, a Way of light talán, amiben minden elektronikus. És 
nagyon szenzációsan működik.

Tehát a hangzás az egyik vonal.

Igen,  A  harmonizálás  a  másik,  és  esetleg  az  idézőjelbe,  vagy  zárójelbe  tevés,  tehát  ha  mondjuk  egy  
egyértelműnek tűnő zenei anyagot használsz, pontosan az ellenkő értelemben. Ellenkező megközelítéssel. Nagyon 
bejön a hatásmechanizum, de teljesen elferdül...

Erre tudsz valami konkrét példát mondani? Mert ez izgalmas, hogy milyen paraméterben történik a 
nagy meglepetés.

Hát pl megint csak az első szimfónia jut eszembe, ahol a 3. tételben van egy ilyen furcsa trió, ami azt a hatást  
kelti,  mint  egy  arab  tevegelés.  Közép  tempo,  háromnegyed  váltakozik  néha  más  ritmussal,  van  egy  ilyen 
Sosztakovicsra,  vagy  Csajkovszkijra  hajazó  (énekel)  egy  ilyen  pentaton  szerű  dallam,  és  teljesen  idegen 
hangszerelésben van, először egy ilyen nagyon furcsa elidegenített színnel jön, aztán ugyanazt hozza a zenekar 
plusz a szinti, de úgy hogy nagyon fura mixturákkal, kvártban, kvintben, plusz még valami szekundban is, és hozzá  
jön egy ilyen nagyon fura, japán ütőhangszer, egy dob, olyan mint a woodblock. Arra használják a japánok, hogy 
rövid figcsiket játszanak vele. És ebben a dallamosnak tűnő közegben olyan a szinti, hogy nagyon el van csavarva, 
hozzá van rakva egy ilyen vijjogós izé, és csúnya. És abba még bejön, de semmiképp sem konkrét, hanem nyúlós.  
Hozzá van téve konkrét ritmusokat játszó ütőszólam. Ezt elidegenítésnek hívják tulajdonképpen, olyan mint, ha  
egy ismerős tájon járnál, de teljesen el lenne színezve a film, de ezek mind baromira nem tudatosak. Utólag már le  
tudom vonni a következtetést, h valószínőleg ez vagy az volt az oka, de nagy pofátlanság lenne tőlem azt mondani, 
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hogy ezt tudatosan csináltam.

Szóval nem azzal a koncepcióval ülsz neki, hogy most valami nagyon eltérőt összehozzál.

Nem,  ezek  általában  jönnek  maguktól,  nem  tudom  ezt  megkerülni.  Furcsán  állok  az  istenhittel.  Hiszek 
Istenben, hiszek, egyfajta sorsszerűségben, de nagyon sok szerepet tulajdonítok a véletlennek is. Sokszor volt már 
olyan érzésem, hogy mindezt nem én találtam ki, hanem úgy lett oda, valahogy. Később megnézed, és olyan furcsa, 
hogy ez pont ilyen lett, nem biztos, hogy így akartam.

Van tehát olyan, hogy kifejezetten tudatosan koncepcionálisan egymástól nagyon távollevő dolgokat 
keversz.

Van persze.

Ilyenkor mi a motivációd? Mi a folyamat?

Egy  filmes  hasonlatot  tudnék hozni,  amikor  van egy  ismerős  dolog,  de  elszínezve,  annak  mi  a  szerepe,  
elidegenítés, álomszerűvé tétel, tudatalatti, tehát szürrealitás irányába vivés, ennek nagyon fontos szerepe van,  
nagyon jól szokott működni, és nagyon üdévé teszi az egész percepciót. Nagyon jó a filmekben is az egyenesvonalú  
egyszálon futó cselekmény, ez már nincs is nagyon, nagyon érdekes dolgokkal kísérleteznek az álomvilágnak és 
emléktöredékeknek  a  fifikás  egymás  mellé  tétele,  nagyon  tetszik.  Ponyvaregényt  mondhatnám,  tehát  hogy  a 
történet nem az elején kezdődik, hanem a közepén, és a végén van a csattanó, ami visszahat az elejére, de azért az  
is jó, amikor innen indul és odajut és nincs kecmec. Viszont ilyen dologban is rettenetesen jól szokott mutatni egy  
ilyen elhangolt, elidegenített, az ember tudatalattijára építő rész. Nagyon fel tudja dobni. Mindennek a mértéke a 
lényeg. Még egy ilyenben is 

Egy  kérdés  lenne  még,  kicsit  technikai,  és  lehet,  hogy  hamar  egy  nemmel  válaszolsz  rá,  hogy  a 
zeneszerzési folyamatban az internetet bármilyen formában használod-e használtad-e szeretnéd-e?

Marhára szeretnék egy FTP-t, csak nagyon sok pénzbe kerül még mindig.

Ezt  akkor  rosszul  kérdezem.  Esztétikai  vonalom,  tehát  nem  a  technikai  lebonyolítás,  hanem 
bármilyen módon, hogy pl mással összekapcsolódva, valamilyen interaktív ügy, vagy ilyesmi.

Hát én nagyon tudatlan vagyok még ehhez. (nevet) Nem próbáltam még ilyet és igazából kéne tudnom a 
lehetőségeket és nagyon megköszönném, ha valaki elmesélné ezeket. Eléggé el vagyok zárva mindentől, sajnos 
nem vagyok elég érdeklődő erre, pedig időnként nagyon jó. Múltkor M K-val beszélgettünk a könyvtárban és az 
teljesen ilyen lekezelően mondta, hogy hát igen, ami itt kortárszenének van hívva, az mennyire lemaradott, pedig 
bezzeg a világban mennyire, el se tudjuk képzelni, hogy milyen modern dolgok léteznek. Ezt kicsit túlzásnak és 
frusztráltnak éreztem, a zenetörténetben mindenre van példa, hogy teljesen művelt,  meg arra is  hogy ki sem 
mozdul hazulról, és mégis kíváló zenét ír. De szívesen használnék én mindent, ha lenne rá mód és idő ezeket  
megismerni, ez mind idő kérdése. 

Nagyon köszönöm.
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8.2.3. Péter Pejtsik
Interview with Peter Pejtsik – Budapest, April 10th, 2013. 

B.A.: How would you describe your own musical language, your own musical style?

Peter Pejtsik: It is varied. Much varied, maybe too much varied. Sometimes I fear that if I  look at all  the  
palette, all the spectrum of my work, sometimes I fear there is not one person behind it, not a single person, so it  
can  not  be  pushed  or  squeezed  into  one  musical  personality.  Naturally  it  is.  But  it  is  so  surprising  for  me 
sometimes how different the things I write, I compose, or I orchestrate or I arrange are.

But I mean when you not orchestrate other composers' pieces but you write something really on your 
own.

Yes Even then. Even my sketches go in very very different directions and I am not brave enough to call it a  
postmodern approach. I should, I think: it would pay better. I could say, well, I do so different things because I  
want to. (You know I slim, because I want to be slim, and I am fat, because I want to be fat, Sometimes I am slim,  
and sometimes I am fat, and this is the moment when I should say sometimes I want to be slim and sometimes I  
want to be fat. But. Are these really so different as we see them. Nowadays we like to differentiate between light 
and pop, classical and modern, and different labels. And especially in Hungary this light and serious (Könnyű és 
komoly), which is not given for example in England and in English territories it is not that much differentiated, or  
the borders are not as strong between them as they are in Hungary or in Austria (U-Musik) But if you look at 
Mozart's Ouvre from Requiem to the little Menuets or the Menuet composing machine – I do not know if you know 
about that, with 2 dice you can compose billions of menuets - . There was a time when a composer was allowed to  
compose a requiem and on the same day a menuet,  and he was not considered as postmodern or he was not 
considered “Ahh, son you should finally decide what you do, you should really concentrate on your aims, and 
focus, and get done, what you want to do, and not let yourself be distracted this name it, light music, this shit.” So 
I think if we could get back to that golden era, golden age or paradise, from where we have been exiled, it would be 
much better, it would be paradise. I Think we should, and I am trying to do that. And this does not say that, you 
have to put all the things together on one plate, so I would not eat the main course and dessert at the same time, I  
would not mix them up, because there is a time for a main course, and there is a time for a dessert. For me dessert  
comes first, but... (loughs)

How often and in what occasions do you enjoy full artistic freedom in composing (that is, when you 
can compose according only to your own taste, free from any external feedback or instructions).

 That's a good question, but I should go back, I should step back one step. What is artistic freedom? Are you  
free from... (thinks) . Okay, what is freedom, can you define it? You want to compose something, and you want to 
get it out of you, and you want to get it into someone else. Do you care about the reception? If you don't care about  
the reception, - and I am not talking about the HIT Charts, and not talking about your mother and not your  
composition teacher, and not your girlfriend, anyone. - if you want to get it into anyone and want it to appeal or.  
No that's too much, but if you want to have some effect, and you take that effect into consideration, and you strive 
for it, then you are NOT free. There is no artistic freedom. I think artistic freedom was … the concept was born in  
the romantic era, and I think it's stupid.

If you are really in a flow composing something and you are really busy solving a musical task and 
you are really into this thing, doing your musical stuff, you don't really think about getting or not getting  
money for it afterwords...

No. That comes before. Everything, even this conversation, or whatever you read, whatever you listen to, 
what you learned, what you ever written before, and seen the reception of it, and so on, so all your experiences  
change you. And with that changed personality you get into the flow and everything comes back. You try to be 
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only a means, only a channel to the inspiration, and not get into the way of it, BUT you are a receiver, like a radio 
receiver, or you are as simple as an axe, or you are a hammer, or you are some tool. If the tool does not work, you 
know, even in the best state of flow, you come to the moment so you have to know how you write down a note, and 
you know music is  not put together of notes,  so you have to know how you write down a passage, how you  
compose.. If you are in the state of flow, if you have the idea that you want to compose a fugue, if you haven't 
studied it before, you won't be able to do it.

Yeah, but if you did and there is the decision weather you compose a fugue or you say “okay, I know 
this would be received by people that are not so highly educated musically, so I won't write a fugue, but I 
will write something simpler instead.

There are people who only keep thinking in one paradigm, so the way they think is always the same: “I like  
that, but they won't like that, I like this, but they won't like this” I do not mind that, okay? But then, this is  
freedom. Freedom is what you define freedom, because they want to among their aims, their goals. Their goal is to 
please the customer. (laughs) Then, this is what they do. Okay let's put it even more provocative: Guys in the age  
of 14-15-16, many of them make bands. 90 % of them are doing it for getting girls, and not at all for music, that's  
just the way it is. So for many people, what you and I are talking about, is a non-existent think: “what? Music in  
itself? What for? There are normal things in life, and music helps getting them. (loughs) And you know sometimes 
I think, I don't know if it's worse or better,  but it's a more comfortable way of thinking, so sometimes I wish I 
could think like that. But I DO know what you mean. That freedom. I think if I just concentrate on this question,  
when you get into the state of flow, do you care about …. Or before getting into the state of flow, you know what 
you start working at and you know where it's aimed at, so all your personality is focused that, so it's in the rules,  
it's in the waterpipes, you know what you want to do, and you try to achieve the goals according to that main goal.  
Sometimes, you have this, “Ahh, what a nice fugue can be done, I could rescue that fugue and put it away, but now 
let's concentrate on this thing.... And then you have a fugue for someone or something else, so..

No, I mean one can be free within some barriers as well. For some people barriers work even better as  
inspiration.

That's me.

Me too. But when you have, okay so a given orchestra, a given group of musician for whom you have 
to write is in my opinion now is not a barrier, so

Well, it is. Why?

I mean, it can be, but the

It can be frustrating that you can't have a piccolo, it can be relieving that you don't have to care about the  
piccolo. It can be good that you have these boundaries and it can be frustrating, but the boundaries are very 
different for different people. I know a guy who many years ago made me write down his melodies and arrange 
them, so he tried to compose through me somehow, and I tried to put his melody into a sequencer, and I hit F  
natural, and he said “sharper, higher” so /I played/  F sharp “ahh that's too high. Isn't there something in between 
them?   There I felt that the 12-tone scale was a boundary for him, he really felt he wanted something in between. I  
think what he wanted was a certain harmony behind it that made it sound like, something sharper, and I did not  
give him. But at the moment it sounded as if it was too small boundaries for him. So anything can be boundaries,  
borders.

But let's say you have a spectrum of being quite free, and not at all free.

I don't see it like that. Taken into consideration that if I am not pushed into doing something, I usually do  
not. That makes me so happy when sometimes I have to finish my own things on deadline.

Okay. Deadline is the best muse, they say.

They also say, money is also a good one. But that does not work with me. Deadline does. It is very good if you  
are stuck in your own. 
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But don't you feel sometimes, that you would have some dreams to realise, but you have to put them  
away until you finish your work.

Ok, but what if your dreams give you the deadline. Is it a boundary or not?

Well if you feel it as a dream becoming true, even if you do it for a deadline...

I know I should, but I just feel “oh shit, I have one day to finish this, and it's so many notes”,... I did not want  
to say I don't feel differences between pressure level. I do feel differences, and sometimes the box is too small. But 
I could not describe these in a scale of being less or more free, so I don't know what this scale is. It's not like “Now 
I am totally free, I can write what I want” or “In this project I am not allowed...” There are projects, where I know 
exactly what they want, but I am totally free to do that. There are people who don't even react It's there, and that 
was my decision, I seemingly, I am totally really totally free. Sometimes they ask: “and why is it like that? - Well I  
thought you would say it is not good” - “well was I supposed to?”  So sometimes in projects where the final result  
is given in a clear defined boxes and boundaries, and sometimes I am not free in a project, where we are really  
free, and searching for we don't exactly know what. For example HAVASI is a good example: we did things, if I  
showed you, you would say, it is definitely not that project,  so we are just really searching and trying and feeling  
in different directions which we cut then. Either he or me, but that's true, if I cut something, I usually cut it the  
way that “okay, if we want this, I would drop that idea and make it this way”, and he cuts it from the other side,  
that “I don't want this direction”. Usually there is someone who... .. this is like the director in a film. Ok, this is a  
very good example. Non-musical. Or musical?.. The director in a film usually does not have a clue about music, but 
he perfectly knows what he wants for his film, and he knows the effects, he wants. And he feels, that he is happy,  
or he does not feel that he is happy. You compose the music of your life, and show it to the director for that scene, 
and the director says: “no, I do not like it.” - “what? Don't you realise how good, clever, and inspired, and never 
heard but still confidently familiar ,..... “Well I do, but I don't care, because it does not work with the scene, it is  
not what I want. And then... It's not about your music It's about the aim. And the aim was a boundary, it was a  
border,  that  bound you into doing one thing and not doing the other thing But if  you achieve it,  you really 
achieved the  bigger goal,  which can only  be seen by the director  of  the film.  And when I  am working with  
someone, I usually try to let them do the director's part. So I do not want to shape the overall picture, like “we do 
have to use a gospel choir in this”... But if it's in the picture, I try to do the gospel like you know really inspired  
and so... So overall I can't see freedom or boundaries as any detachable from the music making process itself. 
Sorry, I would be really glad to answer it the way you exposed, but I can't.

No, no, this whole thing is also about me getting to know other people's opinions about my questions 
and approach as well, because it's only MY approach.

Well I did not do anything else, I just opened up the scope of the question, and I try to show that everything  
is a boundary, even if you feel free, you are within borders and you are in a box. And you just don't realize it.  
That's so subjective.

There is a major difference when there is applied music where you have the director, or other people  
telling you during the composition process and reflecting on what you already did, to other...

And if they are not there, you do it for yourself.

But when you decide to take a project with its boundaries...

But if you compose yourself, you are playing these roles.

Sure, but I mean, w...

If you are composing your own music you are consulting yourself, you are reacting yourself, you are playing  
the part of the director, you are bound, you are in a box, you just don't know the box. Okay, freedom is feeling the 
box around you, and trying to, well, it is not the freedom, it is the act of creation, there is a box

There is a box, but freedom is the opportunity to feel your own boundaries and decide if you need 
these boundaries or you need others. Then you start composing, and you make decisions. And the next  
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question would be: what are the signs of this artistic freedom in your compositions, when you can say “this 
one I did, because I always wanted to experiment with this musical stuff. Do you ever feel like this?

Yes I do. I  really want in this big band concert, I  would not be happy if there would not be a very well  
conceived fugue for big band.  There are little  ricercare-like things or  imitations,  but rarely.  But real  at  least 
two-three thematic sections, and between section, at least a turnary form fugue exposition. And I always wanted  
to compose 12-tone heavy-metal music, which is eleven tone music...

Yeah I really meant that. (just to answer your question: what is freedom). Nobody ever told you about  
an idea, this being succesful or not, if it can be sold or not, but you are interested in this ,and you can do  
this, because you are commissioned a work for, okay, a well known group of musicians, then you have your  
boundaries,  you take this,  and within these boundaries you can realise your dreams. I  meant  that  by  
freedom. 

I try to find a freedom in every possible situation. Really. For example the simplest pop string pads... You can 
do them like you know, just four chords going round and round and you can.... (there is one song, I think it's Akos 
song composed by Háry Péter, I remember, and in the strings part I did little canons) They always play the same  
three-four chords, but you can give them successive imitations, so you divide the violins into four parts, and they 
go around, and they don't just (sings) but they go (sings), and it gives it a different feeling. In After Crying I did a  
repetition in “De Profundis”. We wanted repeated high chords on strings, C minor, and that was the first time I did  
it, and have done it a couple of times since. Instead of just playing (sings repeated notes of each part of the chord)  
they play (sings triad interval patterns, each time starting on different notes of the chord in each part). And then  
you put these little patterns together, and they are not perfect, and it gives a much much more dense and intense 
feeling. Finally it is the same chord, but you know the inner structure is different. So, if I want to hear this on the 
orchestra,  the freedom to  make it  in  broken chords  and put  together patterns  like  that  in the  simplest  pop 
production if they are open to it. So you can put if you have dreams, if you are interested in something, you can  
make your work, even your shit work you can make it interesting for yourself. 

Okay. Thank you, so this was mainly about your own music which you compose for example for this 
big  band,  we  can  come  back  to  this  later.  Let's  talk  a  little  bit  about  applied  music  projects  or 
orchestrations. Do you often think about changing some musical patterns in order to address a bigger 
audience. I mean if you really think about “this would be a bigger a hit, if I did this or this”

In my own projects I have never been thinking about fitting big audiences.

You mean not even in orchestration works?

Well there yes. But if I talk about After Crying, I started my composing career with the fact in mind that the 
pieces that make music European music history had been performed to a maximum of 300-400 people at a time,  
and at their own time they were performed 2-3-8 times, and that's it. Since then they have been performed to 
thousand and thousand times, but at their own time this was only a bunch of people who they were able to touch. 
So what we are talking about as success today is a very different phenomenon. It was never known before. And the 
music we know as the cream of European music history was played to couples of hundreds who were, well, most of  
them, rich people, aristocrats,..

..musically educated...

..and musically educated. And we do have these people today, they are not aristocrats of the stadiums and 
not aristocrats of financial word and so on.. but if we look it from this side, I have reached the level, the popularity  
level of Haydn. (smiles) There were no more people at Eszterháza, or London.. when he played his symphonies. ..  
And I have more rehearsals than he had in London. You know this story, when he arrived at the first rehearsal of  
his symphony and he conducted, and he said “Well, it has been sight-read the best! It has never ever been so well 
sight-read, I am really looking forward to the next rehearsals. How wonderfully, possibly perfect it's gonna be. -  
“What next rehearsals?”” (loughs) ….. So this never influenced my thinking or my phrasing or whatever. With the  
projects I am doing for .. ...money, .. or for other people, I usually let them do this decision, it's not enough, it's too 
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much, and they cut I usually throw in ideas, and they keep cutting them and throwing them away, and I am never  
well sometimes, but almost never saddened by this, never humiliated, I don't take it personal. If I know what they 
want, I know the language, and if the language and if the genre is popular enough it has its own rules, so if you use  
the best well-known phrases and you try to give it some originality, try to put them together in an originally way 
and not just copying but learning the language, talking, using the language, then you are there. And you can make 
many many many songs that are ready to be successful, and finally the success is unpredictable. A friend of mine 
once told me: “Those are adept at popular music that have success. “ - I was like “do not be silly... (big pause ) 
well..” and then I happened to understand it later. Some people do it for success and they are not at all interested  
in any counterpoint, any strange chords – only if it's a means to attract more people's attention, and not distract 
them. So what I am trying to express is mostly given by the goals and if you are able to do that, able to compose  
and orchestrate a good pop song then you are ready to receive the gift of fate, being successful. That's the most  
you can do, and of course, yes, in After Crying, this is gonna be a pop song, not a Mahler symphony, oh sorry. And  
sometimes Mahler symphonies can be very popular. 

Can we go into details...

If that was not enough (laughs)

I mean, when you compose a pop song and at the same time you want to realise musical experiments  
to say, something which you are interested in, but may not be so very popular or well understood by a big  
audience. So how do you combine these things, if you can be 

Freely, if we can get any definition for “free”, what we started the whole conversation with. If we can define  
what free is.

Okay, but let's forget about what free is. There are things you are interested in... 

Yeah I try to put everything into everything else, and if it's fun, you know it's a kind of cognitive dissonance,  
as they say it in psychology, which tickles your mind somewhere, and if it does, that is good, that is a good feeling 
And you listen to it again and again, because you want to feel that ticklish feeling. Sometimes it is just a funny  
solution.  A  good rich  feeling of  “what?”  and you try  to  differentiate  the ingredients,  there  is  some baroque  
trumpet playing in it, and there are RNB bass lines, and hip-hop drums, and a gospel choir, and there is a …  
WHAT?  Sometimes I even search for that feeling. Well this is okay but not extra. It's just okay, but then I try to  
open up mind for incoming associations, well associations do not income.. Incoming inspirations, and outgoing 
associations.  I  try  to  open  up  broader  fields  of  associations.  And  to  have  ideas  of  very  different  sides  of...  
Sometimes you know a step of two notes can be, if it's (sings), what if we put some Dies Irae in it, or B-A-C-H. Or a  
Jesu meine freude... 

And you do it , because it tickles you, no matter if the audience understands it?

Yes, it tickles me, and some collegues,  the musical aristocrats. :-) But that is totally independent from the  
success of the piece, whether it is good or not, whether his fans like it or not, whether it is gonna be a big hit, or a 
big opus in 3 hundred years from now, and whether I am interested in it or not.

So I suppose, you are rather not...

Well I do think that the fact that we are the posterity of our great ancestors in music history, is influencing  
the way we see our own music. That's the first influence for that. It makes us, some of us  …  We just try to push...  
Looking at our world as the past of the future, which is bad, because if you are not successful, you keep saying: but 
I will be in the future. But which future. But you know, J. S. Bach was not successful until Mendelssohn brought  
him back with the Passion, and now we think he is an eternal genius. And before 1824 nobody cared about him.

Yes, but even then it was only the question of broadcasting or spreading it. It  could have stayed 
unknown without Mendelssohn's efforts. It's independent from...

Yes, it's PR. We think that we are the ultimate posterity with the ultimate opinion and a real breed(?) of who 
is where, who is how big, and who is great, and who is well not that great. It's changing. There is no posterity like  
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that. And if we think whether my music would be successful in one of the later-ages, and that is enough reward for 
us for not being successful enough now, or even worse: it gives us directions for composing, it is unbelievably shit,  
it is a very very bad way. But many people do so. E-Musik composers do look at their ouvre as a something that  
will be valued, valuated and valued in the later ages. 

Yes, so if you do not think like that, but you feel the need of communicating with someone, even if it  
is only one person...

Is this the question of why we are doing it?

No, but if you think about music as a way of communication... You already told, that you see music as 
a language

Yeah, and you have to put it into somebody

Yeah. And if this somebody is not a musician, and does not care about musical solutions that you care 
about, and you are interested in, then – in my opinion you start to mix your personal musical intentions 
realizing your musical dreams, with some solutions which make this communication more effective, so to 
say. Do you think like that?

No,  that  part,  which  makes  you  more  reflecting  and  more  easy  to  understand  is  not  like  a  mixable 
ingredient. It is like the pint and the beer you put into it. It is just simply needed as a framework, that is the water  
pipe, that's the guts. That's what is there, what is given as a fact, it is not what you add. It's what you add your 
things into. That is the way I see it. It is not always mixing. It is sometimes putting the soup in the pint. It is not  
mixing, but still it has that postmodern strange effect that makes you go “what? A pint of soup?, that is exciting...”

What is the framework then?

The  language  that  you understand.  The  people  that  are  aimed,  the  focused  people,  that  would  be  the  
framework, and if it has a whole on the bottom, it will just simply fall out, and the whole thing does not work. You 
can be postmodern, but if you want to punch the bottom of the pint, then, okay, let's say, you are free. You are a  
totally free artist, and you want to punch the bottom of the pint, and you have another idea of serving soup in the  
pint, you can not do both together.  And you can say, you are not f**king free.

In my opinion there are certain genres that call up emotions in people who are socialized on western 
culture. For example Hollywood movies, they use these genre-clichés. The next topic would be, how to get  
rid of these clichés, or when you compose for example concert music, do you think that you can call up 
some emotions or send messages through these genres? Do you quote genres like this?

I do heavily. I rely on these heavily. 

Can you tell some examples as well? I mean what genres and why and where, and what you think they  
will communicate?

I see this whole question like,...  it is the best done in baroque music with the theory of affections. So in  
baroque music there is a hand movement I mean for certain feelings, for certain meanings, and there are musical  
idioms  closely  related  to  pain,  to  joy,  to  love,  to  desire,  to  sadness,  to  sighs,  and  they  cover  pretty  much 
everything. If they use it in concerto music, absolute music they do refer the same. Sometimes there is a program 
for example the Vivaldi concerti, there is  program, and you can realize what it was really meant to be. 

Can you tell some examples of your own music, for example from this big band project. If you use a  
specific genre-quotation where people definitely can say:  “wow that was rock, that was jazz,  that was  
whatever” - why do you use them, what do you want to communicate?

There is ultra-third relative chords used over the top of bass and sax lines, in trumpets. It gives you a feeling  
of extended, epic, cinematic … yeah, I just repeated a long section, varied it in a binary form, then gave a solo  
section, and then da capo, and at the end I needed something more, and I could not think of anything else giving 
these chords, and giving it this dimension. When composing this moment, I felt like superman! (laughs) I did not  
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want classic trumpet sound, just give the big chords. And they played it, but it did not work really, but when I 
raised my hand flying like superman, it was spot on what I wanted .Because the language works of patterns. Not 
words, but the principles, the concepts behind them. And if you can grab a concept, then everything falls in its 
place.  And  it's  there.  This  was  a  good  example,  that  superman-feeling worked.  I  am thinking  of  showing  it  
(superman flying) while conducting it at the concert (laughs) Maybe the audience will also understand it perfectly.  
Funny. For example this. So the big air, the epic feel, or inferior, you know when the villain comes, and you can  
give it a dark character or music for, just to underline contrast, yes. I think of the HAVASI project, big brass chords  
used on for the opposite if you refer to The Night on the bare mountain, and you can play that with distorted  
guitar and bass to. And for people who know the piece it gives a, you know, it does give them . Even if they do not  
realize  what  they  are  listening  to,  they  do  know what  it's  about,  the  big  evil,  and things  like  that.  Certain  
structures of Wiener Waltz, if you just lighten it up that way, just for a second. I did a tango, an orchestral tango,  
that was for an Indian film, and there are orchestral prelude interludes and one of the interludes I just turned that 
tango into Palotás , so gradually it shifts into Vienna and shifts into Hungary and the A G something and then it  
snaps you in the face and then “flash-back” and back to tango. You know I did the recording in London, and they 
did not know Palotás,  but the style-effect was so strong, that  everybody just runned smiling,  so if  you know 
Palotás, and you know the exact connotations, you laugh your ass out, but they even did not... That's also the type  
of cognitive dissonance. This is humor in music. We had a long conversation in a radio programme called the Real  
Crossover, with András Batta and Dávid Zsoldos, about what humour in music is. I think nobody could answer the  
question. I was third, and I said its basis is cognitive dissonance. A basic feature in music is this. Because you do 
not listen to music in a linear way, you listen to music the way that you are expecting something, and you get  
usually something else, OR you get wht you expect. And this always goes back and forth. And this way surprise, the  
false expectations and something that you have not expected and comes, and something you have expected and 
does not come... People really listening to music are always, well actually led by this humourous way of cognitive 
dissonances. Well this works in some music. In dance music for example rather rarely. I have the freedom to write 
odd and unexpected rhythms into a dance music, but they will not be able to dance to it. A friend of mine once told 
me while working with me on a song, well this is good, but this, they won't be able to dance to it. “What? I never  
would have thought they wanted to dance to it. (laughs) Well, the re-planning! It is very important, to see the aims 
of a particular piece. My daughter once asked me to compose a waltzer for their school ceremony. It would have  
been possible to write 4/4 into it of course, but it was not the goal. I felt really free. They would have also accepted 
from me some original ideas, but of course they wanted more something like a sketch in the film Anastasia or  
whatever.  And  freedom  was  in  this  case  that  I  could  write  something  which  could  be  in  Anastasia.  Once  I  
transcribed the Little night music. I kept the melody-notes, but changed all the characters into something modern,  
for  example  like  rock  riffs,  or  with  blue  notes,  like  with  hammond  and  everything.  Of  course  nobody  ever 
recognizes the original Little night music. Anyway, I realized how fantastic Mozart was in chaining different parts  
together. I started to realize what a genius he was. It seems very simple, but it's full with assymetry, he does the  
15th motif, but it has its original flow, with saint simplicity, you have no ideas where the cesures are between parts.  
5-bar periods, and things like that.  I  also tried it,  and it  squeeks, and seem very unnatural.  There is nothing 
strange in Mozart, but that is exactly what is very difficult in this. 

Do  you  find  innovation  an  important  factor  in  music?  If  it  is  important  for  you  to  be  unique, 
individual, to do something scientifically....

Stop! Innovation and individual is not interchangeable.

Okay, that is right

It sounds that there had been a clever little shift, but it is not true.

Ok, let's stick to Innovation.

I don't find it that important. Why? Because it happens anyway. People get fed up with music, and they  
search for new one. It just happens. To be individual, to be identifiable. 

I mean innovation and being innovative: when you are fed up with some kind of music, and when you 
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search for something new, the what's....

For me, all the types of music are there on the big palette of the painter, so whatever has been companted 
it's all there, and you can pick it as a color. If we talk about language, there is difference between innovating the  
language  or  to  tell  a  narrative  thing  using  the  language,  We  not  innovate  it.  In  music  these  two  may  be 
interchanged, that is a question if you are using the given elements and put them in a certain order, it may be 
nothing new used, but still thing you express is new and it's shocking and it impresses people. 

Could you express this in a less abstract way?

Well, there is nothing new in a music, but it can still be shockingly fresh and catchy. Where catchy means 
that it touches something very old, something archetypical, fundamental. This is what we should strive for, rather  
than being original. That would be the main point, finding these jams that there are in every mission. If you show  
them the melody they have not heard before, and they say I know this. Because it's  there inside, and you just  you 
know, removing the mud. And there is the jam(?) This is a kind of innovation but it is rather like finding a very 
very old meaning or structure. … Some composers do this, and then they can't put the jam into a good socket. For 
example Pilgrims march second movement. The melody is finished, and after the piece is shit. That melody is  
something he did not write, he did not compose, he just found it, and he did not fuck it up. Or Beethoven, it  
happened to Beethoven a couple of times, he just can't …. Ode to joy... Forget it. 

In case of Pilgrims March for example, you rearranged it with After Crying...

Yeah, and I only used the good one.

And there you changed the sound, and what else? The rhythm not really... Right? So when you think 
about grabbing something old and archetypical, what are the things that you add to make it more fresh.

A dirty groove :-) Very low sub bass, or strange grooves and strange landscape of affections and … I don't  
know, I usually think that it comes from “ I want to play that melody because I like it” :-) And then I add what  
comes, and then I see the picture, and I laid down the first groove, and electric guitar.

So you play it as if you had composed it, right?

.. rather as if I found it. I try not to compose too much, just play it and for me knowing it was for Pilgrim's  
march, and it was not from Mendelssohn himself, I just had a vision of these post-catastrophic field and the people  
in gas masks, and coveralls, and we just walking through it like a pilgrimage. And it was so strong, it led me into 
producing it.  So it's usually an instinct and you try to realize and put it  into something you see or hear.  For 
example for the Big Band, I have a rhythmic and melodic structure which I can sing more or less, but it is a very  
strange, I can't tell the actual notes yet, there is a pure structure (sings), and I don't know whether I want it  
diatonic or chromatic, or whether I want fourth and fifth in it, or I don't know whether I want parallels whether I  
want you know or minor seventh chords or just , and this is so strange, and I fear that there is something, …

That sounds really familiar, I often have this feeling. And actually when you try to match the certain  
notes to this structure, they just won't work.

Yeah. And sometimes you search for the f**ing note between the F natural and the F sharp and finally you 
say, it was F sharp, like the first time. Sometimes you can not be the perfect receiver, and sometimes you just come 
out of the flow, and ask “Wow, did I do that?” 

When you do not know where it comes from.

Yeah, that is the very best flow. (…) I am addicted to flow. ….. But I stopped at the innovation. If you invent  
new elements, that also innovation and putting together is sometimes only the meaning, so it's a new piece, it 
sounds familiar, it's very good, but even if it does only use conventional elements, it is surprising, how they are  
put together. Sometimes being innovative is not hugely incentive. For example the tintinapoli technique or the 
first tintinapoli piece of Arvo Pärt, it's rather the question of what he is NOT using. It's so little, that he uses. If it  
was  only one piece it  would have been a strange minimalistic  piece,  but from then on he used it  as  a  basic 
compositional structure or method of his very strong new composition lives, and since he kept pushing it, it's 
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innovative. 

One last question, a bit technical, I would say. Do you ever use the internet in the compositional 
process?

I do not know what you want to ask, but I first want to say something. Some people who I worked together  
with regurarily use  the internet or youtube as their inspiration. “Well, I am stuck, I don't know what comes. Let's  
listen to some music”. I was horrified, I felt it should not be coming from something else, but then I found out that,  
well, music is language, you are not born being able to use the language, you learn the language and everything  
you use, even the most personal E minor D major – “oh, that's my chord progression, I love it so much, I am the 
most honest, and in love, and everything, and”. It is something that you learned, nothing is your own invention.  
You learn the language and you put together the elements of the language another way. You learn it a hundred  
ways, and you know a hundred sentences, and you do one hundred plus wrong, but the hundred and first is yours. 
It's your own sentence, but it's not your own words, and it is not your own letters of the alphabet. It's just the way  
you put them together and you express your own feelings, it may not be even any original, but it can be authentic. 
So at first I was horrified, but than I found out that it is not that horrible to turn to other music for inspiration. I  
first I thought it was because I thought you must be original, you must realize your inner inspiration and not listen  
to other, but then I found out, my inspiration and my ideas only come from pieces I listen to...

You can use the internet for gathering inspiration, but I would also be curious what you think about 
new possibilities, if the internet can give you as a composer, if you would dream of something doing with 
the  internet,  real  time  composing  with  other  people,  I  don't  know,  something  like  that.  If  you  are 
interested in something like that.

No, I did not feel that. Technically yes. I really find it fascinating as a conductor when the the director and 
the composer sitting in LA or different places, watch their picture and listen to their backing tracks and listening 
to  our strings  recording that  we are just  recording in  the same time through source  connect.  That is  really  
fascinating.

But this is a case for discussing about things that have already been done. Do you think or do you 
need a process that could be done through the internet internet in real time between more people, so the  
flow can happen there. Do you think that can ever happen?

When you are working.. well, yes. There is a program called CineSynch. If you both have the same videos and 
link it, then you see the video and he can stop, and you can draw on the video and add some music, and edit the  
time line. But this is not much different from he or she sitting there with you. It is just remote control. Let's go the  
scientific way. Internet can make any mutual or social compositional ways possible when people are not there, but  
that's a technical possibility. It could have been done without the internet if they were together. I can't really  
think of anything else the internet could give... Ok let's reverse it and check if there is something that we should 
use the internet for if we are here near eachother, and is there something we should switch on the internet for, or  
get connected... Well, actually I find very very nice that youtube started to become an all-mighty music library.  
The fact that you have access to this large public domain library or not public domain library, that effects. 
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8.2.4. Ivana Zabkar
Interview with Iva Zabkar – Vienna, May 3, 2013.

B.A.: How would you describe your own musical style? Which genres do you like to borrow from?

Iva Zabkar: I ask myself the same question every day. I can not really answer it. I think it is easier to say for  
what purposes these music pieces can be applied. But specific genres... well pop music or jazz or new music, I do 
not know...

So you like to do all of these...

Yes, so it depends on the function of the music, and I usually like to do music which is combined with other 
mediums. So I realized at some point that I do not really compose “pure” music, because for me it always has a  
strong link to pictures, even if it is not actually film music. It is always connected to something else.

I was about to ask if you also like to compose absolute music (non-applied music)...

So, in the past few years I do not really compose absolute music. If I had the time to write music only for  
myself I would do electronic stuff, free improvised music, I would do sound collages. I am somehow very much into 
this “sound” direction, into sound design. I combine things that do not normally belong to each other, or I detach  
sounds from their original functions and I put them into some new ambiance. So that would be absolute music for 
me. I also have this inner need to compose for an orchestra. I have never had this kind of instrumentarium. It just 
has not come yet. .. If I had the time for myself.....

Would you use the acoustic orchestral instruments only, or would you blend here some electronic 
sounds as well?

If I had the need to write such I thing, I do not know, no idea. I would leave it open. I am always stumbling 
around this stylistic question, because it is very difficult for me to give these things names. But anyway, I can say I  
prefer composing for films, and in film music – as we know – everything is possible.

What does artistic freedom mean to you? How often and in what occasions do you enjoy full artistic  
freedom in composing (that is, when you can compose according only to your own taste, free from any 
external feedback or instructions)?

I think when composing absolute music one can manage to work completely freely. Then one can say “now I 
do whatever I want, and however I want”, and if at the end this music reminds the listener of something else, it is  
simply inevitable. It is just an illusion to think that one can create something completely new. At least, I think so, 
that everything exists, and one has the chance to create something new only by combining things   already there. 

How often and in what occasions do you compose with the intention of reaching larger audiences? 
You work often with directors and producers...

Yes, every day, always. When you are working on a commercial spot or an image film, that is the ultimate 
“I-have-to-be-able-to-address-the-masses” situation.

You  can  also  be  very  specific:  What  strategies  do  you  use  at  these  occasions,  which  musical  / 
non-musical parameters are effected during this process and how? (Form, sound, … )

Well, I can talk about things that I have already done. I am somehow lucky enough to have achieved, that  
people call me up in the need of specific styles and sound. That is this piano thing, calm, and nice, and sad, and  
romantic, and melancholic... so, stylistic terms: no idea...  Anyway, people know why they are calling me up, they  
know what they want from me. I work with these strategies... I had the opportunity once to do something very  
different.  That was a black-and-white movie. It was totally crazy, strange, with a very abstract story. There I  
worked in a quite different way. I had sound collages, I had a little bit of Bach, I had drone sounds, completely  
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detuned tones...

Did  you  do  it  because  it  was  musically  challenging  for  you,  or  did  you  want  to  communicate 
something specific with that? (with quoting Bach I mean)

It was special in this case. This film had very little sound, very few dialogs, and it had quite a lot of time  
jumps. One could not really follow, what happens, and what it was all about. So, I gave myself the task to explain  
with sound everything that could not be explained with the visual side alone. I told myself “I have to save this film  
with sound”. I can reveal musically whole new correlations in the film. Let's say: “leitmotiv”, it is not a leitmotiv in 
this case, but it is like when you hear a signal and you can make links in your mind: “Oh, ok, we are there now in 
this  or this place or time...” That is also a kind of communication with the audience. So, of  course I want to  
communicate with the people. How could you not do so anyway?

 Well, you can say: “I either communicate only with a smaller target group, that is musically trained,  
or not... there are different thoughts and concepts regarding this area...

Yeah, yeah, I know. My opinion is, that I think I would like to always communicate using my heart. I do not  
really care with which stylistic direction, so the most important thing is that something comes through. It is 
totally indifferent if there are some minor 9th intervals involved, or major 3rds, it all does not matter, if you sit 
down and listen to the music and nothing comes through, then there is something wrong. That's what I think, so it  
does not matter if you solved your mathematics homework within the music piece. So, I don't know... For the  
record, I do not know if it belongs here or not, but yesterday I worked again on Kotomaki (electro / ambient /  
sound design project by Iva Zabkar). I made a new track on Monday. It is really just for myself. I do not know to 
which genre category this music would belong, or who would listen to it. But it is really my own thing. I made this 
track on Monday at home, and there is a 6/4 time signature, there are acoustic layers with piano and electric bass 
and clarinet. And on the top of that you have a totally messed up drum track, with a beat that you really can not  
head-bang to. But it always gets repeated, within this 6/4 time signature, so this time range is given. I had done  
something  similar  before.  I  showed  it  to  Christian  (Christian  Mühlbacher,  jazz  arrangement  teacher  at  the 
University of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna, composer, percussionist), and he was totally freaked out, really.  
I had to stop the music after 15 seconds. He could not stand it. - Apropo: new music!  - So, I had to stop after 15  
seconds, and then he started an unstoppable monologue about how impossible this was, and what I was thinking,  
and he was really knocked out. He had to go smoking and the lesson was over. So, it is interesting how you can  
shock people with such things. I thought in the times of contemporary modern music, everything goes. But he was  
really  freaked  out  because  of  this  messed-up,  anti-rhythmic  drumming  track.  Of  course,  first  of  all,  he  is  a  
percussionist.

And was this drum pattern looped?

I had made a remix earlier, based on a vocal quartet piece from Norway or Sweden. I had just taken a song 
from them, I put it into Logic (audio production / sequencer software), and I started tinkering around it, I played a 
drum track onto it, but I was never on the beat, and I did not think about a time signature. Now, with this newer  
piece I made on Monday, I had the rhythmical grid, and there were these instrument tracks used, and I also used  
this unrhythmical drumming from earlier, but I looped it within this new 4-bar or 8-bar  structure. Than I copied 
it many times, so it was always repeated in the same way. And I played it to Christian yesterday. Now he stayed  
and listened till the end, and said things like: “ok, explain it to me a little bit...” and “I would like to hear the click  
track to it.” He talked about it for a while and the asked, “ok,  where and who would listen to this kind of music?”, 
and I said: “actually I don't care about it...” Who would ever ask this question when composing contemporary  
modern music? … I take familiar sounds, that we know from this super-tight, 4/4 beat electronic music, and than I 
say: let's do something else, something strange with it.

Alienating...            

Something like that, yes. Estrangement. It is not dance music anymore. It is music with irregular heartbeat. 
… So, do I want to communicate with the people?: Actually, yes. 
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Do you do live concerts with Kotomaki?

No. We are constantly thinking about it, and it would be only partly possible. We would have to produce 
extra live versions. For that we do not have the time. The next task would be maybe to make an EP. But live  
performances, maybe not yet.

It's great that we have from you the Kotomaki project as absolute music, than we also have film music 
or applied music.  Do you think that target groups can be addressed by quoting specific genres?  Do you 
think a composer can communicate specific meanings by evoking typical genre-associations, and if so, do 
you use/quote any of these stereotypical genres in your music?

Give me an example, what you mean.

Well,  I  have  a  few hypotheses.  For  example,  there are  these stereotypical  solutions  known from 
Hollywood blockbuster movies, and people socialized on western film culture have these automatisms,...  
Erotic scene - Smooth jazz with (Iva already interrupts) saxophone...

Saxophone, yeah. 

Right?

Evidently. 

Yeah. So, how do you handle these associations?

Well, I use them.

So you use such genre-quotes in your music...

Yeah. It would be silly to totally avoid them, but It  would also be silly to use only these.  It  completely  
depends on the actual project and how they fit in. And there is also the aspect of parody which also works very 
well. One can use such things as well. I had a short film, with a scene in it, where young boys are at a playground.  
There is this very long sequence, and there is a point, where one boy heroically decides to help the other boy being 
attacked by some schoolmates. At this point – well, there is music all the time under this long sequence with a 
specific  tempo, which fit very well to all parts of it – and here begins a little military  drumming.  That is one 
example. It is totally stereotypical, but it works totally well. After I did it, I was thinking, “ok, we get it, but is it 
universally valid? Or is it meaningful only to those who knows this music, who already heard military drumming, 
or who already saw such films, or how... ?   

Yeah, why is it working...

Right. Why is it working. It works, but is it valid overall?... In this case you can say music helps, only if you 
understand this type of music.

Can you give more examples? For example if you quote rock music, what is the most important aspect  
of rock that makes it applicable for you, or with any other genre...

Well,  rock...  If  I  ever  used  rock  music...  I  make  rock  music  very  rarely,  mainly  because  without  real  
instruments, it is unimaginable. I would use drums, distortion guitars, and bass, and harmonically there are of 
course different styles. There are things that always work well. A film project comes to mind: There is a life-saving  
scene, where I also had drums, guitars, that is like indie pop, not real rock, I rather differentiate between them.  
Anyway,  there I  had this  harmonic progression:  I.  -  V.  -  VI.  -  IV.  .  So what happened? At the screening the  
cinematographer and the editor said it was too “girly”, like Alannis Morisette. It should be more boy-like, more 
heroic. Then I said, “ok, earlier you used Indiana Jones music as temp track than after that some American Beauty 
soundtrack within this 12 seconds. Then, I decided to show the scene to many friends and collegues, to get some 
help in deciding, whether it works with my music or not, whether I am stupid or the boys. I was like: “Temp 
track”...

It kills us.
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Yeah, totally.  And so, there was a big discussion, and the director of the film got super angry, because he had 
kept saying from the beginning, that this scene has a limit: it works with some of the viewers. He does not know 
for whom, and he does not know anything about the music, but it works. So, ok these four chords, in this order.  
What did I do then? I left actually almost everything the way it was, I only changed the order of the chords. I even  
left the gestures of the guitars and the rhodes, but I changed the harmonies: related to major : II. - IV. - VI. - V.,  
and suddenly it was all ok. So, there is also the question of these harmonic stereotypes, whether they can be used  
universally for the same. But here, finally, it worked well. I was like: “haha, I hardly changed anything”. But at the  
end this second version was used, and I think everybody was satisfied with it. Another story about stereotypes  
comes to mind. KUMA is a feature film about an Turkish immigrant family in Vienna. It was so, that I had two 
turkish  instruments,  although  I  have  to  say,  I  did  not  want  to  make  an  ethno  film,  but  rather  a  western 
perspective,  or a  western way of observing this  toptic.  So authentic? Yes and no. Anyway, we had a Turkish  
musician to play all the music. In the focus of the story are the persons of the family and two women, the young  
lady who gets married in Vienna, and the mother. My musical concept was to develop the musical themes from the 
beginning to the end of the film so that they represent the personal development of the young lady, growing out 
from a strict traditional Turkish thinking into a western personality with independent decisions, new tasks, so she 
leaves her old origins and takes responsibility for her own decisions, so positions herself as a person that has its 
say. Musically it is resolved  with themes played by these Turkish instruments (Ud and Saz), and that gradually  
changes until it develops into a guitar, and there the harmonies are also a bit transformed.

So you had at first some traditional instruments and scales and then you “westernized” them...

It was very interesting, this experience that I had. Luckily, I had been listening to lot of traditional Turkish 
music before, that counts a lot, and that had a strong influence on my music making, my musical taste. I had 
listened to many kinds of music from all around the world. Not only world music, but real authentic, traditional 
folk music. And among them I had listened for some time also to Turkish music, so I had it in my ears to some  
extent. Of course you can never get deep enough with all these different scales. I made a little research, and it is  
astonishing just how many different scales they have. And you may think “oh, it sounds all the same” but with  
these quarter-tone or even smaller intervals there are huge differences in different tunings, and some music is for 
this or that tuning, while some is for another. And it all works in a very different way: they do not have this scale  
degree thinking like we do. They rather have a melodic thinking related to a root note.   (Like what we also used to  
have in the past) So, as I said, I developed a melody that is based around a root note. I like doing it in other cases as  
well. So it belongs to my musical dictionary. So this very modal thinking, I would say. So after I had this melody, 
we invited this Turkish musician to play it. He said he did not need any sheet music, he had been living in Austria  
for 20 years, he teaches and plays the Ud and the Saz, so he was super trained musician. He listened to my music  
and said it was no problem, he would play it easily. So, I had in the beginning this traditional original melody. That 
he could play really easily, but than came a transition phase with a between-two-worlds type of melody, which was 
based on two different scale degrees. Thinking in minor it was I. and then V. minor. So we can say it was a natural 
minor scale. And he just could not get it. He simply could not understand how that was supposed to work. It totally  
overwhelmed him. I said to him “it is easy”... root note, minor third, root note, fourth, root note, fifth, than a little 
transition to the V. degree, that root note (already in V.), second, root, third, then yet another couple of notes  
upwards. And he could not understand this V: root, second, root, minor third part, because it was out of this “we 
are in one scale with only one root note” thinking, and so he could not play this other minor third related to the V.  
degree, because he got stuck in – if we name it a minor and e minor now – he simply always stayed in a minor and  
could not play the e minor. And so it did not work, and we spent a lot of time struggling with it. Then I said to him:  
ok we will use two scales in this piece, not just one, but two. The first one is a minor, and the second is e phrygian. 
And that made sense to him, and he managed to play what I imagined. So that was very interesting, regarding 
whether some stylistic patterns work universally or not.  So sometimes they work completely different out of  
Europe or out of the western culture. When it is sad, it is not necessarily minor, but rather whatever scale with the  
diminished  something  and  with  the  quarter-tone  stuff.  It  was  an  interesting  moment  for  me.  Regarding 
stereotypes. So, we have to remember: if we are working on a film meant for the Asian public, we have to do deep  
research...
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Do you ever willingly combine different styles or genres? What is your motivation for that?

I do not have a master plan for that. I can tell you another example for that from another short film that I  
scored. Its title is The Funeral of Harald Kramer (Das Begräbnis des Harald Kramer) and there we have this funeral 
scene with Haral Kramer in the coffin, and there is the whole family present, and the Wife – as we get to know 
later – had all the time had a relationship with her Yoga teacher, who is a crazy punter. And this Yoga teacher 
starts interrupting and sabotaging the ceremony. No priest is talking, but instead this yoga teacher makes crazy  
noises (sings)... it is totally funny. And there was the question if we use music in this scene or not. And if yes, what  
kind? What kind of music do you hear at funerals, no idea. Something normal we did not want for sure. So we did  
the following: I took the Swan from Tsaikovksy (sings), you know, which I got played by the sitar and a pan flute,  
or normal flute, don't remember. And the sitar plays the accompanying chords. It was completely strange. That  
classical piece fit the ceremony, but this yoga teacher was really into these esoteric stuff, so this sitar style was his  
type of music. And this combination was very funny. Strange but at the same time somehow funny. So talking 
about combinations, yeah I do it often, and on different purposes. It depends on the actual project.

You also composed concert pieces for big band in the last few years, right? That is not an applied 
music situation, and there we also had many examples of mixing folk music with jazz for instance...

Yeah yeah.  I  did that  as well.  Somehow when I  spent more time around jazz back then.  I  do not do it 
anymore, but that's a long story. Anyway, when I used to play more jazz, I also had some experiments in this  
ethno-jazz field.  I  also listened often to music of this kind. It  has always been interesting for me listening to  
genre-blending music. So, world music is also something similar. 

And why is it interesting for you? Why is it more interesting as “normal” folk music?

I don't know...

So, are you thinking like “ok, this is folk music, but it is not punchy enough, or something is missing, 
something we should add from another style”...?

No no. I do not think like that. I have always liked listening to traditional folk music as well. It is interesting  
because it has very different origins, it comes out from different needs, has different purposes. It is for me closer  
to the 'real' meaning or more important meaning of music. It is not conceptualized, that made it always attractive  
for me. 

It is simply honest...

Yes, exactly. And I find this a very strong aspect. I used to hate Austrian folk music. This I-V V-I degree. I  
could listen to everything, but I could not take that. By now, somehow I understand it better, and I think it is very 
strong in its right location, when you stand somewhere on the hillside and you hear it, and “wow, it is really cool”. 
I used to like world music, all kinds. Nowadays I do not like all of them, I think I had enough. It is saved inside of  
me, this concept, thank you, but it is sonically not that interesting for me anymore. If I need it for a new project, it  
is no problem, I can do research, I can listen to it again. But somehow nowadays I am seeking for something that I  
have not heard before. How to explain... I do not limit myself to an album, or not even to a song, where I could say  
“wow that is something new”. It is connected with my views described earlier, that I think, everything already 
exists, and the only aspect where I see the possibilities for creating something new is the aspect of combining. How 
I mix, how I stop things, which instruments I put together, and this is where styles become mixed. Here am I  
looking for things that I have not heard before. And here a big role is played by one's personal preferences for 
choosing sounds, instruments, or styles. It is a complex interplay between finding something interesting and also  
liking it. I can say something is interesting for me because of the way it is produced, or performed, and then comes 
the question if I even like it or not...

You were also about to tell something about the big band project, right?   

Oh, yes, it was also a mix.

It had some Croatian influences as well, am I right?
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Well, the ultimate balkan-jazz piece was rather from Lana (Lana Janjanin, fellow composer student at the 
media composition faculty of the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna). My piece was in the one hand 
influenced by electronic music, more specifically by Cinematic Orchestra, which is actually not purely electronic 
music, but has much in common, and in the other hand it contains a balkan melody in 7/4 beat. I wrote a big band 
piece in 7/4... (laughs)

And what exactly came from Cinematic Orchestra?

There are songs that hit me completely the first time I heard them, and have accompanied me ever since. I 
wish I can some time have the same effect on some people with my style... There is this album (from Cinematic  
Orchestra) with 6-7 tracks on it, which are quite long. It is called Everyday. That is the title of the album. The 
tracks are actually played on acoustic instruments, but the forms are very interesting. They have a structure of x 
bars, that gets repeated and repeated, and there are always only some minor changes added. 

Minimalistic...

That's right. Well, not exactly, but somehow yes. And this album hit me totally, I knew it by heart, I listened  
to it so very often. There are until today things in my music, like small building blocks, that return all the time,  
and I vary only something small in them. For example I also do similar things in Kotomaki. But for that, one really 
needs  time.  It  is  nowadays  very difficult  to  achieve,  that  somebody really  sits  down to  listen  to music  for  5 
minutes. It is not easy. Anyway, I also did this in the big band piece. There was a guitar pattern and a harmonic 
structure of 16 bars, and there also was a bass riff, that was being repeated all the time. Onto  this basis, different 
instrumental groups, different sound layers were added. It is not common in a big band piece. It comes from 
another style area. It was built up like that, always a bit more, and all instruments that entered also stayed in, so it  
became a big sound mass. Then, at the end I had something melodic, then a break, and after that came this balkan  
melody. Then it was followed by the returning of the 1st part with a solo, then the whole thing got built up again, 
then after the recapitulation of the balkan theme, there was a coda. So, I made also such a thing once. I do not  
know myself why I did it.

Do you find innovation an important factor in your work? In what terms do you think your pieces are 
unique or new? In which musical parameters of your pieces can this innovative attitude be best observed?

In the age of the internet, with this feeling that “everything is there, everything is given” the ground is 
pulled out from under our feet. The art is to pick something out of that.

But if you find individualism an important aspect in you music making, how do you make your way to 
be unique?

 (Laughs)

So, I mean, do you experiment with the sound, or melody, or...

No, I think if it emotionally touches me, I mean, that it has an effect on me somehow, when I am working on 
it, than it is all right. If additionally other people like it as well, wonderful, hurray. If it does not move anybody 
else but the composer him/herself, than it is also “OK”. This need to address other people is second-rate. If you  
can not  even address  yourself  with  your  music,  than it  is  somehow wrong.  If  you hysterically  try  to  create  
something new, which even you do not like, or which does not touch you in some way – and it can also make you  
crazy, or sad, it does not necessarily have to be delighting. So even if it makes you crazy, it does something to you,  
and that is right. And if it does not do anything to you, than something went wrong.
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8.2.5. Ivana Zabkar (Original German Version)
Wie  würdest  du  deinen  musikalischen Stil  beschreiben?  Welche  Genres  sind  die  die  du  gerne 

ausborgst?

Die selbe Frage stelle ich mich tagtäglich. Ich kann es nicht wirklich beantworten. Ich glaube es ist leichter zu 
sagen für  was  sich  diese  Musik  alles  anwenden  lässt,  aber  Genre-mässig  ich  kann mir  dass  nicht  sagen  halt 
popmusik oder jazzmusik oder neue musik oder, weiss ich nicht...

Also du machst alle gern...

Ja, also eben, wegen der Benutzung sage ich es vielleicht so, ich mag am liebsten Irgendwas kombiniert eben  
mit einem anderen Medium. Also ich bin irgendwann draufgekommen, dass ich eher selten nur Musik mache, weil  
dass für mich immer irgendwie eine Verbindung hat mit Bildern, auch wenn ich jetzt nicht z.B. Musik für Filme 
mache. Es ist halt immer mit irgendetwas verbunden. 

Ich wollte gerade fragen ob du absolute musik auch gerne komponierst.

Also jetzt in den lätzten Jahren, mache ich, also für mich absolute Musik. Wenn ich nur Zeit hätte für mich 
Musik mache, würde ich elektronische Musik machen, ich würde frei  improvisierte Musik machen, ich würde 
Sound  Kollagen  machen.  Ich  bin  sehr  in  diesen  Sound  richtung  irgendwie  gekippt.  Mit  Sound  Design.  Ich 
kombiniere Sachen die normaleweise nicht zuzammengehören, oder dass ich Klänge zweck-entfremde und dann 
irgendwie anders einsätze. Also das wäre für mich der absolute Musik. Ein inneres Bedürfniss ist ein Orkesterwerk 
zu schreiben. Diese Besetzung hab ich noch nicht gehabt. Es kam einfach noch nicht. Wenn ich die Zeit hätte für 
mich.

Rein Akustisch, also großes Orkester, oder mit elektronik gemischt?

Wen ich das Bedürfniss hätte sowas zu machen, weiss ich nicht, keine Ahnung. Das würde ich offen lassen. 
Diese Stilistische Frage,  dass  ich wirklich wo ich wieder stolpere,  weil  ich mich selbe schwer tut  diese  Dinge 
einfach eine Namen zu geben. Ich kann einfach nur sagen, ok, ich mache Musik für Film am liebsten, und dass, wie 
wir wissen, kann einfach alles sein.

Und was heisst Künstlerische Freiheit für dich? Wie oft und bei welcher Gelegenheit hast du volle 
künstlerische  Freiheit  beim  Komponieren  (d.h.  komponieren  unabhängig  von  äusseren 
Feedback/Anweisung, und nur nach deinem eigenen Geschmack)

Ich glaube wenn mann absolute musik schreibt kann mann es schon schaffen auch komplett frei zu arbeiten, 
und dann einfach zu sagen, ich mag dass jetzt so wie ich will, dass ist dann am Ende den Zuhörer auf was anderes 
errinnert dass wird sich nie vermeiden lassen, dass ist einfach Illusion, dass jemand schafft was komplett neues.  
Also ich empfinde dass so, dass es einfach alles gibt, und dass man nur die Chanse hat etwas neues, oder für sich 
was neues zusammenzusätzen. Aber dass ich da jetzt das Art Neue finde. Das glaube ich nicht. 

Wie  oft  und  bei  welcher  Gelegenheit  komponierst  du  in  der  Absicht  ein  breiteres  Publikum 
anzusprechen? Hast du schon mal so gedacht? Du arbeitest auch mit Produzenten, und Regisseuren...

Ja, täglich. Immer. Wenn du ein Werbefilm, oder Imagefilm hast. Das ist nonplus ultra für “ich muss andere  
Leute ansprechen können”. 

Du kannst  auch  detaliert  musikalische  sachen  sagen,  Bei  solcher  Gelegenheit  was  für  Strategien 
verwendest du? Wie,  und Welche musikalische Parameter werden in diesem Prozess betroffen? (Form, 
sound, …)

Also ich kann einfach nur von den Sachen ausgehen den ich gemacht habe. Ich habe irgendwie das Glück,  
dass mich langsam Laute anrufen wegen bestimmten Stilen und bestimmten Klang. Das ist halt dieses Klavier -dass 
ist ruhig, dass ist schön, dass ist traurig, romantisch, melankolisch... Also begriffe der Stilistik... keine Ahnung.  
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Dass mich die  Leute die  mich wirklich anrufen,  sie  wissen was sie  haben wollen,  das  heisst  ich arbeite  dann 
natürlich mit den Strategien... ich hatte einmal dei Gelegenheit was komplett Anderes zu machen. Das war ein  
schwarz-weiss Film. Der war total  verrückt,  seltsam, die geschichte total abstract. Da hab ich ziemlich anders  
gearbeitet. Ich habe sound collagen gehabt, ich habe Bach verwendet, ich habe es kombiniert mit Drones-Klängen,  
ich habe vielen Schichten gehabt... 

Hast du es nur gemacht weil es für dich musikalisch interessante Material war, oder wolltest du auch 
was konkretes kommunizieren?

In dem fall, es war speziell, dieser Film hatte ganz weing Ton, ganz wenig Dialog, und hatte ziemlich viele 
Zeitsprünge, Mann hat nicht wirklich ausgekannt, wie was dass überhaupt soll. Und ich hab mir dann selbe mich 
die  Aufgabe  gestellt,  dass  ich  das  irgendwie  klanglich  erklären  muss,  wass  mann  über  die  Bild,  über  den 
Erzählstrang alleine nicht verstanden hätte. Ich hab mir selbe dann diese blöde Idee aufgebrummt, dass ich dass 
retten muss. Ich erkläre musikalisch dass so dass man auf einmal einen ganz neuen Zusammenhang versteht. Ich  
sag jetzt eine blöde Stichwort: Leitmotiv. Es ist nicht so, aber dass ich halt ein Signal höre, und das dann in Kopf  
verbinden  kann:  “Aha,  ok,  wir  sind  jetzt  da,  oder  in  der  Zeit,  oder  in  dem  Ort...  Dass  ist  auch  eine  Art 
Kommunikation mit dem Publikum auf einen anderen Art und weise. … Natürlich will ich die Leute ansprechen,  
also eigentlich habe ich das nie verstanden wie mann dass nicht möchte...

Na  ja,  du  kannst  auch  wählen:  “ich  kommuniziere  jetzt  mit  einer  kleineren  Zielgruppe,  die 
musikalisch ausgebildet sind, oder nicht, darüber gibt es verschiedene Meinungen.

Ja, ja ich weiss. Meine Meinung ist immer, dass ich möchte immer mit dem Herz kommunizieren. Es ist mir 
relativ egal mit welche Stilistik, also das wichtigste für mich ist dass irgendwie was rüberkommt. Es ist egal ob es  
jetzt irgendwelche kleine Nonen passiert oder dur terzen, es ist eigentlich vollkommen egal, wenn du drinn sitzt 
und du anhörst, und es kommt nicht rüber, dann ist irgendwas falsch. So empfinde ich dass dann ist es irgendwie 
hast du matematischen Hausafgaben gemacht, aber ich weiss nicht. Bezieungsweise, ich weiss nicht ob das jetzt  
grad reinpasst, aber ich hab gestern wieder Kotomaki gemacht, [Experimental electro Project von Ivana Zabkar] 
ich habe am Montag einen Track gemacht. Es ist wirklich für mich. Das ist ein Projekt, was wirklich ganz für mich 
ist, obwohl ich auch nicht weisst in welche Schiene das reinfällt, wer das hören könnte. Aber es ist wirklich ganz 
für mich. Ich hab am montag ein Track gemacht zu hause, und es ist so eine Metrum, es ist 6/4, es sind so akustik  
Flächen mit  Klavier  und e-bass  und Klarinetten.  Und darüber  ist  so  halt  ein total  kaputtes  Schlagzeug,  total  
nicht-mitklopfbaren Beat. Der sich immer wiederholt. Dieser 6/4, dieses Metrum ist vorhanden. Ich hab einmal 
schon sowas gemacht,  ohne Metrum. Ich hab es dem Christian vorgespielt und der war fix und fertig,  der ist 
wirklich  rausgegangen.  Ich  musste  nach 15  secunden aufhören – APROPO neue  Musik!  -  Ich musste  nach 15 
secunden stoppen, und er hat dann 10-15 Minuten fassungslost monologisiert wie das sein kann und überhaupt,  
und ganz fertig. Er sagte er muss rauchen gehen, und dann hat der Unterricht beendet. Also, es ist sehr interessant  
wie mann Leute mit sowas schocken kann. Also in zeiten von Zeitgenössische musik wo ich einfach gedacht habe  
es geht alles, aber er war so einfach von diesen kaputten anti-rhytmus Schlagzeug komplett geplättet. Also vor  
allem er ist Schlagzeuger. 

Ist dieses Schlagzeug Track auch geloopt?

Ich hab früher eine Remix gemacht von ein Gesangskvartett, aus Norwegen, oder Schweden. Ich hab einfach 
ein Lied von denen genommen und ins Logic hereingetan, und habe einfach begonnen, dazu zu tippen ein Beat  
und noch ein paar andere Sachen gemacht. Und da habe ich dann gar nicht aufs Metrum geschaft. Jetzt bei dem 
Stück am Montag habe ich halt schon diesen Raster gehabt, weil diese Flächen, also dieses  eigentliche Stück mit 
den echten “Instrumenten”, das war ein Entwurf für was anderes, da habe ich begonnen diesen Beat darüber zu  
spielen, aber es ist irgendwie im Raster geblieben, und das wird alles schon geloopt, also das war alles so 4-tagtig,  
8-tagtig. Ich hab das kopiert und es kommt immer wieder so wie es ist. Und ich hab ihm das gestern vorgespielt, 
ich habe gesagt: “schaumal, hier ist wieder was zum rausrennen”, und er ist wirklich drinnen geblieben, bis zum  
schluss angehört, und sagte, “ok, erkläre mir das jetzt, und.... den Klick würde ich gerne zuhören.” Er hat wieder  
so ein bischen drum diskutiert. Und hat gesagt: “Ja, aber was glaubst du, wo, wer sollte das anhören?” und ich hab  
gesagt:  “dass  ist  mir  eigentlich  vollkommen  egal”  Wer  stellt  sich  diese  Frage,  wenn  irgendjemand  was 
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Zeitgenössisches  schreibt.?  Also  ernste  Musik...  Ich  verwende  einfach  nur  die  Klängen  die  wir  normaleweise  
kennen als diese super ordentlich 4/4 beat, elektronische Musik, etwas, was wirklich “tight” ist, und ich verwende 
das und gehe davon aus und sage, ja das ist jetzt irgendwie anders.

Verfremdet?

JEIN.  Zweck-entfremdet  sag  ich  jetzt  mal.  Es  ist  nicht  mehr  tanzbare  musik,  es  ist  Herzrhytmus-störte 
musik... Also, hab ich den Anspruch das es andere Leute anhören wollen? Grundsätzlich ja

Und mit Kotomaki, habt ihr Konzerte?

Nein, wir denken manchmal darüber nach, und das wäre nur Teilweise machbar, aber es ist so viel fein Arbeit  
von Computer, dass man da wirklich extra Live Versionen machen müsste. Die Zeit gibt es nicht. Das nächste was  
irgendwie, vielleicht ein machbares Ziel wäre so eine EP zu machen. Aber Live-auftritte vielleicht noch nicht.

Es  ist  ja  super,  dass  wir  jetzt  Kotomaki  als  absolute  Musik  von  dir  haben,  und  wir  haben dazu 
Filmmusik,  angewandte  Musik.  Glaubst  du,  dass  Zielgruppen  mit  bestimmten  musikalischen  Genres 
angesprochen werden können? 

Nimm mir ein Beispiel wie du das Meinst.

Ich hab ein paar Hypothesen.  Zum Beispiel.  Es gibt Klischés,  die wir von Hollywood blockbusters 
schon kennen,  und die Leute die  auf  Westlichen Filmkultur sozialisiert  sind,  haben so Automatismen. 
Erotische Szene – Smooth Jazz mit Saxofon

Saxofon (lacht)

Ja, oder?

Selbstverständlich!

Ja, also wie gehst du mit diesen um?

Ich verwende diese schon.

Also verwendest du solchen Genre-Zitaten in deiner Musik?

Naja, also es wäre total blöd dass halt dass garnicht verwenden, oder es wäre auch blöd wenn ich sagen 
würde “ich verwende das nur”. Es kommt total einfach auf das Projekt an und wie es stimmt. Und es gibt auch 
noch die Aspekte PARODIE, der auch immer ganz gut funktioniert, mann kan diese Dinge auch verwenden, aber wo 
ich z.B. bei einem Kurzfilm,... es gab so eine Szene mit Jungen mit dem Spielplatzt. Es ist eine ganz lange Sekvenz,  
und irgendwo es gibt zwei Jungen, und in der Moment wo eine Junge sich entschliesst den anderen zu helfen, weil 
der irgendwie gemoppt wird von den Schulkollegen. In dem moment verwende ich- also es lauft die ganze zeit  
Musik, das hat in der ganze zeit einfach das ein tempo was wirklich passt über alles dort, und in dem Moment 
beginnt so eine kleine Militärtrommeln. Also das ist jetzt ein beispiel. Das ist total kliscéhaft, aber es funktioniert  
total gut. Ich hab das dann verwendet, und hab mir gedacht, “ok, wir verstehen das”, aber ist es allgemein gültig?  
Oder versteht man dass nur, wenn man das kennt, wenn mann irgendwie solche Filme gesehen hat, oder wenn 
man militär Musik kennt, oder so...?

Warum funktioniert es?

Genau. Warum. Es funktioniert schon, aber ist es allgemein gültig... In dem fall kann man es hier verwenden 
weil man es eh so versteht, wie es gemeint ist.

Kannst du noch konretere Beispile erwähnen. Z..B. Wenn du Rock zitierst, was ist für dich von Rock 
wichtig oder anwendbar, oder von irgendwelchen Stil jetzt...

Von  Rock...  Wenn  ich  das  verwenden  würde..  Dieses  Genre  verwende  ich  eigentlich  kaum.   Ich  würde  
Schlagzeug und Stromgitarren und Bass verwenden, und harmonisch gibt es ja auch Stile... Es gibt Dinge die dann 
immer funktionieren. Es fällt ein eine Szene, wo es gibt eine Rettungsmoment, und da hab ich auch Schlagzeug,  
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Gitarren, aber dass ist eher Indie Pop, kein Rock, das unterscheide ich jetzt eher. Und da hab ich z.B harmonisch …  
I. V. VI. IV. Stufe verwendet. Was ist passiert? Beim Screening hat der Kameramann und der Cutter haben gesagt, 
es klingt mädchenhaft, wie Alannis Morisette, … Viel zu braf, und da sind doch Jungen, und der rettet den und  
blablabla... Ich sagte “Ok, ihr habt als TempTrack Indiana Jones verwendet und nacher irgenwas von American 
Beuty in dem 12 secunden. Deswegen hab ich es an Alle geschickt weil ich war so platt, ob es funktioniert oder  
nicht. bin ich deppert oder sind die deppert... Und ich so “Ok Temptrack...”

Es tötet uns...

Jajaja, total. Es gab eine richtig grosse Diskussion bei diesem Screening, und der Regisseur ist schon ultra  
böse geworden, weil  er hat von Anfang an gesagt er hat jedes mal eine Gänsehaut für diesen Szene, und das 
funktioniert für ihn, du weisst nicht warum, der kennt sich null aus mit musik, aber es funktioniert. So, ok, diese  
vier  Stufen  in  diesen  reihenfolge.  Was  hab  ich  gemacht?  Ich  hab  eigentlich  alles  so  gelassen,  hab  nur  die 
Harmonien geändert, ich hab auch die Gestik behalten von den Gitarren, und von Rhodes, aber ich hab die Stufen 
geändert, auf dur bezogen: II - IV - VI – V, und auf einmal war es ok. Das ist auch so ein Ding, bezüglich Harmonien, 
ob man sich so diese Klichés bedienen kann, find ich harmonisch auch ein grosses Thema, es hat irgendwie dann 
reingepasst. Und am Ende ist es so geblieben. Ich habe auch gesagt, ihr dürfst nicht jetzt auf den Klang hören, es  
ist noch nicht gemischt, dass muss man unterscheiden, und ihr musst euren blöden Temptrack vergessen. Am  
Ende  waren  glaube  ich  alle  zufrieden.  Eine  andere  Klisché-sache:  für  KUMA,  Spielfilm  über  einen  türkische  
Einwandererfamilie in Wien. Und der war auch irgendwie.., ich habe da zwei türkische instrumente verwendet,  
wobei mann auch sagen muss, da war die Idee nicht einen Etnofilm zu machen, sondern eine westliche version, 
also ein westliche Anschauen von denen. Also authentisch?: JEIN. Weil sonst hätten sie auch einen türkischen 
Musiker, oder Komponisten fragen können, dass der das macht. So, was habe ich da gemacht? Es gibt die Familie  
als Hauptpersonen und noch zwei Frauen und die junge Frau die da eingeheiratet wurde und die Mutter. Und 
musikalisch war das Konzept so, das ich von Anfang bis zum Ende des films die Musik so entwickelt wie die junge 
Frau sich auch entwickelt von dem sehr türkisch aufgewachsenen häuchen Denken auf also welche Welt sie halt 
lebt, welche aufgaben sie zu erfüllen hat, bis zu ein westlichen einständigen.., dass sie geht dass ihre ursprünglich 
gedachten Rolle  heraus, und übernimmt selbst Verantwortung und entscheidet selbst und positioniert sich selbst  
als eine Person die was zu sagen hat. Und musikalisch ist es dann so verlaufen, dass am Anfang, also es gab themen 
von zwei türkischen Instrumenten gespielt wurden (von Ud und von Saz) und das hat sich dann immer mehr 
entwickelt  bis  es  dann irgendwann zu eine Gitarre wurde und dann haben sich auch bischen die  Harmonien  
verändert. 

Du hast also Themen mit türkischen Instrumente und gewisse ostliche Skalen z.B. Und dann ist es 
westlich geworden...

Das war sehr interessant, das Erlebnis was ich da hatte. Zum glück hab ich früher selbe viel türkische musik  
gehört,  das  spielt  wahnsinnig  viel  rein,  in  dem  wie  ich  Musik  mache  und  was  ich  für  Musik  mach, 
selbstverständlich. Was ich selbe für Musik höre. Und auch ein grosse Teil von dem war auch Volksmusik aus alle 
Welt. Nicht nur Worldmusik, aber wirkliche traditionelle Musik, und z.B habe aus der Türkei eine Zeit lang viel  
gehört und hatte das ein bischen in Ohren. Natürlich kann man das nie so nachstellen mit den ganzen skalen. Ich  
habe ein bischen nachgelesen, es ist unpackbar wie viele Skalen die haben. Oder du denkst, “ja, wahrscheinlich 
klingt alles gleich”, aber mit diesen Vierteltonverschiebungen oder noch kleinere Unterteilungen, hin und her, 
und dass ist dann für die Stimmung, und dass ist dann für die. Aber es funktioniert ganz anders, es gibt nicht  
diesen  harmonischen  stufen-denken  so  wie  wir  das  bei  uns  haben,  sondern  wirlich  so  auf  einen  Grundton 
basierend auf diese Skalen. Also, Grundton und dann halt ein sehr melodisches Denken. Wie wir das warscheinlich 
auch früher gehabt haben vor ein paar hundert Järchen...

Ja, ich hab schon so eine Melodie entwickelt, die auf diesen Grundton basiert, das mach ich übrigens auch  
sonst gerne. Das kommt auch sonst im meinen Musikalischen Wortschatz vor. Also diese sehr modale Denken, 
eigentlich. Ich habe diese Melodie entwickelt, und dann haben wir ein türkischen Musiker eingeladen, der das 
spielen  soll.  Er  hat  gesagt:  er  braucht  keine  Noten,  er  lebt  schon  seit  zwanzig  jahren  in  Österreich,  und 
unterrichtet und spielt Ud und Saz und alles, super-wahnsinnstolle Musiker. Er hat das angehört. “Wird schon  
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gehen, wird schon gehen”. Es gibt diese “originale musikmelodie”, er hat das noch gut geschafft, dann gabs so eine  
Melodie,  so eine „zwischen den Welten- Melodie”,  diese Übergangsfase,  die aufgebaut war eigentlich auf zwei 
Stufen (musikalisch). In moll gedacht auf der I. und dann auf der V. stufe moll, also denken wir natürliches Moll. 
Und er hat das nicht und nicht verstanden, wie das funktionieren kann, das hat ihm komplett überfordert. Ich  
habe gesagt, es ist halt einfach (…) Wie soll ich das jetzt sagen ohne es singen zu müssen... Also, Grundton, moll  
terz, Grundton, Kvart, Grundton, Kvint, mit einer kleinen Überleitung auf die V. stufe. Dann Grundton (von der V. 
Stufe), Sekund, dann noch einpaar Töne hinauf. Grundton, kleine sekund, grundton, terz,.... Und er hat das einfach 
nicht verstanden, weil es ist ausgebrochen aus diesen “ich bin in einer Skale, und ich hab einen Grundton”, und er  
hat nicht geschafft, die andere Mollterz zu spielen von der V. stufe, sondern er ist irgendwie – nennen wir das jetzt  
a moll und e moll. - er ist einfach in A moll geblieben, er hat nicht geschafft eine e moll zu spielen. Und dann hat es  
nicht funktioniert, wir haben ur lange Zeit gehabt. Dann habe ich gesagt, wir verwenden bei diesen kleinen Stück  
zwei Skalen, nicht nur eine, sondern zwei skalen, und der erste Teil is a moll skale und der zweite Teil ist der e  
phrygisch skale. Und das macht irgenwie sinn, und dann hat es funktioniert. Das war ganz spannend hinsichtlicht 
auch  weil du gesagt hast diese Stilistiken funktioniert das?, wie kann mann diese Klischés bedienen das es einfach  
auserhalb Europe, oder westliche Musikkultur, das es unter umstanden sowas von ganz anders ist. Wenn es traurig 
ist ist es nicht moll, sondern es ist xy Skale mit der vermindeten irgendwas, und vierteltongeschichte... Das war  
ein sehr interessante Moment. Eben auch bezüglich Klischéverwendung, was mann da machen kann. Das heisst 
wir merken uns, wenn wir ein Film für den asiatischen Raum machen, dann müssen wir sehr gut rescheschieren!

Kombinierst  du  manchmal  absichtlich  verschiedene  Stile  /  Genres?  Was  sind  dafür  deine 
Motivationen? 

Ich habe diesbezüglich kein Masterplan. Da habe ich auch ein lustiges Beispiel aus ein anderen Kurzfilm, das  
heisst Die Begräbnis des Harald Kramer, und da gibt es eine Szene wo diese Mann, der Harald Kramer halt vorne 
ist im Saak, und es ist halt die Beerdigung und es ist die ganze Familie da, und die Frau, was man erst im nachern  
entfährt, hat ein Verhältniss die ganze Zeit gehabt mit ihre Jogalehrer, und der ist ein verrückter Strizzi, und es ist 
so, dass er diese Zeremonie quasi abhält, dise Begräbniszeremonie. Es redet nicht ein Pfarrer sondern er mach das 
so mit Klangschalle und so (singt)... zum Schiessen komisch. Und da war die Frage: verwenden wir in diese Szene  
Musik,  und  wenn ja,  welche?  Was  hört  man  bei  einen  Begrebniss  für  Musik.  Bei  einer  Begräbnisfeier.  Keine 
Ahnung. Irgendwas Normales wollten wir nicht haben. Dann haben wir folgendes gemacht, ich hab den Schwann 
von Tsaikovsky, (singt) das hab ich spielen lassen von eine Sitar, und von einer Panflöte, oder querflöte, ich weiss 
jetzt nicht genau. Ok, und die Sitar spielt halt die Akkorde, und es war total seltsam, aber das ist halt auch ein 
klassische Stück, haben wir genommen mit der Idee weil diesen mechtigen Joga Guru, das war sein Musikauswahl,  
nachdem er so esoterisch drauf ist,  und so das war diese Kombination, das war lustig,  ziemlich seltsam, aber  
irgendwie lustig. Also bezüglich Kombination, jaja, mache ich. Aus unterschiedlichsten Grunden. Es kommt auf der 
Aufgabestellung an.

Du hast auch Big Band Stücke, also absolute Musik in der lätzten Zeit komponiert, oder? Das ist  
Konzertmusik, und da haben wir sehr vielen Beispiele von Volksmusik mit jazz und so gehabt. 

Jaja, das habe ich früher auch, wie ich irgendwie mich mit Jazz beschäftigt habe, das habe ich irgendwie  
abgelegt, aber das hat ganz andere Gründe. Wie ich mich mit der beschäftigt habe, das war ganz interessant für  
mich, diese Ethno-jazz Ansatz. Das hab ich früher auch, wie ich noch gespielt habe, habe ich das auch verfolgt, hab  
oft  solche  Musik  gehört.  Es  ist  für  mich  bis  Heute  noch  interresant  auch  Musik  zu  hören  die  eben 
Genre-übergreifend arbeiten. Also World music an sich ist schon sowas. 

Und warum ist es interessant für dich? Oder warum ist es interessanter als “normale Volksmusik” zu 
spielen?...

Weiss ich nicht.

Also wenn man so denkt, “ok es ist Volksmusik, aber es ist nicht punchy genug, oder irgendwas fehlt 
noch, und deswegen kombinieren wir es mal mit was anderes...”

Nein, nein. Also ich weiss nicht, ob ich so gedacht habe, das denke ich mehr Heute nicht. Ich mag nach bevor  
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echte ursprüngliche Volksmusik. Es ist total interessant, weil es hat eine ganz andere Ursprung, es kommt aus  
einem anderen Zweck heraus,  der für mich so nah am echten oder wichtigen sinn der Musik ist.  Es ist nicht  
konzipiert, das fänd ich immer interessant.

Es ist einfach ehrlich...

Ja, genau. Und das find ich wahnsinnig stark. Früher konnte ich österreichische volksmusik nicht anhören, 
diese I-V V-I stufe. Ich habe alles gehört, aber das konnte ich nicht. Mittlereweile find ich das auch wahnsinnig 
stark in der richtigen Umgebung, wenn du irgendwo in der Bergen stehst, und du hörst, woow, es ist wirklich toll.  
Früher habe ich World music gemagt, alles, mitlereweile gefällt mir nicht alles, weil ich glaube ich schon abgehört  
hab, es ist abgespeichert für mich, danke schön, es ist nicht mehr klanglich interessant. Wenn ich es für einen 
Projekt bräuchte, dann ok, dann kann ich nachören, nachschauen, kein Problem, und jetzt mittlereweile ist es 
eher  die  Suche  nach  irgendwas,  was  ich  noch  nicht  gehört  habe.  Etwas  interessant...  Wie  kann  ich  dir  das 
erklären.... …. also ich beschränke mich auch noch gar... nicht einmal einen album, nicht nur einen Lied, wo ich  
das gefühl hab “o wow, das ist was Neues” und als ich dir am Anfang gesagt habe, das hängt mit dieser Einstellung  
zusammen, die sich in mir entwickelt hat zur jetzigen zeitpunk: dass es alles gibt, und das einzig Neue in meinen 
Ohren oder meine Ansicht nach ist die Frage des Zusammenstellens. Wie ich etwas kombiniere, wie ich aufhöre,  
welche instrumente ich verwende, und das hat genau mit diesen Mischen von Stilen zu tun. Da bin ich immer auf  
der Suche nach neuen Dingen die ich noch nicht gehört habe. Dann spielen natürlich auch persönliche Vorzüge  
von Klängen, sag ich jetzt einmal, oder von Instrumentenauswahl oder von Stilen spielen mit ob mir das dann 
gefällt  oder nicht.  Aber ich glaube dass ich das nochmal abstrachieren kann, ob ichs interessant finde wie es  
gemacht ist,  und ob es mich zusätzlich auch gefeällt,  ob es gut produziert ist,  oder es interessant gespielt ist  
jenachdem das ist jetzt wieder Genre-unterschiedlich. Und auch ob es dann zusätzlich mir gefällt, und warum es  
mir gefällt...

Wolltest du nicht noch was mit dem Bigband projekt erzählen oder?

Ja, mein Big Band stück war eine Mischung... 

Es hat was Kroatisches gehabt, oder?

Nein,  also  diese  wirklich  balkanesqe  hat  die  Lana  geschrieben,  balkan-jazz.  Und  mein  Stück  war  eine  
mischung aus, oder eigentlich beeinflusst von elektronische Musik, ganz konkret von Cinematic Orchestra, was  
eigentlich auch nicht wirklich elektronisch ist, aber irgenwie diese Genre mit reinkommt. Es war der eine Aspekt, 
und der zweite Aspekt, in ein Teil war ein balkan angelegte Melodie in 7/4 takt. Ich habe ein Bigband stück in 7/4 
geschrieben... oder 7/8. (lacht) 

Und was ist von Cinematic Orchestra gekommen?

Es sind Lieder die mich einfach voll erwischt haben und dann mich begleiten für immer. Ich wünsche mir das  
eben, dass ich das machen kann in meinen persönlichen Stil auch. Es gibt dieses Album, da sind nur 6 oder 7 
Stücke oben, und die sind ziemlich lang. Das ist „Every day”. So heisst das Album. Die Tracks sind eigentlich 
akustisch gespielt, aber von der Form her sehr interessant. Sie haben halt so eine Form von x Takten, das wird 
dann wiederholt und wiederholt, und es ändert sich immer ein bischen irgendwas.

Minimalistisch.

Genau.  Also stichvort  minimal  music.  Nicht ganz,  aber irgenwie  schon.  Und dieses  Album hat  mir total 
gefrescht, das konnte ich auswendig, ich habe es ganz oft gehört. Es ist bis heute auch ein Ding das in meiner  
Musik immer wieder vorkommt, kvasi wie Bausteine, und ich ändere immer nur ein bischen was, zB. in Kotomaki  
habe ich immer sowas, wo mann wirklich Zeit braucht.  Heuzutage sehr schweriges Thema, dass mann sich mal  
hinsetzt und sich 5 minuten Musik anhört, das ist nicht leicht. Und das habe ich eben in diesen Bigband stück auch 
so gemacht. Es gab ein Gitarr-pattern und eine harmonische Struktur von 16 Takten. Es gab ein Bass Riff, das hat 
sich  die  ganze  Zeit  wiederholt,  und  auf  das  aufbauend  kamen  immer  mehr  Flächen  von  der  einzelnen  
Instrumentengruppen dazugespielt, also das ist normaleweise untypisch für ein Bigbandstück, also es ist stilistisch 
von woanders her genommen. So hat es sich aufgebaut, immer ein bischen mehr, immer ein bischen mehr, und  
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der Rest ist halt, alle Instrumente die da zugekommen sind sind  geblieben und es ist halt immer eine grössere  
Fläche geworden, und dann am Ende kommt was melodie-artiges, dann gab es einen Bruch und dann gab es diesen 
“Balkanmelodien”. Dann gab es wieder den ersten Teil harmonisch, mit einem Solo, und dann hat es sich wieder 
gesteigert und es hat wieder diese balkan Melodie, und dann gab es eine Coda. Ich habe auch sowas gemacht. Ich  
weiss nicht auch warum ich es gemacht habe. Es kam einfach so.

Haltest  du  Innovation einen wichtigen Faktor in deiner  Arbeit?  In welchem Sinn findest  du deine 
Werke  einzigartig  und erneuernd?  In  welchen musikalischen Parameter  kann man diese Innovativität 
beobachten? 

In Zeiten des Internets, so irgendwie dieses Gefühl von “es ist alles da” es ist alles ein, kvasi vor der Füssen  
geworfen, jetzt ist es die eigentliche Kunst etwas DAVON auszusuchen.

Aber  wenn  du  individualismus  wichtig  findest  in  deiner  musik,  wie  findest  du  dein  weg  das  zu 
schaffen?

(Lacht.) … 

Also machst du was Klanglich, oder melodisch, oder ..

Nein, ich glaube, mann ist solange dabei, solange es einem selber etwas emotional gibt, das was man macht.  
Solange ist man auf den guten Seite, und dann... Wenn mann noch Glück hat, dass es anderen auch berührt dann 
ist es wunderbar.  Wenn man damit nur sich selber berührt,  und niemand anderen, dann ist es auch OK. Den  
Anspruch anderen Leuten anzusprechen ist zweidrangig: solang du dich selber ansprichst mit deiner Musik, dann 
ist es  irgendwie gut.  Wenn du Krankhaft versuchst irgendwas neues zu erschaffen, was dir dann selber nicht 
gefällt, oder was dir selber emotional nichts in dir tut, es kann dich ja auch wahnsinnig machen,  musst du nicht 
immer fröhlich dazu tanzen können, sondern es kann dich ein Paar mal verrückt machen. Aber es macht dann 
was, und dann ist es irgenwie richtig. Und wenn es irgendwie nichts bewirkt dann ist irgendwas schief gelaufen.
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8.2.6. Christian Mühlbacher
Interview with Christian Mühlbacher – Vienna, June 11st 2013 

How would you describe your own musical style? 

Ok, so in general, I am happy to be able to say that I am independent from particular categories, let's say. So I  
think I do not really need this label thinking because the possibilities to realize my dreams in many fields  are  
pretty  much wide  enough.  Still,  I  think  in many cases  people  can recognize  my style  and say,  yeah,  that  is  
definitely Mühlbacher. So it has evolved that I work in many musical fields.

Do you compose both applied music and concert music?

I compose mainly applied music and concert music. My opportunities to do media music were relatively slim. 
It is a question of knowing the right people and if you were socialized in the right place and so on. I did have a few 
chances. In these cases it is totally clear what kind of role the music will have. It is an artistic decision which one  
of the sometimes really versatile possibilities to chose, but after that the goals and ways are obvious. In applied 
music you can have a free goal and than it is all about fulfilling your own goals. That is where technique comes in.

So have you chosen to do more concert music, because you can be more free there, or where you  
have more chances to experiment?

Well, as I said, it has a lot to do with your relation to people with whom you could work with. It just evolves. 
For a long time I would have been glad to do a lot of film music, I did not have too many opportunities. Once, a  
long ago, I had a project. They wanted music especially from me. They had heard a Tango from me and then they  
wanted material out of that. So I picked some excerpts from it, re-recorded them and put it together. A tango  
made of tatters. But it was composed a tango in the first place. In other cases I tried... so I only work very rarely  
exclusively with computer. For me it was always important to have real human beings to play the music. Usually  
there is the composed music... however, how to put it, I often like to cross the borders between sound design and 
music so I think printed sheet music is not needed in all cases. So it can be solo improvisations by some players  
combined with a given structural sketch from me. Or for example I also enjoy using some specially edited, strange 
samples.  But in applied music I  have the possibility  for  that  rather rarely.  Maybe some additional  electronic 
playback  tracks  added  to  the  live  music,  but,  I  mean  it  is  not  really  funny  listening  to  a  CD-player  in  the 
Konzerthaus...  

How often and at what occasions do you compose with the intention of reaching larger audiences? 
Do you ever do so? So I mean, when you know, that it should appeal to really many people and ...

Well, I surely would have to accommodate myself, and have to understand. I did not care about the whole 
thing for a long time. However, after some time one has to admit, ok, writing music that no one wants to hear, is  
also a very sad thing. For that, one has to be so convinced of his concept, and be able to say, that is my goal of life,  
and if I somehow earn my daily bread, that's all right, the main thing: I have not curved. On the other hand one 
can feel it right away, and I mean it is really joyful sometimes to feel that they get what you composed. There is of  
course a real danger... well not for me, I did not go that far to say “it must be commerce, it must be marketable”. It  
did not ever have any importance to me, it was never primary. And of course one has to be the type of person to be  
able to do that. One has to really want to be commercially successful, from  deep inside. Then, it can happen, I  
mean then he has better chances to become successful.   I always try when I have something that is heading  
towards a clear direction, that I still add something surprising to it, so when it seems to go to one resolution then I  
turn it back somehow, maybe with just one strange note, which is surely not Ö3 Hit Radio compatible, but still, you 
feel it MUST come at some point. So, my music always needs an open-minded audience. But actually one has to be  
open for everything. I mean, even in the commercial direction.. I was just flipping through radio stations in my car 
the other day, and it is unbelievable how many different kinds of commercial music exists, it is just insane!
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But you do think that music is a kind of communication, don't you?

Yes, I do. I think, when you are standing on the stage and you do something, you at least have to feel the  
need to  give something to the people. Also if you say, ok, I need a bit of your patience here, you have to have 20 
minutes before you hear the first element that will relieve you. So sometimes it has to be that much time. So, it  
means: I require something, but I also give something. Also, because sometimes I myself enjoy these things very 
much. I can give you an example from these so called commercial things that I did. I had a project that went on for 
ten years. It was Mühlbacher's USW. Every time a full evening without a pause, full with new compositions by me. 
Between the pieces there were transitory improvisations performed by guests that I invited, guests that I knew I  
could steer into specific directions and with whom we could make smooth transitions between different things.  In 
this case, therefore, it was very important to play with the right musicians. I had a passion for big ensembles, and  
improvisation within big ensembles is a special topic. But I am good at it, I can use this element a lot. Once, at such 
a concert came a piece called Dahaam, which was basically a ballad with lots of normal triad chords and close 
harmonies placed in low registers – meaning that you could feel the vibrations through your body alone, - and 
there were all these “nice” harmonies. It is actually quite predictable music. It was, in this case, also important to  
have the right players that can hold the notes long enough. And over this, comes a slowly evolving melody of  
sixteenth-notes, again a bit in contrast with these clear chords, so you could say, it was a rock ballad performed by 
brass. The melody is also very “nice”, while it has a slight funky touch to it, but it was not like a usual 16-bar  
closed-form periodic melody, but rather it goes on and on until a big climax, then into a solo from which it then 
calms down again, so it has a real arch-like form.  I had composed it originally for USW, then I made a version for 
big band with wind ensemble,  and so on, and it  always got this  feedback: “How very nice it  is!”,  and then I  
definitely had to arrange it for ProBrass, and so this has also become my path, so to say, that I usually use big brass 
ensembles, and from the beginning it was clear for me, that this 16-bar melody and the big sound with this amount 
of players work best with musicians that primarily come from classical music traditions while still being open for  
everything else. So, I realized, that this is the situation where it has the most intensive effect, and I always keep 
hearing people say – as I also did two weeks ago – that “I heard it so many times, but still I always have to cry at  
this piece”. So, yes, it is such a feeling to be able to give the listeners such intensive moments with this piece, so of 
course, I am interested in it. I would be less glad to hear “oh, that was a nice gala-something from the beginning to  
the end”, which of course sometimes also has to be done, but then it is more like an arranger job, like Dancing 
Stars, or something like that...

  Do you think this ballad works well because it sounds familiar to the audience, or...

Well, I would not say it sounds familiar: I do not know any pieces that would be really similar to it. I mean, of  
course we know all the elements, so – we are again at your topic – the elements alone are not at all new, I can not  
reinvent the overtone system, that cannot be done. All the elements are already there, I mean a drum beat with 
2-4 is  not  at  all  new,  but  the  combination and the  context  in  the  case of  ProBrass...  it  follows a  Nino  Rota  
arrangement, so there it also creates a contrast, and there I can presume that the audience is open and really  
ready to listen, so with ProBrass I can really take it for granted. When there are 500-1000 listeners there, it can 
really work well, when the piece has got something... Of course, at the first couple of performances I thought, ok,  
little applause, maybe that means it is rubbish, or inapropriate, or something, and anyway it is natural that a piece  
with a quiet ending does not provoke such frenetic applauses. But after a while as people got to know the piece, -  
for  example last  year at  the “Woodstock der Blasmusik”,  a  funny initiative – after  the first  few chords  they  
immediately say: “Oh, now it comes!”, and then I felt it is OK, everything. (laughs)

Ok, about such combinations, could you tell some more examples, I mean, why is it interesting for you 
to mix elements...  

Simply because I do not want to tie myself down too much, I do not want to be forced to alwys compose 
pieces like Dahaam. I want to be allowed to write some wild things as well, like it can be Free Jazz, or the newest  
modern music with totally harsh notes, and Multiphonics and Electronics and what so ever... And that can also  
create intensive moments for me, and maybe that is what makes me different from other people who do that – 
although I can not really imagine someone doing something very intensive and not enjoying it for himself as well,  
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but anyway, sometimes people do it [write music] to please only the intellect. Like, “Great piece, its just, one can 
not listen to it, but ok.”

...but it is a super idea...

Super idea (laughs), yeah, something like that. I mean, it can also be good sometimes, I also have written  
some music of which I thought, it is actually quite good, but it is hard to understand. There I tried hard to build in  
some of it, but then to give something else as well, and this why such stylistic diversity gives joy, because you can 
change scenes,  I  mean,  also within one concert.  So,  you can change colours,  you can even confuse people or 
frighten them, in terms of making them think to themselves: “Oh, my God, it is not going to go on like this for the  
whole concert, is it?”, and these are the exact moments when you can bring in something new and surprising to 
change the colours, to change the wallpapers. I mean it is boring when one always says the same, and as we said,  
the elements are all there, and I was quite lucky, at least at the beginning of the 90s, when it was like, you could  
stay serious while also working in all possible fields. I used to have that feeling those days, and now, when maybe 
it does not look like that anymore, well it does not bother me really.

 I see. You have mentioned Funky for example. It is always interesting to reference to dance music in 
a concert situation. How do you approach this?

Well, ok, you have to add, that Funky in our circles very rarely means really dance music to anyone. Of 
course, it is an import, without question. It stems from Soul music actually, and it is not so directly the primary  
musical style in Brass music, that you would say it is dance music. I was interested in it certainly also because of 
my instrument being the drums. I mean, a young drummer in the 70s-80s, could not pass by Funky, and of course  
it  is real  fun to play. Although one must see clearly that not all the fun that a musician has when playing is  
transportable to the audience. One has to think about it  and say to himself: “I can not only play what I as a  
performer enjoy playing”. It is very common, somehow with every instrument, “wow, this run sounds fantastic, I  
play it again!” and someone out there in the audience thinks “well that is unbelievable! What on earth is this, what  
does he have to say to me with that?” And at the same time, if that run is placed at the right moment it can be like  
“Oh, Wow”. So it can resolve some other things, when it is not too obtrusive, or something. So that is how funk or 
rock comes into play. I still gladly play rock, but I like to mix it with some at least partly traditional sounding 
swing passages.  

That means, you prefer switching between styles in a linear fashion? So, I mean a rock part followed 
by a swing part?  

Yeah, that is mostly what happens. I do not know, there is some very old stuff, for example a piece of mine  
called Lamento, if you want some examples. That is simply a cha-cha tempo, so also a mix, and the B-part is a 
Swing. Although I am not sure if it  is  ideal in this  case,  but it  can be done without any difficulties,  so yeah,  
normally I mix things mainly part-wise or passage-wise. That means I come out from a swing passage I go through  
a ballad part and then I go into a funky piece, or something like that. I think I rarely do it with sharp-edged sudden 
changes, though that is also possible of course. I like to create longer arches with the help of the rhythm. At  
moments when I feel it would be difficult to stretch an arch any further, I interrupt it by introducing some other 
rhythms. And also, in this piece [Lamento] it works well, that Funk and Swing have different main loudness levels,  
in terms of the instrumentation also, I mean, of course you could play funk quietly and swing very loud, but... […] I  
have composed something for a sound installation, which was mainly done with computer. It is a collage, and there 
are parts with large orchestra, also Electronics, lopps, so a collage with many elements. There, too, appears for a 
short moment a little Funk. Then it gets rockier and it swings afterwards, then there are orchestra clouds. So,  
yeah, I mix very gladly, that is true. (laughs)      

Ok. Your motivation for mixing is also interesting to me. For example, there are these associations 
with which one can communicate specific meanings, I mean, the people socialized on western culture are  
used to these Hollywood clichés: like erotic scene, saxophone, smooth jazz, and things like that. And it is  
hard to avoid these connotations, even in concert music.

Where you see pictures, you mean?
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Yeah.

Absolutely, and I really like to make people see pictures when listening to my music. 

So, how do you approach this? I mean, you can use these connotations and try to control what the 
listener will see at certain passages, but you can also try to avoid these, and try maybe to alienate...

Well, yes, I do that as well gladly, so alienating, or sometimes mixing in a little devil-like... So, as we know,  
pleasure and pain are near each other, so an odd note in the middle of a nice Pad can create some fine tensions. 
And then you can resolve it, or resolve a whole music piece...

And do you sometimes try to communicate something specific with genres?  

Well, maybe not exactly with genres, but rather with the way I use them. 

 You have already mentioned the changing of scenes. Is it a general atmosphere of a scene, or...

Well, as you said, for an erotic scene I could use a tenor saxophone and such. But I do not do it because my  
concept tells me to begin an erotic scene at the last third of the piece. I rather think like, I need a smokey tenor 
saxophone sound at this moment, it [the erotic connotation] comes with it eventually. I do not want the pictures  
to be totally specific. Instead just generally “oh, that is nice” or maybe something like “wow, that grooves”, so 
alltogether it is rather autonomous music. 

Ok. Do you find innovation an important factor in your work?

Well, innovation. I do not strive for it so hard to create something very new. Actually when you look at it,  
you think “what is new, really?”. Or for whom is it important. As already said, the elements are all there. Every  
once and a while, let's say in every decade, new instruments are invented. Like, from the saxophone, through the  
guitars, synthesizers and computers to the samplers, or whatever. When you stay up to date in these fields, you 
can at least pick up some new instruments. When it is interesting I also work with electronics some times, why 
not?   

So, the innovation concerns mainly the sound domain? Or which musical parameters?

Innovation, like “I have made a sensational discovery that will determine the German musical scene for the 
next hundred years” or something like this... I mean the elements are already discovered. I have been told so also  
in my educational institutes, so that in reality novelty comes from combination. I  would also say,  I also do it 
automatically, even without thinking: 'aha, this combination has not been found yet'.

Ok, it does not have to be a revolutionary discovery, just something you like, something YOU think is 
new.

 When you think of it [a new idea], sooner or later it turns out, that this or that person has already done that 
before, or even if you do not realize, it still has been done before anyway, so for me it does not have any priority to  
do something really new. But I think, despite of that, I do have found many new combinations. But I do not strive 
for it too hard. 

In what direction do you make experiments with instrumentation, or sound? 

I  often  like  to  create  “clouds”  with  instruments,  whenever  it  is  possible.  It  can  also  be  done  with  a 
marimbaphone, for instance, but I do not use it for the length of a whole concert. So, say, “Vibraphone! At last!”.  
On the other hand, with brass you need many instruments to create such, really atmospheric, pulse-free things,  
like, for a simple example, to climb from very low to very high. Not in a linear way, but step-wise, so that you can  
experience a feeling of levitating. And for that I need more people, and that is what I would call my sound, when 
such things are possible. I mean, it could be done also with electronics, by transforming existing materials, but  
again, a sample, or a sound is also nothing new, because it has already been there.       

Maybe a last question: improvisation. There is also a mix of improvised and written parts. What parts 
do you like to fix or tie down, and what do you like to allow to be free?
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Well, at the beginning of my studies I thought: “ok, now I have to learn everything, and then at the end I will  
improvise freely. That was sort of a life plan for me. The only problem is, that one can not make a living with free  
improvisation. There are a lot of other things to learn, like technical know-how, and so on. And one can not learn 
everything, that also has to be accepted, there are borders. I do it this way, I gladly improvise sometimes, when 
there is a chance. And here we are again at the specific musicians. I really had to uprear my own ensemble, USW. It  
took more then ten years. All the members, and also new musicians that play with us sometimes, have to be  
musicians of whom I can assume that they understand the directions in which my music is going. It is essential  
that there is no one there who would turn against the evident musical directions, and say: “I play now something 
totally different!” I do not need this in this case. I mean, once the musical direction suits me, then I will like the 
improvisation as well. There are, of course, a thousand different types of improvisation, actually. There is the  
straight-ahead jazz solo improvisation, no question, which I also apply from time to time.

Could you please tell me a specific example?

Yeah, for the latest thing I did with USW, that was originally created for a commission, we worked with 
Bruckner 4. We picked elements from it and turned them into a whole-evening program of mine. That means, it is 
full with short references to Bruckner, but generally it sounds the way Mühlbacher's USW always sounded.  In it  
there is a passage... I worked on it, and I had my overall concept: I had some Bruckner elements arranged to a  
specific order, and some compositions of mine, that I thought fitted well to Bruckner, were built in between these  
elements. Waldbeat and such things. And there is a recitativo-like passage in the Bruckner 4 th  where it was clear 
to me, that I would have some “kicks” with bass and drum kit fill, and that I want to arrive into a rhythm. I did not 
want it to end, like: “plubs!” and over, I mean, tonic and that was it. And we had a cool instrument called the  
Tubax, which is a contrabass saxophone. It could have been done with a bariton saxophone actually, but it sounds 
different. And we had exceptional improvisators with us. I wanted to write a bebop-like part there, not too fast, so 
that the instrument can still play the notes, it needs some time, you know.  Then, I would say a traditional swing 
was played under that, so the form of this passage over which the guy plays solo after the theme is a very normal  
jazz thing, but with tubax it is something really different. But still, ok, Bebop lines...

And the lines were written down? 

Well,  the  theme  is  written  down,  and  for  the  improvisation  he  has  given  chords  and  traditional  jazz 
improvisation. The new thing in it was this:  to the tubax theme a kind of counter theme was added on the soprano  
saxophone, that always plays a sort of mirror image of that theme. It is not so strictly a mirroring, but you can  
actually hear it that way. And it is maybe a new combination. At least, I have not found such things in bebop  
before. And it sounds just like a traditional jazz improvisation in the middle with backgrounds with on-the-beat 
accents.  And there comes the theme which is actually also a traditionally rooted musical  passage, and it gets  
dissolved again... (thinks) There is a part in the Bruckner 4th with these heavy triplets (sings), that goes into a 
drum solo section, which is in 7/8. Bruckner also may have intended to write it that way, only he did not. (laughs)  
And then it flows into a 7/8 funky, which I took from somewhere... So for sure you can speak about combinations  
in my case. That is true.  

I would like to ask yet how you instruct your improvising musicians?

There are a couple of elements and a couple of signs, like, for example, when I put my hands in front of my 
eyes, then it means – not “go to jail”, (loughs) but – it means: Fog. I had to transport what I wanted to hear. When I  
do this, then it means down, or when I do this, it means up. Or tremolo, or arpeggio is also a typical sign that I  
often like to give Preinie (drummer). Does not matter what passage it is, it can be an atonal section, or whenever  
he has chords, he puts wonderful arpeggi on the top of them or something, so it is partly improvised but it is also  
controlled, so that it suits the actual overall flow. This can also be wonderfully combined.    

So, you do it all live, without any rehearsing or preparing?

Well, it IS rehearsed, in case of projects such as the Bruckner one. Partly because the ambiance (the venue) 
there is quite big, I mean Sanct Florian Bruckner Fest Linz, Brucknerhaus, Large Hall, it is a place where I want to  
arrive rehearsed and prepared. Though, I try to keep the rehearsals as short as possible so that the tension is  
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maintained. It can become over-rehearsed sometimes, like, there are moments, like “oh no, here comes the FOG 
again”. I mean, of course the players experience it in a different way than the audience, because the audience  
hears it for the first time anyway, but the players say to themselves “ok it was FOG the last week as well”. It has to 
give joy to them as well every time. It has to stay fresh. 
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8.2.7. Christian Mühlbacher (Original German Version)
Wie würdest du deinen musikalischen Stil beschreiben?

Gut.  In  der  summe  bin  ich  relativ  froh  darüber  dass  ich  nicht  unbedingt  abhängig  bin  von  gewissen 
Schubladen,  sagen  wir  jetzt  mal  so,  deswegen,  also,  ich  hoffe,  so  zu  sagen,  dass  ich  eigentlich  dieses  
Schubladendenken nicht  brauche,  weil  quasi  meine  Möglichkeiten  halbwegs  breit  gefächert  sind,  dass  ich  in 
Umstande bin mich in verschiedenen Terrains zu verwirklichen in dem Sinn also. Dennoch hoffe ich weiters dass  
so unterm Strich bei vielen Dingen auskommt, OK wenn man es wüsste, könnte sagen, das ist Mühlbacher, klar. 
Also es hat sich herauskristallisiert auf verschiedene Arten zu arbeiten.

Komponierst du auch angewandte Musik und Konzertmusik?

Ich komponiere hauptsätzlich angewandte und Konzertmusik. Die Gelegenheiten für mich Medienmusik zu 
machen waren relativ gering, das ist eine Frage von welche Leute kennt man, wo ist man sozialisiert und der 
Gleichen. Paar Gelegenheiten hat es gegeben. In diesen Fällen ist es völlig klar was für eine Aufgabe die Musik  
haben wird, so zu sagen, da ist es dann, würde ich mal sagen, zunächst schon eine künstlerische Entscheidung,  
welche der manchmal doch vielfältigen Möglichkeiten man wählt, und dann ist aber klar wohin es muss. In dem 
Fall ist das Ziel volkommen klar. Bei Angewandte Musik setzt man sich das Ziel Frei, so zu sagen, und danach geht  
es auch darum das eigene Ziel sozusagen zu vervollständigen. Und da kommt Technik in spiel.

Dass heißt du hast auch gewählt eher Konzertmusik zu komponieren weil es da freier ist, oder weil  
man mehr experimentieren kann?

Wie gesagt es hat viel mit dem Umgang zu tun mit Leuten, mit denen man so arbeitet in Prinzip das ergibt  
sich. Ein Zeit lang hätte ich gern sehr viel für Film zum Beispiel gemacht, es hat sich nicht viel ergeben. Es war ein  
Projekt auch schon wieder lange her. Da war kvasi wollten Musik von mir. Sie hatten einen Tango von mir gehört, 
und  sie  wollten  Material  aus  diesen.  Dann  hab  ich  so  zu  sagen  also  mit  dem  Material  irgendwie  Details 
herausgeholt nochmal aufgenommen und mitbesteht. Ein Tango aus fetzen und Elemente davon. Aber der war 
auch ursprünglich als Tango komponiert in dem Fall. In anderen Fällen habe ich dann wirklich versucht. Also ich 
hab selten wirklich nur mit Computer gearbeitet, ja. Es war mir immer wichtig, dass es Menschen gibt die da was 
spielen.  Es  hat  in normalen Fall  mit  komponierten Noten zu tun,  wobei  ich,  wie  soll  man sagen,  die  Grenze  
zwischen Sound Design und Musik schon ganz gern auch überschreite, beziehungsweise Lust darauf habe. Also es 
muss  nicht  jetzt  alles  in Noten ausgedrückt  sein,  finde ich.  Also es  kann einerseits  von freien Improvisation 
bestimmten Solisten gepaart mit einem Leitfaden von mir sozusagen. Oder auch wirklich also seltsamen Samples 
z. B. in spezielle Art und Weise bearbeitet, es macht mir schon Spaß, aber in Bereich der Angewandte Musik habe  
ich relativ wenig Gelegenheit dazu ab und zu vielleicht mal eine Zuspielung zu Live Musik zusätzlich elektronische 
Natur, aber ich meine, es ist ja nicht besonders lustvoll in Konzerthaus ein CD-Spieler dazu zu hören.

Wie oft und bei welche Gelegenheit hast du es als Ziel mit ein breiteres Publikum zu kommunizieren? 
Gibt es manchmal? Wenn du es wirklich weißt, dass die Musik wirklich für vielen Leuten ankommen sollte, 
und …

Ja, dann würde ich mich ganz bestimmt Richten trotzdem, ich muss verstehen, es war mir lange Zeit völlig 
Wurst. Wobei man dann mit der Zeit schon darunter leidet, OK Musik zu schreiben die niemand hören möchte ist  
auch eine recht traurige Angelegenheit. Da muss man entweder so überzeugt sein von seinem Konzept, wo man 
sagen musst, das ist mein Lebensinhalt, und wenn ich irgendwie mein tägliches Butterbrot kriege irgendwie, dann  
muss das genügen, aber Hauptsache ich habe mich nicht gebeugt, auf der anderen Seite man merkt natürlich  
schon, ich meine, es macht ja oft Freude wenn man etwas geschaffen hat was dann ankommt und das merkt man 
dann schon. Die Gefahr dabei ist, also für mich also soweit gehe ich doch nicht dass ich sage, OK, Kommerz muss es  
sein, es muss gut verkäuflich sein. Es war tatsächlich nie wirklich von Bedeutung. Das habe ich nie primär also  
versucht irgendwie herzustellen, also irgendwelche Versuche man muss auch zu bestehen, man muss der Typ dazu 
sein. Man muss irgendwie, ich sag das jetzt abwertend eine kommerze aus sein, und muss das irgendwie wollen, 
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von sein tiefsten inneren, dann wird das auch ganz gut gelingen, also hat besseren Chancen dass es gelingen kann.  
Ich hab immer wieder versucht zu wie ich das eher mache selbst wenn ich etwas habe was also sicher klar und  
deutlich kommt, dann versuche ich trotzdem etwas dazu zu addieren oder sein die Sache in eine Richtung zu 
lenken wo sich das dann irgendwie umkehrt und der gleichen, also wie soll man sagen, den einen ganz schrägen 
Ton, der so zu sagen also ganz bestimmt nicht Ö3 tauglich ist und doch noch hinzubringen, aber am besten so  
hinzufügen das der irgendwie kommen MUSS. Also für meine Musik braucht sowieso immer Leute die irgendwie 
offen sind. Aber in Wahrheit man muss für alles offen sein, also in der Kommerz Richtung, als gestern habe ich  
durchgezappt durch das Autoradio, und es ist eigentlich unglaublich was für verschiedene Sorten Kommerzes gibt  
in dem Sinn (lacht), ist eigentlich Wahnsinn.

Aber du glaubst schon dass Musik eine Art Kommunikation ist oder denkst du wie anders?

Das denke ich doch und ich glaube wenn man sich auf die Bühne stellt und etwas tut, dann muss man so 
mindestens irgendwie das Gefühl haben den Leuten etwas geben zu müssen, und es wenn etwas ist, wo man sagt, 
OK, ich brauche jetzt eure Geduld, ihr müsst jetzt 20 Minuten Zeit haben bevor das erste Element kommt was euch  
dann erleuchten kann, also mitunter muss so viel Zeit sein. Also das heißt ich fordere dann schon etwas aber ich 
gebe auch gern etwas , ach deshalb weil mir die Sachen mitunter selbst viel Freude machen. Es gibt also jetzt ein  
Beispiel zu nennen, ich sag dich mal die unter Anführungsstrichen kommerziellen Dingen die ich gemacht hab, das 
war  eigentlich  auch  aus  eine  vielleicht  zu  Erklärung,  ich  hab  so  ein  Projekt  gehabt,  es  war  10  Jahre  lang, 
Mühlbacher's  USW. Immer ein komplette Abend pausenfrei  durchgespielt mit laute frischen Stücken von mir 
gepaart mit Improvisation von Leuten wo ich gewusst habe ich kann sie lenken in eine Richtung bzw. Wir können 
Übergänge schaffen von einem Ding zum nächsten und der gleichen, das heißt im dem Fall was sehr wichtig: mit  
den richtigen Menschen zu arbeiten. Ich hab auch ein Feber für große Ensembles und Improvisationen in große  
Ensembles ist ein spezielles Thema. Aber das ist mir gelungen und dieses Element kann ich verwenden und aus 
einem diese Konzerte ist so ein Stück hervorgegangen das heißt Daham, das ist eine Ballade in Grund genommen,  
und das hat dem mich also eine ganze menge tiefes Blech dabei hatte, es sein in Grund genommen zu meisten  
normale Dreiklänge und es ist ein sehr obertonal gesetzt in der tiefen Lage, was soviel bedeutet, man kann es  
körperlich spüren, kvasi die Schwingungen übertragen sich denn körperlich bereits, und dann sind sozusagen ich 
sag jetzt mal unter Anführungszeichen schöne Harmonien. Es ist also durchaus erwartbare Musik in dem Fall. 
Wichtig war in dem Fall natürlich dass ich auch da die richtigen Spieler hab die es lang genug durchhalten können 
und  der  gleichen.  Und  über  das  ganze  Ding  kommt  eine  sehr  lange  aufbauende  Melodie,  aus  Sechzehntel  
eigentlich,  wieder  ein  bischen  konträr  zu  diesen  reinen  Akkorden  wo  man  könnte  sagen,  ja  das  ist  eine 
RockBallade von Bläsern gespielt oder so etwas. Die Melodie ist auch sehr schön, sie hat aber doch auch ein Funky 
touch irgendwie , und es wäre  auch nicht grad eine Melodie wo mann sagt, ok ich schreibe mal eine 16-taktige  
hübsche Melodie die in sich abgeschlossen ist, sondern sie geht richtig raus zum Höhepunkt, und ab dort geht's 
dann in mittels solo und so weiter wieder hinunter, es ist ein richtige Hügel. Und das hab ich zuerst für USW 
geschrieben, und dann hat es eine Version gegeben für Bigband mit Blasorchester, usw, und es hat immer wieder  
diesen Eindruck hinterlassen: Ma ist es scheh' und so, und dann hab mal das unbedingt für ProBrass machen 
müssen, das ist also auch eine meiner Schienen sozusagen wo ich öfters was oft was mach also ein großes Brass  
Ensemble, und mir war von vorne klar bei denen geht es eigentlich am besten bis auf die 16-Melodie, aber der Ton,  
das Volumen der einzelnen Spieler die auch also hauptsätzlich aus der Klassische Musik kommen und dennoch 
offen  sind  für  alles  mögliche,  also  dass  das  dort  am  intensivsten  kommen  würden  dass  es  tatsächlich  auch 
gelungen, und das ist so ein Moment, wo ich immer dann wieder, auch jetzt also vor zwei Wochen irgendwie  
gehört, “Ich habe es schon so oft gehört, und ich hab so oft weinen müssen bei dem Stück”, und .. ja, das hat doch  
was, also wenn ich im Stande bin mit dem Stück Soetwas zu geben, oder so etwas ähnliches, so intensive Momente,  
das wäre es eigentlich, dann interessiert mich das auf jeden Fall. Ich möchte mich weniger auf die Bühne stehen  
und “Toll, das war ein schönes Gala-Ding von vorne von bis hinten”, wie soll man sagen, - muss man auch machen 
mitunter, aber dann ist es mehr Arbeit oder Arranger-Arbeit was weiß ich Dancing Stars oder so. 

Glaubst du dass dieses Ballad funktioniert weil das Publikum hört etwas was sehr bekannt klingt, 
oder...
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Na ja, bekannt klingt... das kann man nicht sagen. Also jetzt wirklich was vergleichbares kenne ich nicht. Ich 
meine, man kennt natürlich irgendwie Elemente, und da sind wir villeicht auch bei deinem Thema, die Elemente  
selbst sind ja nicht neu, ich kann die Obertöne nicht neu erfinden, das geht ja nicht wirklich. Das heißt die sind da  
und alle möglichen anderen Elemente sind da, also ich meine ein Schlagzeug Beat mit 2-4 ist auch nichts neues 
sozusagen,  aber die  Kombination und auch das  Umfeld  in diesem Fall  jetzt  mit  ProBrass,  OK da  passiert  das  
nachdem irgendwie vorher weiß ich nicht, ein Arrangement von Nino Rota Musik passiert ist, dann ist es sowohl 
ein Kontrast, ich kann dann dort davon ausgehen, das Publikum ist prinzipiell bereit zuzuhören, und bei Pro Brass 
kann man auch davon ausgehen, OK es sind doch 500-1000 Leute oder so vorhanden, das heißt es ist schon eine 
Menge, wo man sagen kann, OK es geht anspringend wenn es was hat, ja?  Und natürlich denkt man sich bei den 
ersten Paar Aufführungen, na ja, OK, wenig Applaus, denkt man, ist es doch Mist, oder fehl am Platz, oder sonst 
etwas, es ist natürlich klar wenn ein Stück ruhig endet, dann gibt es nicht diesen frenetischen Applaus. Aber mit  
der Zeit wo die Laute begonnen haben das zu kennen, es war letztes Jahr z.B bei der Woodstock der Blasmusik,  
eine witzige Institution, und es erklingen die ersten Akkorde, und “aaa, das kommt jetzt” und OK dann ist es OK  
Alles. 

Ok, gerade diese Kombination, wenn du noch Beispiele sagen könntest, wäre super, also warum ist es 
interessant für dich zu mischen...

Also aus der einfachen Grund weil ich mich nicht fest nageln möchte, ich möchte jetzt nicht nur so Dahaams 
schreiben müssen, ich möchte dann auch, OK es kann auch einmal ganz wild sein, und es kann Free Jazz sein, und 
so die neueste NeuMusik mit ganz strengenden Klängen, und Multiphonics und Elektronik, und ich weiß nicht 
was. Und auch das kann intensive Momente erzeugen, und das hebt mich vielleicht ab von anderen Leuten die das  
tun, obwohl ich kann mal nicht vorstellen, wenn jemand was intensives macht, das eben das nicht dann selbst 
Freude  bereitet,  also  möglicherweise  brauchen  manche  Menschen  um  einfach  nur...  um  den  Intellekt  zu 
befriedigen, könnte sein. Tolles Werk, kann man sich nicht anhören, aber. OK.

...Super Idee...

Super Idee, (lacht) ja. So auf die Art. Beziehungsweise, ich meine, es kann gut sein, ich meine, ich hab auch  
dinge, wo ich sag,  das ist eigentlich schon ziemlich gut,  aber es ist schwer vertaunlich, ja? Dann bin ich halt 
bemüht dass ich irgendwie ein bischen einzubauen auch. Dann nochmal was anderes zu geben, und gerade dieses  
Stil-Vielfalt macht man deshalb Freude, man kann irgendwie die Szenen wechseln, also innerhalb eines Konzertes 
aber auch. Das heißt die Farben wechseln, man kann völlig verwirren, und dann kann man sagen, möglicherweise 
sogar Angst erzeugen, nämlich Angst in dem Sinn, dass man sich irgendwo sagt “Gott, es wird das Konzert doch  
nicht die ganze Zeit so weitergehen”, so zu sagen, aber genau dann irgendwie gibt es Platz irgendetwas etwas 
anderes zu bringen und überraschen und Farben wechseln und Tapeten wechseln, also es ist langweilig wenn man 
immer das selber sagt, und wie gesagt von diesen Elementen gibt es wirklich zu hof, und ich war ziemlich glücklich 
wie man gesehen hat,  zu mindestens Anfang der neunziger Jahre,  hat das doch so ausgesehen es würde man 
ernsthaft bleiben können und sich trotzdem überall bedienen dürfen. Dieses Gefühl hatte ich, und jetzt wo das 
vielleicht nicht mehr ganz so aussieht ist mal schon egal.

Ok.  Du  hast  erwähnt  Funky  z.B,  es  ist  immer  interessant  so  Tanzmusik  zu  zitieren  bei  einem 
Konzertsituation. Wie gehst du damit um?

Also gut, dazu kann man sagen, Funky in unserem Bereichen ist Funky eigentlich selten wirklich Tanzmusik 
für irgendjemanden, es ist natürlich eine Import, keine Frage. Irgendwie aus den Soul wurzelt letztlich, es ist bei 
Blechgesicht ist es nicht so direkt die Primäre Musik irgendwie die man sagt das ist jetzt Tanzmusik in dem Sinn.  
Es hat mich aber natürlich interessiert hat auch mit meinem Instrument zu tun, Schleugzag: junger Schlagzeuger, 
70-80 Jahre, ist klar, ich meine, da kommst an Funky nicht vorbei, und es mach enorm Freude, muss man aber  
auch  begreifen,  dass  nicht  alles  was  das  einem  Spieler  spaß  macht,  dann  auch  irgendwie  zum  Publikum 
transportierbar ist. Das muss man bedenken, und man muss sich selbst einschränken und sagen, ich kann nicht 
nur das spielen was mir als Spieler gefällt. Ich meine es gibt schon sehr seltsame weise auf jeden Instrument  
irgendwie: “wow der Lauf ist, ist der nicht zu bond, ich spiele das und spiele nochmal”, und irgendjemand sitzt da 
draußen und denkt sich “o das der wixe, Unglaublich, was soll das jetzt, der will mir nämlich nichts sagen damit”.  
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Auf der anderen  Seiten kann der Lauf irgendwie im richtigen Moment eingebaut sein: “O, wow.” Also es kann 
wieder was anderes auslösen, wenn es nicht zu aufdränglich ist vielleicht. Gut. Also daher kommt jetzt Funk und 
Rock, also ich sag jetzt mal, alle den Rock den ich gern gespielt hab, spiele ich in Ansätzen nach wievor gerne, nur  
ich mag es auch mischen also mit durchaus ein teilweise zu mindestens traditionell wirkenden Swing Passagen 
oder dergleichen ...

Das heißt linear wechselst du lieber? Also manchmal ich weiß nicht straight Rock und dann swing?...

Das kann durchaus passieren, was weiß ich, ich meine, die Sachen gibt es ja auch schon ewig, es gibt ein 
Stück von mir das heißt Lamento, wenn du Beispiele möchtest. Da ist nichts weiter wie..., eigentlich ist es ein  
Cha-cha Tempo, also auch ein mix, und der B-Teil ist es halt ein Swing. Obwohl ich bin in diesem Fall nicht sicher  
ob  es  ideal  ist,  aber  das  kann man tun,  es  ist  an  für  sich  kein  Problem.  Normalerweise  mische  ich  es  eher  
stückeweise, oder abschnittweise. Das heißt ich komme aus so einer Swing Passage raus, gehe über eine Ballade in 
ein Funk Stück hinein, oder dergleichen so. Also ich mische das weniger gern scharfkantig, obwohl es ist durchaus  
denkbar.  Ich erzeuge auch über den Rhythmus gerne längere Bögen, und dem Moment wo ich das jetzt kvasi  
unterbreche ist es irgendwie schwieriger den Bogen weiter zu ziehen. Das mag sein auch, weil Funk und also grad 
bei dem Beispiel, weil Funk und Swing ja doch, sagen wir, vielleicht eine andere Grundlautstärke hat, von der 
Instrumentarium her. Ich meine man kann natürlich auch Funk leise spielen, oder etwas lautes swingendes, es  
geht im Prinzip schon. Es fällt mir jetzt kein Beispiel ein, aber klar, glaub ich, auch den Sachen gewechselt oder 
Abschnitte, oder von 6/8 zu reine Zechszentel Musik zu gehen, oder solche Dinge. Das kann ich mir ohne Weiteres  
vorstellen. Auf der anderen Seite, es gibt auch Orchestermusik, und selbst das zu mischen macht mir spaß. Ich hab  
für eine Installation, Einz der wenigen letztlich am Computer gefertigten Dinge, das ist eine Kollage, da kommen  
große Orchesterpassagen vor, und Münden, also Elektronik gebloopere, also eine Installation, so zu sagen, die sich 
alle diese Elemente bedient, und dann blitzt einmal ein wenig Funk auf, und der gleichen, und wird es rockig und 
swingt es wieder dahin, und dann kommt eine Orchesterwolke. Ich mische irrsinnig gerne, das stimmt schon.

Ok.  Die Motivation hinter  diesen Mischungen ist  für  mich auch interessant.  Also,...  es  gibt diese 
Assoziationen mit denen man wirklich ganz bestimmte Sachen kommunizieren kann. Die Leute die auf den 
Westlichen Kultur sozialisiert sind, haben schon diese Hollywood Filmmusik-Klischees, also erotische Szene 
Saxophon, smooth Jazz, und solche Sachen. Und man kann es manchmal wirklich nicht vermeiden auch 
nicht bei Konzertmusik. 

Wo man dann Bilder sieht, meinst du das?

Ja, oder? 

Sicher, auf jeden Fall. Und ich möchte total, dass man bei meiner Musik einfach Bilder sieht.

Wie gehst  du damit  um, also man kann es  auch nutzten,  und ich weiß schon welche Bilder  das 
Publikum hier sehen wird... und ist es für dich gut, oder willst du davon weggehen und etwas verfremden?

Naja, das mach ich schon auch gern, eben, sogar verfremden, oder ein leichtes Teuflischen z. B. einbauen. Ich  
meine man kennt das auch mitunter liegt Lust und Schmerz nah bei einander, so ein schräger Ton der da drinnen 
liegt  in  einen wohlgemachten Pad,  dann erzeugt  das  Spannung wiederum durchaus.  Ich meine kann man da 
auflösen, kann man überhaupt die ganze Musik wieder auflösen. 

Und also so bestimmte Bedeutungen willst du nicht kommunizieren mit Genres?

Mit Genres nicht unbedingt. Aber mit der Umgang damit.

Du hast schon gesagt Szenen wechseln. Ist es so ein allgemeines Gefühl, oder...

Also wie du sagst Erotik Szene ich könnte tenor Saxophon brauchen und der gleichen. Ich mach das jetzt 
nicht weil mein konzept sagt, OK am Beginn des letzten Drittels fangen wir mit der Erotikszene an. Aber ich kann  
mal schon vorstellen, das ich mal denke, OK und am diese Stelle brauche ich ein sehr rauchiges tenor Saxophon, es  
ist schon durchaus drinnen, ja. Ich möchte die Bilder jetzt vielleicht auch garnicht so klar haben. So allgemein: “so 
ist  es  schee',”  oder je  nach dem...  vielleicht so in die  Richtung,  “wow das  groovet”.  Also insofern doch eher 
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autonome musik.

Ok. Haltest du Innovation einen wichtigen Faktor in deiner Arbeit?

Na  ja,  Innovation.  Es  ist  mir  nicht  ums  biegen  und  ums  brechen  wichtig  dass  mein  Ding  also  jetzt  so  
wahnsinnig neu ist. In Wahrheit man sieht sich um und denkt sich, was ist denn jetzt neu, wenn man also Leuten  
den  es  wichtig  ist.  Oder  so.  Wie  gesagt,  Elemente  sind  alle  da.  Es  werden  ab  und  zu  sagen  wir  jetzt  mal 
dekadenweise  sinngemäss  neue  Instrumente  erfunden  oder  entdeckt.  Das  könn  man von  Saxophon  über  die 
Gitarre, Synthesiser, Computer letztlich, Sampler oder was auch immer. Über diese Ecke ganz gut verfolgen und 
natürlich nimmt man dazu mindestens neue Instrumente auf, oder wenn es interessant ist, arbeite ich gern mit  
Elektronik, warum nicht.

Also die Erneuerungen sind eher in Richtung Sound? Welche musikalische Parameter sind betroffen?

Die Erneuerung per se, als “Ich habe jetzt eine völlig neue Entdeckung gemacht die die Vorherschaft der  
deutsche  Musik  für  den  nächsten  Hundert  Jahre  gewährleisten  wird”,  oder  irgend  so  etwas.  Ich  meine  die  
Elemente  waren  denn  trotzdem  schon  mal  da,  nicht?  Und  das  hab  ich  irgendwie  auch  in  meinem  Studium  
eigentlich glaubhaft vermittelt bekommen, na ja, was kram neues in die Kombination in Wahrheit. Ich würde fast  
behaupten das passiert automatisch ohne dass ich mal denke, “aha diese Kombination hat es noch nicht gegeben.”

Es muss natürlich garnicht so revolutionär sein,  aber wenn es dir spaß macht,  oder wenn du es 
glaubst dass es was neues ist...

Ich möchte nicht unbedingt, wenn ich es glaube, man kommt dann darauf ja der Mensch hat das auch schon  
gemacht hier oder da, oder wenn man nicht darauf kommt ist es trotzdem so. Es hat keine Priorität, dass ich jetzt  
was neues erfinde, in dem Sinn. Das möchte ich nicht sagen. Ich glaube dass es trotzdem durchaus schon etliche  
neue Kombinationen rausgekommen sind. Das ist mir auch nicht unrecht. Ich suche nicht kampfhaft danach. 

Mit Instrumenten, oder mit Sound wie, welche Richtungen experimentierst du?

Ich mag gerne wenn es möglich ist mit Instrumenten Wolken erzeugen zu können. Ich kann mal, ich meine 
man kann es mit Marimbafon auch z.B, aber ich halte das dann doch nicht ein ganzes Konzertlang durch. So mal 
sagen “Vibrafon! Endlich!” Auf der anderen Seiten beim Bläsern oder so braucht man dann eine Menge, siehe 
große Besetzungen um wirklich so atmosphärische auch pulsfreie Sachen zu erzeugen, nehmen wir einfaches  
Beispiel von ganz tief oder ganz oben hinauf klettern. Nicht linear, aber kvasi etappenweise, stückeweise, also dass  
man kvasi diese Levitation erleben kann, mitunter, wenn es gut gelingt, also dazu brauche ich mehrere Leute und 
das würde ich dann als meinen Sound bezeichnen, wenn solche Dinge möglich sind. Mit Elektronik kann man es 
natürlich gut machen, mit Nachbearbeitung bestehende Dinge, aber auch hier ein Sample oder ein Sound ist ja  
auch nicht neu, sondern ist er schon da. 

Vielleicht  eine  letzte  Frage.  Improvisation.  Es  ist  auch  eine  Mischung  von  improvisierte  und 
geschriebene Teile. Was ist für dich wichtig dass es fixiert ist, und was magst du gern frei lassen?

Also  ich  habe  mal  ursprünglich  gedacht,  als  ich  angefangen  habe  mich  professionell  mit  musik  zu 
beschäftigen, ich habe mal gedacht, OK jetzt muss ich alles lernen, und um Schluss improvisiere ich mal frei. Das 
war von eine Idee von einem Lebensplan. Problem mag sein, dass man von frei Improvisieren nicht leben kann. Es  
bleibt immer von anderen auch da, diesen technischen know-how und so. Und man kann auch nicht alles lernen,  
das muss man auch akzeptieren, irgendwo ist ein Schluss, es ist Grenzen gesetzt. Ein bischen in die Richtung gehe  
ich schon, ich mache es sehr gerne, wenn es möglich ist zu improvisieren, un da wiederum sind wir bei den 
speziellen Leuten, ich musste mir meine Ensemble, jetzt USW z.B. so richtig erziehen. Es ist über die 10 Jahre 
passiert und überhinaus. So dass jeder der dabei ist, und wenn ein neuer mit dabei ist mal, dass es ein Mensch ist  
von dem ich annehme, der versteht das schon, wenn das rund herum so in die Richtung lauft. Also ich meine dass  
es niemand da ist der sozusagen die Musik oder die offensichtliche Richtung, die hörbare, empfindbare Richtung 
jetzt für die Musiker auch, kontrakarriert und sagt “Ich mach jetzt ganz was anderes!”. Das kann ich in dem Fall  
nicht brauchen, also dass heißt die Richtung stimmend für mich. Dann ist die Improvisation auch OK. Natürlich 
gibt es auch da Tausend verschiedene Sorten Improvisation im Wahrheit,  es  gibt die  straight-ahead Jazz solo 
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improvisation überhaupt keine Frage. Auch die kann ich gern, oder brauche ich immer wieder.  

Kannst du da auch ein bestimmte Beispiel sagen?

Ja ich hab jetzt in mein letztes Ding für USW, das wurde letztlich über einen Auftrag entstanden, wir haben 
uns mit Bruckner 4. beschäftigt, und Elemente daraus zu einem abendfüllenden, also mein Programm umgestaltet.  
Also das heißt es blitzt immer wieder Bruckner auf, und um strich hört es sich an wie Mühlbachers USW immer 
geklungen hat. Und da gibt es z.B eine Passage, da war ich grad in der Arbeit und hab mir gedacht das der grobe  
Fahrplan war klar,  also die  Bruckner Elementen zu irgendwie in der Reihenfolge gelegen,  und immer wieder 
eigene Stücke eingebaut in die Angelegenheit auch wo ich denke das passt jetzt zu Bruckner, Waldbeat oder solche  
dinge. Und da gibt es z.B eine Passage, da bin ich kvasi, .. es gibt in der Bruckner 4 eine Rezitativ-artige Passage, es 
war klar mit so Kicks mit bass und Drum kit fill,  und dann war es klar jetzt möchte ich zu einem Rhythmus 
kommen weil ich möchte jetzt nicht Plubs und aus, also Tonika, fertig. Und wir hatten ein tolles Instrument dabei  
und zwar das tubax, es ist ein kontrabass Saxophon, das könnte in Wahrheit ein bariton Saxophon machen, aber es 
klingt schon anders. Und hervorragende Improvisatoren. Ich hab mir gedacht ich möchte jetzt ein Bebop artige 
Stück machen dadür, nicht zu schnell, damit noch das Instrument Töne entfallen kann, es braucht schon Zeit aber,  
OK. Dann würde ich jetzt mal sagen, da liegt traditionelle Swing darunter, die Form dieser Einheit worüber der  
Mensch auch soliert nachdem er das Thema gespielt hat, sehr normale Jazz-mässige Sache, halt mit Tubax macht  
schon mal was anderes. Aber trotzdem OK, Bebop-Linien.. 

Und die Linien sind geschrieben?..

Also  das  Thema  ist  geschrieben,  ja,  und  dann  ist  klar  OK,  hat  er  Akkorde  und  traditionelle  Jazz  
improvisation.  Was  da  vielleicht  neu  dazu  kommt  ist:  zu  dem  Tubax-Thema  gibts  ein  sopran  Saxophon 
gegenthema, was sozusagen immer eigentlich eine art Spiegelung davon ist, ja? Kann auch allein bestehen, das 
drückt dann nicht so dass man sagt es ist  eine Spiegelung, man kann es aber schon hören in Wahrheit.  Was 
vielleicht auch eine neue Kombination ist. Das hab ich von Bebop jetzt noch nie gefunden muss ich gestehen. Hört 
sich  aber  dann  trotzdem  an  wie  eine  traditionelle  Jazz  improvisation  in  der  Mitte  mit  backgrounds  auch 
hartnäckig auf der Einz. Und da passt das Thema dazu, würde sagen es ist letztlich sehr traditionell verwurzelte 
Musik Abschnitt und der wird dann eigentlich wieder abgelöst durch... (denkt) Es gibt in 4. Bruckner ein Teil mit  
diesen schwer Triolen (singt) , es geht das um Drum-solo dort hinein, das war allerdings auf Siebener, das hat der 
Bruckner vielleicht gewollt aber nicht geschrieben... (lacht) Und mündet eigentlich einen Funky Siebener den ich 
wieder von woanders verwendet habe. Also insofern das sagen kannst bestimmte Kombinationen, .. das ist halt  
liegt mal halt so. 

Ich möchte noch fragen, wie instruierst du den Leuten die improvisieren.

Es gibt ein Paar Elemente und es gibt ein paar zeichnen, also beispielsweise wenn ich die Hände so vor meine  
Augen halte dann heißt es nicht ab ins Gefängnis. (lacht), sondern es bedeutet das Nebel, das musste  ich kvasi mal  
transportieren was ich möchte. Wenn ich so mache heißt es ab, oder wenn so: dann rauf. Oder tremolo, oder  
Arpeggios ist ein typisches Zeichnen den ich den Preinie immer gerne gebe, egal was es ist, frei Tonale Moment,  
oder wenn er Akkorde hat, er legt mal dann wunderbare Arpeggi und dergleichen. Insofern es ist improvisiert,  
aber es ist gelenkt, weil es entspricht dem Fluss der gerade da ist. Das kann man wunderbar kombinieren.

Also du machst es alles live, und es ist nicht geprobt, und vorbereitet, sozusagen.

Naja, geprobt ist es dann also bei solchen Sachen wie der Bruckner Geschichte schon, weil also wie soll man 
sagen  das  ambiente  war  dann  doch  groß  genug,  also  Sanct  Florian  Bruckner  Fest  und  Bruckner  Fest  Linz,  
Brucknerhaus, große Saal, da möchte ich schon vorbereitet dort hingehen, wobei ich versuche die Proben sehr 
knapp zu halten um das nicht zu überspannen, irgendwie, es gibt so auch diese Moment “oh, ne, es kommt schon 
wieder Nebel”. Ok, ich meine, das erleben die Spieler anders wie die Zuhörer, weil die hören es zum ersten Mal, 
aber die Spielern sagen, ja OK, das war jetzt letzte Woche Nebel. Das muss dann schon auch noch Freude bereiten.  
Es muss Frisch sein.
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8.2.8. Felix Raffel
Felix Raffel is a Berlin-based pianist and composer. He  completed  his piano  studies at Hanover University of Music and Drama. In  

addition he studied film music scoring at the University of Film and Television in Potsdam-Babelsberg. Many of his film scores have been 
screened on television or at international film  festivals  all  around the world. He received the Jerry Goldsmith Award for  his  orchestral film 
score  for “The Boy Who Wouldn’t Kill” at the Film Music Festival Úbeda, Spain – another one, the music for the commercial “Jugend denkt 
um.welt”,  was  nominated.  Beside  his  composition  activities,  Felix  successfully  took  part  in  several  national  and  international  piano 
competitions.

Interview with Felix Raffel – 14. March 2014 - (excerpts)

How would you describe your own syle?

I consider myself mainly a film composer. […] It would be difficult to name a certain concert music style.

Is film music attractive to you because there you have the possibility to use many different genres?

Yeah. I have been always interested in trying out different musical styles. Concert music is a totally different musical world., there you 
do not have the possibility to do that as much as in film music.  If I wrote concert music, perhaps the style that would mostly attract me would  
be minimal music.  It is not that far away from the aesthetics of film music. 

How often do you enjoy full artistic freedom, when you can make all the decisions according to your own taste?

Well, at the moment I am not doing that, I mean, I am basically mostly writing for film or theater projects,  and there you do have to 
adapt to the thing you are writing for. There you write the special kind of music that the project needs. So, generally in film music you do not  
have that kind of artistic freedom in terms of that you can not choose the musical style the way you want. 

If you can write independently from external instructions, what are the most obvious signs in your music of this freedom?

Well, first of all, probably, the choice of style, and also harmonically. I do not find myself writing so many chromatic things in film  
music, because it needs to be backgroundy all the time, it must not draw to much attention to itself, in a way. You have to listen to dialogue and 
all these. Musically it does not need to be too sophisticated. In concert music there is a lot more freedom. In film music you are not supposed to  
write that many melodies, they have to be rather motives, that can be learned pretty fast so that you don't really have to listen to them. In  
concert music melodies are allowed to be longer, they can attract much more attention to them. 

Do you sometimes write music for projects that need to address large audiences? 

I do not really think that much of audiences. The most important in film music is that the music has to adapt the general concept of the  
movie. If the film itself has a rather high artistic level and is not suitable for that large audiences, then the music itself has to have a certain  
artistic level. […]

Sometimes directors tell composers to write something more accessible.  If ou write accessible music what does that mean to 
you?

It means that a certain audience has to be able to grab the music right from the beginning, it should be not too complicated, it should be 
melodic. There is always a tension between being understandable, and still not bee too … cliché-full. […] In most cases I write tonal music. My 
own musical  language is  not that experimental,  it  is  not based on twentieth-century harmonies. It  comes more from the Romantic and  
nineteenth century musical background, and also has that jazzy, pop-rock style influences. I am often searching for strong melodies, that  
people can sing along. My own music is rather tonal, this appeals better to people, than 20th century harmonies. I have a melodic approach.  
Everything else has to take care of that.  

Do you ever combine different styles? What is your motivation for that?

Yeah, sometimes I do that if that makes musical sense. […] Jazzy tunes can be played by an orchestra, or an electric guitar can also be  
part of an orchestra.  […] Last year I did a feature film about a shooting at a university. It was a drama, it had to do with social disabilities, so  
my first approach was that, to express that the figures are social cripples. We had an orchestral recordings for that, but I felt, that only with the 
orchestral  body alone you could not feel the dangers of  the figures enough,  so I  started adding some electronic elements to  that,  some 
synthesizers, and also some electric guitars, to add that edgy and also modernistic feelings. Also, kind of, like , I wanted to say that we were in  
the year 2013 and not in 1960 or whatever. So, that is also probably part of that. Because part of our musical language nowadays are electronic  
elements. 
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And what elements were there from electronic music? Rather effects or melodies as well?

Yeah, also melodies and certain sounds, that suited pretty well with the orchestral elements.

Do you think that target groups can be addressed by quoting specific genres? Do you communicate with genre clichés?

Yeah, I think in certain situations it can be helpful. […] I think it was my first student film I ever did. It was kind of like a black-and  
white movie, and it had to do with a rocker guy on a bike who sees an attractive lady. I first tried to write symphonic music, and synthetic  
sounds and it just did not work. And then I wrote quite a rocky song for that, and it worked perfectly well, because it gave the guy much more a  
feeling he already had in the picture, and that was good for that. You could say, that's a cliché, but if it makes the guy cooler, or make him feel  
more what he is, or what he is supposed to be, than it's totally allowed to do things like that.  Or, probably the TV-series I am doing now, we are  
trying out different things, it is an adventure movie, and the theme I was first working on was more like an Indiana Jones-inspired theme, but I  
think what was required for them [the producers] was more an "agent-like" theme, which means more jazzy or big-bandy approach of doing 
that,  which in  my opinion works even better, so...  which is  also a total  grab into the stylistic clichés:  using over-the-top jazz music for  
agent-like guys. But it works if it adds that certain feel to them, which is probably missing in the movie. […] One thing that is very important  
about film music, is that is has to be understood from the very first moment on. It is not like a concert recording where you can listen to it six  
times, like a Mahler symphony or whatever, where you probably really have to take time to dig into the piece, that is often not the case with  
the film. At least not with the things you can't consume all the time. So you have to chose a musical style that is understood by as many people  
as possible. I think that is very important. Which sometimes limitates you as an artist, but as long as you accept that, that is totally ok.

What are your techniques to stay simple but avoid clichés?

[…] I present a motive, and then I repeat it again, so that the listener can learn it, so that he does not have to listen too much to the  
music, but it stays unconsciously. Like: tadam tadam, tadaaadam (sings), my answer to that would be tadam tadam, tadaaadam, totally the same 
rhythm. So I think periodically. Also if I try to be more inventive, I give the listener some time to easily learn the material. Also, in film music,  
but in concert music as well, sometimes you need repetition to underline something, that is important to you. Some composers in the concert  
world say: I do not want to repeat myself at any time in my whole piece again, because I have already given that specific information. But I do  
not think the ear works like this. Your ear cannot save that much information per second. […] 

Do you find innovation in your work? In what terms do you think your music is innovative? 

Compositionally I am more on the traditional side. I would not consider myself as someone who reinvents the wheel. […] 

You can also say small things that you like to do in order to make your music sound more interesting, to you in the first place...

Well, in these days so many things are done by computers, at least in film music, so, I believe in writing music down also by the hand,  
because it makes you think more about certain notes, and about how things are written well in a traditional compositional point of view, and I  
think not many film composers do that nowadays, so they are sitting at the computer and record ideas immediately. […] 

[…] I just finished a documentary about Thailand. I used some flutes and some percussion instruments and blended them into my  
symphonic film music. They had that certain feeling that they had in their own style too, so I tried to be a bit puristic in that.

Did you use Asian scales as well?

Yeah I did, to keep it authentic in a way, but they were supposed to play middle-European-influenced elements, so they had to sound  
like something that might have come from Asia too, but of course integrated in a style that is supposed to be film music. […]
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8.2.9. Kutiman
Short Bio

Ophir Kutiel professionally known as Kutiman, is an Israeli musician, composer, producer and animator. In 2009 Kutiman released  
“ThruYOU,” is an online music video project mixed from samples of YouTube videos that has received more than 10 million views. Time 
Magazine named it one of the 50 Best Inventions of 2009. Due to the success of Thru-YOU, in October 2010 Kutiman was invited by YouTube to  
perform at the “YouTube Play” grand opening at Guggenheim in New York City.158

 

Interview with KUTIMAN (Ophir Kutiel) 31st October, 2013

B.A.: How would you describe your own musical style? 

Ophir Kutiel: First of all I have to say that I am really bad at definitions and defining my music and my art, and it is much more easier for  
me to just create stuff, then explain it. I find it really hard to explain what I did or why I did it. But I think for us growing up in the internet age,  
I think, it is less important where you come from, so a lot of my influences are the same as probably yours or someone from even, I don't know,  
America or from Australia. And, I don't know, I just love music, I can't say which genre is my favorite, because there is not such a thing, I just  
love good music, it can be rock, it can be jazz, it can be classic. And there are some pieces for instance in classical music that I do not like, and  
some that I do like, and the same in rock and funk and jazz, I just love music, and I grew up on whatever I could listen to. There is no such a  
thing as Israeli music, so, like folk Israeli music. Even Israeli music is made out of influences from Europe and from Africa and different places,  
so I don't have like my roots music. So I think most of the influence comes from the internet and music that just people gave me.

Ok, I agree, maybe it is more difficult to say what genres you like, but you can maybe tell what you do not like, when you are  
talking about a classical piece that you do not really like. Can you explain why you don't like it, or what elements?

I don't know, I love groove. That is the first thing that got me in music, that made me fall in love with music. I remember as a child  
listening in the radio to the song Yekeke, you remember this song Yekeke... And that was the first time I heard something groovy, and I fell in  
love with it. And sometimes in classical music or in any genre when I feel the groove I tend to like it, and I like usually minor, much more than  
major. Like, I like the deepness in it, and the sadness in it. And usually when you combine the two of them together, that's what I really like.  
Like Minor + Groove. And lot of the times in classical music you can find it. … and a lot of genres I guess, minor groove is my combination.

After having a classical jazz education, you were amazed by Funk music. What do you like most in the genre Funk, compared to 
what you had learned earlier. So like classical jazz vs Funk. What is the difference for you?...

I did not have any special classical education, I just learned piano at a neighbor's house, so obviously she taught me classical pieces, but  
it was not something professional or something like that, and than I went to a jazz school, because that is the only school for music that we  
have here in Israel, and I never really got jazz, I never really understood it. And I was a little bit intimidated by all the information, and all the  
rules, and all the changes, and you know a jazz school is sometimes like a lot of information you know and forget the music. And suddenly a  
friend just gave me a big box with CDs of like James Brown, and Parliament, and even psychedelic like King Crimson, and a lot of stuff I had not  
heard about before, and I guess the simplicity is what maybe fall in love with it. It is so simple, anybody can play it, and it's so well composed,  
and it is like a puzzle, you know the bass is doing this, and he drums is doing like exactly the opposite, and the guitar.., it is like a puzzle, when 
it works it's magical to me. 

Ok. Well, it is interesting you mentioned King Crimson as well, because, well, that seems to be a bit more complicated music,  
than James Brown for example. I am a big fan of King Crimson by the way, but I think it's much more complex music. …. What  
elements of Funk do you incorporate in your own style and why? What is funky in your music, and what is different from funk. If you.  
I dont know if you think that way.. You can also tell me if the question sounds really stupid because this whole thing is also about me  
understanding the differences how composers work. So I would be interested if you know what new elements you add to traditional  
funk in order to make your music sound fresh?  

I think the combination, like if you say James Brown and King Crimson together... I think I got a lot of influence from James Brown and  
from King Crimson and sometimes I like to combine the psychedelic with the raw funk. So a lot of the times I will just build like a traditional 
funk groove and then play like a sweet or psychedelic melodies on top of them. And sometimes it makes the funk a little bit softer and more  
melodic, or I like to use a lot of ninth notes, if you play a c minor to play the D on the top and go you know like softer melodies. But a lot of the  

158 Kutiman's Bio on Wikipedia – Retrieved December 13 2013 from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kutiman
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times I am just trying to imitate something, I get something completely different. I guess most of the music was created this way. People trying  
to imitate something that they love, and they end up with something new.

Yeah something personal...

Yeah. So most of the time this is the case. I don't really analyze it too much, to think how I am gonna make it different. I am just trying  
to do something that I love, and end up with something, that even sometimes I don't know how it came out.

Yeah. I suppose that's the better way to work. I mean a lot of people in education tend to be really complicated and they are too  
often analyzing what they are doing. I also have this sometimes.. Hmm.

Yeah.

But, is this music meant for dancing? I mean if you compose your music do you think about how the audience will react, or how 
they will listen to it? 

Well, not really, like obviously I think how the people will react, but not necessarily in a dance floor. I guess I also prefer to listen to  
music at home or in the car, then in a club. I guess this is where I am aiming to, but no, I don't really try to make it practical for a dance floor. I  
am trying to I don't know.. (laughs)

Ok. Does popularity influence your music making? When you say ok, a lot of people are following me on YouTube, so I have to  
please them somehow, so do you compose sometimes with the intention of reaching larger audiences? 

Well, I would love to say no. And it would be very noble of me to say no, but of course I think about the audience, and of course I am  
thinking about larger audience, but I think I am loyal to myself and to my taste, I mean I never released something that I think would reach a  
larger audience but I don like it. And a lot of the times again I am starting to compose something and I am thinking, ok, this time I am gonna do 
something that will reach larger audience, but eventually I find myself  just drifting with my own taste and eventually forgetting about people  
and audience and I am just doing what I want to do, or what I feel as good. And I think this is also how I get the best results. When I am not  
thinking, and I am doing it from the love to music, you know, so that it is more pure.

...so that it remains honest as possible.

Yeah, I really believe that.

Yeah. It is interesting, I did many interviews with composers working in the fields of classical crossover, you know, when 
sometimes these terrible Vivaldi-remixes, when we hear original Vivaldi with some techno drums.

Yeah.

It can be sometimes funny, but most of the time I feel that there is a strategy behind it. So that it is made for a large audience.

Yeah

And sometimes it is interesting to see what they do to their music in order to make it more simple, or to make it more popular.  
But obviously, you don't think that way, right?

Not really. I think that way, but again if you look at my repertoire, you will see that there is no real intention to go commercial or to go  
really, like, crossover, I don't think I can do it. Even I really needed the money, I don't think I could do it. 

 When you start working on a new piece, do you normally have a plan for the form and structure, or do you go ahead step by  
step?

I don't have a plan whatsoever. Usually I start it  just from Youtube, just watching youtube videos, not even planning to work on 
something, and then running across a drummer or something that I think, wow, this guy is cool, I could build a full track on top of this video, it  
is really unique, Then I start from there, I just imagine I am doing my own music. So for instance if I find a drummer, and then I just loop it, and  
play it in the background and then I start searching for I dont know I want a bass, or I want a funk bass, I can find myself searching for a bass,  
but then I see in the related videos a guitar, and then I go to the guitar, and then it takes me to a Kalimba, and then it takes me to a violin. And  
then it is just, whatever the Youtube-God gives me... Sometimes I am searching for something specific, but eventually I find myself finding a  
different instrument that fits exactly with the drummer or the first video that I chose, so I go along with it, because you know not like in a  
studio, I don't have a lot of options, so if something works, and I like it, I just go along with it. I can't say: no, I want here a guitar that plays this  
riff exactly. I a just searching for thinkgs that will work together, and it is actually quite relieving in a way, 'cause sometimes when sou work in  
a studio and you have a lot of options, than you can find yourself with too many options. I dont know this works, but this works as well... In the  
Youtube process, sometimes it can be very frustrating, searching and searching and not finding, but as soon as you find something that works,  
you know that THIS IS IT!.
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But sometimes you pick, I don't know, just one chord or just one note from a sample, or from YouTube video, and you play your 
own melody with notes or samples taken from another video, is that right?

Yeah. It is, but I don't sample it and then play the notes. Sometimes if a have melody, and I want to double it with something, so I  
search, for a lot of the times, I search for just the scale, like I write “G-minor scale on the guitar”, and then someone plays the whole scale, and  
then I have all the notes, so I can create my own melody, but a lot of the times I do it to double something that I found already played.

Ok. What kind of main principles do you keep in mind when picking the right sample from Youtube? Is that the sound? Or if 
you have already a groove... You syncronize them together with this video editing software, is that right? So this BPM-synch is in your 
video editing software.

Yes, sometimes, I cut it more then stretch it. Yeah, and actually keep in mind a lot of stuff when I search for a video. First of all it has to  
be a video with not too many views. Like, if sometimes I can find something that works perfectly, but it got like 50000 views, so it is too much  
for me. And this is also frustrating sometimes, that I find something perfect, but I think it is too big already. And a lot of the times I keep in  
mind the video frame sometimes, I see a frame or a person that I really like, and I say, wow this frame is perfect, but he plays something  
terrible or so. So sometimes I have to really struggle in order to try to put him in, somehow to find one note, “just give me one note and I will  
put you in”. And sometimes the other way round, Sometimes for instance I search for an MC, for a hip hop mc, for one of the tracks, and most  
of them were just singing you know like stuff that I did not connect to, you know saying things that I did not like. It sounded really good, but I  
had to let them go. Or sometimes I see,... I give you an example, I did this jungle track, and I searched for a drummer, I searched for jungle  
drums, and I saw, as you can imagine, I had a lot of options of crazy crazy crazy drummers, but a lot of the times, I did not like their attitude, I  
don't know, they were like showing off..

Sorry, is this the “Real democracy” video, you are talking about?

No this is the “Babylon band”.

Oh yeah, Ok.

And I saw like monsters on the drums, and eventually I saw this kid, that is not such a good drummer but his video was “I am gonna  
show you how to play jungle on the drums”. And there is this trick to play jungle on the drums and he was not that good but still he wanted to  
teach other people to show them the trick, so I instantly said, that is the guy for me, I like his attitude, I like his vibe. So it is not strictly  
musical, and it is not strictly video, it is a combination, that I have to feel, this is the right person.

Ok, sounds interesting, great. And how much do you think about the sound, or the sound quality of the samples. Sometimes you 
are adding some reverb, or you edit the sound as well. But how concerned are you about the sound quality?

Well it has to work. It is never good studio quality, but it has to work on some kind of level, you know. Sometimes, as I said, the video is  
so strong, or the person is so strong, and the sound quality is poor, but I fall in love video so much, that I will do everything that I can just to  
make it work. It is, I don't know how to say it in English, but it is like, you have to find like the right balance between good sound sound quality,  
good frame, and the character. And it is like sometimes, the character is strong, but the sound is poor, sometimes, the sound is great, but the  
character is poor. When I feel the balance is right between all of them, I use it.

When you work with these multimedia-samples, the whole process is a bit of technological creation, because you work with a 
software with all its limitations.  Does the technology you use support you in freely realizing all your ideas, or does it in any form 
mean limitations for you? How would you expand these boundaries? 

I think its not like the software I use is not like hi-end technology, it is just basic video editing, but I can edit it on a bpm grid instead of  
frame grid. So it does not do any magic or something like that. If I find something that is slightly not on time, I can just cut it and edit it to the  
time, but it does not do any magic, like, people sometimes think that I can mix anything with anything, but it is not true. It helps me, but just,  
you know, cutting no more than that, like I don't do pitch shift, I try not to do time stretch, so it's mainly searching for the right video, and  
then tweaking it a little bit. 

In what direction do you think your work can be developed in the future?

Wow. That is a tough question. I don't know, I really hope and wish myself in interested and fascinated by new things all the time and to 
create it with the same passion I created like Thru-You, and my album, and all the things I do, and I really hope, I won't fall into this place you  
know thinking about crowd and thinking about people, and thinking about success. I don't know, I am into video and music, I am finishing my  
own album, that is just studio music, no tricks, no samples. I don't know, music and video, and all the combination between them.

You have just made this Thru-Tokio project. Is it that like you travel a lot, and whenever you visit a new place, you collect  
street musicians as well? 

It I not really street musicians. I have like a producer, and we do pre-production, you know, to find the people and set locations with  
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them. Its a series called Thru-the-city. Whenever I have an opportunity to go to a different country, I try to feel my impression of the place and  
music and people thru their music, kind of an interesting way.

Ok, well, thanks very much Kuti, it was really nice talking to you. 
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